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• Circuit Board Testing Update/No. 5in aseries from Hewlett-Packard.

JUSTIFYING THE PURCHASE OF AN AUTOMATIC BOARD TEST
SYSTEM IN LIGHT OF TODAY'S HIGH COST OF CAPITAL.

Today, an automatic board test
system can easily cost $100,000 or
more. Given the current high cost of
money, can apurchase of this size
be finapcially justified? If you choose the
right kind of test system it can be. In
fact, the right automatic test system
will not only pay for itself — including
interest costs — but will actually save
your company additional money.
The secret! Leveraging.
There are any number of testing alternatives now available. However, HP's
3060A Board Test System combines
the latest in-circuit testing technology
with board level functional testing.
The addition of functional testing to in-

circuit testing provides arelatively small
increase in board yield. But
as you can see from the
accompanying diagram,

this small increase can mean alarge
improvement in product yield. For example, in a5PC board product, an
increase in board yield of only 8% (from
90% to 98%) will leverage product
turn-on rate from about 59% to 90%.
The impact of leveraging on
production test costs.
As you may have already discovered,
production testing costs increase
exponentially. In other words, afault
that costs 18c to find during in-circuit
testing can easily cost $20 or more if
not detected until final product test
Why? Because of the additional time —
and increased labor costs — associated
with fault diagnosis and repair at
this level.
By helping leverage product yield
through in-circuit plus functional testing,
the HP 3060A can help decrease
production test costs. For example, in
afive PC board product, with aproduct
volume of 12,000 per year, the 3060A
can slash production test costs as
much as $19.94 per unit. And that's a
total of nearly $250,000 per year.
Will it work for you?
As you can see from the graph, today's
increasing cost of capital means the
savings to be generated by an investment such as the HP 3060A must be
substantial in order to produce areasonable break-even point. How can
you determine whether or not
the 3060A would deliver alarge
enough reduction in production test
costs — to justify its purchase?
To help you determine this
for yourself, HP now offers
avery helpful brochure
titled "Financial Justifi-

cation — Circuit Test Systems." It
includes aproduction test model
worksheet, and has guidelines for
calculating the 3060A Automatic Board
Test System's payback period,
average return on investment and/or
discounted cash flow. You can use this
information to determine the rate of
return offered by the HP 3060A in your
facility, even in light of today's highinterest economy. For your free copy
of "Financial Justification — Circuit Test
Systems," or for more information on
the HP 3060A, (Priced at $82,000*
for standard operational system) write
to Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Or call
the HP regional office nearest you: East
(201) 265-5000, West (213) 970-7500,
Midwest (312) 255-9800, South (404)
955-1500, Canada (416) 678-9430.
'Domestc USA pnce only.
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HP Circuit Testers —
The Right Decision
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ON OUR FIBER OPTIC KIT

READY TO HOOK UP!
INCLUDES DIGITAL TRANSMITTER,
RECEIVER,
10 METRE CABLE ASSEMBLY AND
COMPLETE
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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Take the First Sitbp Toward
Full Fiber Optic Capability
Now you can get started with HP'S HFBR-0010 Fiber Optic Kit at half the regular price.
The HFBR-0010 is acomplete logic-to-logic link, including transmitter, receiver, 10 metre cable/connector assembly
and technical data. The complete system is now just $275*— for alimited time only.
Once you've tried HP'S kit, you can simply change cable assemblies for links up to 100 metres. For longer systems
up to 1000 metres, substitute HP'S new HFBR-1002 transmitter. No calibration or adjustment is required.
These links are ideal for digital interconnections in many lab, industrial and military applications.
To take advantage of this special offer, call any franchised
HP components distributor. In the U.S., contact Hall-Mark,
Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer Standard, Schweber, Wilshire
or the Wyle Distribution Group (Liberty/Elmar). In Canada,
call Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics, Ltd.
*Domestic US price only. Offer expires August 31, 1980.
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Never available until now. ..

Ultra-low distortion
MIXERS
High-level (+17 dBm LO)

Guaranteed -55 dB
two-tone third-order
intermodulation spec
(below IF output)
Test conditions
RF 1=200 MHz, RF 2=202 MHz at 0dBm
LO =180 MHz at +17 dBm

$19.95

Special Features:
•Wide bandwidth
50 kHz — 1000 MHz
•1dB compression point 4-15 dBm
•Low insertion loss 6dB
•High isolation,
greater than 45 dB
•3connector versions,
2pin versions
NOW. ..improve your systems
intermod spec by as much as 10 dB
guaranteed. .. specify Mini-Circuits'
state-of-the-art ultra- low distortion
Double-Balanced Mixers. Prices start at
an unbelievable low $19.95. ..
with off-the-shelf delivery.
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performance curves and application
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Cover: Japanese train sights on computer market, 113

SENIOR EDITOR: Ray Connolly

After walking away with the U. S. radio and television markets, and with
their semiconductor industry operating at or very near the technology's
leading edge, the Japanese are in excellent shape to carve large slices from
the U. S.—dominated computer pie. The goals are clearly set, governmentsponsored cooperative programs in full swing, and competitive hardware
already in production. Software is their only admitted soft spot, according to
this issue's in-depth special report, and they're hard at work on it.
The cover includes part of a painting by Japanese master Hokusai
(1760-1849). The background photo is by Computers & Peripherals Editor
Anthony Durniak; the design is by Art Director Fred Sklenar.
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Nobody's perfect, office workers included. And they aren't going to become
perfect just to please a bunch of literal-minded machines. Automatic office
equipment must be made much simpler to use and more tolerant of errors,
according to experts at the Office Automation Conference.
Ion-beam lithography reaching practical stage, 142
Chip makers, casting about for a replacement for optical lithography that
will launch them into the era of submicrometer design rules, are looking
closely at developing ion-beam techniques. The beams can be focused for
direct writing or collimated for production with masks, and they have
significant advantages over X rays and electron beams.
Elegantly simple cell makes afast, dense PROM, 147
"Keep it simple" is amaxim vital to memory design: as the industry pushes
ahead to higher densities, simplicity pays off in ease of manufacture. The
cells in this programmable read-only memory use polysilicon fuses and are
the tiniest yet for agiven set of design rules.
Error-checking chip thrives in forest of protocols, 151
The data-communications world is a diverse one, to say the least. The
number of different protocols used makes flexibility amust for any chip that
is to have ahealthy number of applications. Most synchronous or asynchronous character-oriented protocols, including cyclic redundancy checking, are
handled by a TTL-compatible n-MOS controller at the rate of 1 million
characters per second.
...and in the next issue
Microprocessors give digital multimeter new abilities ...speech-synthesis
chip imitates person for natural sound ...memory management for 16-bit
processors ...areport on this year's Electronic Components Conference.
March 27 1980
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Get 1 watt output from
your H-P generator
with aMini-Circuits amplifier!
0.05 -1000 MHz
from $199

Need more than the 10 mw available from
your signal/sweep generator or synthesizer
for system and subsystem testing?
Just add a MiniCircuits' ZHL wideband
amplifier and boost the 10 mw level to 1
watt or +30 dBm. Also, there's an additional
benefit ... as much as 40 dB isolation will
be added between the generator and the
system under test. And VSWR is less than
2:1 over the full frequency range.
Upgrade your present generator now ...
check the specs and low prices below and
order your ZHL wideband amplifier today
... and we will ship within one week!
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VOLTAGE CURRENT

PRICE

Total safe ,nput power -20 dBm. operatmg temperature œ cto 60 C. storage temperature -55 C to 100°C, 50 ohm Impedance..nput and ou put VSWR 2 1max
For detaded specs and curves, refer to 1979/80 M,croWaves Product Data D'recto y. p 364-365 or EEM p 2970-2971
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Publisher's letter

years of preparation and
some false starts, they're ready, willing, and able." That's Tony Durniak
computer and peripherals editor,
describing the Japanese computer
manufacturers.
Tony and Tokyo bureau manager
Charlie Cohen worked together to
produce the in-depth report on
Japan's computer technology
(p. 113). They interviewed company
executives and engineering managers. They toured research labs and
plants. And they literally looked
under the hood (see photo) of
Japanese machines to find out firsthand what makes them tick.
What did they find? There are
few differences between the Japanese and American computers.
"That's the significance," Tony explains. "It means that they have
caught up, and the Japanese are
proud of that accomplishment."
While Tony reported on the plans
and technical accomplishments of
"After

YOU'RE
NOT GETTING THE
BEST TRACES
FROM YOUR GOULD
RECORDER UNLESS
YOU'RE USING
ACCUCHART® PAPER

•

Accuchart paper is specially
designed and produced by Gould
for use in Gould recorders. Only
Accuchart assures you'll get the
precise and permanent traces
Gould recorders are capable of
producing.
To get the finest quality traces
from Gould recorders, you need
Accuchart paper. Easily identified
by the Accuchart name on every roll.
For more reasons why, send for
our free handy pocket guide by
calling Gould toll free at (800)
325-6400, ext. 77. (In Missouri:
(800) 342-6600). Or write Gould
Inc., Instruments Div., 3631 Perkins
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

the Japanese makers, Charlie concentrated on describing Japan's domestic market. Charlie has followed
this beat since its inception in the
mid-1950s. As a result, he has
known some of today's computer
company executives since they were
junior researchers at the government's Electrotechnical Laboratory.
In one case, Charlie's acquaintance
with a top-level computer executive
dates back to when they both
attended the Graduate School of
Engineering at the University of
Tokyo. At present, Charlie points
out, the domestic computer market
is in flux. But its rough-and-tumble
has taught the producers how to
compete in aworld marketplace.

Why not an editorial career?
Electronics has available challenging editorial positions for electronics engineers with a bent for journalism. Our editors keep abreast of and write or edit
articles on the latest trends in electronic technology. Right now, we're
looking for editors to cover microcomputer systems and software and with
general expertise. A bachelor's degree and design experience are desirable.
Salary and benefits are excellent. Write a letter telling us about yourself to
the Managing Editor (Technical) at Electronics, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020.

An Electrical /Electronics Company
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WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
FROM DC TO 1MHz
Where in the wide world
do you find them?
You'll find them at Krohn-Hite... the only company that
is really responsive to the need for wideband power
amplification. We know that systems designers need
power, performance, and versatility, so we designed
the Model 7500 direct-coupled amplifier that offers
continuous power up to 75W and up to 125V RMS.
The 7500 has afrequency response that is typically flat to within
0.05db over most of its
range, and even at full power output, the harmonic distortion is less than 0.05%. Voltage
gain, fixed or variable, is 0to X100. Output
circuit is both current and voltage protected.
And both AC and DC input couplings are
provided.
The Model 7500 can serve as the heart of an
AC power source. Other applications include
precision meter calibration, transducer
driving, and vibration analysis. Call on the
company that is responsive to your needs.
Krohn-Hite. Send for specifications on our
complete line of wideband amplifiers. Look up
our product listings in EEM and Gold Book.
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(ç)Krohn•Hite Corp. 1979

Krohn-Hite... Benchmark of Value in Power Amplifiers

AL, Huntsville (205)534-9771; AZ, Phoenix (602)279-1531; CA, Inglewood (213)674-6850, San Jose (408)292-3220; CO, Denver (303)7731218; CT, Canton Center (203)693-0719; FL,
Orlando (305)859-7450. Sunrise (305)742-2115; GA, Atlanta (404)455-1206; HI, Honolulu (8138)941-1574; IL, Chicago (312)283-0713; IN, Carmel (317)844-0114; KS, Overland Park
(913)649-6996; LA, Gretna (504)367-3975; MD, Towson (301)321-1411; MA, Chelmsford (617)256-9061; MI, Detroit (313)961-3042; MN, Minneapolis (612)835-4818; MO, St. Louis
(314)569-1406; NM, Albuquerque (505)255-2330; NJ, Cherry Hill (609)482-0059, Englewood (201)871-3916; NY, Rochester (716)473-5720, Saratoga Springs (518)584-6519, Syracuse
(315)437-6666; NC, Burlington (919)227-3639; OH, Chesterland (216)729-2222, Dayton (513)294-2476; OK, Jenks (918)299-2636; OR, Portland (503)297-2248; PA, Pittsburgh
(412)261-2604; SC, Greenville (803)271-8543; TX. Dallas (214)661-0400, Houston (713)688-1431; UT Salt Lake City (801)466-8729; VA, Falls Church (703)573-8787; WA, Bellevue
(206)454-3400; WI, Milwaukee (414)545-8400; CANADA, Montreal. Quebec (514)744-5829, Ottowa, Ontario (613)725-1931, Toronto, Ontario (416)625-0600, Calgary, Alberta
(403)276-7567.
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SENSOR
TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCES MORE
OEM OPTICAL ENCODERS
ANNUALLY THAN ANYBODY!

LINEAR
PROPORTIONAL f
or
POSITION Il I'vegyeys7dess
•Up to 500 L/inch,incremental.
•Linearity better than 2%.
•Extremely stable over awide
temperature range.
•Integral electronics, laser balanced.
•Collimating optics.
•Ready to plug in and go.
TypIcal cord uguranon Incluchng amonfters. computenzed
balancmg and connector Under $50 In OEM quantMes

WE MAKE LINEAR & ROTARY ENCODERS
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

Readers' comments
Lasers Down Under

Bus bugs

To the Editor: It was interesting to
learn from the laser story in your
issue of Jan. 17 ["Airborne YAG unit
to chart ocean shallows with sonar
accuracy but 100 times the speed,"
p. 49] that the Avco Everett Research Laboratory Inc.'s HALS (Hydrographic Airborne Laser Sounder)
system may be used by the U. S.
Naval Oceanographic Office for
worldwide coastal surveys scheduled
to begin in 1981.
Idraw your attention to the fact
that such a system has been operational in Australia for some time. It
was developed from our highly successful terrain-profiling system, in
use since the early 1970s, gathering
data across Australia for compiling a
precise relief map of our continent.
Details of the Australian-pioneered "laser bathymetry" equipment and techniques were presented
at the first Australian National
Laser Conference held in Canberra,
March 20-23,1978, and reported in
the Soviet Journal of Quantum Electronics 9(2), Feb. 1979, pp. 258-59.
These systems are now available
commercially as a result of AIP
(Australian Industrial Participation)
programs. Details may be obtained
from Mr. B. Balin, Technical Director, Quentron Optics Pty, Quentron
House, 75a Angus St., Adelaide,
S. A. 5000, Australia.
J. L. Hughes
Canberra,
Australia

To the Editor: With regard to "Instrument makers score unannounced
bugs in GPIB chips" [Jan. 31, p. 39],
Iwould like to illuminate the process
of the chips' development over the
last several years from auser's point
of view.
The vendors have been very cooperative in trying to comply with
IEEE-488 and in providing a good
user interface in their chips. Each
chip has had its share of problems
when introduced. Those problems
are being designed out and ultimately the chips will, for the most part,
be clean and consistent in operation.
We have extensively evaluated
these devices here at Tektronix and
have been able to dig out several of
the bugs on our S3260 test system
and in design groups. This information has been given to the designers
and a frank discussion of chip function has taken place.
Ihope that future devices, especially those which must adhere to
external standards, can be developed
with similar cooperation between
vendors and users. This can work if
the following conditions are met:
• Information provided by vendors
must be scrupulously protected by
recipients as proprietary. This is
especially true for new products
under development but also applies
to "bug lists" on available devices.
• Discussions about device problems
between vendors and users must be
framed in general terms and not in
terms of other vendors' problems or
proposed solutions.
believe that future chips will be
much more difficult to design and
therefore much more risky for vendors to attempt. Cooperation between vendors and users should be
encouraged in order to help minimize the risks as much as possible.
Iam willing to discuss those GPIB
chip problems which Tek has had a
part in discovering with anyone
(from asmall instrument company!)
who wishes to call me at (503) 6440161, ex. 6303.
Jim Howe
Tektronix Inc.
Beaverton, Ore.

Registered
To the Editor: "Flat-panel displays
find special jobs" [Jan. 31, p. 67] is
almost a lexicon unto itself because
of the many companies mentioned.
We do want to call to your attention an oversight in the last paragraph of the first column. The term
Digivue is aregistered trademark of
Owens-Illinois for gaseous display
panels. Further, it was Owens-Illinois Inc. that worked with the University of Illinois on ac plasma panels, not Owens-Corning Corp.
David R. Birchall
Owens-Illinois Inc.
Toledo, Ohio

21200 LASSEN STREET, CHATSWORTH, CA 91311
(213) 882-4100
TELEX: 910-494-4776
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We just devalued
the pA9708.

It's now down to $1.89 per
That makes it the lowestcost multi-channel 8-bit
A/D converter in the
industry And price
just one of its
important advantages.
Here are some others.
F3870 and
F6800 1iP compatibility. Highreliability Bipolar
processing. Auto zero and fullscale correction. 300 ¡is conversion
time. ±0.2% maximum linearity over
temperature. And 30-volt maximum
analog and digital input range.
We'd like to tell you more about
our remarkable product
at aremarkable price.
For adata sheet and an

RAMP START
(FROM MPU)
COMPARATOR

I

IRAMP STOP
(TO MPU)

SAMPLE
AND RAMP
AMPLIFIER

ANALOG

is

INPUTS

1,

DIGITAL
A0
ADDRESS
Al
(FROM MPLI) At
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CONSTANT
CURRENT
SOURCE

1-0E-11
ADDRESS DECODER

REFERENCE
CURRENT
GENERATOR

C. (RAMP CAPACITOR)
EF

.vcc
application note that demonstrate
thellA9708's incredible versatility, call
or write Linear Products at Fairchild
Semiconductor Products Group,
P.O. Box 880A, Mountain View,
California 94042.
Telephone: (415) 962-4903.
TWX: 910-379-6435.
VAz,
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Announcing the Am6012.
The lowest priced
12-bit DAC you can buy.
Advanced Micro Devices' new Am6012
12-bit monolithic DAC is only $9.95 in
100-up quantities.
But if you think it's just astripped down
DAC, think again. The only thing we
trimmed on the Am6012 was the price.
And we mean that literally.
The Am6012 is the world's first monolithic DAC produced with diffused, rather
than thin-film, resistors. It requires no
active trimming of individual devices.

It's the only 12-bit monolithic DAC to
spec ±1
/
2 LSB (13-bit) differential nonlinearity over the entire temperature range.
The only one to spec NL and DNL at both
+5V and +15V supplies. It even offers
high-output impedance plus high-voltage
compliance: — 5V to +10V.
Thanks to the Am6012's innovative
design, it is inherently monotonic and fast.
It has a250ns typical settling time.
Thanks to Advanced Micro Devices, you
get MIL-STD-883 for free.
If you're looking for the best 12-bit DAC
at the best price in town, call or write
Advanced Micro Devices. And ask for the
Am6012.
The only thing we trimmed was the price.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, Telephone: (408) 732-2400
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News update

Put your Zaps
away for life.
Let Electrodag
coatings end your EMI and
ESD interference problems.
Those ugly little "Zappers"EMI and ESD interference. They can
play havoc when you use plastic
cabinetry on your electronics
equipment.
And now the FCC is getting
into the act. As of July 1,1980,
there'll be even tougher limits on
how much energy can legally radiate
from any electrical device.
What's the answer to this
perplexing dilemma? Simple. Just
lock your pesky Zaps up for good, by
applying an inexpensive spray-on
Acheson Electrodag coating.

Electrodag coatings need
no pre-treating, priming or topcoat.
With broad performance capability
and wide range of conductivity,
they provide excellent shielding or
static bleed under almost any condition, and for any size or shape
enclosure. Choose from our newest
entries-conductive graphite,
copper, and nickel pigmented coatings...each formulated and priced
to give your equipment cost/
effective shielding protection.
For more details about how we
can solve your specific coating problems, or for aselection guide, call or
write: Acheson Colloids Company,
Electrical Products, Port Huron,
Michigan 48060 (313) 984-5581.

SI etçheon
ght c
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• When Censor Inc. announced its
SRA-100 step-and-repeat projection
lithography system, it had ambitious
design objectives. The Liechtensteinbased company said it was shooting
for a 1-micrometer resolution,
through-the-lens automatic alignment with registration to within
±0.1 eim, and a throughput of 60
4-inch wafers an hour [Electronics,
June 21, 1979, p. 8].
With the prototype unit in debugging, the company's engineers are
finding its special 10x reduction
Zeiss lens has better than the
sought-after performance. The new
lens systems easily exposes 1-µm
lines in a production mode and has
put down 0.7-gm details in carefully
controlled experiments, the company
now says.
Test runs also have given a
throughput as high as 80 4-in.
wafers an hour. A contributing factor is the 200-millisecond exposure
time (900 ms on competitive steppers), which is due to the powerful
light source and high-resolution optics. Also contributing is the automatic wafer handling: transport time
is about 200 ms.
Improvements have been made on
the original design to cut contamination of—and operator-induced damage to—the expensive and fragile
10x reticles. A dust-free temperature-controlled chamber holds as
many as 15 reticles and automates
handling them. Also, a special cover
protects the reticle in use from dust.
Unlike other step-and-repeat
units, the design of the SRA-100 is
compact, at 13.3 square feet, and
precludes the need for a separate
environmental chamber. To facilitate use on production lines, it is well
isolated from vibration and shock.
The testing of the prototype unit
should be complete this month, and
the company expects to deliver the
second and third units to customers
in June. It also will show a machine
in Palo Alto, Calif., during Semicon
West, May 20-22. All together,
Censor says, it has 15 to 18 orders
from the U. S. and Europe for its
machine, and it expects to have produced 20 of the SRA-100 by the end
of June.
-Jerry Lyman
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The keyboard
switch
wnin
W]bsr
c9g
...keeps your product WORKING
year after year... after year. In your keyboard or ours,
Cherry key switches just don't fail. The knife-edge contact area is so small
(9 millionths of asquare inch)... the contact pressure so great (about 5,000 psi)
... the gold alloy so pure and film-free ... that you are assured of positive contact
every time. For 50 million operations and beyond. (Which is probably beyond the
life expectancy of your product!)
Cherry "heart of gold" keyboard switches are available individually or with
two-shot molded keycaps. Hopefully, you want keycaps. Because, we have keycaps
... in more legends, sizes, type faces than you're likely to find anywhere else.
Sculptured keycaps? We've got ern. Gloss or matte finish? We've got both. Colors?
Lighted? Specials? Sure! Some "off the shelf': .. all at prices that make it obvious
For free test sample switch
why the Cherry way is the economical way to put aheart of gold in any keyboard.

CHE

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP.,

and catalog. Just
TWX 910-235-1572
or PHONE 312-689-7700

Cherry switches now
8

available locally from distributors.

3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085

Our worldwide affiliates and phone numbers. Cherry Semiconductor Corp.. Cranston. RI. U.S.A., 401 463 6000 • Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach. Germany, 09 643 181 • Cherry Electrical
Products Ltd.. Sandridge Illerts1 England, 44 727 32231 •Cherco Brasil Industria EComercio Ltda.. Sao Paulo, Brazil, 011 246 4343 •Hirose Cherry Precision Co ,Ltd.. Kawasaki, Japan, 044 933 359
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People
Vanderslice brings the word
to GTE: it's 'consensus'

TRW Optron
OPTICALLY COUPLED
ISOLATORS
NEW OPI 7000 SERIES
OFFERS LOW COST
HIGH VOLTAGE ISOLATION
TRW Optron's new OH 7000 series
optically coupled isolators meet the
designer's requirements for high voltage isolation, yet at a low cost.
The new series is available from
stock and includes OPI 7002. OH
7010. OPI 7320. and OPI 7340 types.
These devices feature input -tooutput steady state isolation voltage of
greater than 6000 volts in free air and
greater than 10.000 volts when encapsulated. They consist of a gallium
arsenide infrared LED coupled with
either a silicon phototransistor or
photodarlington in a molded plastic
package. Standard pin spacing of
0.300 x0.100 inch is compatible with
that of dual in-line sockets.
Current transfer ratios range from
20°. to 100°c for the phototransistor
versions (CPI 7002/0P1 7010). and
from 200°. to 400°o for the photodarlington models (OH 7320/GPI 7340).
New OH 7000 series isolators are
interchangeable with similar products
as follows:

TRW Option
OPI
OPI
OPI
OPI

7002
7010
7320
7340

H15A2
H15A1
H15B2
H15B1

In addition,TRW Optron's complete
line of isolators includes standard devices in high-rel metal cans and low
cost DIP and other plastic configurations for most applications.
Detailed technical information on
optically coupled isolators and other
TRW Optron optoelectronic products
... chips, discrete components,
reflective transducers, and interrupter
assemblies ...is available from your
nearest TRW Optron sales representative or the factory direct.
TRWOPTRON
A DIVISION OF TRW INC.
1201 Tappan Circle
Carrollton, Texas 75006.
TWX-910-860-5958
214/242-6571
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"Nobody comes down from the
mountain with the revealed truth,"
says Thomas A. Vanderslice, 48,
president of the GTE Corp., Stamford, Conn. On the job about four
months now, Vanderslice spent the
first .three traveling through the
company's worldwide facilities
"finding out what our people
thought and what they are doing."
Prior to joining GTE, Vanderslice
was executive vice president of the
General Electric Co., where he
developed a management style his
new employees should find to their
liking. He says that he plans to stress
involvement in and enjoyment of the
job at all levels; and among key managers, consensus—followed by neartotal delegation of authority and
minimal centralized control. He sees
as one of his most important tasks
that of helping managers reach consensus positions.
Open. It is too early to say where
GTE will go under Vanderslice, but
the possibilities are wide. "We have
growth areas across the board," he
says, even though 40% of the firm's
business is in regulated areas such as
telephones and other forms of communications.
Obviously, though, the military
area will be of extreme importance,
with the firm having just won the
command, control, and communications contract for the MX missile
[Electronics, Feb. 14, p. 47], a pact
that could be worth about $3 billion
by the mid-1980s. GTE also should
wind up on the ground-launched
cruise missile (GLcm) team, another
multibillion-dollar program. And
GTE's operating companies may have
more electronic telephone switching
in their future in line with Vander
slice's interest in increasing productivity while saving maintenance
costs.
Vanderslice also expects renewed
emphasis on GTE's technological
resources. Activities like GTE Laboratories, GTE's recently revived semiconductor activities, and the firm's
strengths in materials science should

Looking big. Vanderslice sees growth areas
for GTE in all its business enterprises.

come in for more attention under
Vanderslice.
He also plans to concentrate on
productivity —"all
managers
should" —and GTE's semiconductor
activities slant into this picture.
"Ten years ago, you made an IC and
sold it into a market where volumes
were huge. Today, there's more specialization and somewhat smaller
quantities. LSI is becoming part of
our systems business, especially microprocessors and memories. So," he
says, looking for synergy, "we ought
to be able to let systems build on
semiconductors and vice versa."

Curtis adds the engineering
to software in his SDC post
After coming on the scene in the late
1960s, software engineering is finally starting to gain momentum as a
separate discipline. It is to regular
software, say, as chemical engineering is to pure chemistry, but so far
its practitioners are mainly showing
up at well-established software
houses, of which System Development Corp. in Santa Monica, Calif.,
is typical. The company has named
Edwin P. Curtis manager of software engineering for its product
group, which makes text storage and
retrieval systems.
The youthful Curtis defines the
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PDP11/03® PDPII/23®
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

MIL
FIRSTMICRO

TM

FIRST COMPUTER CORPORATION NOW OFFERS
MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS IN DOTH
11 /03 AND 11 /23 CONFIGURATIONS.
11T03-L
PART

The Bosic PDP-11 /03 systems offer the designer a
low cost compatible alternative to the larger
members of the PDP-11 family. The larger foster
PDP-11 /23 systems offer the power. expandability
and operoting systems of the larger members of the
PDP-11 family while retaining the proven cost
effective Q-Bus architecture. These systems save
you money, improve programming efficiency, and
boost productivity.

11V03-L

SRVXLLB

11V23-L
SRWXSSA

SRVXSSB

011-HA
CPU 11/03

10)11-HA
CPU 11/03

KOF11
CPU 11/23

KDF11
CPU 11/23

MSV11-DD
32KW Memory

MSV11-DD
32KW Memory

MSV11-DO
32KW Memory

MSV11-0D
32KW Memory

RLO1
Controller

RX02
Controller

MS Vil -DO
32KW Memory

MSV11-11)
32KW Memory

RLO1
Controller

DLV11-J
Serial (4)

DLV11-J
Serial (4)
BACKPLANE

OPEN

RLO1
Controller

RX02
Controller

RLO1
Controller

DLV11-J
Serial i4)

DLV11-J
Serial 141

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN
OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

BOV11-AA
Bootstrap

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

BDVI 1-AA
Bootstrap

BD Vil -AA
Bootstrap

Serving the world with cost effective computer systems.

agt computer corporation
TM

TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916

corporate square/825 north cass avenue/westmont, illinois 60559/(312) 9201050

— Trademark

First Computer Corporation

•Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

SS.
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Disk Memory
Power Supplies

People

Power-One, a leading
supplier to the Disk Drive
Industry, now offers a
complete line of power
supplies for FLOPPY DISK
and new WINCHESTER
FIXED DISK applications.
Call or Write for our
New Catalog.
WINCHESTER FIXED DISK
SHUGART -CENTURY -MICROPOLIS are just afew drives powered by this new
universal model. Powers (1) Winchester drive plus controller circuitry.
1st Output
+ 5V o 9A

2nd Output
- 5V Or - 12V o .8A

3rd Output

Model

Price cl •9)

+ 24V (4 .7A/4.5A PK

CP384

$120.00

FLOPPY DISK -51
4 "MEDIA
/
BASF -SHUGART -PERTEC -SIEMENS plus all other popular 51
4 "media drives.
/
1st Output

2nd Output

Model

Price(1 •9)

+ 5V ez .5/1/ .7A PK

+ 12V o .9A/1.8A PK

CP340

S 44.95

+ 5V cut 2A

+ 12V o 4A

CP323

S 74.95

cp323 powers up to (4) drives simultaneously.
FLOPPY DISK -8" MEDIA
SHUGART -PERSCI -CDC -WANGCO plus many other single and multiple drive
applications.
1st Output

2nd Output

o.5A

+ 5V le lA

- SV

+ 5V et 2.5A

- 5V o .5A

+ SV et 3A

- 5V

3rd Output

Model

Pricel1-91

+ 24V 61 1.5A/1.7A PK

CP205

+ 24V o 3A/3.4A PK

CP206

S 91.95

.6A

+ 24V o 5A/6A PK

CP162

$120.00

.15A /.2A PK

+24V o .2A/3A PK

CP272A

5 91.95

- 12V a, .4A

HTAA-16W

S 49.95

+ SV et 1.7A/2.2A PK

et
- 5V ez

+ 5V ez 2A

+ 12V o .4A

CP272A powers Persci Drives (includes unregulated 7-10V
HTAA-16W powers Persci controller.

S 69.95

1.2A/10A PK).

power-1111e D.C. rower

SUPPLIES

Power One Drive • Camarillo, CA 93010 • (805) 484-2806 • TWX 910-336-1297
Eastern Regional Headquarters •(5181399-9200
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The magazine
you're reading now
could be your own.
Drop off the routing list. Get your own fresh, unclipped copy mailed
to your home or office. Turn to the subscription card in the back of
the magazine. If somebody has beat you to it, write: Electronics,
P.O. Box 430, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
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Easy does

it. SDC's Curtis seeks

user-

friendly and catastrophe-free software.

new field as "developing a discipline
and methodology that allows predicting in advance how software will
perform, on schedule, before putting
it into aproduct."
Though sensible and long applied
to hardware, engineering techniques
for software were long in coming for
agood reason, in Curtis' view. "How
do you measure a successful program?" he asks, and what is a permissible number of programming
errors? The tools and experience for
making such measurements are just
taking hold as they diffuse into the
design community from the academic centers, he says.
The "reference issue," or lodestone of software engineering, is sensitivity to the user, says Curtis. In
other words, the engineer must come
up with "user-friendly software that
can run without catastrophe." Curtis
speaks from experience: his own
background before joining SDC several months ago is strong in the user
area—in computer design and pointof-sale equipment—and he holds
both aBSEE and MBA.
Curtis and other SDC officials
think software engineering is at the
takeoff point because data processing has matured to the point where
the stability and controls offered by
engineering techniques are needed
for cost reasons. The company, in
fact, has had a corporate software
engineering vice president since
1978 for these developments.
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The first LED pushbutton
that's as bright as an incandescent,
but doesn't burn out like one.

Our AML pushbuttons, indicators, paddles and rockers have anew light source.
A unique, dual chip LED.
Like other LED's, this one will last along time (its half-life is 100,000 hours or
more). It resists shock and vibration. It uses only half the current of an incandescent. It will
save you money on repairs. And comes in red, yellow and green.
But unlike all other LED's, this one is very bright. The kind of
brightness you'd expect from an incandescent.
And aspecial adapter makes it as easy to install as a
standard T1 3
/ wedge base.
4
In addition to this one very 'bright' idea, we've
made some other additions to the Advanced Manual
Line. Like akeylock switch, aprotective panel seal,
and aswitch guard.
Not to mention anew solid state LED
annunciator, with more room for legends.
For details about these and other bright ideas
for control panels, and the locations of our sales offices
and distributors around the world, write MICRO
SWITCH, Freeport, Illinois 61032. Or call 815-235-6600. M

I

SWITCH

aHoneywell Division
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Now, HP lets you make FDM carrie
one programmabl

0.1 Hz frequency resolution means
precise frequency setability over the full
50 Hz to 32.5 MHz range. _±.2 dB level
accuracy allows measurement with .01 dB
resolution all the way down to -80 dBm.

• CI • II III II II

DOC

CD
Optional Transmission Impairments
Measurements allow you to quickly troubleshoot voice channel problems using
phase jitter, noise-with-tone, signal-to-noise with-tone-ratio, and single level impulse
noise, all with one instrument.

•

C:1

e

MIA a) C

3336A SYNTHESIZER/LEVEL GENERATOR
1111N, II

Level accuracy is ±
-.05 dB at full output
at 10 kHz with -±- 0.1 dB flatness to 20.9 MHz, and you can sweep the full band
with ±.15 dB leveling.

-

Amplitude blanking allows testing of
operational FDM systems without disturbing
adjacent channels while the frequency
is changed.

The new Hewlett-Packard Level Measuring Set brings outstanding measurement convenience, precision and automatic
control to the design, manufacture, installation and maintenance
of Frequency Division Multiplex systems. It consists of two
new instruments: the HP 3586A/B Selective Level Meter, and
the HP 3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator. The A versions
are compatible with CCITT requirements, while the B versions
are compatible with North American (Bell) standards. In
addition, C versions are available for general purpose wave
analysis and frequency synthesis applications.
Precise frequency and level measurements are provided by

tor.,
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the HP 3586A/B Selective Level Meter. In addition to delivering
0.1 Hz resolution over the full 50 Hz -32.5 MHz range, the
Selective Level Meter lets you make measurements at both FDM
voice channel and carrier frequency with one instrument.
And, when you select the optional Transmission Impairments
Measurements feature, you enjoy anew versatility in FDM
system troubleshooting.
The new HP 3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator offers
extremely stable, accurate signals with harmonics more than
50 dB down, and phase noise 70 dB down in a3 kHz band.
As aprecision companion source, the Synthesizer can be

.14
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nd voice frequency tests with
..evel Measuring Set.
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COUNTER

Frequency Counter lets you measure
afrequency precisely, then tune to it with
one keystroke, eliminating the need for
"rocking" the tuning control to peak
the signal.
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HP-IB control is standard on both instruments, allowing all functions to be remotely
programmed for automated testing.

I

RANG..
orcSrl

Use the 3586A/B as a"tunable channel
bank filter .'with shape factors up to 1.2
and 75 dB adjacent channel rejection.

de,

EN',

Optional Noise Weighting Filter permits
direct Psophometric or C-message
weighted noise measurements. Or use the
standard equivalent weighted noise filters
supplied.

Manual tuning with selectable resolution
lets you change frequency, amplitude and
other functions in desired steps.

set to automatically track the frequency of the Selective Level
Meter. Or you can use it for stand-alone frequency synthesis
applications.
Through HP-IB, the Level Measuring Set is fully programmable. A computing controller such as one of HP's 9800
Series permits automatic operation to reduce manufacturing
time and to lower maintenance costs through automated testing.
Prices are $9,200* for the 3586A/B ($475* for Transmission
Impairments Measurements option) and $4,100* for the
3336A/B. For full information, write to Hewlett-Packard, 1507
Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Or call the HP regional

office nearest you: East (201) 265-5000, West (213) 970-7500,
Midwest (312) 255-9800, South (404) 955-1500, Canada
(416) 678-9430.
Domestic USA pnce only
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We've just
been caught
exceeding
the speed
limit

eeb*

Our FlOOK family of subnanosecond logic ECL circuits
is the fastest in the industry It's been cited doing
750 ps, which is 2-3 times faster than the competition.
Not only are our components faster, but your systems get faster because we've reduced interconnect
delays. Which allows for serial processing with fewer parts.
While being the most complex
ECL circuit family available,
it's still the easiest to use
in system design.
Because it's fully
voltage and temperature compensated and
has higher integration levels.
Plus, the family offers some important
advantages over TTL. Such as lower voltage
swing, complementary outputs and aconstant
wer supply current to reduce noise.

Introducing anew family memberThe F220 8-Bit Slice.
Our FlOOK family includes the FlOOK SSI/MSI, F200
Gate Array, and atotally new member, the microprogrammed F220 8-Bit Slice family.
With five devices, featuring 1,000-gate density and
subnanosecond delays, the 8-Bit Slice family allows for
excellent flexibility and building-block versatility over
awide variety of general-purpose applications.
F220 8-BIT SLICE
Device

Function

Availability

100220 Address and Data Interface
Unit (ADIU)
100221 Multi-function Network (MFN)
100222 Dual Access Stack (DAS)
100223 Programmable Interface
Unit (PIU)
100224 Microprogram Sequencer (MPS)

Now
Now
Now
2nd Q
4th Q

Where do you use the FlOOK family?
Anywhere speed is essential. Especially in large highperformance computers. And right down the line, from
mainframes to midis, minis and special processors.
Even in communications and instrumentation equipment.
The FlOOK family is in production
and is available now. More and
more design engineers are beginning
to design it in every day. In fact, 80%
of the companies that build mainframes
have already implemented it into
their systems in order to stay at the
leading edge of technology. With its
faster speed and ease of use, the FlOOK family has
helped increase system performance while decreasing
design time.

Another superior product from the
Bipolar technology leader.
The FlOOK family benefits from Isoplanar-S, Fairchild's
evolutionary new Bipolar process for scaling down
Isoplanar geometries. With it, we're giving the
computer industry and related fields superior memory
and logic products. And we'll continue to do so for a
long time to come.
If you're not using Fairchild's FlOOK family, you're
wasting both system and design time. And, sooner
or later, you'll want to take full advantage of its
performance benefits. Why not make it sooner? For
more information about the fastest family in the
business, call Bipolar LSI Logic at Fairchild Semiconductor Products Group, P.O. Box 880A, Mountain
View, California
94042. Telephone:
(415) 962-3941.
FAIRCHILD
TWX: 910-379-6435.
A Schlumberger Company

Shaping the future of LSI technology.
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Tektronix Microprocessor Development Labs

At Boeing,
forty dedicated systems
Tektronix 8001s

T

he Microprocessor Design
Support Center (MDSC) is
Boeing's innovative answer to
large scale microprocessor
development. Tektronix
makes it possible.

Boeing now supports
over 120 engineers
working on 35 projects.
Before the creation of the
MDSC, Boeing used avariety of
different vendors' stand-alone
development systems. Each one
supported only three engineers
at atime, and more than one
system was often needed for a
single project.
Now, software is developed on a
DEC PDP 11/70® computer and
transferred to six 8001 Microprocessor Development Labs
for in-circuit emulation,
debugging, and prototype
integration.
By using one multi-user host
computer with six distributed
8001s, Boeing is able to more
efficiently support 120 engineers. With 8001s costing
half as much as stand-alone
development systems.

zouldn't do what six
sire doing.
Development isn't
limited by dedicated,
single-vendor systems.

The world over, Tektronix supports your team with our team,
assisting you with everything from development
system configuration
planning to training to
service. Whether your
development plans include our 8001
MDL, or our
standalone
8002A
,we'll back
you with quality — every
step of the way. For acloser
look at Boeing's innovative use
of the 8001, please call your
local Tektronix Field Office or
write to us for our Boeing
Application Note.

The 8001
supports every
microprocessor
Boeing uses, so,
they're free
to choose
the right
microprocessor for tli!'
jôb.
And whether it's the Texas
Instruments TMS9900,
Zllog Z80A, Intel 8048,
Motorola 6800, RCA
1802, or 14
others — the
8001 emulates it. Tek's multivendor support doesn't lock
Boeing into one vendor's family
of microprocessors.
Engineers get on board
much fastet

U.S.A.
Tektronix. Inc
PO. Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075
Phone 503/644-0161
Telex. 910-467-8708
Cable. TEKTRONIX

When every engineer uses the
same equipment and the same
operating system for every project, it translates into afaster
learning curve. And amore
efficient, flexible team.
For Boeing —
or for you.

Africa. Europe
Middle East
Tektronix Intl. Inc
European Marketing Center
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex 18312
Asia, Australia, Canada. Central
South America. Japan
Tektronix. Inc.
America's/Pacific
PO. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX

'1›..ictronDmco
COMANTTECric EXCELLENCE
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For immediate action, dial our toll free
automatic answering service 1-800-547-1512

Editorial

We don't want to say we told you so ...
Make no mistake, the Japanese are moving
into the computer market with their typical
efficiency, high-quality products, and attention
to detail. Their appreciation of human
engineering—the so-called ease-of-use
features which is obvious in their automobiles
and consumer electronics, and which helped
them dominate the market first in radio and
then in television, will be applied to computers
as well. Increasingly sensitive to charges of
dumping and also facing amore sophisticated
customer, the Japanese appear ready to
approach the computer market in amore
rational fashion, not competing on price alone.
It would be naive to think they can be shut
out of the U. S. market. And even if they
were, American companies, which do between
30% and 50% of their business overseas,
would still meet them in the foreign markets.
Protectionism? That's no solution; this is not
abattle for the governments to handle. Rather,
this is abattle that must be fought between
businesses on the field of competitive free
enterprise.
Direct Government aid to the industry is
not needed, and indeed could be harmful.
But there are several things the Government—
and the industry— must do to ensure that
America can do what it does best —technically
innovate.
• Let's stop deluding ourselves that the
Japanese will not be able to provide the service
or software critical to successful computer
sales. We have all heard that before—from
our friendly auto dealer, for one—and then
came the nationwide networks of Toyota and
Honda dealerships with their service facilities.
24

They are pouring money and effort into
software—and are quite willing to buy
American software and hire American
programmers.
• Let's enforce the rules of the game. New
rules are not needed, but the quick and fair
application of antidumping and other trade
regulations already on the books is imperative.
Up to now, U. S. action has come after the
industry needing the help was dead.
• Let's make it easier for U. S. companies
to compete overseas. It is outrageous that
the U. S. Department of Commerce negotiates
inequitable tariff arrangements—for example,
the 5% levied on incoming Japanese computers
is met by a 10.5% Japanese tariff on U. S.made machines. And the Congress must
examine laws of other agencies that pose
nontariff barriers to effective American
competition overseas.
• Let's encourage investment, especially in
software development. In addition to reviewing
capital gains taxes and depreciation schedules,
why not borrow apage from the Japanese,
who give their software developers tax breaks
to help them finance future development?
• Let's solve the problem of legal protection
for software. That sore has been festering for
almost 12 years. As software becomes amore
important part of computer systems—and a
pivotal point in our competition with the
Japanese—the ability to protect it is necessary
to encourage its development.
It is only through aconcerted program to
effect such concrete action that we can keep
American industry competitive. That way,
we won't have to say we told you so.
Circle 25 on reader service card —I.

SENTRY VII.
IF IT WEREN'T SO FAR AHEAD,
LSI WOULD BE
A LOT FARTHER BEHIND.
Fairchild's Sentry VII is the most
advanced general-purpose LSI test
system available anywhere. There are
more of them
used in
device
development labs
today than
any other test
system. And most
important, virtually
every LSI device designed over the past
four years has been
developed on one.
THE STUFF STANDARDS
ARE MADE OF.
Sentry VII has truly become the
industry standard. And for some
pretty good reasons.
It's at home anywhere. Whether
handling complex engineehng characterization, keeping aclose check
on production standards at the manufacturer, or scrutinizing incoming components at the end user.
Its flexibility in testing abroad
range of device types and technologies is unmatched. Sentry VII
routinely handles microprocessors,

peripheral chips, bit slices, RAMs,
developed over the past 10 years will
ROMs, shift registers, UARTs and
run on aSentry VII. That helps protect
digital hybrids in technologies such
your software investment and allows
as NMOS, PMOS, CMOS,
you to draw from avast number of
HMOS, XMOS, SOS, ECL, DTL, programs for just about any LSI
TTL and I
2L.
device ever made.
In addition, Sentry's
You also get aproduct with provexclusive
en reliability and the best uptime
modular
record in the industry. Not to mention
architecture service, training and applications
allows you
support unsurpassed by any other
to choose
test system manufacturer.
from a
But don't take our word for it.
variety of high- Just ask anyone who uses aSentry
VII. If it weren't so far ahead, they
performance options to suit your
needs. One module gives you realmight not be, either.
time data logging and analysis.
For more information, give us a
Another enhances the timing capacall at (408) 998-0123. Or write
bility of the system. There's amodule
Fairchild Test Systems Group,
that expands the system's analog
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
capability. And another that lets you
Corporation, 1725 Technology Drive,
perform subnanosecond time meaSan Jose, California 95110.
TM: 910-338-0558.
surements with aresolution of ten
picoseconds. Add to all this the IEEE
bus for external instrumentation and
MAIRCHIL-13
you've got the most versatile LSI test
system you can find anywhere.
TEST SYSTEMS GROUP
LOTS OF EXTRA BENEFITS.
When you buy aSentry VII, you
get alot more than just hardware.
Like program compatibility within the
Sentry family. Most Sentry software

The first family
of A.

Why you should
"Think Crydom"
for power SSRs.
The Inside Story.

Most photo-isolated solid-state power relays of today
look alike. But they don't always perform alike. They look
alike because the package developed by Crydom has
become the industry standard worldwide. That's where the
similarity to Crydom Series 1usually ends. Review these
reasons to "Think Crydom." They have made Crydom
the largest selling SSRs in the world.
Experience. Remember ... Crydom originated the photo-isolated,
zero voltage switching SSR of today. We were already widely
experienced in production and application know-how before
other companies followed. When they started we were already
jumps ahead in innovative refinements ... and we've never
givèn up our lead.
U.L. Recognized. CSA Approved. Your assurance of conformance
to industry specifications and safety standards.

Dual Encapsulation provides the highest degree

of environmental and mechanical protection.
The output chip is protected
against high temperatures
and shock by alayer of
inert silicone rubber.
The entire housing is then
filled with the highest
rated flame-retardant rigid
epoxy encapsulant.

The Field-proven Crydom
Input Circuit provides

photo-isolation and zero
voltage switching for
utmost RFI suppression.

Internal RC
Snubber Network

assures maximum load
range performance,
eliminates add-ons.

Tested Reliability.

All key parameters of
every circuit are 100%
tested 3times during
production. Random
DC audits made on
finished devices
verify consistent
quality.

Relay Base Plate
Ceram', Insulator
Output CKIP

Broad Range of Models.

A complete range of types
for every application in
addition to those listed .

Optimum Thermal Management.

Crydom proprietary techniques
for bonding of the output chip to
the heat sink create an optimum
thermal path for heat removal
extending relay life.

Worldwide Availability.
Distributors and Sales
Offices everywhere .

Competitively Priced.

We've set the pace in
design and quality -at
realistic prices.

When you're ready to think power relays, "Think Crydom."
For the latest literature and prices, contact us, our
sales representative or aCrydom Distributor.
They're everywhere!

5 to 25 AMP
RATINGS

DC INPUT
CONTROL MODELS

AC INPUT
CONTROL MODELS

Crydom
Model
No

Une VAC
(47-63Hz)

Max Load
Current
Amps (RMS)

101205
TD1210
TD1225
TD2405
TD2410
TD2425

24-140
24-140
24-140
48-280
48-280
48-280

5
10
25
5
10
25

50
100
200
50
100
200

TA1205
TA1210
TA1225
TA2405
TA2410
TA2425

24-140
24-140
24-140
48-280
48-280
48-280

5
10
25
5
10
25

50
100
200
50
100
200

One-Cycle
Surge
Amps (PK)

I
NTE RNATICDNAL RECTIFIER

CRYIDDINA

International Headquarters: 1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, CA 90245. (213) 322-4987

TWX: 910-348-6283

European Headquarters: Hurst Green, Oxted, Surrey, England. Telephone: Oxted 3215. TELEX: 95219
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Sales Offices, Agents and Distributors in Major Cities Throughout the World.

Think
Cryuom!
... then call the sales
Representative near you.
ALABAMA. Huntsville
RW Mitscher Co (205) 883-0506
ARIZONA. Tempe
Chapman &Assoc. (602) 894-6775
CALIFORNIA
Burlingame. Jack Logan Assoc. (415) 697-6100
Tustin, Morgan Johnson Co. (714) 832-7282
COLORADO. Denver
Parker-Webster Co. (303) 751-2600
CONNECTICUT. Ridgefield
Warren Johnson Co. (203) 438-3351
FLORIDA
Boca Raton. Lawrence Assoc. (305) 368-7373
Clearwater. Lawrence Assoc. (813) 443-2698
Maitland. Lawrence Assoc. (305) 647-1188
GEORGIA. Lawrenceville
R.W. Mitscher Co. (404) 923-3239
ILLINOIS. Elk Grove Village
Carlson Electronic (312) 956-8240
INDIANA. Indianapolis
Carlson Electronic (317) 842-3740
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission. BC Elect. Sales (913) 888-6680
Wichita. BC Electronic Sales (316) 684-0051
KENTUCKY. Fern Creek
R.W. Mitscher Co. (502) 239-8927
MARYLAND. Lanham
L.D. Lowery. Inc. (301) 459-1556
MASSACHUSETTS. Burlington
Contact Sales. Inc. (617) 273-1520
MICHIGAN. Farmington Hills
W.R. Hummon & Assoc. (313) 474-0661
MINNESOTA. Minneapolis
Electronic Innovators (612) 835-0303
MISSOURI. Bridgeton
BC Electronic Sales 1314) 731-1255
NEW JERSEY. Middletown
Astrorep. Inc. (201) 624-4408
NEW YORK
Buffalo. R.W. Mitscher Co. (716) 633-7970
Fayetteville. R.W. Mitscher Co. (315) 637-6561
N. Syracuse. R.W. Mitscher Co. (315) 458-1321
Pittsford. R.W. Mitscher Co. (7161 586-4012
Pittsford. R.W. Mitscher Co. (716) 381-9115
W. Hurley. R.W. Mitscher Co. (914) 679-6151
W. Babylon. Astrorep. Inc. (516) 422-2500
NORTH CAROLINA. Raleigh
R.W. Mitscher Co. (919) 828-0575
OHIO
Cleveland. Del Steffen &Assoc. (216) 461-8333
Dayton. Del Steffen &Assoc. (513) 293-3145
Lexington. Del Steffen & Assoc. (419) 884-2313
OREGON. Aloha
Electronic Comp. Sales (503) 245-2342
PENNSYLVANIA. Broomall
L.D. Lowery. Inc. (215) 356-5300
TENNESSEE. Johnson City
R.W. Mitscher Co. (615) 926-4095
TEXAS
Arlington, W. Pat Fralia Co. (817) 640-9101
Austin. W. Pat Fralia Co. (512) 451-3325
Houston. W. Pat Fralia Co. (713) 772-1572
UTAH. Salt Lake City
Parker-Webster Co. (801) 487-5911
VIRGINIA. Charlottesville
L.D. Lowery, Inc. 1804) 973-6672
WASHINGTON. Mercer Island
Electronic Comp. Sales (206) 232-9301
WISCONSIN. Milwaukee
Carlson Electronic (414) 476-2790
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Meetings
International Optical Computing
Conference and Technical Symposium East, Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers (Box 10,
Bellingham, Wash. 98225) et al.,
April 7-11, Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
Second International Printed Circuits Conference and Exhibition,
International Printed Circuits Conference (2 Park Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10016), Sheraton Centre,
New York, April 8-10.
International Reliability Physics
Symposium, IEEE et al., Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, Nev., April 8-10.
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing,
IEEE, Fairmont Hotel, Denver,
Colo., April 9-11.
58th Annual Convention, National
Association of Broadcasters (1771 N
St. N. W., Washington, D. C.
20036), Convention Center, Las
Vegas, Nev., April 13-16.

Hanover International Fair, German
Trade Fair and Exposition Corp.
(D-3000 Hanover 82, Messegeliinde,
West Germany), Hanover Fairgrounds, April 16-24.
18th International Magnetics Conference, Magnetics Society of the
IEEE, Sheraton-Boston Hotel, Boston, April 21-24.
29th Annual Conference and Exposition, National Micrographics Association (8719 Colesville Rd., Silver
Spring, Md. 20910), New York Coliseum, New York, April 21-25.
Electro-Optical Warfare III, Cabrillo Crow Coven and Naval Ocean
Systems Center (Dr. P. C. Fletcher,
NOSC, Code 015, San Diego, Calif.
92152), NOSC, April 23-25.
International Aerospace Exhibition,
German Trade Fair and Exposition
Corp. (D-3000 Hanover 82, Messegelânde, West Germany), Hanover
Airport, April 24-May I.

Region 3 Conference and Exhibit,
IEEE, Opryland Hotel, Nashville,
Tenn., April 13-16.

Federal Data Processing Exposition,
The Interface Group (160 Speen St.,
Framingham, Mass. 01701), Sheraton Washington Hotel, Washington,
D. C., April 28-30.

Spring 1980 Conference of Common,
an IBM computer users group, Common (435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite
1717, Chicago, Ill. 60611), Sheraton-Atlanta, Atlanta, April 13-16.

International Radar Conference,
IEEE, Stouffer's National Center
Hotel, Arlington, Va., April 28-30.

"The DOD FY '81 RDT&E Budget—
Outlook and Perspective" Symposium, EIA (2001 Eye St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006), Shoreham Americana Hotel, Washington,
D. C., April 15-17.
Integrating Business Machines into
Local Networks, The Yankee Group
(Box 43, Cambridge, Mass. 02138),
Harvard Club, New York, April
16-17.
Communications Equipment and Systems, IEE Conference Department
(Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL,
England), National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, England, April
16-18.

International Symposium on Circuits
and Systems, IEEE, Shamrock Hiltion Hotel, Houston, April 28-30.
28th Annual National Relay Conference, The National Association of
Relay Manufacturers (D. D. Lingelbach, Oklahoma State University,
202 Engineering South, Stillwater,
Okla. 74074), Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla., April
28-30.
30th Annual Electronic Components
Conference, IEEE et al., Hyatt Regency Hotel, San Francisco, April
28-30.
Second International Parametrics
Conference, International Society of
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Meetings
Parametric Analysis (P. O. Box
3104, Dayton, Ohio 45431), Sheraton Poste Inn, Cherry Hill, N.J.,
April 29-May I.
International Conference on the
Electronic Office, Institute of Electrical and Radio Engineers (99 Gower St., London WC IE 6AZ, England), Penta Hotel, London, April
22-25.

Up to 79% efficiency in Tecnetics
DC to DC regulated converters.
When your design calls for a
highly efficient regulated converter
in a compact package. Tecnetic's
3000 series fits the bill. Efficiencies
range from 60% to 79% with packing
densities up to 2.4 watts per cubic
inch. Our broad product line gives
you achoice of models with 25, 50,
100 and 150 watts of power and outputs from 5 to 48 volts.
Standard features of the 3000
series include input-output isolation, overload and short circuit
protection, input filters to reduce
conducted EMI, and remote error

—do

sensing to insure that the proper
voltage is maintained at the point
of load. All units are fully encapsulated and designed to meet the
vibration, shock, humidity and
altitude specs of MIL-E-5400.
So, when you are looking for
state-of-the-art power converters,
look to Tecnetics, the company
with proven expertise. For more
information and prices on the 3000
series, or one thousand other
power supplies, write for our 28
page catalog.

3000 SERIES HIGH EFFICIENCY REGULATED CONVERTERS
Output Power

150, 100, 50, & 25 watt models

Output Voltages

13 standard outputs from 5to 48 V

Input Voltages

28VDC or 48VDC (48 VDC only on 150 w units)

Dimensions (excluding terminals):
25 & 50 watt:
4x4x2 inches
36 oz. Fully encapsulated
100 watt:
6x4x2 1
/ inches
4
60 oz. Fully encapsulated
150 watt:

tecneti
°

CSn

INCORPORATED

6x4x2.6 inches
70 oz. Fully encapsulated

The Power Conversion
Specialists

Regulation:
Line (LL to HL) 0.3%
Load (NL to FL) 04%
Temp 0.01%r C

P. O. Box 910. 1625 Range Street.
Boulder, Colorado 80306

(303) 442-3837

TWX 910-940-3246
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To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

r

International Symposium on Computer Architecture, IEEE, La Boule,
France, May 6-8.

Voice Input/Output for Computers,
Pacifica Hotel, Culver City, Calif.,
April 15-18, and subsequently in
other locations. For information,
write to Integrated Computer Systems, Box 5339, Santa Monica,
Calif. 90405.

Electronic Buyers Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
Yes, please send me
copy(les) of 1979 EBG.
(3 I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in the USA or
Canada.
I've enclosed $52 per copy for delivery elsewhere
Name
Company
Street
City
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World Electronics—Strategies for
Success, Financial Times Conferences (10 Cannon St., London,
England) and Mackintosh International, Loews Monte Carlo Hotel,
Monte Carlo, May 5-7.

Short courses_

1979 Electronics
Buyers' Guide
The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.

Video '80—Congress and Exhibition
on Video Systems, A M K GmbH
(D-1000, Berlin, Messedamm 22),
Berlin Fairgrounds, May 5-7.

26th International Instrumentation
Symposium, Instrument Society of
America (A. E. Bowman, Hy-Cal
Engineering, 12105 Los Nietos
Road, Santa Fe Springs, Calif.
90670) Red Lion Inn/Seatac Hotel,
Seattle, Washington, May 5-8.

Load (1
2 to FL) 01%
/

1

Electronic Distribution Show and
Conference, Electronic Industry
Show Corp. (222 S. Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, Ill. 60606) Las Vegas Hilton Hotel, Las Vegas, May 1-3.

State

Project Management for Engineers,
Hyatt Regency, Houston, April
21-23. For information, write to
Registrar-14th Floor, New York
University Conference Center, 360
Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
10017.

Zip
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The new 8520A DMM:
Fills your rack with math, memory
and measurement capabilities.
Here's anew intelligent
multimeter with the resolution, speed
and accuracy that the most demanding
system applications require -with
powerful math and memory functions
that you would expect to take up much
more than amere 31
/ inches of rack
2
space.
The 8520A is aprecision system
DMM, with dc, True RMS ac and ac +
dc volts boasting a50 ppm, 90 day,
basic dc accuracy. Two and four wire
ohms and conductance let you make
resistance measurements to 10,000
Megofuns. And because the 8520A was
designed as asystems instrument,
an IEEE-488 interface is
standard. So are switchable
front and rear inputs that

are fully protected from overloads.
The 8520A's speed and resolution
run second to none. A 500 reading per
second speed at 41
/-digits resolution
2
and 240 readings per second at
51
/-digits with 60-Hz line operation
2
(200 rps at 50 Hz) let you make fast,
accurate, high-speed measurements.
With built-in intelligence this new
DMM can run its own math programs
-seven standard and seven optional including limits testing, percent
deviation, statistics, and dB. And a
unique burst mode allows the 8520A
to store up to 400 readings (Option

010) in abuilt-in memory instead of
tying up the system controller.
To sum it up, the 8520A is a
precise, powerful measurement
computer. One that sets new standards
of hard-working practicality. At a
price that's hard to believe -$2995
U.S.
Prove to yourself what this new
intelligent multimeter will do for your
system. Contact your Fluke Sales
Engineer or Representative for a
demonstration. For his name, call toll
free 800-426-0361, or use the coupon
below.

FLUKE

le

IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:

IN EUROPE:

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 43210 MS #26
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
(206) 774-2481
Telex: 32-0013

Fluke (Holland) B. V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673 973
Telex: 52237

El Please send me more information.
Iwant to see the 8520A in action. Please have a
Sales Engineer call.

Name
Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
City

State

Telephone (
For literature circle no.

Or —"ememir

Zip
Ext.
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Mostek Z80 refinements:
04MHz version to make
it faster. FA Combo
Chip to make minimum
designs simpler.
A complete
development system to
make programming
and debugging
easier. 4And all of it
available now from your
Mostek distributor.

30
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A

A flexible
development system.

Now you can
choose.

The choice? 2.5MHz or 4.0MHz
parts from afull product line that
includes the SIO and DMA. But
other reasons to pick Mostek's Z80
family are equally impressive.
First of all, the Mostek Z80 is
recognized and accepted as the
industry's foremost 8-bit microprocessor. It's aproven design that's
been in volume production for
several years.
Then there's the inherent design
advantages over the 8085: 158
instructions vs. 80. Fourteen 8-bit
CPU registers vs. 7. 'Ibn addressing
modes vs. 7. An automatic dynamic
RAM refresh. Enhanced 16-bit
arithmetic ability. Automatic
prioritization of interrupts instead
of aseparate control device. The
list goes on.

Mostek's development support
includes avariety of choices
ranging from single cards to our
Matrix' floppy disk development
system with 4.0MHz real time incircuit emulation. The Matrix
system offers asophisticated
resident software package that
uses simple commands and comprehensive error messages to save
valuable time during program
development and debug. Macro
Assemblers, BASIC, and FORTRAN
are also available for use on the
Matrix development system.

4
A practical solution
for lower system cost.
Mostek's Combe Chip gives you
more versatility with fewer parts.
It's ideal for minimum chip configuration designs because this single
40-pin circuit contains 256 bytes of
RAM with alow power standby
mode for 64 bytes. A serial I/O

port. Two programmable timers,
one of which can be aprogrammable baud rate generator. Three
external interrupts with aprogrammable vector for each channel. And, of course, asingle +5 Volt
power supply. So now you can
design acomplete system with
just 3chips: aZ80 CPU, ROM,
RAM, or EPROM memory, and the
Combo Chip.

For all
your Z80 needs.

Mostek's complete Z80 family is
available now at your local Mostek
distributor. So are factory-trained
distributor FAEs and demonstration centers at most locations.
Contact them for complete information and/or aproduct demonstration. Military versions are also
available. For more information
call or write Mostek, 1215 W. Crosby
Road, Carrollton, TX 75006, phone
214/323-6000. In Europe, contact
Mostek Brussels; phone 660.69.24.

MOSTEK.
c 1980 Mostek Corp
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Inventory reports
Data entry
Point-of-sale

Environmental control

Financial reports

Computer graphics

Sylvania breaks the color barrier.
Introducing America's first 19-inch color data
display tube.
Not just atube with color.
A tube with gorgeous, glorious,
sharp Sylvania color.

Sylvania color.
It's completely changed the
picture in data display tubes.

Color that provides clearer images
and better contrast than anything
available anywhere.

Write Product Marketing Manager
for our latest catalog:
GTE Sylvania
Data Display Tube Division
700 North Pratt Street
Ottawa, Ohio 45875

Color that makes small characters a
breeze to read, with less fatigue.
Crystal clear color created by a
high density tri -dot mask.
Color sharpened by amultiple-beam
Circle 32 on reader service card

electron gun and enhanced by aChromatrix dark
surround negative guard band, and arare earth
phosphor system.
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Electronics newsletter
HP working on
deskto
p computer

Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Desktop Computer division in Fort Collins, Colo.,
is understood to have just started development of alow-cost machine that
would be a replacement for its current 9825A system. The new system,
to replace 9825A ... code-named Chipmunk, will use a Motorola Inc. 68000 16-bit microprocessor and will sell for about $5,000 when it surfaces before mid-1981.
Unlike its predecessor, which uses data cartridges and has alight-emitting
diode display, Chipmunk will have a built-in floppy disk with 256
kilobytes of memory (in addition to its own internal read/write memory of
32 kilobytes) and a built-in 7-in, cathode-ray tube for alphanumeric
display. Initially, the system will be programmed in HP'S enhanced Basic
language, but soon after it will be capable of performing high-level
language programming using Pascal. A division spokesman neither confirms nor denies the reports.

...and puts Image
data-base management
system on a chip

LSI to be used
in burst-error
processor for disks

CAD to grow
25% a year,
says study
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A data-base management system will be available for adesktop computer
for the first time next month, when Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., introduces such a package for its system 45B. This has not been
done before because it was felt that the package would take up too much
user memory, but this system takes up none. Instead, it puts asubset of
HP'S Image program onto the computer by adding two read-only memories containing atotal of 40 kilobytes. The addition will cost $5,000 and
will include a 500-kilobyte query program, which is loaded from a
20-megabyte disk. Only the more powerful versions of System 45B, with
187 kilobytes of user memory, will be able to run the data-base management system package, because it requires the use of lookup tables and
Basic language code.

With large-scale integration finding its way into more computer peripherals [Electronics, March 13, p. 46], look for Advanced Micro Devices Inc.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., to introduce what is perhaps the first MOS 1..S1 device
aimed at the high-performance disk market. The burst-error processor,
designated the AMZ8065, can detect and allow correction of burst errors
of up to 12 bits in serial data streams moving at 20 Mb/s. The 8065 is
characterized to work with the Z8000 16-bit microprocessor, but it will
also be offered as ageneral-purpose device, the Am9520, characterized for
operation with just about any microprocessor.

Products and services for computer-aided design (CAD) will enjoy an
average annual growth rate of 25% on worldwide markets through 1984,
according to an impact study released by Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Mass. CAD'S increasing affordability for manufacturers with less
than $100 million in sales—along with continuing proof that increased
productivity and shortened product cycles are worth the investment —will
push its market value from the present $590 million to more than $2
billion by 1984, the study says. Computer-aided manufacturing markets,
meanwhile, should average a 10% growth rate domestically through 1984,
as integration of minicomputers expands applications from traditional
planning and reporting to the wide variety of parts used in batch production and materials handling.
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Shugart offers
controller for
floppy-disk drives

IC could cut cost
of $100,000 IR
camera to $20,000

V-MOS power
transistors due
from Solitron

Motorola developing
speech-synthesis set

Addenda
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When Shugart Associates introduced its SA1000 8-in. Winchester fixeddisk drives last September, the Sunnyvale, Calif., firm made much of the
drives' degree of compatibility with floppy-disk drives. This simplifies
replacement of the floppy-disk drive by aWinchester unit and lets one or
more floppy-disk drives be used economically in the same system to
provide removable backup storage. Now, the Xerox Corp. subsidiary is
about to take the wraps off abit-slice—based (AMD 2900 series) controller, the SA1400, with on-board data separator logic able to control up to
four disk drives in any combination of the firm's SA1000 fixed or
SA800/850 floppy-disk drives. To be unveiled in mid-April at the Hanover Fair in West Germany, the SA1400 disk controller will feature
asynchronous direct memory access and on-board diagnostics.

A standard integrated circuit promises to reduce costs of military-grade
infrared-sensing cameras from $100,000 to about $20,000 by replacing
their expensive, bulky optical sensing systems. Developed by Rome Air
Development Center at Hanscom Air Force Base in Bedford, Mass., the
chip contains platinum-silicide image sensors sensitive to 4.6-µm wavelengths—the middle infrared range—and can read out to oscilloscopes or
standard television monitors. Cameras using the chip will also have one
fourth the weight and use one fourth the power of current models. Rome
has contracted with RCA Corp.'s Sarnoff and Advanced Technology
Laboratories for an alarm system and asensor camera using the new chip;
deliveries are slated for 1981.

Look for Solitron Devices Inc. to make its entry into the V-groove-mos
power-transistor field. The San Diego—based manufacturer has developed,
among other devices, aseries of Ni-mos field-effect transistors that will be
alternate sources for the 2N6656 through 2N6666 family of devices
produced by Siliconix Inc. However, the new series will be fabricated with
aflat-bottom V-groove structure like that used by Intersil Inc. The initial
family, consisting of about 50 devices, will have amaximum on-resistance
of 2St, acurrent-handling capability of up to 2A, and breakdown voltages
ranging from 30 to 100 V.

Add Motorola Inc. to the list of manufacturers taking aim at the expected
1980s growth market for speech-synthesis and -recognition devices and
systems. Already under development, say sources at the company's Austin,
Texas, mos division, is a speech-synthesis chip set that could lead to a
standard product during 1981. N-channel mos is believed to be the
current technology of choice for speech synthesis at Motorola and lowerpower complementary-N/tos devices to be second-generation parts.

On April 1, Toshiba Corp. will join the parade of Japanese semiconductor
companies with manufacturing facilities in the U. S. Toshiba Semiconductor (U. S. A.) Inc. will produce rios memories, mainly 16-K dynamic
random-access types, and microprocessors in a $24 million plant in
Sunnyvale, Calif. ...Computer & Devices Corp., Burlington, Mass., will
be showing another version of its portable computer at the National
Computer Conference.
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ROMs. IF WE SAID MONDAY,
YOU GET THEM MONDAY!

W

etake as much pride in
our prompt, on-time N-channel
ROM delivery as we take in our
ROMs themselves. Our fast
turnaround is made possible by
semi-automated on-shore
assembly and by our production "Contact Mask" bit pattern processing which allows
your ROMs to be 75% corn-

pleted before you even send us
your ROM code.
We deliver 8K, 16K and 32K
N-channel ROMs organized 1K,
2K and 4K X 8. All are fully
static and operate from a+5V
supply guaranteed to a1:10%
tolerance. And all provide full
TTL compatibility and threestate outputs.

From the House of ROMs.
Electronic Arrays, 550 East Middlefield Road,
Mountain View, Ca 94043. (415) 964-4321;
Philadelphia (215) 643-1447; Chicago (312) 858-8508.

ELECTRONIC
ARRAYS.
ROMs, ROMs, ROMs.

Ha
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Fast FIFOs
from inventory

36
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For years MMI has made the world's fastest FIF0s.
Now theyi-e even faster, and come in four-bit and five-bit versions.
Our standard FIFO—the 64 x4bit 67401—comes
with aguaranteed 10 MHz data rate ideal for disc
controllers, communications, signal processing
and more.
But now we're also offering the 67401A, with
15 MHz guaranteed, making it perfect for even
more demanding applications such as digital video.
And we mean now! We have them in stock.
Each in space-saving 300-mil-wide packages with
industry standard pinouts.
Also new. A 5-bit FIFO that reduces your
parts count.
That's right. The 67402 and 67402A also
guarantee 10 MHz and 15 MHz data rates.
Combine these 64 x5FIFOs with our 4-bit
devices and create a9-bit organization
using two packages instead of three.
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MIL-STD FIFOs from inventory.
The same devices come in mil-temp versions, and
can be processed to MIL-STD 883B. Get up to one
thousand off-the-shelf: up to five thousand in
six weeks.
For details and information on MMI's whole
line of FIF0s, write Applications Dept.,
Monolithic Memories, 1165 East Argues Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. You can also get free
samples by writing to us on your company
letterhead and including adescription of your
application.

Monolithic FIE
Memories

/
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CSC's Model LM-3 Logic Monitor.
It's a new breed of test instrument. Here
in asingle compact package are forty
high-speed high-impedance precisionthreshold logic state indicators with triggerable latching modes.
Just connect the LM-3 Logic
Monitor to any combination of bus lines,
test points, IC pins or other nodes. Pick
the operating mode: the LM-3's display
follows up to 40 channels of data in
RUN; stores and displays 40 data channels when triggered in LATCH; or
updates its latched data display with
every trigger in RETRIG. There's even a
pushbutton to manually latch the display.
The applications are endless.
Connect to the pins of a processor,
UART, memory—any IC—for device
tests. Follow the action of a logic tree by

connecting to selected gates, flip-flops,
registers, etc. Monitor up to 40 bus lines,
checking data, address, I/O, flags—
anything digital. Choose 40 test points on
a single board, or perform side-by-side
comparisons with a known-good board.
More? More than we have room to
tell. Compatibility with past, present and
future logic families from ECL to TTL to
CMOS. Constant input impedance at
every threshold level. 5 MHz channel
response. A comprehensive instruction/
application manual as innovative as the
instrument itself. Plus cables and connectors to make the package complete.

40 logic channels. Triggerable
memory. And more. At $5851 it's
probably underpriced. Call now and
get the full story.

risight.
Smarter tools for testing and design.
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
70 Fulton Terr. New Haven. CT 06509 (203) 624-3103. TWX 710-465-1227
OTHER OFFICES .San Francisco (415) 421-8872. TWX 910-372-7992
Europe .CSC UK LTD Phone Saffron-Walden 0799-21682. TLX 817477
Canada Len Fonder Ltd .Downswew. Ontario

•Suggested U.S. resale. Prices, specifications subject to change without notice
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Call toll-free for details

1-800-243-6077
During business hours

O Copyright 1980 Continental Specialties Corporation.

Pair of chips
synthesizes
lifelike speech
by Bruce LeBoss, Palo Alto bureau manager

National's talking chips
will be available to OEMs;
natural voice quality comes
from waveform digitization
The moment anxiously awaited by
potential users of talking integrated
circuits is here: National Semiconductor Corp. is ready to introduce its
speech-synthesis chips. The Santa
Clara, Calif., company will be the
first to sell speech-synthesis ics,
which will offer surprisingly natural
speech quality.
What National will be offering in
evaluation quantities in June is its
SPC, for speech-processor chip, and a
16-K clocked or static read-only
memory that contains both compressed word patterns and the frequency and amplitude information Speak to me. National's 40-pin n-channel speech-synthesis integrated circuit uses a deltanecessary for speech. For a bigger modulation scheme (DMOD, above) for the processing of its synthesized words.
vocabulary, the SPC can address up
directly. Thus the system hardware
to 128 K of ROM directly and—
reproduced. The company also is
requirements are similar.
under the control of almost any
working on music synthesis for the
microprocessor—upwards of 2
Other speech-synthesis apSPC, but will not talk about it yet.
megabits, says Dan Sowin, director
proaches model the vocal tract
National's synthesis technique is a
of mositsi marketing.
through formant synthesis or linearrelatively simple form of pulse code
Techniques. Of course, Texas Inpredictive coding (Ti's choice), but
modulation. However, digitized
struments Inc. has been producing
National opted for waveform digitiwaveform sampling "minimizes the
speech-synthesis ICs for some time
zation, sampling at twice the highest
cost of logic hardware at the expense
[Electronics, Aug. 31, 1978, p. 109],
frequency of interest. "It is someof memory," Sowin notes.
but the Dallas firm has yet to make
what similar to a recording techSoftware. Thus the company put
its three-chip set available to originique," Sowin explains. "We start
considerable development effort in
nal-equipment manufacturers.
with an original voice recording,
its software, obtaining licenses for
What's more, National is using a compact it, and try to maintain origseveral data-compression algorithms
inal voice quality."
from the University of California at
different synthesizing technique for
The resulting amplified voice may
Berkeley. As a result, memory
the highly natural voice produced by
be a man's, a woman's, or a child's.
its two-chip set.
requirements for vocabularies of sev"If you know the speaker, you will
eral hundred words are competitive
National's two chips require exterrecognize his or her voice," Sowin
nal filtering and amplification for
with those needed by techniques like
says, since the inflection and emphaTexas Instruments'.
the highest quality speech, whereas
sis of the original recording is closely
Ti's three chips drive a speaker
For applications with these limited
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Data communications

Standards push starts
on short-run data net
As automatic capturing of data
spreads, the need for efficient transfer of information over short to
medium distances—say, within a
facility or among nearby facilities—
is also growing. In response, the electronics industries formed astandards
committee early this month to work
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MAINFRAME BUS
100M
LOCAL NETWORK
10M

TRANSMISSION RATE (BAUD

vocabularies, Sowin believes the SPC
technique will prove more cost-effective than formant or linear-predictive coding, which must store the
microprocessor program as well as
the information-defining words.
"When you get up to afew thousand
words, other techniques will be more
cost-effective, as they will use phonemes over and over in different
words," he notes. "However, the
phoneme approach won't provide as
good aquality voice."
In Japan. Another company looking at PCM speech synthesis is Sharp
Corp., which showed some consumer
products at the January Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas
[Electronics, Jan. 17, p. 39]. Although the Japanese company said
its talking clock and calculator
would be ready later this year, it also
acknowledged that its speech-synthesis ics were prototypes.
National sees such applications as
likely for its SPC, as well as portable
instruments, car dashboards, personal computers, and high-end games
and toys. Likely to boost its popularity is the digitizing technique, which
OEMs could implement themselves
instead of depending on custom
ROMs from the makers of systems
based on formant or linear-predictive coding, both of which require a
complex analysis algorithm running
on abig mainframe.
Probably for the rest of 1980, the
firm will ship SPC evaluation kits
with custom vocabularies of around
25 words. Such kits would cost
between $10 and $12 in production
quantities of 25,000, Sowin says.

1M

100K
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BUS

10K
LONG DISTANCE
NETWORK

1K
4 --

RS-232 LINE

100

01

10

100
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New link. An IEEE standards committee is beginning to wrestle with the specifications for a
new, short-run data-communications network to fill an important gap.

out the specifications for what are data at 1- to 10-megabaud rates, so
being called local networks.
they would handle computer-to-comThere is widespread interest in
puter interactions without causing
local nets because "they fill an
significant delays. Further, they
important gap," says Maris Graube, could do away with the need to lease
interface coordination manager for
lines from acommon carrier.
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore., and
They would use easily installed
chairman of the new Institute of coaxial cable, routed throughout the
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
networked area. Equipment would
committee. As the figure shows, the tie into the system in much the same
nets are the missing link between
way lys tie into cable networks, giving access anywhere the cable goes.
short-run systems capable of various
data rates and long-distance dataLocal networks have been customcommunications setups like Telenet
built for process control in oil refiand Tymnet.
neries, for example, with the interWhat Graube and his committee
face for each piece of equipment
are thinking of is packet-switching being built up of discrete TTL parts.
For both industrial and commercial
networks to broadcast addressed diginterests, agreement on standard
ital data, complete with error-correcting codes, in blocks of defined designs is highly desirable; users
length. In such a scheme, each unit would be relieved of having to design
competes for bus time to broadcast and build their nets, and manufacturers would find new markets.
its message, which only the addressed unit heeds.
Gold mine. In fact, the local network could be agold mine for semiEach unit's interface circuitry will
participate in the bus arbitration and conductor makers. The interface cirenforce the communications proto- cuitry would eventually be realized
col. There is no key element like a by chip sets—much as the IEEE-488
bus interface is now—going into
bus controller whose failure would
bring down the whole system, as everything from badge readers to
there is with IEEE-488 systems.
intelligent measurement systems to
Local networks would transfer
mainframe computers, all of which
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local-net field. If so, then Ethernet
stands a good chance of becoming
the standard, especially since the
National Bureau of Standards has
adopted it for internal use.
Graube says the committee, divided into three working groups, will
concentrate immediately "on getting
the silicon straight." The framework
for their effort will be the June 1979
version of the Reference Model of
distributed systems, promulgated by
the American National Standards
Institute [Electronics, Dec. 7, 1978,
p. 120].
-Richard W. Comerford

could be on asingle network.
Based on attendance at the first
committee meeting, Motorola, Texas
Instruments, and Advanced Micro
Devices are interested in building
local-network interface chips, or
L-Nics, and IBM, Honeywell, Digital
Equipment Corp., Hewlett-Packard,
Tektronix, Xerox, and a host of others see uses for them. Already Xerox
has announced plans for such a system, Ethernet [Electronics, Dec. 10,
1979, p. 33], and is working with
Intel Corp and DEC. Intel's planned
chip set may well be the first in the

sign, circuit-processing technologies,
and testing. The nine single-firm and
team competitors will be winnowed
in early 1981 to between four and six
for Phase 1and eventually for Phase
2 [Electronics, Jan. 3, p. 81].
The Department of Defense and
the three services not only chose the
9 winners from the 14 original competitors, but also ranked them by the
quality of their proposals and the
level of effort it appeared they will
make. Military officials will not discuss the ranking, but industry
observers report that the order in the
table reflects it.
Differences. Although IBM's Federal Systems division, Bethesda,
Md., and TRW Defense and Space
Systems, Redondo Beach, Calif.,
came out on top, the similarity ends
there. IBM—like fourth-ranked winner Texas Instruments Inc.—is keeping its effort in house and its plans
secret. TRW, on the other hand, is
open about its team approach with
Motorola Semiconductor, Sperry
Univac, and GCA Mann. So are other leaders like Rockwell International and Hughes Aircraft.
TRW
is committed to its own

Milita ry

IBM and TRW top VHSIC awards list
for Phase 0definition studies
International Business Machines
Corp. and TRW Inc. rank at the top
of the winner's list for Phase 0of the
U. S. military's very high-speed integrated circuits program. The two
companies also were the only competitors to propose chip-development
efforts on each of the 19 VHSIC

weapons systems candidates in the
six-year $210 million triservice program (see table).
The Phase 0awards totaling $10.3
million are for nine months of studies by each prime contractor to
define approaches to system architecture, chip architecture and deVHSICVV)NNE
AIR FORCE
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WINNERS

(millions of dollars)

IBM (1.02)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TRW (1.36)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Hughes (1.52)

•

•

•

•

Texas Instruments (1.27)

•

•

•

•

Westinghouse (1.21)

e
e

•

•

s

General Electric (0.51)
Honeywell (0.81)

•

•

Raytheon (1.02)

•

e
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rockwell (1.57)

•

•

•

LOSERS
Harris

•

•

•

•
•

Boeing

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Western Electric
Singer

•

•

e

'indicates programmable system
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three-dimensional bipolar process,
coupled with Motorola's complementary-mos technology. Electronbeam lithography will be supplied by
GCA. TRW program manager Barry
Whalen says the group will concentrate on near-term high yields, ruling
out epitaxial processing.
sos. Rockwell's VHSIC team, comprising its Anaheim, Calif., Electronic Systems group, Sanders Associates, and Perkin-Elmer Corp., is
committed to the c-mos-on-sapphire
process and to Rockwell's own highorder language. Down-scaling, critical to VHSIC's success, fits in neatly
with Rockwell's computer-aided design system, which industry analysts
rate as the most advanced of any
contractor's.
Hughes Aircraft's Strategic System division, El Segundo, Calif., has
yet to choose between bipolar and
c-mos technologies. It is also looking at the electron-beam-lithography approach with which the company's Malibu Research Laboratory
has already demonstrated devices
with 0.5-micrometer gate dimensions
[Electronics, Feb. 28, p. 40], along
with X-ray and ion-beam techniques. Hughes program manager
Joseph Myers is coordinating alarge
team effort with Signetics, Burroughs, the Research Triangle Institute, Cornell University, and the
University of Southern California.
Westinghouse Electric's George
Shapiro, VHSIC manager at the Baltimore Defense and Electronic Systems Center, says his team's Phase 0
CAD approach will employ the
Cybernet network initially developed
by Control Data, National Semiconductor's process technology and
lithography, and Carnegie Mellon's
distributed architecture analysis and
related studies.
General Electric Co.'s Melvin
Beebe at the Utica, N. Y., Aircraft
Equipment division, says his team
will push on vHstc's airborne surveillance radar effort, two of the four
areas in which the company is slated
to make proposals. Teamed with GE
are Intersil, Analog Devices, Tektronix, and Stanford University.
Honeywell Inc.'s Aerospace and
Defense Group in Minneapolis will
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look at bipolar technology, along
with subcontractors 3M Corp. and
Carnegie Mellon. vusic business
manager Caroll L. Dage says there
is aparallel internal effort.
John Decaire, VHSIC program
manager for the Bedford, Mass.,
Missile Systems division of Raytheon Inc. says his team will capitalize on Raytheon's military expertise,
Fairchild Semiconductor's solidstate expertise, and Extrion-Varian's
lithography expertise. An immediate
goal for the team is a usable microcell or similar flexible architecture,
he says.
-Ray Connolly

Solid state

Intermetall to make
Ti's 9900 family
A new set of international allies in
the 16-bit microprocessor marketplace emerged last week with word
that Intermetall GmbH plans to second-source the TMS 9900 family of
Texas Instruments Inc. In exchange

for masks and device specifications
on 21 n-channel mos circuits, the
Freiburg, West Germany, company
will provide TI with masks and information on II devices developed for
consumer and specialized automotive applications.
As International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp.'s semiconductor
arm, Intermetall is known as a
strong supplier to the European market and could give the 9900 added
impetus there. The agreement may
be an indication that ITT plans to use
family parts in telecommunications.
Intermetall says it plans to promote a variety of 9900 applications,
notably in the consumer, automotive,
and data-processing fields, as well as
telecommunications. TI officials say
the circuits obtained from Intermetall will fill out its product lines and
will initially be manufactured and
marketed in Europe.
The agreement does not include
the Dallas company's integratedinjection-logic versions of the I
6-bit
family. The Intermetall circuits are
made with complementary-MOs, pchannel mos, or bipolar technology,

New IBM-compatible computer bows
Were there any doubt that the iBM-compatible market still lives, Formation
Inc. is doing its part to dispel it. The Mt. Laurel, N. J., company has just
unveiled its Formation 4000, which is software-compatible with the IBM
System/370 line.
The minicomputer-based 4000 features anovel bus-oriented architecture
and has power comparable to that of the low-end IBM model 138, the
company says. The 32-bit central processing unit, which is built around
low-power Schottky 2900 bit-slice processors, operates with acycle time of
200 nanoseconds, somewhat faster than the 275-ns cycle time ism quotes
for the 138.
The CPU is attached to a32-bit-wide bus that operates at adata-transfer
rate of 5 megabytes per second. Also attached to this bus are up to 4
megabytes of main memory—four times the amount available on the 138 —
that operates with acycle time of 800 ns. Disk controllers, which can support
up to eight 70-megabyte fixed-media Winchester-type disk drives, and other
input/output controllers also hook to the bus.
An unusual feature of the bus is that it allows redundant units to be
attached to improve system reliability. Like many of the latest mainframes,
the 4000 includes aseparate service processor to handle diagnostics.
Priced between $52,000 and $150,000, the new offering is said to be
price-performance competitive with iBM-compatible units from firms like
Control Data Corp, Two-Pi Co., and Magnuson Systems Corp. First deliveries
are scheduled for August. The 10-year-old company, which says its revenues
are now about $20 million, has specialized in designing custom dataprocessing systems, primarily ones compatible with the old RCA Sigma
computer line.
-Anthony Durniak
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Mostek's
1Kx 8static RAM:
Lower cost.
Immediate availability.
Better performance.
Higher density.
Unlimited upgradeability.
ROM/EPROM compatibility.
If these reasons aren't enough
to convince you to buy the MK4118,
you should probably return this coupon.
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Convince nie.
Send me more information about the MK4118 8K static RAM.
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Application
IBM Iffl

If you are convinced,
contact your local Mostek distributor.
Or write: Mostek, 1215 West Crosby Road,
Carrollton, Texas 75006.
In Europe, call Mostek Brussels,
phone 660.69.24.

©1980 Mostek Corporation
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and include chips for TV applications
and circuits for automotive functions
like speedometer control.
The pact gives TI its first overseas
second source for the three-year-old
9900 family. In the U. S., American
Microsystems Inc. is an alternative
source. Standard Microsystems
Corp. holds alicense to manufacture
8-bit data-bus versions of the 9900 —
the 9980 and 9981—but so far has
not elected to build these parts.
Elsewhere. Market sources say the
9900 family is the leading-volume
16-bit machine shipped last year. It
is richly endowed for interrupt-driven, real-time control applications,
but its overall performance lags
behind that of the emerging generation of 16-bit devices, which includes
Intel's 8086, Motorola's MC68000,
and Zilog's Z8000. Announced al
ternative sources include:
• For the 8086, Mostek and Siemens AG.
• For the 68000, Rockwell International, Hitachi, and EFCIS (jointly
owned by Thomson-CSF and the
French atomic energy agency).
• For the Z8000, Advanced Micro
Devices, sGs-Ates, and Sharp.
• General Instrument Corp. is likely
to sign up several second sources: for
its metal-gate 1650, Plessey in
England and a U.S. firm; and for its
forthcoming silicon-gate 1670, another U.S. manufacturer.
• Also, TI Japan makes the 9900
family, and National Semiconductor's NS 16000 is likely to be secondsourced by its French joint venture
with St. Gobain Pont àMousson.
Reports are circulating on Ti's
plans to introduce a second-generation 9900 fully compatible with
existing software, perhaps by the end
of the year. It would put the family
on a par with or ahead of competitors' I6-bit specifications. TI officials
admit the planned machine had a
bearing on I
ntermetall's decision.
The TI-Intermetall deal involves a
product exchange only. Thus it does
not include any process technology
swap or financial remuneration, Intermetall will receive a 9900 software license and will also have rights
to market 9900 family development
tools.
-Wesley R. Iversen
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since Intersil has already announced
it," says Chao.
Intersil Inc.'s introduction of the
87C48 — the version with erasable
programmable read-only memory on
chip—came early last year [Electronics, May 10, 1979, p. 44), along with
other parts (the 8048 and the 8041
peripheral control chip in Intel's 8bit family) to be built in c-mos. But
the 87C48 has only begun to reach
the sampling stage now, because of
the large die sizes involved.
c-mos, with significantly less density than n-channel mos, has caused
Intersil's first pass on the 87C48 to

C-MOS processors
get more attention
The demand for low-power microprocessors has begun to accelerate,
and almost all semiconductor manufacturers with complementary-mos
expertise are planning a c-mos
microprocessor. One of the most bullish is National Semiconductor
Corp., which sees a major market
developing.
"We expect the low-power seg-

NATIONAL'S LOW-POWER MICROPROCESSOR PLANS
1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

Word size

8

8

8

8/16

8/16

Technology

C-MOS

P2C-MOS

P2C-MOS

P2C-MOS II

P2C-MOS II

Feature size (pm)

5-6

5-6

3.5-5

2.5-5

2-3.5

Instruction cycle time (ps)

2-5

1-1.5

0.6-1

0.4-0.6

0.4

Addressing range (bytes)

64 K

64 K

> 1M

> 1M

> 1M

ROM

2to 8 K

2to 12 K

4 to 16 K

4 to 16 K

6 K or more

RAM

128 bytes
to 1K

128 bytes
to 2 K

256 bytes
to 4 K

256 bytes
to 8 K

256 bytes
to 10 K

Memory size
per typical
application (bytes)

ment to represent almost a third of
the mid-range microprocessor business by 1985," declares George
Chao, director of microprocessor
marketing at the Santa Clara, Calif.,
company. However, the key is
shrinking the parts to a manageable
size, something Chao's firm is pulling out all stops to accomplish.
Plans. National introduced the cmoS NSC800 microprocessor family
last year [Electronics, Nov. 22, 1979,
p. 1II], roughly equivalent to Intel
Corp.'s 8085 family in architecture
but with the instruction set of Zilog
Inc.'s Z80. Chao says that the company plans to follow with a singlechip microcomputer within the year
and eventually to shrink its c-mOs
process while moving to high-end 16bit machines (see table).
The microcomputer will be an
implementation of Intel's 8048 microcomputer in P2C-MOS— National's double-polysilicon c-mos process. "The chip will become an
industry-standard for low power,

come out at about 90,000 miI 2—
twice the area of the n-channel version. National's first pass on its
NSC800 central processing unit is
itself a large chip—around 70,000
mi1 2; but the 5-micrometer design
rules it uses will scale readily to
3.5 gm for better-yielding devices by
next year, Chao says.
Too large c-mos processor chips
have delayed the production schedules of other manufacturers as well.
For example, Mitel Corp. of Kanata,
Ontario, Canada, has slipped its cmos version of Motorola's 6802
microprocessor [Electronics, Dec. 7,
1978, p. 41] by more than a year.
Sample availability of the MD46802
is now scheduled for summer.
Others. RCA Corp., which had
announced plans to bring out Intel's
8085 in c-mos on sapphire substrates, will bring the 1804 singlechip version of its 1802 microprocessor to market first —promising midyear availability—and will follow
later with the 8085. Motorola is
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At last!
High-accuracy pressure transducers
that you can install anywhere
now!

"Anywhere" means just that!
With all these special features —
plus proven reliability — Gulton's
GS Series pressure transducers
can satisfy the toughest specs
and system requirements:
•Accuracy as close as ±0.4°/0
on most ranges.
•An infinite-resolution,
0-to-5 VDC output signal.
•Input power of less than 1/2
watt from a9-12 VDC supply.
•Electrically isolated input
and output circuits.
•Internal temperature compensation that holds the output
stable to within 0.02%/°F
from -65°F to +250°F.

"Now" means fast delivery.
With 12 standard pressure ranges
that provide full-scale pressure
measurements from 5psi to
5000 psi in Gulton's factory
stock, we can deliver your
urgently-needed 'first-article'
GS Series pressure transducer
anywhere — now.

To get started, just let us
know the pressure range and type
of measurement your application
requires. We'll confirm delivery
the same day we receive your
request, and fast-ship your
'first-article' GS Series
pressure transducer at our OEM
quantity price of only $50.

Production quantities can
be delivered 'now', too. With
over 500,000 GS Series pressure
transducers already shipped from
Gulton's automated GS Series
production facilities, you can be
assured of on-time delivery,
stable OEM quantity
prices and consistant
unit-to-unit performance
for years to come.

Install it and test it in your
system — verify the GS Series'
price/performance advantages —
and we're sure that you'll be
saying "At last", too!

...

✓'l IIIIM
IM—MI MI 11113 MUM NM MI
b: The S-C Division of Gulton Industries, Inc,
▪
1644 Whittier Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif. 926.27
I
Tel: (714) 642-2400 •TWX: 910-596-1352
I Gentlemen:
I Iwould like to receive a'first-article'
I of Gulton's 'install-them-anywhere-now'
▪ GS Series Pressure Transducers. I've
▪ marked the range and type Ineed, and
I I'd like you to ship my first transducer
as soon as possible.
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S•C Division

mon ma ow mil

IIIM

Please send my $50 'first-article' I
GS Series pressure transducer to:

Standard pressure ranges:
D 0to
D 0to
0to
D 0to
D 0to
D 0to

5psi
15 psi
20 psi
30 psi
50 psi
100 psi

D
D
D
D
D
D

NAME

0to
0to
0to
0to
0to
0to

250 psi
500 psi
1000 psi
2000 psi
3000 psi
5000 psi

• Absolute
D Gage
D Differential
I For this first shipment, please bill me —
• Please provide data on models
I D By invoice
D On my credit card
for corrosive media.
I MyVisa
card number is:
E Master Charge

Iton

NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

ZIP

— and call me to confirm delivery at:

AREA CODE

NUMBER
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among the few with available small
volumes of a c-mos processor, its
low-end single-chip 146805; plans
for a higher-performance device
have not been disclosed.
What is clear is that the process is
nearly capable of n-mos performance, though it lacks the density.
Others sure to be in the race within
the next two years will be American
Microsystems Inc., which will likely
enter with a 6800 family member in
c-mos, and Harris Corp., which
makes the I2-bit 6100 microprocessor but has ambitious plans for the
next two years: first will be an
enhanced 6100 design this summer,
followed by second-source products
in the 8-bit single-chip and 16-bit
arenas.
—Raymond P. Capece

Microwaves

Nonthermal effects
found in low doses
Soon-to-be-published experiments
on the nonthermal effects of low levels of microwave radiation are bound
to heat up public interest in the subject.
High doses, of course, have distinct thermal effects, but many
researchers have doubted whether
low levels have any impact at all on
living organisms. Experiments conducted behind the Iron Curtain have
indicated their responsibility for certain nonthermal changes, but other
Western efforts to duplicate those
findings have so far failed.
Reports. Now U. S. researchers
are readying papers that report such
effects. Work at the John B. Pierce
Foundation, New Haven, Conn., and
at the University of Rochester in
New York suggests that there is
interference with the body mechanism regulating internal temperatures. The experimenters note that
the results with laboratory animals
are difficult to extrapolate to human
beings, however.
At the Pierce Foundation, squirrel
monkeys trained to regulate their
cage temperatures lowered them
after 10-minute exposures to 2.45-
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HMOS 8048 shrinks to stay in the game
Upping the ante in the crowded single-chip microcomputer game, Intel Corp.
is announcing an HMOS version of its 8-bit 8048 with clock speeds as much
as 5megahertz higher than the older version's 6MHz. The chip signals anew
approach for the solid-state leader: although the 8048 has turned into a
commodity part, the company plans to continue its presence in the market.
In the past, it has allocated its resources to sole-source products, deemphasizing them as other firms duplicate the offering.
The HMOS process, with its 3-micrometer design rules, is being phased in
at the company's new Phoenix microcontroller operation in place of the
5-Mm n-channel MOS process. This switch undoubtedly will be applied to
parts like the 8049, already at 11 MHz.
The upgraded 8048H uses an 8-MHz clock rate; the H-1 has 11 MHz.
"They will reduce the instruction time from 2.5 microseconds [for the 8048]
to 1.88 Ms and 1.36 µs" for the H and H-1, respectively, says marketing
manager George Adams.
The new versions [Electronics, Feb. 28, p. 33] are about 30% smaller —
175 square mils versus 205 mil 2 and now undercutting the competition in
size. "We start with about 40% more die per wafer," says Adams. Such an
improvement translates into increased production capacity, also helping to
lower the cost of the new microcomputers.
The 8048H will cost about $11 in thousands, "about the same as the
existing 8048," Adams says. The H-1 is likely to cost 20% to 40% more
when shipping of both starts in the third quarter.
-Bruce LeBoss

gigahertz continuous-wave radiation
of an incident power density of 6to 8
milliwatts per square centimeter.
However, their body temperatures
had not changed; that took a power
density of 22 mw/cm 2.
The University of Rochester
group reported similar results with
rats. Moreover, in another Pierce
experiment, 2.45 -GHz cw radiation
at 10 mw/cm 2 produced measurable
dilation in the monkeys' tail veins,
an effect also normally caused by a
rising body temperature. Again,
though, there was no change in the
animals' deep body temperatures.
Although the U. S. standard for
human exposure is 10 mw/cm 2,
there is no consensus that this level is
safe. In fact, European standards are
an order of magnitude lower.
Navy. In work in the Naval Medical Research Institute in Bethesda,
Md., researchers have determined
that the stimulating effects of dexadrine amphetamine on rats increases
greatly at dosages as low as
1mw/cm 2.The work follows tests in
which Librium at 2.45 GHz produced
odd behavioral effects in the rats
[Electronics, April 26, 1979, p. 46].
The Navy researchers are not prepared to speculate on possible

changes in body regulatory mechanisms caused by the drug and radiation combination. But interest is
growing in studying longer-term
effects of low doses of microwave
radiation—a program scheduled
to begin at the University of Washington this summer will look at the
behavior of rats that are exposed to
microwave radiation over aperiod of
years.
-Pamela Hamilton

Production

Ion beam may be
3process tools in 1
Focused ion beams, already printing
chip patterns with dimensions as
small as 0.1 micrometer in the laboratory, may also be used in ion
implantation for the selective doping
of semiconductors and for ion sputtering to machine openings in thin
films, with the same ultrafine resolution. What's more, the same machines can perform any two of these
three processing steps simultaneously in many cases.
Engineers at Hughes Aircraft
Co.'s Malibu, Calif., research labo-
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ratones have already performed the
three processes individually. "The
next step is to put them all together
into a device with features below
half a micrometer," says Robert L.
Seliger, head of ion beam technology
at the labs.
Program. The extremely fine resolutions and the equally extraordinary
registration accuracies possible with
ion beams are the chief impetus for
the attention paid to the technique in
semiconductor research labs around
the world. The Hughes labs are
investigating both direct-writing focused ion beams and a mask-based
system, under contract with the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Much of the work has been in
lithography (see p. 142), but Seliger
and his co-workers are equally
excited about both the separate
applications of implantation and
sputtering and the potential for pairing them. A beam can sputter the
oxide layer to create the emitter
opening, then dope the silicon substrate below with arsenic to make up
the n+ region, he notes. Also, it may
be possible to pair resist exposure for
lithography with implantation when
both need the same ion dose.
Of ion implantation alone, Seliger
says, "It is one of the truly unique
properties of a focused ion beam,
smoothly varying the doping profile
in both depth and the X-Y axis."
Thus there can be a gradual and
precise change in dopant characteristics—not attainable with any other
implantation technique—that makes
possible sloping, or three-dimensional gate and device geometries.
Micromachining with asputtering
ion beam, the Hughes scientists
already have done several basic
microcircuit fabrication jobs. These
include forming very fine line structures down to about 400 angstroms
wide and cleaning up spots on masks
in place of usual laser trimming.
Generally, the more precise control of the focused ion beam gives it
an edge over direct-writing electronbeam lithography at the submicrometer levels where research microcircuit production is centering. It has,
for instance, registration accuracy of
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News briefs
Fairchild bests Data General in court

Setting a precedent for the emulation of one firm's computer architecture by
another, a judge of the U. S. District Court for Northern California issued a
summary judgment in favor of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. in its
antitrust suit against Data General Corp. The Mountain View, Calif., subsidiary of Schlumberger Ltd. alleged that Data General illegally tied the licensing
of its software to the sale of its central processing units. Judge William H.
Orrick found that the Westboro, Mass., company did just that and that this
tie-in "affects a not insubstantial amount of commerce in the CPU market."
A jury trial will decide whether Data General has sufficient economic power in
the operating-systems market to restrain competition in the central processing unit market.
Data-base management goes solid-state
Incorporating software for data-base management into solid-state memory,
Intel Corp.'s Commercial Systems division last week announced the FAST
3805 data-base assist processor. Offered as an option in Intel's FAST 3805
semiconductor disk, the new package is a result of Intel's acquisition early
last year of MRI Systems Corp., the Austin, Texas, software company. By
housing certain pointer functions in solid-state memory, the package can
improve transaction throughput of the company's system 2000 /80DBMS by
up to 100%, compared with the systems that house the pointer functions on
disk.
Bell to give Datran parent $50 million
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. agreed to pay $50 million to Wyly
Corp., Dallas parent of the now defunct Data Transmission Co. (Datran) in
final settlement of a 1976 antitrust suit. The settlement closes the books on
the ambitious Datran effort, which had sought to establish a nationwide
digital data-communications network beginning in the late 1960s. It ended
with the company's collapse and subsequent $285 million suit against AT&T
alleging unfair practices.
HP expands use of sapphire technology
Hewlett Packard Co., the only computer manufacturer now using siliconon-sapphire semiconductors, has brought that technology to its HP 1000 line
of 16-bit minicomputers. The new HP-1000 L-series is based on a 1, 170mil-square central processing unit, fabricated in complementary-MOS on
sapphire, that can support up to 64 kilobytes of main memory. Another
custom SOS chip functions as an input/output processor on separate I/O
boards, and a third type of SOS chip is placed on each board to handle the
HP-internal bus interface between the various boards in the system. The
HP-1000 Lseries is priced starting at $2,250 for the board version, or $4,450
for the boxed version. The company says it will not outdate the older HP
1000 M-series, because that unit has additional features, primarily memory
mapping that lets it address 2 megabytes. An L version of HP's Real Time
Executive operating system was also introduced for the new series.
High technology export ban extended
The U. S. ban on high technology exports to the Soviet Union is being
extended indefinitely by the Commerce Department although it still will not
apply to East European nations of the Soviet Bloc. Nevertheless, officials say
high-technology export-license proposals for Eastern Europe that show
"substantial signs" of probable transshipment to Russia will be blocked. The
ban [Electronics, Jan. 17, p. 55], invoked after the USSR's invasion of
Afghanistan, will be widened to include turn-key manufacturing operations
that could have military relevance, officials said. The vagueness of the
Commerce Department's disclosure, like its January announcement, provoked criticism from international marketing executives of U. S. electronics
firms.
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The UM.
A dramatic advance
in op amps.
This new op amp represents the
largest single advance in bipolar op
amp design in over adecade.
National again drives home its leadership in linear with the new LM11 precision DC
amplifier.
Designed by Bob Widlar, the LM11
incorporates the best features of
existing bipolar designs —and then
some.
50pA input bias current (max)
10pA input offset (max)
3001.IV offset voltage (max)
3i1VPC drift (max)

INPUTS

As shown in the graph, the LM I
l's input
bias current is not only very low, it also
remains well behaved over the entire miltemperature range.

An order of magnitude better than
FETs.Overall, the new LM11 reduces DC error
terms to such an extent that the op amp is
no longer the limiting factor in many practical
designs. Especially over the mil-temp range.
Further, its offset voltage, duff and
long-term stability are an order of magnitude better than FETs.
Although internally compensated with
provision for offset balance, the new LM11
is pin-compatible with, and quite similar to,
the well-known LM108A amplifier.
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LH0082 fiber optic receiver
amp lightens the load.

National now in fiber optics with
versatile high-speed interface.
National has good news for anyone
designing commercial fiber optic applications.Their new LH0082 general purpose
receiver amp eliminates the cost and hassle
of building your own high-speed amplifier.

But there's more. The LH0082 not only expedites development, it also improves performance while allowing an unprecedented
degree of design flexibility.
All you need, all in one. The selfcontained LH0082 requires only asingle 5V
to 12V power supply. So it can act as the
interface between all of the most popular
photodetectors and any standard logic family
or any analog circuit.
The U-10082 transimpedance amp also
features a2GHz gain bandwidth, excellent
sensitivity (to 30nW), data rates up to
50Mbps, and high immunity to noise in afiber
optic environment. All hermetically sealed
for reliability in astandard 14-pin DIP
The possibilities are endless. National's
new LH0082 lends itself perfectly to fiber
optic communications both guided and
broadcast. It can, for example, be used for
computer interfaces with peripheral devices,
word processing systems, remote graphic terminal data links, and point-of-sale data links.
The LH0082 is also ideal for industrial
control devices, robotics, telecommunications
on Ti, T2, or T3 carriers, as well as airborne
and shipboard multiplex communication and
control systems.
And to top it off, all of this performance
is now available at asurprisingly low cost.
When you come right down to it, it's no
surprise that National would be the first to
offer atruly versatile necessity to the fiber
optic designers. After all, that's what Practical
Wizardry is all about.

New family of
8-bit A/Ds.
National's 8-bit A/Ds not only interface
to any tiP bus, they also feature absolute or
ratiometric operation, and require just a
single 5V supply at almost no current at all.
Of the 8-bit A/Ds on the market, only
National offers single-channel differential
analog input A/Ds in 20-pin DIPs —the
ADC0801/2/3/4. In addition, their ADC0808/9
8-bit converters feature 8-channel analog
input multiplexers, each in a28-pin DIP The
top-of-the-line ADC0816/17 each contain
a16-channel analog input mux in 40-pin DIPs.
The new line of 100psec A/D converters eliminates the need for external zero and
full-scale adjustments and features an
absolute accuracy as good as -±% LSB.
National, the leader in innovative, costeffective data acquisition products, now has
the best price/performance of any A/D available. In 100-piece lots, the ADC0804 costs
only $2.95; and the ADC0809 alow $3.60;
the ADC0817 costs just $7.95.
Practical Wizardry strikes again —all the
way down the bottom line.
Analog Inpuls
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"At National Custom MOS/LSI,
inventing your next success story
is what we do best."
"The key to the success of ahightechnology product is the quality of its basic
design.
"This is precisely why so many people
have been turning to National for Custom
MOS/LSI components.They know that if their
product is fundamentally superior, it's reflected
in their share of the market.
"The best designs can only come from a
close working relationship with each and
every one of our customers. It's your ideas
together with our technical expertise and
unmatched production capacity that invent
the kind of product that goes straight

to the top.
'We've found that close technical partnerships are clearly the best way to go. The
on-going communication and engineering
cohesiveness that develop between us and
the customer invariably bring out the best
from both sides.
"At National Custom
MOS/LSI, your proprietary new
invention gets all the special
attention it deserves.
"Because the best success
stories never happen by accident'

-

Anno Appeiby.
Marketing Manager
Custom MOSiLSI

Introducing STARPLEX with ISE:

National's fully developed
development system.
The Practical Wizards have created an
easy-to-use development tool that helps
design engineers do their whole job on the

STARPLEX development system.
STARPLEX can not only develop software
for 8080,8048, 8049,8050, 8070, NSC800,
8085, and Z-80 microprocessors plus
BLC/SBC Series 80 boards, but now with ISE

(in-system-emulation) you can also test,
analyze and debug prototype hardware/software for the same products.
The ISE module is aseparate unit incorporating its own CPU, 32K bytes of userprogrammable memoryand all the necessary
logic for breakpoints, tracing and memory
mapping.
With ISE, you can simultaneously run
two prototype microprocessors (in any combination). So for the first time, you can
have real-time emulation or debugging in a
multiprocessor environment.
National's easy-to-learn ISE software
comes completely integrated into the STARPLEX system, including the unique Automatic
Testing or "In-File" capability. In-File is an
automatic testing mode that will implement
apredefined sequence of tests. ISE can
also record those results to show exactly how
each part of the system performs during tests.
Our symbolic debugging capability
provides not only the usual breakpoint conditions, but also a"coast" command which
allows you to continue executing aprogram
after the breakpoint combination has been
satisfied.
STARPLEX with ISE offers features not
found in any other development system, yet
it costs substantially less to own and operate
than any competitive system.
Practical Wizards, indeed.
STARPLEX and ISE are trademarks of National Semiconductor
Corporation

What's new from the National archives?
005 D Additional Custom MOS/LSI
Information
006 D Special Functions Data Book
($6.00)
023 D ADC0801, ADC0808,
ADC0816 Data Sheets

028 D STARPLEX Brochure and ISE
Data Sheets
031 D LH0082 Data Sheet
034 D LM11 Data Sheet
036 D Optoelectronics Handbook
($3.00)

Enclose check or money order based upon appropriate currency. Make checks payable to National Semiconductor. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
NAME
TITLE

ADDRESS

c Copyright 1980 Notional Senconductor CorporatKpn

In Europe, mail coupon to:
National Semiconductor GMbH
Industriestrabe 10
D-8080 Furstenfeldbruck
West Germany

National
MSemiconductor

COMPANY

CITY

For desired information, mail coupon to:
National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Mail Stop 16250
Santo Clara, California 95051

STATE

ZIP

The Practical Wizards
of Silicon Valley
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A few of our customers say
Abbott MIL Spec power supplies
are 99% perfect.
The others say only 98%. For almost fifteen years
we have maintained a customer failure rate of
2% for our "C: "S" and "W" MIL Spec power
supplies. That's tried and true proof of reliability...
in the field.
Our Model "W" family of 400 Hz to DC power
supplies is a standard throughout the world for
critical military and aerospace applications.
They're available with output voltages from 5to
abbott
MILITARY

100 VDC, current levels from 0.3 to 20 amps.
Our "C" family of 28V DC to DC converters and
our "S" family of 28V to 400 Hz inverters come in
/
8"X ..)2" X —1
package sizes as small as 21
,
and meet the requirements of eleven separate
MIL Specs.
For reliability, call Abbott. For delivery, call
Abbott. For additional information, write or
call Abbott.
See ELM or GOLD BOOK power supply sections

transistor
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Electronics review
0.001 gm, two or three times better
than an electron beam.
At this fairly early stage, the
Hughes focused ion beam machine
should be considered "an excellent
tool to study device work below 0.5
gm," says Seliger. Actual production
would appear to be years in the
future, he notes.
-Larry Waller

Microsystems

Smaller units expand
one-board computers
A new architectural idea from Intel
Corp. will let users of single-board
computers add specialized functions
relatively inexpensively. The concept
is realized in a new line of 10square-inch specialized cards called
Multimodules, which plug right into
the base motherboard.
These smaller boards cost about
$150 each, compared with the main
board's $550-plus cost. They mate
with a 36-pin connector that the
Santa Clara, Calif., company is adding to the big boards (see photo).
As well as its own line of Multimodules, the company expects peripherals like analog-to-digital and
d-a converters to come from other
firms. Intel believes its new, smaller
interface will become an industry
standard, just as the Multibus did
for the single-board computer.
The typical one-board computer in

the present iSBC line is packed with
memory and input/output chips.
Users needing slightly more capability have had to buy another expensive module, possibly stuffed with
unneeded functions.
Upgrade. Hence the Multimodule,
which is first being applied to the
iSBC 80/10B main board, an
upgrade of the 80/10A. It keeps the
8080 microprocessor and the onboard read-only and random-access
memory expansion, but three of the
smaller new boards give heightened
ho and processing power.
The three are the iSBX 350 and
351 for parallel and serial I/0,
respectively, and the iSBX 332 for
floating-point mathematics. A package of five of the specially designed
36-pin connectors, called the iSBC
960-5, is also being offered.
The bus between the main board
and the Multimodules —the bus that
runs through the connector—is
called iSBX for single-board expansion. Besides power and clock lines,
it incorporates three address lines,
an 8-bit data bus, two chip-select
signals, read and write lines, two
interrupts, and await line.
There will be other main boards
with the connector and more Multimodules, according to Gary Sawyer,
marketing manager for the product
line. He says that a 16-bit unit like
the 86/12 will eventually be introduced with the connector. A main
board could hold as many as three
connectors.
-John G. Posa

Plug-in. Intel is adding a 36-pin connector to its single-board computers to accommodate a
bus for anew line of relatively inexpensive, specialized add-on boards.
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Communications

Fax,

teletypewriters

talk to one another
A computerized store-and-forward
packet-switching service from irr's
Domestic Transmission Systems Inc.
lets users of dissimilar facsimile
machines talk with each other. It
also allows teletypewriters to interface with fax machines, something
unavailable before now.
Faxpak emulates the modulation
pattern of the fax machine through
software in a front-end processor at
one of the system's six central U. S.
transmission facilities. The modulation technique, which is unique to
each type of fax machine, is what
determines the correct resolution
and the different horizontal and vertical scanning rates. The front-end
processor—comprising an Intel 8080
as the main processor and a Signetics 8X300 to run the emulation software—digitizes the analog signal
from the fax machine and passes this
data on to a Modcomp Mark 465
minicomputer for sorting and sending of the individual packets.
Not virtual. "We don't establish a
virtual circuit like Telenet or Tymnet," notes Thomas F. Murawski,
vice president and director of engineering for the ITT subsidiary. As a
result, the information packets move
quickly over open paths, rather than
over the limited predetermined
routes of avirtual circuit.
The fax machine, or other data
terminal, interfaces with the frontend processor by an acoustical link
using aTouch-Tone telephone. Each
processor can handle 64 simultaneous calls, providing a computersimulated voice response and identification that the user punches in on
the phone key pad.
In use since December [Electronics, Nov. 8, 1979, p. 86], the Faxpak
service will support transmission
between word processors with telecommunications capabilities by the
fourth quarter of this year. And by
1981, in' will be servicing ASCII
data terminals.
-Pamela Hamilton
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Let yourISFIrbreak
the
rrier

With our Bank-Switching family
In LOCAL mode our memory is functionally just
like DEC memory. But when you run out of
memory space you're not lost. Add an inexpensive Bank-Switch Controller (BSC-256) and
you can go to two megabytes. Add another
and go to four megabytes.
So don't get boxed in with other brands of
LSI-11* memory. Break free. Join the family:
RMA-032

32K by 16 bit RAM.
On-board refresh

$990
(Single qty.)

RMS-016

16K by 16 bit ROM.
(Intel 2716)

$300
(Single qty.)

BSC-256

The Bank-Switch
Controller

$300
(Single qty.)

Substantial quantity discounts are available. The
RMA-032 is also available without memory chips for $450
(single quantity). For afree copy of our Bank-Switching
manual, call or write on your company letterhead.
Digital Pathways Inc.
4151 Middlefield Road
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 493-5544
*Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

DIGITAL PATHWAYS
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The most important
data communications
purchase you'll ever make
Isn't adevice or component!
It's atimely, easy-to-follow guide that spells out exactly what you need to know to
get the best possible deals on all data communications equipment. To turn data
communications procurement into asmoothly running, cost-effective operation.
And to save you thousands in data communications costs while delivering
top-performance service!
Just published, this immensely important resource comes packed with
the most authoritative and current information you need to make all your data
communications purchasing decisions.
Plus step-by-step guidelines on the procurement process that speeds
communications with vendors and assures that you get exactly the equipment
you're looking for.
A first-of-its-kind working reference
that puts right into your hands...

Data Conununications
Procurement Manual

an alphabetical checklist of procurement document items to help you
determine what's relevant to you and
develop clauses or descriptions for the
solicitation document
• sample solicitation format plus a
compilation of solicitation clauses
and forms most frequently used in
procurement documents
• specifications for 38 devices, with a
complete listing of both general
and specific device specifications
to consider when developing communications component requirements
• tabulation of Bell System data-set
operating characteristics to help
you develop afunctional modem
procurement
• vital facts to determine if special pin
cross-connections are required to
interface components with existing
equipment
• tables of present value interest factors
for yearly and monthly periods varying
from 6to 15%. Vital for evaluating
proposals for future costs
• yearly energy costs of acontinuously
operating device in cents per Kilowatt
hour
• checklist to develop aschedule of
procurement activities
• plus invaluable guidance on the basic
construction of asample solicitation
Before you choose any data communications equipment, choose the DATA
COMMUNICATIONS PROCUREMENT
MANUAL. The before-you-buy buy for every
data communications purchase!

by Gilbert Held

150 pages

Contents
PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT ITEMS. SAMPLE SOLICITATION CLAUSES AND FORMS, Cover
Sheet, Contact Form and Representations, Certifications, and Other Vendor Statements. Instructions. Conditions, and Notices to Vendors. Evaluation and Award Factors. Supplies/Services and
Prices. Mandatory Specifications. Preservation/Packaging/Packing. Deliveries or Performance. Inspection and Acceptance. Special Provisions, Contract Administration Data. General Provisions. List
of Documents and Attachments. SPECIFICATIONS. General Specifications. Specific Specifications (Acoustic Coupler, Analog Extension Unit, Analog Test Set. Automatic Calling Unit, Cable,
Channel Service Unit, Code Converter, Concentrator, Controller, Data Access Arrangement, Data
Compactor, Data Line Analyzer, Data Security Unit, Data Service Unit, Echo Suppressor, Facsimile
Equipment, Frequency-Division Multiplexer, Front-End Processor, Interface Converter. Inverse
Multiplexer. Limited-Distance Modem, Line Driver, MIL-STD-188C Adapter, Modem, Modem/
Line-Sharing Unit, Multipoint Modem, Multiport Modem, Parallel Interface Extender, Port Selector,
Port-Sharing Unit, Remote Batch Terminal, Speech/Data Unit, Speed Converter. Statistical Multiplexer, Switch, Time-Division Multiplexer. Transmission Test Set, Voice Adapter). APPENDIXES. Bell
System Data Set Compatibility Guide. Modem Options. HA Terminal/Modem Interface. Modem
Interface Description. Present Value Interest Factors. Energy Consumption Cost. Communications
Procurement Plan. Sample Modem Procurement.

Order today using this coupon!
Return coupon to:
Data Communications Procurement Manual
P.O. Box 669
HIghtstown. New Jersey 08520
Send me
copy (copies) of the
DATA COMMUNICATIONS PROCUREMENT
MANUAL (606534-0) on a 10-day money-back
guarantee. Iunderstand that if Iam not absolutely satisfied, Imay return the book(s) within
10 days at no further obligation. Otherwise.
McGraw-Hill will bill me $24.50 for each copy,
plus applicable sales tax, shipping and handling
charges.

Name _
Title
Company_ _
Address
City
State

Zip

SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment in full, plus local sales tax, and McGraw-Hill pays all
regular postage and handling charges. Ten-day money-back guarantee still applies.
Check enclosed

Bill me

Bill my company

This offer subject to acceptance by McGraw.Hill and good only in US
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Electronics Magazine
Books

1. Microprocessors

What you must know about
available microprocessor
technology, devices, information, 4th printing. $8.95

2. Applying
Microprocessors
2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to
video games. $9.95

3. Large Scale Integration
Covers the basic technology,
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system
design and applications. $9.95

4. Basics of Data
Communications

Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95

5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulating
Circuits. Saves design
drudgery. $15.95

6. Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers

P.O. Box 669, Ffightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
Title

eri
Price

1. Microprocessors

$ 8.95

2. Applying Microprocessors

$ 9.95

3. Large Scale Integration

$ 9.95

4. Basics of Data Communications

$12.95

S. Circuits for Electronics Engineers

$15.95

6. Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers

$15.95

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers
to Mainframes

$12.95

8. Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics

$11.95

8. Personal Computing:
Hardware and
Software Basics
More than 50 articles
from leading publications,
including specifications,
helpful hints, subject
index. $11.95

If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied Iunderstand
that my payment will be refunded.
D Payment enclosed
D Bill firm
D Bill me
Charge to my credit card:

R

American Express
Visa

Acct. No.

G Diners Club
10 Master Charge*
Date Exp.

'On Master Charge only, first numbers above name
Name

Title

Company
Street
City

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
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The technology, devices, and
applications that link memory
components and system
design. $12.95

Nearly 300 articles drawn
from "Engineer's Notebook."
A storehouse of design
problem solutions. $15.95

Electronics Magazine Books

No. of
Copes

7. Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes

State

Zip

Signature
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#1 IN ANALOG SWITCHES?
(HINT: IT'S NOT WHO YOU THINK.)

HERE'S THE STRAIGHT SCOOP.
Intersil is the leader in analog switching.
We've got the broadest line in the business, the
fastest and most accurate devices in the business,
and the technological capabilities to stay #1.
Siliconix doesn't. Harris doesn't. We do.

BROADEST TECHNOLOGY.
When it comes to analog switching technologies,
nobody beats Intersil: CMOS. P-JFET.
MOSFET. VARAFET. Dielectric Isolation.

BEST PERFORMANCE.
And nobody beats us at staying out on that
leading edge of performance:
Take, for example, our IH5140 family of
monolithic CMOS switches—absolutely
the fastest, lowest power, lowest leakage
devices anywhere.
Or how about our DGM182 family. It happens
to be the only true monolithic replacement for
the DG180s and it meets all the specs.
Or if you want to talk accuracy—look at our
IH6116/6216 CMOS MUXs. They're at rock
bottom in error, power and leakage.

So, next time you're designing in analog
switches, who's the logical first choice?
Hint: The answer begins with an "I7

INTERSIL SALES OFFICES:
CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale (408) 744-0618,
Long Beach (213) 436-9261 •COLORADO:
Aurora (303) 750-7004 •FLORIDA: Fort
Lauderdale (305) 772-4122 •ILLINOIS:
Hinsdale (312) 986-5303 •MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington (617) 861-6220 •MINNESOTA: Minneapolis (612) 925-1844 •NEW
JERSEY: Englewood Cliffs (201) 567-5585 •
OHIO: Dayton (513) 866-7328 •TEXAS:
Dallas (214) 387-0539 •CANADA: Brampton,
Ontario (416) 457-1014

INTERSIL FRANCHISED
DISTRIBUTORS:
Advent (IND, IA) •Alliance •Arrow •Bell
Industries •CESCO •Component Specialties
•Components Plus •Diplomat (FLA, MD, NJ)
•Harvey (upstate NY) •Intermark •Kierulff •
LCOMP •Parrott •R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. •
RESCO/Raleigh •Schweber •Summit •Wyle
•Zentronics Ltd.

MORE NEW GOODIES.
We admit it: we're out to stay #1 in this business.
Which is why we'll soon be introducing the
IH5108/5208 family of dielectrically-isolated
fault-protected MUXs. With better fault
protection and higher accuracy than the
competition. Move over, Harris.
And we'll also be introducing the CMOS
DG200/201. With dual SPST. And quad SPST.
So look out, Siliconix.

NOW, TALK DELIVERY.

Analog Products — Switches
10710 No. Tantau Ave., Cupertino,
CA 95014
Tel: (408) 996-5000 TWX: 910-338-0171
(800) 538-7930 (outside California)
Dear Intersil:
Ihad no idea you were #1. Please send me
data on the following parts •

We're delivering. On time. To specs. In quantity.
At acompetitive price.

THE ANSWER.
Intersil has the switches. And the performance.
And the price. And the delivery.

And while you're at it, send me your Victor Hugo poster.

Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip

E32780

Only
TEAC makes
both on-site
and in-lab
cassette
data recording
equipment.
Feature Comparison Chart
Feature

Model

channels

Have you been going to one manufacturer for your
portable data recorders, and to another for recorders for
your lab? TEAC makes things easier for you by offering a
complete line of data acquisition equipment including both
portable and lab models. Complete compatibility allows you
to collect data in the field with a convenient portable
recorder and bring it back to the lab for analysis on a fullfeature lab recorder.
Of all our models, you'll find that our cassette-format
recorders are the most convenient. The R-60, R-61 and
R-61D portable cassette data recorders have proven
extremely popular because of their ruggedness, stability of
operation and light weight. They can record four channels
of data in a choice of DR or FM format.
Back in the lab, the R-80 and R-81 provide big-recorder
performance and features without using up a big amount of
space or budget. Both can be mounted in standard E.I.A rack
panels if desired.
These five cassette data recorders are part of a
complete line of data acquisition equipment. Only TEAC can
handle all your data acquisition needs.
Record System • Tape Speed

Freq. Response

Power

Weight

12kg approx

R-81
1.1.1
•,, '

7

" •1
•-- é ;. ,

[

FM
(DR option)
:

4 speeds
(7 1/
2,
33
4 ,
/
17/
8,15/
1
6ips)

FM:
DC - 5k Hz
at 71
/ips
2

DC
Car Battery
(AC with AD-80)

4 speeds

FM:

DC
Car Battery

R-80
4

FM
(DR: option)

approx.
ï••

(71
Pie/2 •
1
33/4 '

, 5/
1
6ips)

Hz
at 71
2 ips
/

(AC with AD-80)

OR:
50 - 8k Hz

Car Battery

FM:
DC - 625 Hz

(AC with PA-2)

12kg

-

1
•
• -•

':

1 •
..
1
a :-•

,....-..'

-

Ch-1: FM/DR
Ch-2: FM/DR
Ch-3: FM

._

1speed
(1 /
2 ips)
1

Ch-4: FM

DC
with CL-61

4.7kg approx

. -...,

R-610
'

•

-

11

•

•"

iiiiime„,

L--J

DR:

DC

4

Ch-1. DR/FM
Ch-2: DR/FM
DR
Ch-4: DR

1speed
(1 7/
8ips)

50 - 8k Hz
FM:
DC - 625 Hz

Car Battery
Batte
with CL-61
(AC w ith PA-2)

4

FM

1speed
(1 7/sips)

FM:
DC - 625 Hz

AC

"''--

4.7kg approx .

---

R-60

. . . . .•
_
I «

r

-

-.

6.5kg approx

--,

TEAC CORPORATION 3-7-3 Naka-cho, Musashino Tokyo, Japan Tel 10422) 53-1111

TEAC

•Noase Comp. & Memo capable

•USA B.J. Wolfe Enterprise Inc., Tel: (213)877-5518 *Canada R.H. Nichols Co., Ltd., Tel: (416) 661-3190 •Hongkong Dah Chong Hong Ltd., Tel: 5-261111, 5-226258
•Australia & New Zealand Jacoby Mitchell Ltd., Tel: 6307400 •South Africa Mayfair Sales (Pty) Ltd., Tel: 011-834-2131 •Belgium á Luxemburg Simac Electronics
S.P.R.L, •Denmark Danbit,
103) 141515 *France Tekelec Airtronic S.A, Tel: (027) 7536 *Holland Simac Electronics By., Tel: 040-533725 •Italy AE.S.S.E. S.R.L.
Tel: 54.64.741-2-3 •Switzerland Wenger Datentechnik, Tel 061-34 50 96 *Spain Atajo Ingenieros SA, Tel: (215) 3543 •Sweden teleinstrument ab. Tel: 08-380 370
•United Kingdom International Recorders Ltd., Tel 04427 5959 *West Germany 8. Austria nbn Electronik Stamberg, Tel: (08151) 13036
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Washington newsletter

VHSIC Phase 3
awards In April
to exceed $10 million

Supreme Court agrees
to review software
patent Issue

Antitrust suit against
MCI flied by

At least $10 million in short-term technology-support contracts for the
military's Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program will be on tap in
April, according to the Defense Department's Larry W. Sumney, director
of the triservice effort. Upward of 50 contracts will be signed in the initial
round of awards for VHSIC Phase 3, which is budgeted for roughly one
third of the six-year program's $210 million budget. Nine prime contractors for VHSIC Phase Zero definition studies were named in March (see
p. 41). Successful device concepts, lc testing, silicon quality, and packaging will be phased into the program as it proceeds.

The patentability of computer software will get another look by the
Supreme Court during its fall term, when it will review two cases—one
involving Honeywell Information Systems Inc. and the other the FederalMogul Corp. Although the court ruled two years ago that software and
other mathematical formulas are not patentable, that judgment set off a
dispute between the U. S. Patent and Trademark Office, which refused
the companies' applications, and the U. S. Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals, which supported the patent applications' appeal. The Supreme
Court decided late this month to hear Government lawyers for the two
agencies argue the issue once more.

MCI Communications Corp., the Washington-based specialized common
carrier now litigating its antitrust suit against American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. in Chicago, has itself been charged by a small Texas

Comnet of Texas

company with trying to monopolize the specialized carrier market. Communications Network Systems, popularly known as Comnet, has filed a
suit in the Washington Federal District Court charging that MCI actions
threaten to put it out of business as a reseller of mci's long-distance
business service known as Execunet. Comnet says it puts together groups
of users to qualify for MCI volume discounts and then contracts for and
resells the service at a profit. Comnet charges that an ma plan effective
April 1would limit the number of group users to 15, eliminating service
for 75% of Comnet's 330 customers. MCI countercharges that Comnet is
reselling Execunet illegally.

Washington subway

Washington's Metro subway system will continue until May testing the
Cubic Western Data Corp. improvements in its breakdown-prone automatic fare-collection system before deciding on system-wide implementa tion [Electronics, Nov. 9, 1978, p. 57]. The San Diego, Calif., contractor
says its in-house investment of $5 million and two years of research have
raised system availability to 99% and cut maintenance costs by more than
25%. Dust and dirt produced most of the breakdowns, the company notes,
though it says these have been effectively eliminated. For example, Cubic
replaced electric-eye sensors on entry and exit gates with electromagnetic
units unaffected by dust and replaced the automatic fare-card vending
machines' plunger-type solenoids— which break down when filled with
dust—with clapper-type solenoids.

evaluates fixes
to fare system
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Washington commentary
Carter's imprudent and irresponsible economics
Prudent and responsible: that is how Jimmy
Carter characterized the fiscal 1981 Federal
budget when it went to Congress at the end of
January. The proposed $616 billion spending
level for the year beginning in October was 9%
above this year's level, he said, and would produce a deficit of $16 billion—far less than the
$40 billion deficit that the President forecast for
fiscal 1980.
Imprudent and irresponsible seem to better
describe the President's initial budget plan now
that he has rushed to balance it in a desperate
effort to control inflation and save his job in an
election year. Though the White House is heralding the proposed $13.5 billion in cuts to bring
the budget into closer balance, budget specialists almost never mention the other side of the
coin—the offsetting $9.5 billion in upward revisions in spending figures—that would reduce
the net spending level by no more than $4
billion. That is just six tenths of 1% less than the
January figure. Inflation, meanwhile, has
climbed in two months to an annual rate of
nearly 20% from 13% in January.
No time for waiting
If their eyes have not yet glazed over from
one more discussion of Washington's ongoing
numbers game, then observers will be dismayed
at Carter's cosmetic economic plan and surely
ready to ask: can the nation's economy afford to
wait until October before measures to control
inflation begin to take effect?
The answer is no, according to an increasing
number of House and Senate members, who see
a tottering U. S. economy beginning to affect
the stability of allied economies in West Germany and Japan. "We must contain this problem"
of inflation within the U. S. "if Congress is to
deal with it effectively," asserts one member of
the Senate budget committee staff.
Nevertheless, the President has also yet to
identify the specific program areas where his
budget will be cut. Even so, Wisconsin Democrat William Proxmire, chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee, castigates the summary
Carter plan as "weaker than Ihad hoped for"
and one that "fails to take definitive action."
But, muses one Senate Republican staff member, "How would Proxmire respond if, say, the
President proposed a cut that would eliminate
support of programs for Wisconsin's dairy
industry? That represents our biggest problem:
everyone favors spending cuts, but no one wants
his pet ox gored in the process, particularly in an
election year."
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The President's decision to withhold identification of specific budget cut recommendations
until after completion of this month's presidential primaries is clearly political and is only
compounding his credibility problems with Congress and those voter coalitions who would be
damaged by such cuts. These are known to
affect Federal aid programs for cities, states,
education, health care, job training for minorities, and airport and highway construction.
Further frustration
The fires of frustration in those lobbies are
also being stoked by the advocates of increased
defense spending in the House and Senate, who
want to add between $30 billion and $50 billion
more in weapons procurement and research and
development spending to Carter's $158.7 billion
military budget [Electronics, Feb. 14, p. 95].
For the electronics industries, moreover, it is
still uncertain whether House and Senate
Republicans as well as some Democrats will
succeed in their push for spending cuts that
would leave enough of abudget surplus to allow
for new tax credits. Such credits would stimulate corporate fund raising, help investment in
research and development, and speed equipment
depreciation. But they are still far down the
road in view of the Administration's opposition
to any such action until the budget is in fact in
balance—this despite Carter's January promise
that "if the economy begins to deteriorate significantly, Iwill consider tax deductions."
Is anyone in charge?
The reality, again, is that stronger economic
measures are needed much sooner. Even though
the House and Senate agree on that point in
principle, their individual members are far apart
on the specific steps to be taken. As for the
President, his actions have yet to match his
rhetoric. Back in January 1979, Carter called
his fiscal 1980 budget "lean and austere." But
spending is rising this year by 16% above his
$532 billion forecast. This will push the Federal
deficit well above $40 billion, some 38% higher
than planned.
More distressing is that Jimmy Carter still
does not seem to be able to cope effectively with
the problem. "For me," says one Washingtonbased electronics executive privately, "dealing
with the Carter Administration on economic
issues produces the same feeling that the nation
has after trying to deal with Iran and its leaders.
You can never be sure who is in charge or what
will come next."
-Ray Connolly
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Solve design problems simply with 1.5 Amp Interface ICs for Negative Supply Applications.
You can use Sprague Electric's new Series UDN2840B 1.5 amp monolithic quad power drivers in three
basic versions to solve your circuit needs for (1) sinking applications, (2) source applications, and (3) com-

_

louT

TYPE

bination sink-and-source applications.
You can get this versatile IC family with either 5V
logic compatibility or 12-15V MOS compatibility. Make
your choice from these six types:

VOUT (OFF)

OUTPUTS

VSUPPLY (TYP)

UDN-2841B

1.5 A

—50 V

Sink (4)

0V to 5V

UDN-2842B

1.5 A

—50 V

Sink (4)

0V to 12 V

UDN-2843B

—1.5 A

—50 V

Source (4)

5V

UDN-2844B

—1.5 A

—50 V

Source (4)

5V to 12 V

COMPATIBILITY
5V Logic
PMOS, CMOS
5V Logic
PMOS, CMOS

UDN-2845B

1.5 A/-1.5 A

—50V

Sink (2) Source (2)

5V

5V Logic

UDN-2846B

1.5 A/-1.5 A

—50 V

Sink (2) Source (2)

5V

PMOS, CMOS

—

All Series UDN-2840B power driver ICs include
input current limiting, level translation, and sufficient
amplification to operate high current Darlington outFor application engineering assistance
on these or other interface circuits, standard or custom, write or call Paul
Emerald,
Semiconductor
Division,
Sprague Electric Co., 115 Northeast
Cutoff, Worcester, Mass. 01606. Telephone
617/853-5000.

TYPICAL
APPLICATIONS
electrosensitive

printer interface

solenoid, LED, or
, relay drive
bridge motor
drives

puts. The Sprague-originated 16-lead webbed dual inline package is used for maximum power dissipation.

For Engineering Bulletin 29314 and a
'Quick Guide to Interface Circuits', write
to: Technical Literature Service, Sprague
Electric Company, 509 Marshall Street,
North Adams, Mass. 01247.

For the name of your nearest Sprague
Semiconductor Distributor, write or call
Sprague Products Company Division,
North Adams, Mass. 01247. Telephone
413/664-4481.

FOR FAST INFORMATION, CALL YOUR NEAREST SPRAGUE SALES OFFICE:
ALABAMA, Sprague Electric Co 205 883-0520 •ARIZONA. Sprague Eleclric Co 602 244-0154. 602 966-7233 •CAUFDRNIA. R D Miner Co 714 421.5586. Wry J
Purdy Co 415 347.7701 •COLORADO. W. J Purdy Co .303 777-1411 •CONNECTICUT. Sprague Electric Co 203 261-2551. Ray Perron e. Co Inc 203 268-9631
203 673-4825 •DISC OF COLUMBIA, Sprague Electric Co IGovt sales only) 202 337 7820 •FLORIDA. Sprague Elecinc Co 305 831-3636 •'LUNDIS. Sprague Electric
Co .312 296-6620 • INDIANA. Sprague Electric Co 317 253-4247 • MARYLAND. Sprague Electric Co 301 792 ,7657 • MASSACHUSETTS. Sprague Electric Co
617 899-9100.413 664.4411. Ray Perron &Co Inc 617 969-8100•MICHIGAN. Sprague Electric Co 517 787-3934 •MINNESOTA. HMR Inc .
612 831.7400 •MISSOURI.
Sprague Electric Co 314 781-2420 •NEW HAMPSHIRE, Ray Perron 6Co Inc 603 742-2321 •NEW JERSEY. Sprague Electric Co 201 696-8200. 609 795.2299 binkle
Sales Inc .609 795-4200 •NEW MEXICO. Wm J Purdy Co 505 266 7959 •NEW YORE. Sprague Electric Co 516 234-8700. 914 834-4439. 315 437.7311. Wm Rutt.
Inc 914 834-8555. Paston-Hunter Co Inc 315 437 2843. NORTH CAROLINA. Electronic Marketing Associates 919 722.5151.0101 Sprague Electric Co 513 866-2170.
Electronic Salesmasters. Inc .800 362-2616 • PENNSYLVANIA. Sprague Electric Co 215 467-5252 Tnnkle Sales Inc 215 922.2080 •SOUTH CAROUNA. Electronic
Marketmg Associates. 803 233-4637 •TEXAS. Sprague Electric Co .214 235-1256 •VIRGINIA. Sprague Eleclric Co 703.463-9161* WASHINGTON. Sprague Electrz Co
206 632-7761 •CANADA. Sprague Electric ol Canada Ltd 416 766-6123 or 613 238-2542

SPRAGUE'
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

a subsidiary of OK Technologies
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Acomplete line of single-chip
microcomputers shoul do just one Ming.
Pad
No.

ROM

RAM

Power
I/O Tech- Supply Features
nology (Volts)

gPD546

2000 x8

96 x4 35

PMOS

-10

TTL Comp
Outputs

gPD547

1000 x8

64 x4 35

PMOS

-10

TTL Comp
Outputs

p.PD547L

1000 x8

64 x4 35

PMOS -8

Low Power
PD547

µP0548

1920 x10 96 x4 35

PMOS -10

ECR/Scale
Applications

µPD550

640 x8

32 x4 21

PMOS

-10

FIP Drive/TTL
Comp Outputs

µPD550L

640 x8 32 x4 21

PMOS

-8

Low Power
gPD550

gPD551

1000 x8

64 x4 27

PMOS

-10

On Chip A/D

gPD552

1000 x8

64 x4 35

PMOS

-10

FIP Drive

µD 553

2000 x8

96 x4 35

PMOS -10

FIP Drive

gPD554

1000 x8

32 x4 21

PMOS

FIP Drive/TTL
Comp Outputs

gPD555

External

96 x4 35

PMOS -10

Development
Chip

gPD556

External

96 x4 35

PMOS

-10

Development
Chip

2000 x8 96 x4 21

PMOS

-8

Low Power/
Small Pkg
0'0546

PD557L

-10

gPD650

2000 x8 96 x4 35

CMOS

+5

Icc -= 2mA Max.

gPD651

1000 x8 64 x4 35

CMOS

+5

Icc = 2mA Max.

gPD652

1000 x8

32 x4 21

CMOS +5

Icc =2 mA Max

p,PD7520

768 x8

48 x4 24

PMOS -6 to
-10

On-chip
Display Cntrlr

gPD7800

External

128 x8 48

NMOS +5

Development
Chip

gPD7801

4096 x8 128 x8 48

NMOS +5

Addresses
64K Memory

gPD8021

1024 x8

64 x8 21

NMOS +5

Zero Cross

gPD8022

2048 x8

64 x8 28

NMOS +5

On-chip A/0

gPD8035L

External

64 x8 27

NMOS +5

8048
Compatible

gPD8039L

External

128 x8 27

NMOS +5

8049
Compatible

gPD8041/A 1024 x8

64 x8 18

NMOS +5

Detection

Peripheral
Cntrlr

g.PD8048

1024 x8

64 x8 27

NMOS +5

Industry
Standard

gPD8049

2048 x8 128 x8 27

NMOS +5

11 MHz Clock

p.PD8243

16

NMOS +5

4,4-Bit I/O Ports
UV EPROM
Version of 8041A

g.PD8741A

1024 x8

64 x8 27

NMOS +5

g.PD8748

1024 x8

64 x8 18

NMOS +5

UV EPROM
Version of 8048

REPS. Alabama: 20th Century Marketing, Inc., 205/772-9237. Arizona: Enron. 602/997-1042. Arkansas: Action Unlimited, 817/461-8030. California: Cerco, 714/560-9143:
Santana Sales, 714/827-9100; Tndent Associates, Inc., 408/734-5900. Colorado: D/Z Associates, Inc., 303/534-3649. Connecticut: HLM Associates. Inc., 203/482-6880.
Delaware: L & M Associates, Inc., 301/484-7970. 302/475-1033. District of Columbia: L & M Associates, 301/484-7970. Florida: Perron Associates, Inc.. 305/792-2211.
813/585-3327. 305/275-1132. Georgia: 20th Century Marketing, Inc.. 205/772-9237. Idaho: Tri-Tronix, N.W., 206/232-4993. Illinois: Technology Sales. Inc.,
312/991-6600. Indiana: Technology Sales, Inc.. 312/991-6600. Iowa: Electronic Innovators, Inc.. 612/835-0303, Kentucky: Imtech, Inc.. 513/278-6507. Louisiana: Action
Unlimited, 817/461-8039. Maine: Contact Sales, Inc.. 617/273-1520. Maryland: L& M Associates, 301/484-7970. Massachusetts: Contact sales. Inc.. 617/273-1520: Stone
Component Sales. 617/890-1440. Michigan: R.C. Nordstrom & Company. 313/559-7373. 616/457-5762. Minnesota: Electronic Innovators. Inc.. 612/835-0303. Mississippi:
20th Century Marketing. Inc.. 205/772-9237. Montana: Tri-Tronix, NW., 206/232-4993. Nevada: Eltron. 602/997-1042, Trident Associates. Inc.. 408/734-5900. New
Hampshire: Contact Sales. Inc.. 617/273-1520. New Jersey: HLM Associates, Inc., 201/263-1535; Harry Nash Associates. 215/657-2213. New Mexico: Tri-Tronix.
505/266-7951. New York: D. L. Eiss Associates, Inc., 716/328-3000; HLM Associates, Inc., 516/757-1606. North Carolina: Wolff's Electronic Sales, Inc..
919/851-2800. North Dakota: Electronic Innovators. Inc., 612/835-0303. Ohio: Imtech. Inc.. 216/666-1185, 513/278-6507. Oklahoma: Action Unlimited, 817/461-8039.

Drefghble
NEC presents the biggest line of single-chip
microcomputers in the world.
When you have agreat product idea, NEC has amicrocomputer chip
that will help you make the most of it. Because our line covers the full range
of single-chip microcomputer capability.
It's all here. CMOS, PMOS and NMOS technologies. LED or fluorescent display drive. Four bits and eight bits. With every combination of
ROM, RAM and I/O.
Your choices range from our high-end µPD7801, through the industrystandard µPD8048 family, clear down to our economical µPD7520.
The PD 7801, with 4K bytes of ROM and 48 I/0 lines, is avery powerful
single-chip microcomputer capable of addressing 64K bytes of memory
and interfacing to industry-standard 8080/8085 peripheral devices
for compact, powerful microcomputer systems. When your application
requires aminimum of external components, there's the low-end
µPD7520. It includes an on-chip display controller and clock generator,
and all outputs have high-current drive capability for easy interfacing.
And when you look beyond your immediate needs NEC looks even
better. We design our chips in compatible families, so you can move from
one chip to another without having to relearn instruction sets.
Or if you'd rather not bother with programming, we'll write the
software for you. So your NEC Microcomputer chips will come ready to run.
Whatever you want your product to do, we have asingle-chip microcomputer that's made to do it. To learn more, just write NEC Microcomputers,
Inc., 173 Worcester Street, Wellesley, MA 02181. Or contact the regional
office near you. NORTHEASTERN: Wellesley, MA at (617) 431-1244;
EASTERN: Melville, NY at (516) 293-5660; SOUTHERN: Dallas, TX at
(214) 980-6976; MIDWESTERN: Des Plaines, TL at (312) 298-7081;
WESTERN: Orange, CA at (714) 633-2980.

Next thne,ffibk NEC.

NEC

NEC Microcomputers, Inc.
Oregon: Tri-Tronix, NW., 206/232-4993. Pennsylvania: Imtech, Inc., 216/826-3400; Harry Nash Associates, 215/657-2213. Rhode Island: Stone Component Sales,
617/890-1440. South Carolina: Wolff's Electronic Sales. Inc., 919/851-2800. South Dakota: Electronic Innovators. Inc.. 612/835-0303. Tennessee: 20th Century
Marketing, Inc., 615/966-3608. Texas: Action Unlimited, 817/461-8039. 512/255-1381; Tri-Tronix, 505/265-8409 Utah: D/Z Associates, Inc., 303/534-3649,
801/486-4251. Vermont: Contact Sales. Inc.. 617/273-1520. Washington: Tri-Tronix, N.W., 206/232-4993. West Virginia: Imtech. Inc., 513/278-6507. Wisconsin:
Electronic Innovators, Inc., 612/835-0303: Technology Sales, 312/991-6600. Wyoming:D/Z Associates, Inc., 303/534-3649. CANADIAN REPS: Alberta, Ontario, Manitoba:
Kaytronics Limited. 416/669-2262. British Columbia. Saskatchewan: Kaytronics, Limited. 604/581-7611. New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince
Edward Island, Quebec: Kaytronics Limited, 514/487-3434.
DISTRIBUTORS: Allied Electronics; Almo Electronics Corp.; Bell Industries; Diplomat Electronics Corp.; Future Electronics Corp.; Hughes-Peters. Inc.; Intermark
Electronics: KA Electronic Sales; Kent Electronics; G.S. Marshall; Marshall Industries; Milgray Electronics. Inc.; Parts Mart; Quality Components: Reptron Electronics. Inc.:
Semiconductor Specialists. Inc.; Sterling Electronics; Summit Distributors. Inc.: Western Microtechnology Sales.
EI

A New Choice TRADLON- Films are now made in
a new, world-scale plant based upon advanced
state-of-the-art technology.
With Superior Quality
TRADLON Films are
characterized by enhanced uniformity:
across-the-roll, downthe-roll, and roll-to-roll.
In Multiple Grades
TRADLON
Films come in
three grades
specially formulated to
meet your
needs.
A Grade for Continuous
High-Temperature Use
A specially stabilized
TRADLON Film for electrical insulation fills the
price/performance gap between polyester and
polyimide films.

A Grade for Solderability A flame-retarded
TRADLON grade for copper laminate/flexible
printed circuitry applications withstands solderbath conditions at a price below polyimide films.
A Grade with a Low Dielectric Constant
A unique, low density cellular TRA DLON
Film has a low D.C.-- 1.6; unmatched commercially for co-axial cable and other
low-loss cable applications.
And TRADLON Film's Other Plusses:
• thermoformability • superior conformability • ultra-smooth surface • controllable chemical etching •

tar
film s
or your
high
performance
applications

dimensional
stability
• outstanding
AC
isotropicity
dielectric
•excellent
life
• superior

resistance to corona
For more information on the
unique properties of
TRADLON High Performance Films, write: Exxon Chemical
Company, U.S.A., High Performance
Polymers Division, P.O. Box 3272, Houston, Tx. 77001.

Traci Ion

High Performance Films
For Flexible Printed Circuits •Flat Cable
•Integrated Circuits •Wire and Cable
•Electrical Machinery •Pressure Sensitive Tape
•Capacitors •Magnetic Recording Media
•Aircraft/Aerospace
E4(0 N
CHEMICALS
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International newsletter
VLSI Co-op Labs
unveils final
electron-beam system

Plessey teams with
General Instrument
for push In TV market

LED puts out
red, green,
and In between

The prototype of asystem that can process 1-Mb memory chips on 4-in.
wafers has been developed by Japan's VLSI Cooperative Laboratories,
which ends its four-year life on March 31. A vector-scanning electronbeam unit is designed to directly expose wafers with about 50 chips, each
having 1-Mb memory capacity. The throughput is about 4wafers an hour,
and adry-etching system with six chambers processes 40 wafers an hour.
In addition, an advanced software system corrects off line for proximity
effects, deflection distortion, and wafer warping; it also performs pattern
processing. A laser scanning system operating at speeds of up to 10 MHz
measures electrical signal levels on chips without making physical contact.
Finally, a prototype pattern generator produces various signal sequences
needed for memory testing at rates of up to 300 MHz.

Plessey Semiconductors Ltd., Swindon, and General Instrument Microelectronics Ltd., Glenrothes, Scotland, have joined forces to launch a
highly integrated frequency-synthesizing television tuner at the International Electronic Components show in Paris, March 27—April 2. Such
tuners have been winning out over varactor tuners in top-of-the-line
models because of their crystal-controlled frequency stability and the fact
that they can be adjusted without atransmission signal. Plessey brings to
the partnership the fast bipolar technology needed for the front-end
prescaler and a sister n-mos synthesizer chip. General Instrument is
providing its microprocessor and electrically erasable programmable readonly memory capability. In the resulting five-chip set, Plessey's synthesizer
is controlled by GIM'S PIC 1650 single-chip microcomputer, with selected
stations stored in a 1,400-bit EE-PROM; the fifth chip is a peripheral
control circuit. Under the deal, each firm may make the PIC 1650 and the
synthesizer, but will market the chip set independently, Plessey as part of
its Key range and GIM as its Economega IV.

A four-layer light-emitting diode developed by Sanyo Electric Co. of
Osaka emits red, green, or any color light in between. The diode consists
of n, p, p, and n layers of gallium phosphide on a n-type gallium
phosphide substrate. The two top layers constitute the green diode, and the
two lower layers the red diode. Conduction of forward current simultaneously through both diodes produces intermediate colors. For example,
3mA through the red diode and 5mA through the green produce orange
light with an effective peak at 590 nm. In all cases, the light output is 4
mcd.

East Germans

Indicative of East Germany's efforts in microelectronics development is

unveil new

the country's second-generation large-scale integrated mos microcomputer
system, announced at the March 9-16 Leipzig Fair. The U 880 D system,
which follows the first generation, shown three years ago [Electronics,
March 31, 1977, p. 53 or 55], uses n-channel silicon-gate technology and
consists of an 8-bit central processing unit, a counter-timer circuit, and
parallel and serial input/output devices. It operates from a single 5-v
supply and can be supplemented with an 8-K read-only memory and a2-K
erasable programmable ROM. Incorporating a64-byte store, the CPU can
execute 158 commands. Like its forerunner, the new family is aproduct of
VEB Funkwerk Erfurt.

LSI generation
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International newsletter
West German
color TV to be
s
made in China

Philips eyes
marke for
office of future

French interactive
graphics terminal
gets good start

Telefunken GmbH, the entertainment equipment arm of West Germany's
AEG-Telefunken, is about to become the first European firm to engage in
color TV activities in the People's Republic of China. Following the recent
visit by a Peking delegation to its north German television plants, the
Hanover-based company has agreed to send engineers and to supply
manufacturing technology to China within a few weeks to help that
country get ready for the production of Telefunken-designed PAL color
sets. The firm says that further details of the deal will be specified in an
agreement of cooperation to be signed this June.

In amove that is likely to be repeated in other European countries, Philips
Industries Ltd. is integrating four of its British operating units into asingle
$220 million group—Philips Business Systems—aimed at the electronic
office of the future. The new group will initially supply equipment now
marketed by Pye TMC Ltd., Philips Data Systems, Pye Business Communications Ltd., and Philips Business Equipment Ltd. But the long-term
aim is to develop integrated office systems exploiting the group's
telecommunications expertise. Underlining Philips' move, Mackintosh
Publications Ltd. in Luton, Beds., has simultaneously produced a new
report, "Electronic Office Equipment Markets—European Trends to
1983," that predicts the European market will grow threefold from 1980
to reach $5.9 billion by 1983, an average annual growth rate of 28%. Over
the same period, office computers will triple in sales to $3.2 billion, and
word processors will double to $0.84 billion, it says.

Paris-based CSEE (Compagnie de Signaux et d'Entreprises Electriques)
already has a year's worth of orders for its new int erac ti ve gra phi c
terminals, thanks in part to the Carter Administration's ban on the export
of high-technology goods to the Soviet Union. The 6080 series, to be
unveiled at the April 16-24 Hanover trade fair, uses vector scanning and
a rapid-phosphor tube made by Kratos Inc.'s Instruments division, Pasadena, Calif. Though the tube itself displays 1,024 by 1,024 points, the
internal electronics are based on a 4,096-by-4,096 grid. Prices start at
$27,000 with 8kilobytes of memory.

ITT Semiconductors
readies 4-K static

Aiming to cash in on the famine for 4-K static parts, ITT Semiconductors
Ltd. in Footscray, Kent, plans to deliver first samples of its 2147 4K-by- 1-bit fast random-access memory by the second quarter of 1980,
with first production quantities to be shipped by the fourth quarter. Access
times for the chips are 55, 60, or 90 ns. Meanwhile, masks have been
completed for its 64-K dynamic RAM, and the first wafers, for internal use,
should be processed within two months; first samples are due in ayear.

Addenda

After months of discussions, Thomson-csF has decided not to use the
fiat-screen thin-film transistor technology developed by T. P. Brody of
PanelVision, Pittsburgh [Electronics, March 13, p. 134]. ...East Germany has joined the growing league of countries getting involved in optical
transmissions. Its communications industry has demonstrated aglass-fiber
system designed for a transmission rate of 8.448 Mb/s, allowing it to
handle 120 pulse-code-modulated voice channels.
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Expand with the MSC 8001
The MSC 8001 is aMULTIBUr
compatible single board computer
designed to provide new dimensions in
function and versatility Built around the
powerful eight-bit Z80 1"CPU, the MSC
8001 provides aflexible memory addressing scheme and extensive input/output
capabilities at pnces well below competing
single board computer products. Using
the MSC 8001 as amaster module, you
can select I/O and special feature modules
to configure asystem of virtually any
complexity or refinement.
Expand SBC 80 systems Upgrade
existing SBC 80 systems that are being
slowed down by limited memory size or
MULTIBUS is atrademark of Intel Corp.

restricted execution cycles All existing
I/O boards and memory expansion cards
will operate with the MSC 8001

Vono r\ic
ÍgItenif ccep

Expand to meet future needs The MSC
8001 is designed to accommodate awide
range of versatile configurations Almost
any combination of memory inferface
complement, and other options can be
configured to meet your specific requirements without hardware modification
For additional information on the MSC
8001 and our other 41 Monolithic Systems
Corp. products and systems, please
contact us at 14 Inverness Drive East,
Englewood, Colorado 80112 13031
770-7400 Telex 45-4498
280A is a trademark of Zilog. Inc.

Extending the limits of information.
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For a100 MHz storage scope
that can capture its bandwidth
and display glitches
this sharply...
HP's new 1744A is the Answer.
The key to this storage scope's superior
performance is HP's advanced CRT
design. It's called Expansion Storage.
And this faster-writing technique lets
you capture single-shot and low-rep-rate
events over alarger display area with
greater clarity.
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EXPANSION STORAGE CRT

Take agood, hard look. Any input
signal within bandwidth specification
will be displayed cleanly by the 1744A,
even at the maximum writing speed
of 1800 cm/sec when using aviewing
hood. That provides the sharpness you
need for detailed evaluation of hardto-catch waveforms. Our Auto Erase/
provides hands-off operation while Auto
Store prepares the scope to snare the
troublemaker the instant it occurs. Both are
powerful tools for capturing the spurious
spikes that disrupt your logic circuitry.
Catch that glitch. Expansion Storage
technology combines asmall storage
mesh (about the size of apostage stamp)
and an expansion lens system. This exclusive arrangement permits
awriting speed of
1800 cm/ps and
afine spot size,
which lets the

1744A write faster and further than
any other 100 MHz storage scope. That
gives you full-scan glitch capture capability over abroad range of sweep
speeds and repetition rates.
A new view. Three channels are
better than two. And with the 1744A
you have pushbutton selection of a
third-channel trigger view. Now you can
view timing relationships between the
trigger signal and the two vertical channels simultaneously.
Rounding out the 1744A's capabilities
are these convenient measurement
features: Easy-IC Probes to improve
closely spaced probe connections and
eliminate shorting hazards; aselectable
input impedance (1 megohm/50 ohm)
for general purpose probing or 50 ohm
matching; and measurement sensitivity
as low as 1mv/div to 30 MHz on both
channels without cascading. Priced at
$5250*, the 1744A furnishes the state-ofthe-art technology and performance
needed today in digital design and troubleshooting applications.
For complete details, or for information
on the 100 MHz HP 1741A, alowercost, high quality scope for applications
where an extremely fast writing speed
isn't required, write to Hewlett-Packard,
1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
Or call the HP regional office nearest
you: East (201) 265-5000, West (213)
970-7500, Midwest (312)
255-9800, South (404)
944-1500, Canada (416)
678-9430.
'Domestic U.S.A
price only.
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Expanding the parameters
Design the backpanel you want
with Elfab modular systems.
Your design flexibilty is virtually unlimited when you utilize
Elfab's modular, press-fit systems.
And, with press-fit technology, it's
easy to stay within reasonable
production budgets while you get
the superb reliability demanded by
today's applications.
Key to the excellent reliability of
the press-fit
system is the gas
t
ight joint
formed as the
contact pin,
with arectangular interface
section or
"bullet," is pressed through a
plated-thru hole in the PC Board.
The diagonal of the bullet is
slightly larger than the diameter of
the plated-thru hole, so that the
hard phosphor bronze pin deforms
the softer copper, forcing the
copper plating to conform totally
to the pin. Four complete lines of
contact asperities run the full
depth of the hole. The reliability of
the Elfab press-fit is proven. With
more than 500,000,000 contacts
now in service—and that number
growing at arate of more than
1,500,000 every day—not asingle
interface failure has ever been
reported.
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Basically, an Elfab modular
system is composed of the PC
board, contact pin, and insulator
connector housing. You have the
flexibility to interconnect to as
many voltage, ground and signal
planes as you need. Standard
options are available in sufficient
numbers to cover almost any
application. But if your design
calls for aspecial configuration,
almost any adaptation can be made
—and with all the reliability and
economy for which Elfab press-fit
systems are noted.

L

et 's start the design of your
system with the printed
circuit board. A basic
system would start with asingleboard, card-edge backpanel. Two
layers of etched circuitry may take
the place of part or all external
wiring. Plated-thru holes accept
the contact pins, making the board
astructural part of the connector.
Since no soldering of contacts is
required, this system can effect
savings of 5-10% over conventional soldering methods.
To achieve maximum circuit
density, just stack additional
boards together; all held fast by the
press-fit contacts. Up to eight

planes of
circuitry may be
used without any external wiring.
This method is much more economical and much more flexible
than the traditional laminated
boards or metal plate and discrete
connector assemblies.
Need extra high current capacity
or positive voltage control? Make a
hybrid out of the stack with pure
copper insulated planes. This is
excellent for today's high speed
logic circuits. Select your own
input/output specifications.
If electro-magnetic sensitive
components are utilized, lowcarbon steel sheets may be used
between circuit layers for EMI, RFI
shielding.
In short, whatever your circuitry
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of press-fit technology
requirements, you can get them
in acompact package using
Elfab's press-fit boards.

y

ou can also select the exact
contact pin to meet your
requirements. Basic shapes
for card-edge connectors include
both cantilever and
bellows contacts. The
bellows contact has been
made available in pressfit application by an
innovation in production
1
technique. The pin is
placed in the plated-thru
hole, then
pulled into
position to complete the gas-tight joint.
For customers with the
volume to justify it,
bellows contacts and
insulator housings can be
supplied, along with
assembly equipment, so
you can make your own
backpanels.
Other contact pins
available include: the
1
straight post for applications which require a
feed-thru I/O or access to
signal or ground planes;
the conventional screw
machine contact for I.C.
sockets; and many other
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subminiature, etc.
A unique feature of all
press-fit contacts is that
they are removeable and
replaceable on the board.
And, growing in importance is the selective plating
feature. Gold plating over base
nickel is applied selectively to put
the gold just where it's needed.

I

nsulator connector housings can be of just about any
configuration you need.
Standard edge-board connectors
come in achoice of seven grid
spacings—from .100" x.100" to
.200" x.200". Modular construction makes length completely at
your option with no special
tooling required.Specialty configurations include: Dual In-Line

4100011)

—
•••••.

packaging, "D" Subminiature,
Ribbon Cable, 25 pair telephone
and communications connectors,
end and center connector card
guides, DL connectors with "zero
insertion force," and others as
required.
Put these elements together, and
you have the most flexible, economical and reliable backpanel
system in the industry. It allows
you the creative freedom to
expand your own design parameters through Elfab's press-fit
technology. It's what we're working for at Elfab. Write or call for
application assistance.

ELFAB

The Leader in Press-fit Technology

P. 0. Box 34555 •Dallas, Texas 75234 •214-233-3033 •TWX 910/860-5460
Plants in Addison, Texas and Westlake Village, California
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GE Engineering
It's turned America's wag
3M Facsimile Transceiver Top Cover
"70% cost savings compared to a
sheet metal fabricated part."

Burroughs Redactron Corporation
Word Processing System Housing
"The GE structural foam is the frame.
The sheet metal is hung on it as
a decorative element."
Xerox Corporation
9400 Duplicator Door
"Consolidated many
metal parts into asingle
one of structural foam...
remarkably high rigidity."

Digital Equipment Corporation
Computer Module Base
"More than a$40 per unit savings over
cast aluminum.., superior impact
resistance in tests under load."

«.1

General Binding Corporation
Paper Punch Housing
"Won't dent or scratch...
holds its appearance...
lower in cost than metal."

fe.

41•••

Compugraphic Corporation
Phototypesetting Computer
"Economical and lightweight...
does not rust.. each
piece is uniform."

The outside and the
inside become one with GE
Engineering Structural Foam,
the molding material so strong,
rigid and stable it can eliminate
all need for interior framing once required to support product components.
Results: major cost reductions and design
freedom that are attracting leading companies

Structural Foam.
of designing inside out.
ITT Courier Terminal Systems, CRT Cover
"36 percent savings over formed aluminum
covers with GE NORYL Foam...also esthetic
properties with respect to acoustics and
durability of finish:*
Branson Ultrasonics Corporation
Welder Housing
"Stiffness and toughness we needed. less
expensive due to low pressure molding
techniques...easily painted:*
Data Terminal Systems
Cash Register Housing
"Foam NORYL 215 demonstrated
greater impact strength than the
competitive material:*
Electrolux Corporation
Vacuum Cleaner Base
"Superior rigidity...listed by UL for
electric motor housings.. significant
weight savings vs. metal."

Perkin-Elmer
Corporation,
Gas Chromatograph
Console Base
"Estimated three-fold
savings over a
machined aluminum
casting. design
freedom... lower
instrument weight
that reduces
shipping costs."

Donaldson Company Filter Housing
"LEXAN FL 1800 foam won on structural
rigidity plus ability to meet UL flame
tests for filters:*

N
'•••
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in many industries.
Key reasons: less fabricating
and processing; the ability to
consolidate many parts into one;
weight reductions.
For more inside information, write
Structural Foam Resins, General Electric
Company, One Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield,
Massachusetts 01201. Or call (413) 494-4643.

Whelen Engineering
Company Rooftop
Light Base for
fblice Cars
"Reduced weight...
LEXAN FL 910 foam
enabled us to mold
tooling into the base
that would've cost
many machine
room hours on
ametal part"

e
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THE GOLDEN TOUCH'

UNITIZED
FRAME

RETURN
SPRING

MOVING
PLATE
PRINTED
CIRCUIT
BOARD

FIXED 'PLATE

The key to serior performance
Our Golden Touch capacitive keyboard provides better and longer
performance for avery simple reason:
the unique design of our capacitor.
Our capacitor is made up of a
hinged moving plate and one fixed
plate, both attached to the printed
circuit board. Other capacitive
keyboards use two metal plates on
the PCB plus asponge, surfaced with
metallized polyester film, which is
attached to the plunger.
There's a world of difference. For
one thing, our design lets the switch
keep operating even with dust or
debris between the plates, because
the hinged plate does not have to
make physical contact with the PCB.
Our design also permits awide range
of hysteresis values.
And there's more. Our design led
us to the development of aunique circuit design that virtually eliminates

interference from EMI, RFI or electrostatic signals.
The results are what you'd expect:
more reliable operation, in tougher
environments, over alonger period of
time. That's why we can rate the
Golden Touch at over 250,000,000
MCBF per switch.
Our Golden Touch keyboards are
made exclusively for OEMs and built
precisely to each customer's specifications. We can build anything from
bare-bones, address binary coded
devices to intelligent microprocessorbased keyboards with far-reaching
electronic capability, and with an
almost unlimited variety of options
and features.
And yet ... we'll wager — spec for
spec, quote versus quote — that our
keyboards cost less, in volume quantities, than most others. The Golden
Touch doesn't require the Midas touch.

DIGITRI717

The Conytran Company a dlyIslon of Becton DIctonson and Company

855 South Arroyo Parkway •Pasadena Cahfornla 91105 •Phone (213) 449-3110 •TWX 910-588-3794. TELEX 67-548

Significant developments in technology and business

Electron-beam system
permits inspection
of fine-line masks
by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

Scanning electron microscope
from VLSI Co-op Labs, Hitachi
measures up to 10,000 details
an hour as fine as 0.5 gm
The same inherent limitation of optical methods that makes them unusable for printing fine-line patterns—
wavelength—renders them unfit to
check the masks made for such circuits. Instead, electron-beam systems will be needed.
A prototype system using a scanning electron microscope has been
developed by Japan's VLSI Cooperative Laboratories and built by Hitachi Ltd. [Electronics, Feb. 20,
p. 63]. It may become the first such
commercial product after further
refinement.
Glass masks. Already on sale in
limited quantity are glass masks
designed to prevent charge-up when
scanned with an electron beam; they
were developed by film manufacturer Konishiroku Photo Industry Co.
as part of this project. These masks
are desirable even when electronbeam inspection will not be used
because they do not attract dust, nor
can high-potential discharges occur
that are thought to damage masks.
The 100-angstrom-thick conductive
coating on the glass causes only a
17% loss of light at awavelength of
2,000 À and 6% loss at 3,500 À.
The system can automatically
make up to 10,000 precise measurements an hour on a 4-inch mask;
somewhat more time may be required for the same number of measurements on a5-in, mask, the maximum size handled by the system. A
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mask can call for up to 25,000 measurements. Line widths down to 0.5
micrometer can be measured with a
repeatability of ±0.03 µm (3 a), and
the position of apattern can be measured to ±0.2 gm (3 a).
The prototype is designed so that
the beam can be directed to any
point in a 1,640-by-1,640-µm area
with I
6-bit, or 0.02-µm, resolution.
Actually, 6 bits of information are
used for positioning the beam and
only 10 bits for scanning, giving a
maximum scan width of 25 µm.
Positioning exceeding the range obtainable by deflection of the beam is
achieved by motion of the work
table. The table can be moved 150
millimeters in the X direction and
110 mm in the Y direction. Laser
measurement of the table position is
accurate to within 0.008 gm.
The system is controlled by a 16bit Hitachi Hitac-20 minicomputer
with 64 kilowords of main memory
and a 4.9-megaword disk. A 6800
microprocessor, also from Hitachi,

On

view.

VLSI Co-op Labs and Hitachi's

scanning electron miscroscope shows lines
as narrow as 0.5

Arrl.

Shown is mask section

as seen at the operator's console.

controls the system console. The
electron-beam column features a
lanthanum hexaboride emitter and
has amaximum accelerating voltage
of 20,000 volts.

West Germany

Siemens readies
integrated SLIC
Siemens AG is looking to be in the
front line of the SLIC parade. These
subscriber-loop interface circuits are
one of the hot new items of telephony on which many semiconductor
manufacturers are working. They
handle most of the tasks required to
interface existing analog subscriber
loops with the pulse-code-modulated
switches increasingly being used in
central and private automatic
branch exchanges.
A subject of discussion at the
March 24-28 Eurocon '80 conference in Stuttgart, West Germany,
Siemen's integrated circuit is now in
the final phases of development. It
takes care of off-hook detection,
dial-pulse indication, ring-signal injection, ac and de feeding and terminating, ground-fault detection, offhook detection during ringing, and
loop-back control.
Borsht. Stated differently, stics
go along way to implementing what
communications engineers call the
Borsht—battery, overvoltage, ringing, signaling, hybrid, and testing—
functions. Normally, most of these
functions are handled with discrete
devices like relays, resistance networks, and transformers.
According to Peter Picard, who
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More SLICs In the works
TRT (Télécommunications Radioélectriques et Téléphoniques), a Parisbased subsidiary of NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken in the Netherlands, is
working with the Semiconductor division of Harris Corp., Melbourne, Fla., on
what they hope will be one of the first fully integrated subscriber-loop
interface circuits. TRT says it has already produced a thick-film prototype,
and Harris says it will use its dielectric isolation technique to convert TRT's
design into asingle integrated circuit.
Though TRT says it is not yet ready to reveal details of its design, technical
director Gilbert Ferrieu is sure that it will fulfill all Borsht functions, including
battery-polarity inversion, loop detection during ringing, and overvoltage
protection. Harris's dielectric isolation technique, in which a 100-angstromthick silicon dioxide wall isolates various circuit elements, permits precise
reproduction of circuits breadboarded with discrete components, he says.
Development of the fully integrated SLIC should take 15 to 18 months.
Testing of the first production models is slated for the end of next year, says
Philippe Klejtman, sales manager for Harris Semiconductor, France.
Texas Instruments Inc. is also working on an integrated SLIC, but is opting
for its Bidfet technology, which puts bipolar, double-diffused MOS, and
complementary-MOS devices on the same chip [Electronics, July 6, 1978,
p. 40], according to Frank F. E.-Owen, the company's European telecommunications strategy manager based in Nice. "Because of the low yields we
have experienced with TCP 4420 cross-point switches, Idon't believe
dielectric isolation will work with SLICs, which are considerably more complex," he remarks.
Although the TI development group is based in Dallas, about half its
engineers are Europeans. "There will be three or four versions of the SLIC for
the European market," Owen says, but TI will not reveal any more details of
its plans.
-Kenneth Dreyfack

heads the suc development effort at
Siemens' Munich-based components
group, the four prime requirements
for such adevice are: operation over
a supply voltage range of —42 to
—58 volts, a power dissipation of no
more than 2 watts, the ability to
withstand overvoltage pulses up to 1
kilovolt (as may be caused by lightning), and common-mode suppression of better than 60 decibels, which
necessitates that resistance values be
accurate to within 0.1%. These requirements, imposed by European
communication authorities, must be
met if subscriber loops are to be
compatible with existing central
switches or PABXs.
Built with bipolar high-voltage
junction-isolated technology, Siemens' device satisfies all these
requirements except one, the I
-kv
overvoltage protection. Handling
that function is an external network
consisting of two resistors and a
four-diode bridge. The supply voltage requirement is met by designing
the device for a collector-to-emitter
voltage of better than 60 V.
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The worst-case power dissipation
is 1.5 w, a result of the device's
being designed as a relatively large
chip-28 square millimeters (43,400
square mils). The requirement for
resistance accuracy to within 0.1% is
met by employing nickel-chromium
thin-film resistors having a low temperature coefficient instead of the
high-temperature-coefficient types
commonly used in bipolar technology. The resistors are laser-trimmed
on chip such that the required accuracy is obtained.
Circuitry. In the circuit, two current sources (designated A tip and A
ring) feed the subscriber loop in the
off-hook state with a constant current of 23 milliamperes, the current
required by the handset's carbon
microphone. Controlling the two
current sources is the ac signal in the
receiving path.
Two other current sources (B tip
and B ring) serve to reverse the feeding polarity. The device has on-chip
ring-signal injection requiring less
than 1V. Controlled by the ring signals, the four current sources pro-

duce an alternating current in the
subscriber loop with a peak-to-peak
voltage of nearly twice the supply
voltage. The off-hook-during-ringing
detector recognizes the off-hook status by determining whether the B
current sources are in the active or
the saturated mode.
The test function is implemented
by applying aTTL-level test signal to
the device. This signal, which also
implements loop-back control, activates switches and routes the feed
current in the circuit such that an
off-hook condition is detected. Ac
feeding and terminating of the subscriber line are attained by a feedback design, and the off-hook indication is achieved by measuring the dc
loop current.
The device—preliminarily designated G 150—has excellent linearity. It comes in a 24-pin ceramic
package. First samples will be ready
toward the end of this year, Picard
says.
-John Gosch

France

Software project aims
to speed LSI design
A stroll through the ordered rows of
long, low corridors at cil -Honeywell
Bull's research center helps explain
how researchers at the Paris-based
computer company came up with the
basic structure for its automated
large-scale integration project, Statos (Système de Tracé Automatique
pour la Technologie mos). The software project is designed to drastically reduce integrated-circuit design
delays by fully automating the placement of standard-sized circuit elements on chips 1by 1centimeter.
"Our goal is to reduce the entire
development process, up to the actual prototype stage, to one month,"
explains François Maison, director
of the center, in the Paris suburb of
Louveciennes.
Low yields. "Yield is not aterribly
significant economic factor as far as
we are concerned because we never
need more than several thousand, or
at most, several tens of thousands, of
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ATTENTION
Users of HP 2640 and
Tektronix 4000 Series CRT's
R

The CØMRL.ØT®
8600 Series CRT Copiers
orovide clean, fast hard copies
For only pennies per copy
Houston Instrument's 8600 Series represent amajor
breakthrough in CRT quality, speed and price. Using
the proven electrostatic printing technique, the 8600
Series gives the user the advantages of:
• No warm up time
• Minimum moving parts
• Low operational noise
The use of electrostatic paper allows:
• Sharp, high contrast copies
• Permanent non-fading images
• Lower copy cost (approximately 1/
3 that of dry
silver paper)
• No temperature problem during storage or use
• The ability to write on the paper with pen or pencil
Prices for the 8600 Series start at only $4495 with a
rental purchase option available. For complete information contact Houston Instrument, One Houston
Square, Austin, Texas 78753 (512) 837-2820. For rush
literature request (outside Texas) call toll free
1-800-531-5205. In Europe contact Houston Instrument,
Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel Belgium. Phone
059/277 445.

Simulated Display & Output
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Actual Series 8640 Output

houston I
Instrument

Uv SON

CU

BAUSCH N LOMB

"the graphics -recorder company"

'Registered Trademark of Houston Instrument
'Registered Trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
U.S. Domestic Price only
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any particular circuit," Maison says.
Therefore, despite the probability of
very low yield, the company has
PAO
opted for chips with a pitch of 200
1
micrometers and 30 pads along each
of their four sides.
ROW
Another reason for the standardpitch decision is that Statos will be
used to redesign a substantial numSHORT
ber of rrt printed-circuit boards,
CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN
which generally have 120 connection
MICROCELLS
POWER SUPPLY
pins. Maison says the goal is to place
10,000 n-channel gates, with 1.5-gm
channel lengths, on each plasmaetched mos chip.
The automated design system is
based on a library of several dozen
circuit elements in three categories.
The basic element, termed a"microcell," is a simple circuit like a flipflop or amultiplexer. Standard combinations of such microcells are connected to form what are called
INPUTS/OUTPUTS FOR
"macrocells." Maison cites the exLONG CONNECTIONS
ample of eight flip-flops in parallel,
ENLARGED
forming abyte-wide register.
MACROCELL
The two types of cell will have
either one or several standard
Blocked out. CII-HB's automated LSI design project relies on alibrary comprising three types
heights (the question is still open) so
of circuit elements to cut design and prototype development down to one month.
that they can be placed side by side
in rows. The width will not be stanly vertical—that is, perpendicular to
To attain its goal of a one-month
dardized, so as to accommodate the axis of the rows.
design and development period, CHBecause polysilicon tends to show
more or less complex circuit eleHB is also building its own semiconments (see diagram).
strong parasitic capacitance, as well
ductor lab [Electronics, Jan. 31,
p. 56]. Maison estimates that it will
The third type of element is a as relatively high resistance, the
complex component, such as a polysilicon layer will be used for the
take two weeks to design a circuit
short horizontal connections as much
microprocessor, called a "block."
and then test the design by simulaHB decided on a tion. Once the design has been tested
Blocks have no standard size and so as possible. CII three-layer circuit design instead of and, if necessary, corrected, the
are positioned without regard to the
the more common two-layer scheme
row organization that determines the
company will use an electron-beam
for mOS chips in order to make condevice to fabricate reticles, for use in
placement of simpler elements.
nections more flexible.
Connections. CH NB is developing
astepper in alow-temperature, plasThe automated system will design
aset of algorithms to determine optima-etching mos production process.
mum circuit layouts within the basic circuits that are about 1.4 times less
Maison says the first test circuits
dense than their engineer-designed
using Statos should be ready by the
structure. Algorithms likewise detercounterparts would be. But the end of this year. -Kenneth Dreyfack
mine connections between circuit
vacant real estate turns out to be an
elements, the most critical factor in
Great Britain
advantage for Statos. In conventionthe design process.
al LSI circuits, somewhere between
"Longer connections decrease per50% and 70% of the chip surface is
formance," Maison notes, "and that
actually active. If there is a flaw
is our biggest problem." The chips
have three connecting layers, one of somewhere in the silicon, chances
are therefore good that the circuit
polysilicon and two of aluminum.
will be defective.
He goes on to explain that connecWell-spaced. However, since Sta- Charge-coupled-device technology
tions between microcells in the same
tos makes less efficient use of space, has been harnessed to good effect by
row are generally horizontal. Conthe nonactive area is greater. Thus researchers at Bath University's denections between microcells in difchances are that silicon flaws will partment of electrical engineering to
ferent rows or between microcells
implement a very fast-acting autonot affect the circuit.
and blocks are, in general, essential-
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To:

D. Richards, Microprocessor Project Manager

From:

B. Jones, Design Engineering

SVhjeCt!

A nifty new buck-saving, space-saving solntinn from OKI -

a Realtime MPU Clock/Calendar on a single chip!

This ought to earn us some brownie points:
OKI has come up with a Realtime
MPU Clock/Calendar, MSM 5832.
Timekeeping with a single IC!
Now we can
substitute just one simple 4-bit OMO device, for that fistful of discre
we've been kluging into bus-oriented micro systems to get timing.

Dort«

You're the guy who likes things tidy_
Wait till you see how the 5832 tidies
up a board...for only $4.80 at 100 pieces.
Instead of around 830 for the
make-do job.
We're talking a whopping cost-saving - over 80g!
Spend less, get more.
Dien back-up battery operation down to 2.2 volts.
SO the on-chip 32.768 KHz crystal-controlled time base continues to provide
I/O data when main power blacks out:
TIME

23:59:59

MONTH
12

DATE

YEAR

DAY OF WEEK

31

99

7

You get data access control via 4-bit address, chip select, rad, write and
hold inputs.
Plus a test input, format selection and manual -30 second
correction.
Al]. in a single component for a change.
>832 is available now.
In volume.
We're all fed up with one little MOS
circuit in short supply hanging up an entire MPU project.
Let's cut the
Fn.;
em dowu to b me t axsd give OKI a b ot in that new system we're working
up now.
Actually it's so easy to plug in the 5832, we should consider an
OKI rfitrnfi t Anytime any
cro system rolls around for a design upgrade.
The coupon attached will get you full specs.
Or call Jerry Crowley or Jim
Brennan at OKI to save time:
(408) 984-4842.
(Be sure to ask them to tell
you the one about Rex the Wonder Dog!)

eV014P
P.S.

Just found out those hard-to-get
4K CMOS Iffla are easy to get
from OKI.
We ought to get them
in here - OKI's into memory
product in a big way!

r.... ..... ...... ................
rus

specs on:

Ntsm 5832
4K

li

Clock/Ca I

CMOS RAMs

enclar

Name
Title
Attach coupon to company letterhead (jot down your MPU application for a special deal), and send to:
01(1 Semiconductor, 1333 Lawrence
Expressway Santa Clara, CA
95051. (408) 984-4842

L........................
Ole"
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Fastening
Ideas from
Weckesser

TIE IT Faster .... Neater...
Permanently
Speed up tying operations with
Weckesser one-piece Ny -Grip
Cable Ties and tightening/cutoff tool. Finishes into neat,
compact job. Once it's locked
it's on to stay. Also easily
tightened by hand.
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Around the world
West German firms call for help against Asian entertainment gear
Worried about the ever wider inroads Far Eastern entertainment equipment
producers are making into West Germany's consumer markets, the country's
Central Association for the Electrotechnical Industry has appealed to the
government to take countermeasures. The association is backing its plea by
pointing out that the entertainment electronics sector's "competitive stance,
jobs, and economic future are seriously threatened and [it] is faced with
problems it can hardly master on its own." To help support the sector's four
main pillars—color TV, high-fidelity audio, video recording, and car radio
equipment—the Frankfurt-based group is clamoring for an orderly marketing
strategy on the part of the Japanese, specifically for a temporay cutback on
exports to Western Europe. The government is also called upon to stop
granting favorable import duty rates to countries like Singapore and South
Korea, as they can no longer be considered developing countries in certain
industrial sectors.
Microprocessors to control European Airbus flight surfaces
A British and a West German company are collaborating to supply the
leading-edge slat and trailing-edge flap controls for the new European A310
Airbus. The Flight Controls division of Marconi Avionics Ltd. of Rochester,
England, will provide the microprocessor-based high-integrity electronics,
and Liebherr-Aero-Technik GmbH of Lindenberg, West Germany, will supply
the slat and flap control systems. To ensure fail-safe operation, the new
system uses a dual microprocessor configuration, with one processor controlling the slats and flaps and the other—of a different type—monitoring
their operation. The system guards against pilot errors by checking that the
flight surfaces are not retracted or extended prematurely. The microprocessors will also monitor themselves. Each aircraft will have two electronic units
to control the operation of electrohydraulic motors, which work together to
operate the flaps and slat surfaces.

CAPTIVE STANDOFF
Eliminates mounting problems
in hard-to-reach locations. Use
as spacer in separating or
stacking PC boards and where
components must be rigidly
mounted and electrically isolated.

CABLE CLAMPS
and SCREWS
More plastic cable clamps in
more types, more sizes and in
more materials than anyone
else. Over 240 types and sizes
of molded nylon screws and
nuts.
Write for catalogs.

COMPANY Inc.

4444 West Irving Park Road
Chicago, Illinois 60641 (312) 282-8626
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matic-gain-control circuit. It is being
used to counter fast fades in a spectrum-conserving single-sideband mobile-radio system being developed at
the university, but it could find applications in any a-m system.
The technique, called feedforward
AGC, will be discussed at this week's
Eurocon '80 in Stuttgart and at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers'
International Conference on Radio
Spectrum Conservation Techniques
to be held July 7-9 in London.
It derives fade information from a
constant-amplitude audio tone—or
the carrier—injected at the transmitter and extracted at the receiver.
When this signal is divided into a
suitably delayed version of the
incoming signal, deep fades of up to
30 decibels occurring at rates of up
to 100 hertz can be reduced to less
than I dB, according to Joseph P.
McGeehan, who heads the program.
In contrast, conventional feedback
AGC can only cope with fade rates of
up to 2Hz.

Fast fading of the sort caused by
reflections from buildings and by
terrain changes has been the bugbear of all a-m systems. To a mobile
radio, the effect is like moving
through a choppy electromagnetic
sea. The effect gets worse the higher
the frequency and the greater the
car's speed. At 70 miles per hour and
a transmitter frequency of 450
megahertz, signal strength can fluctuate 100 times per second.
This problem contributed to the
eclipse of a-m systems by 25-kilohertz channel-spacing fm systems in
mobile applications. But researchers,
particularly at Bath Univerity and
Philips Research Laboratories, Redhill, Surrey, have been looking anew
at a-m systems—with just a single
5.5-kHz sideband —as a means of
doubling and even quadrupling spectrum utilization.
This time, advances in solid-state
technology have come to the rescue.
Using a CCD transversal filter from
Reticon Corp., the Bath University
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To meet MIL-STD-1553A
yodre going to need some

"SIVIARTs"

Announcing COM 1553A SMART,
the first LSI communications device
compatible with MIL-STD-1553A.
Need to provide an interface between a parallel 8-bit bus and a
MIL-STD-1553A serial bit stream? All you need are some
SMARTs from Standard Microsystems.
COM I553A SMART (Synchronous Mode Avionics Receiver/
Transmitter) is a special-purpose COPLAMOS® N-Channel
MOS,' LSI device. It's adouble-buffered serial/parallel and
parallel/serial converter that provides all the necessary "handshaking" between a Manchester decoder/encoder and a microprocessor. Plus it handles the I553A protocol for both a bus controller and remote terminal.
Our new SMART joins a long list of successful innovations
from Standard Microsystems in MOS/ LSI communications
devices. In 1971, we introduced the COM 2017 asynchronous
UART. That was followed by the first bisynchronous USRT, the
COM 2601 in 1973 and the baud rate generator family in 1975.
In 1977, our COM 5025 became the industry's first single-chip
SDLC FIDLC device.
Timely innovations like these have made us the world's largest
manufacturer of MOS/ LSI communications circuits. And they've
established Standard Microsystems as a leading innovator in
the rapidly growing MOS industry.
Get SMART. Return the coupon for adetailed
COM I553A data sheet. Or call (516) 273-3100;
TW X 510-227-8898.

r

In

Tell me more about your SMART.
Title

Name
Company

Phone

Address
City State Zip
My MOS I.S1 area interest is

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS
CORPORATKAf
i
IF 1, Manus 13Iv0 143uppane N ti /87
16, 213 3100 l'Wx 510 221 8098
we keep ahead of our cceeedtion so icti can Wes ahead of en
,
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When Clear
Displays Count
Visibility, Reliability, Security and
Economy — Good reasons for using
t , ,..
Ferranti-Packard Numeric Display
,-Modules.
Visibility, because displays use light0
reflecting fluorescent discs that don't
eqb 4.
wash out in brightest sunlight.
0 • ,.'
Reliability, because displays are rated
for over 100 million operations in the
0
most rugged environments.
Security, because the redundancy of
VS 0
the dot matrix format ensures easy
reading and eliminates display errors.
qiè
Economy, because magnetic memory
permits multiplexed drive circuits and
Modules available in a range of
low power requirements with no heat
colors and character sizes 2.7 inch
dissipation.
170mm). 4.I inch (I04mm), 8.4 inch
So where visibility, reliability,
(215mm).
security and economy are important:
Ferranti -Packard Electronics Ltd.
Specify the Displays You
6030 Ambler Drive, Mississauga
can Count on.
IMMII1
Canada L4W 2P1

p
F

Ontario,
Telephone: (416) 624-3020
Telex: 06-961437

GM=
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The1979 EBG!
There will be nothing like it
until June,1980.
1.

Directory of products
Dyer 4 000 products over
5000 manufacturers

t

ers Local sates offices.

'
Nei

reps, and distributors. with

t

phone numbers Number
of employees and engo

.1- ,
...

2.
Directory of catalogs
Includes six postpaid
catalog inquiry cards for

3.

D,rectory for manufactur.

neers dollar volume
name of company contact

-.1

Beau.

BUYERS'
WIDE

10-second ordering

4.

D,rectory of trade names

of products and their
manufacturers You can
trace a product by its trade
name only

ro insure prompt delivery enclose your check with coupon.
,
Yes, please send me

copies of 1979 EBG.

r,ii I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
C I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere. Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name
Company
Street
City

;State
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researchers were able to resurrect a
dormant suggestion for feedforward
gain control and have proved it in
the laboratory and in field trials.
Pilot tone. In the Bath University
approach, a small portion of the
audio signal is notched out and replaced by a low-level reference tone
at 1.67 kHz before transmission. The
tone is extracted by abandpass filter
in the receiver and used by the feedback automatic-gain- and frequencycontrol circuitry.
The incoming audio signal is split
into two paths. In the lower path, the
reference tone is extracted from the
audio signal, and its envelope is then
detected by a precision rectifier and
filtered to obtain the fading information.
To compensate for the delay in
this control path, an equal time
delay is added to the upper signal
path. If all frequency components in
the upper and lower paths suffer the
same processing delay, the unwanted
fading component can be eliminated
by feeding the output signals of the
two paths into the appropriate inputs
of asimple analog divider.
"If." Though simple in concept,
the catch comes in the word "if," as,
says McGeehan, "the effects of
small amplitude and phase errors are
severe" and cannot be contained
using conventional analog components. Reticon's R5602 64-point
CCD transversal filter provides the
solution. Since it works as a sampling and switching system, the
phase versus frequency characteristic is linear to within 0.1 °.
The R5602, however, has a low
sampling rate. To take out the
resulting aliasing components, the
group uses broadband switchedcapacitor filters, also from Reticon,
at the input and output. A custom
CCD transversal filter with a higher
sampling rate would eliminate this
problem, and McGeehan is talking
to one British manufacturer about
such adevice.
For the upper signal path, the
group uses a CCD delay line and
clocks both CCD devices from a single 4-MHz master oscillator to avoid
differential time delays between the
two.
-Kevin Smith

Country
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BRAIN- CELLe.
Employed by smart engineers for reliable,
dependable, rechargeable power.
Now available in four, basic 2V cell sizes, ranging
from 2.5 to 25Ah, for dozens of battery configurations and hundreds of applications.
With outstanding float and cyclical characteristics
and superior storage life.
All invented, manufactured and refined by Gates
Energy.
Be wise. Contact Gates Energy Products Inc.,
1050 S. Broadway, P.O. Box 5887,
Denver, CO 80217. Phone (303) 744-4806.

GATES ENERGY
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Fairchild's 1.51 know-how
adds a new dimension
to in-circuit testing.
LSI test know-how.
Fairchild knows about testing LSI.
Virtually every LSI device devised
by man has been tested on
Fairchild's Xincom, Sentry® or
Sentinelffe systems. That knowhow has been applied to in-circuit
testing with the development of
the FF303's LSI Testing Module
(LTM), to bring a new dimension
to LSI testing.

LTM finds
post-assembly faults.

LTM is part of a new software
package designed to quickly isolate and identify faults introduced during PCB assembly.
LSI test procedures first
inspect an IC for orientation, adjacent shorts,
opens and pins folded
under. Strategic functional tests follow to verify
the IC's operational integrity. An 8085 microprocessor, for example, is
exercised for Address and
Data Bus, HOLD, INTR, INTA,
10/ F
A, TRAP, RESET, SIS, SOD,
RD, and WR functions*— all in
about 20 milliseconds. No other
in-circuit test system tests as fast
and as thoroughly as the FF303.

Software support.

You need tests that are ready to
run, or easily altered, so you can
use your time for testing, not programming. The special tests you
may need can be quickly and
easily generated by using CHIPS,
our unique LSI test language
compiler. That's the kind of software support you get with the
FF303— along with our commitment to maintain the industry's
largest LSI testing library for incircuit testing.

The complete
in-circuit tester.
Your PCBs do not live by LSI
alone. So the FF303 is designed
to test SSI, MSI, and the whole
gamut of analog components.
Faultfinder systems pioneered
the analog in-circuit test method
and the FF303 brings you the advanced component and circuit
path inspection
techniques you
need for precise
fault identification
and diagnosis.

PCB assembly failures by shift,
day or week. And you can do
more.
Add memory, for example, to
handle more complex testing applications. Add a magnetic tape
terminal for off-line program
preparation and editing, or aline
printer for hard copy output. Or
add foreground/background programming options for optimum
CPU capacity with concurrent
program execution.

Versatile fixturing.
Fairchild's Thinline® vacuum fixture system lets you choose from
awide variety of fixtures, fixture kits and universal personalizers. Build your own fixtures with Thinline kits or
get turnkey testing with
•ready-to-test fixtures and programs. No other in-circuit test
system manufacturer offers
single-source fixturing and contract programming support.

And you can
choose from two different system
analog and digital test point
capacities with modular expansion as you need it.
With this powerful in-circuit digital/
analog testing system, you can
count on yields of 95% or better at
final test.

The multi-task tester.
Your FF303 will do more than
test. Its computer control lets you
selectively run tests, file failure
data, use the FAULTS automatic
program generator and call, sort
and file data quickly and easily.
With real-time data logging, you
can generate histograms to track

Find out what the FF303 can do
for you. Call or write Fairchild
Test Systems Group, 299 Old
Niskayuna Road, Latham, NY
12110. (518) 783-3600.

A4.1 RCHI LID
Test Systems Group

The
of ATE

*Mnemonics copyright Intel Corp., 1979.
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PM3500 100MHz 16 Channel Logic Analyzer

PM3212 25MHz Dual Trace Scope

PM3226 15MHz Dual Trace Scope

P-i%*
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PM3243 50MHz Multiplier/Storage Scope

PM3218 35MHz Delayed Time Base Scope

PM3263 100MHz
Microprocessor-Equipped Scope

PM3540 10MHz Logic State Analyzer

You can't buy afaster 100M Hz logic analyzer than
our PM 3500. You can't buy amore tested and proven
25MHz delayed time base scope than ours. And between those two there's afull line of superlative scopes
from Philips.
We've been around long enough to know how to
build better scopes. Our first one came off the line in
1936. And with its introduction began our concept of
human-engineering—utilizing logical design and control
placement to speed both learning and using.
Over the years we've made alot of scopes—and more
electronic gear in more fields than you could imagine.

PM3266 100M Hz Storage Scope

PM3214 25MHz Delayed Time Base Scope

When there's abetter, more innovative way to
design new scopes or update older scopes, we'll do it.
And we'll do it and stand behind it right here in the U.S.A.
Philips intends to double sales by 1981. Much of this
growth will come from our new U.S. manufacturing facilities. Now, more than ever, Philips wants to make your
next scope.
For more information call 800-631-7172, except in Hawaii,
Alaska, and New Jersey. In New Jersey call collect (201)
529-3800, or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments,
Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey, 07430.

PM3225 15MHz
Single Trace Scope

PM3207 15MHz/5mV. Dual Trace Scope

PM 3262 100MHz Dual Trace
Universal Scope

PM3216 35MHz Single Time Base Scope

PM3244 50M Hz 4-Trace Scope

PM3265 150MHz Scope with 100MHz
Analog Multiplier

PM3234 10MHz Dual Beam Storage Scope

PM3233 10MHz Dual Beam Scope

PM3211 15MHz Dual Trace Scope

Test & Measuring
Instruments
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Managing the unmanageable:
57 tons of engineering data-cataloged, collated,
cross-indexed and
cross-referenced for you.
That's processed information.
Any number of companies would like to help you with your information processing.
But only Information Handling Services provides you processed information ...engineering data that's already been cataloged, collated, crossindexed and cross-referenced for you. So that when you need one important
catalog page, Industry Standard, Mil Spec or Government Spec. you can get it.
Faster than with any comparable system in the world.
In other words, what you get from Information Handling Services isn't hardware that helps process data.
Its processed engineering data, presented in a useful, usable form.
The most comprehensive engineering data base in the world.
We've been gathering and distributing engineering data for over twenty years. In
the industrial area alone, we currently have over 23,000 different manufacturers catalogs. Plus the most comprehensive collection of Military Specs in the
world. Along with 90% of the world's most important Industry Standards. In
fact, our total data base now incorporates more than 8,000,000 pages of
technical information.
Fast, easy access.
Even more important, we've organized all this information into asystem that
delivers fast access. All you do is identify the product in which you're interested.
Our unique Locator Index then directs you to the catalogs you need, to all
appropriate Industry Codes and Standards, to Government and Military Specifications, even to International Standards. In minutes.
One thousand people working for you.
Information Handling Services does abetter job of providing you with processed
information, because we originated Visual Search Microfilm Files (VSMF).
Today, our engineers spend tens of thousands of manhours each year simply
organizing and cataloging technical data, to make it easier for you to use.
For that matter, we have more than 1100 employees now producing awide
variety of information services ranging from manufacturers' catalogs to Military
Specifications and Standards, and from an Industry Standards service to
Federal Documents, including the Code of Federal Regulations.
Interested?
Find out for yourself the difference between information processing and processed information. We have acomplete information package that will give
you more details, and that can help you determine which of our many information
services might best relate to your work. Just write: Dept. 480, 15 Inverness
Way East, Englewood, CO 80150. Or call (toll free) 1-800-821-2280, ext. 301
(in Missouri, call 1-800-892-7655, ext. 301.)

Not information processing,
but processed information.

Information Handling Services
ind,an Head Company
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"Kodak is offering
afree booklet of
drafting
...
shortcuts!"

"The shorter the better,
Ialways say"

The long and short of
it is that our booklet entitled
"Versatility in Reprographics"
can show you how to save time
and money in your drafting operations. And it's free!
Learn how you can substitute photographic techniques
88

Circle 88 on reader service card

for tedious hand work. Learn
about the snappy restoration
shortcut...the repetitive element shortcut...the drop-ofwater shortcut...and more. See
how these reprographic techniques and Kodak materials can
help you reduce drafting costs,
often by athird, and sometimes,
by even as much as 90%.

Just drop us anote on your
letterhead: Eastman Kodak
Company, Dept. GC015
Rochester, N.Y.14650.
1880
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Annual display meeting broadens view
Office automation, electronic mail, and computer graphics
are among highlights of sessions at SID seminar/symposium
by Roger Allan, Components Editor
The technical program for this year's
Society for Information Display International Seminar/Symposium
points up the impact of information
processing on display technologies.
Besides the usual papers on the leading research and development efforts
in display technologies, there are
several other interrelated sessions.
These include data-base management, image processing, graphics,
and hard-copy printing. All together,
some 85 technical presentations, as
well as 10 half-day tutorial seminars,
are on the program. Three evening
panel sessions round out the meeting, which takes place from April 28
to May Iat the San Diego, Calif.,
Town and Country Hotel.
The subject of information management figures heavily at this meeting, particularly as the dawn of the
all-electronic automated office approaches (see p. 102). In addition,
many of the technical papers emphasize the component level of equipment design, a level that is fast taking on larger perspectives as components themselves evolve into subsystems and systems.
"We can no longer afford to look
at the office of the future on just the
systems level," echoes I. F. Chang,
SID technical program chairman and
a member of the research staff at
IBM Corp.'s Thomas J. Watson
Research
Center,
Yorktown
Heights, N. Y. "The component
designer must have as much say," he
adds. "Now that we have all this
distributed intelligence and the necessary communications lines in
place, the question arises as to which
component technology will be used.
The designer's challenge will be to
tie all these technologies together."

Electronics/March 27, 1980

Judging from the breadth and
depth of the technical papers presented at the meeting, that challenge
will be made easier, since every conceivable display technology is discussed. They are all there, from flatpanel to projection to avionic displays. Technologies represented include ac and dc plasma, liquid-crystal, and ac and dc electroluminescent, vacuum fluorescent, electrochromic, eletrophoretic, cathodoluminescent, and cathode-ray-tube displays.
Despite the fact that many of
these technologies are looking to
compete with it and have registered
important advances at that [Electronics, March 13, p. 127], the vener-

able CRT is still the display king, as
evidenced by the large number of
technical papers on its behalf. No
less than 17 papers deal with the
CRI and associated circuitry, with a
7-paper session on the physics of
CRT drive and display techniques
and a7-paper session on CRT display
trends.
Nevertheless, many non-CRI technologies are making notable gains,
many of which are coming from
overseas, giving the symposium a
truly international outlook. In fact,
more than one third of all technical
presentations are from overseas, with
Japan showing a very strong representation. Other countries represented include France, England, the
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GRID ASSEMBLY

Flat -panel TV. Cathodoluminescence is the promising concept behind this 30-by-40-inch
panel, less than 4in. thick. Guides selectively deflect its electron beams to screen.

89

Japanese developments in that technology is a random-access vacuum
fluorescent display from Ise Electronics Corp. in Ise, which has a
Netherlands, Belgium, Finland,
resolution of 26 by 258 0.4-millimeSweden, West Germany, the Soviet
ter-square dots within a 16.55-byUnion, India, and Taiwan. The Sovi167.35-mm viewing area. Japan is
et paper, presented by a member of
already nearing practical applicathe Soviet ministry for the electrontions of electrochromic displays, at
ics industry, is on the subject of elecpresent considered too exotic for
tron optics for penetration CRTs.
practical use. A paper from the
Flat panels. Nearly all of the nonDaini Seikosha Co., Tokyo, will disCRT technology discussions are on
cuss how some of electrochromic disflat-panel displays, again with Japanese researchers accounting for a plays' noted drawbacks—slow color
large number. A paper from the response and short lifetimes—have
been improved with novel processing
NHK Technical Research Laboratomethods. Daini intends to use the
ries, Tokyo, reviews flat-panel developments in Japan and shows why new electrochromic displays in conthat country may well outrace others sumer watches.
Although Japanese researchers
in perfecting ahost of flat-panel dishave shown alot of tenacity in stickplay technologies.
ing with display technologies that
One of the more interesting

Probing the news

Highlights of the sessions
Here are highlights of the SID technical program:
Session 4, Invited Addresses. Two talks on advanced system planning
for the U.S. Postal Service and consumer information display systems.
Session 5, Flat-Panel Displays. A review of Japanese flat-panel developments, cathodoluminescent panels, and liquid-crystal panels from Japan and
France.
Session 6, Avionic Displays. Hardware, software, and optics developments for military aircraft.
Session 7, Physics of CRTs. Focusing, deflection, and cathode temperature-control developments for cathode-ray tubes.
Session 8, Electroluminescent Devices. Ac thin-film electroluminescent
and vacuum fluorescent panel developments.
Session 9, Ac Plasma Displays. Repair, memory, drive electronics, and
characteristics of ac plasma panels.
Session 10, Image Processing. The processing of video and graphics for
display terminals, printer-display units, and digital light tables.
Session 11, Electroluminescent Display Materials. Material details for
ac and dc thin-film electroluminescent displays.
Session 12, Passive Displays. Electrochromic display developments in
the U. S., Japan, and England; also magnetic-particle and dye-foil digital
displays.
Session 13, Display Graphics. Graphics generators, image processors,
and software discussions.
Session 14, Dc Plasma Display Technology. Systems and materials for
dc plasma panel displays.
Session 15, Data-Base Systems. Mass-storage optical-disk, interactive
video, and Chinese-terminal developments.
Session 16, CRTs. Color CRT design, phosphors, and filters.
Session 17, Image Quality and Visual Perception. Selectivity characteristics, color coding, evaluation and prediction, masking, fonts, and standards
for displayed images.
Session 18, Liquid-Crystal Displays. Dichroic, touch-entry, doublelayer-electrode, and varistor-controlled LCDs.
Session 19, Hard Copy /Printers. Computer-output printing techniques
in the U. S., Japan, and West Germany.
Session 20, Projection and Image-Storage Devices. Cathodochromic,
gas-laser/fluorescent-screen, photoferroelectric, fluoroscopic, holographic,
and heat-sensitive and reversible-material projection and image-storage
developments.

90

were once written off by others and
seeing them through—an example is
the ac thin-film electroluminescent
display technology that the Sharp
Corp., Osaka, is credited with making viable—U.S. and other researchers are not sitting still. From
General Electric Co.'s Research and
Development Center, Schenectady,
N. Y., researchers report on some
exciting liquid-crystal-display developments including a2-by-5-inch LCD
matrix controlled by varistors. Three
of the five papers in the session on
electroluminescent displays are from
researchers from the Rockwell International Corp.'s Electronics Research Center, Thousand Oaks,
Calif., where large efforts to perfect
ac thin-film electroluminescent technology are under way. Another
paper on this technology comes from
Sigmatron-Nova, Chatsworth,
Calif., and the University of Southern California in Los Angeles, in a
co-written presentation.
From overseas, liquid-crystal-display matrixes for television and color
graphics are explored by LETI (Laboratoire d'Electronique et de Technologie de l'Informatique), part of
the French atomic energy agency in
Grenoble [Electronics, Nov. 8, 1979,
p. 67]. Researchers from Phosphor
Products Co., Dorset, England, discuss adot-matrix dc electroluminescent display panel [Electronics, July
1, 1977, p. 36]. And AEG-Telefunken, Ulm, West Germany, will unveil
details of a pulsed dc plasma panel
with multiple-color capability.
A promising new display concept
for flat-panel Tv will be unveiled by
researchers from RCA Laboratories,
Princeton, N. J. Two papers will be
presented on a cathodoluminescent
flat-panel display that uses new display structures (see illustration).
Intended for consumer TV applications, the panel has a 30-by-40-in.
display area, is less than 4 in. thick,
has 100 foot-lamberts of peak
brightness, has video and color uniformity comparable to that of conventional color CRTs, and dissipates
less than 500 watts. Electron beams
within the panel are selectively
deflected to the panel's phosphor
screen by mechanical guides. Two
types of guided-electron-beam cathodoluminescent panels will be described at the meeting.
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ISOLITE CIRCUIT AUTOMATICALLY TESTS EACH
BOARD IN SCOUT SYSTEM.
RED LIGHT SHOWS BOARD
BEING TESTED. IF LIGHT
GOES OFF, BOARD IS GOOD.
IF LIGHT STAYS ON,
BOARD IS BAD.

USER REPLACES BAD BOARD WITH
SPARE 6•25" X 8.3" CARD IN
3 MINUTES- NO TECHNICAL PERSON OR OEM SERVICE ENGINEER
REQUIRED TO MAKE REPLACEMENT. MAINTENANCE COSTS DRASTICALLY REDUCED.

/

SAVE MONEY WITH SCOUT.
GET 16-BIT CPU WITH 32K
BYTE RAM, I/O AND CARD
CAGE FOR $985 LIST PRICE
{VOLUME PURCHASE DISCOUNTS APPLY}. CALL
OR WRITE FOR MORE
INFORMATION.

MComputerAutomation NAKED MINI Division
WHERE OEM'S COME FIRST.

18651 vØ1 KARmAN, IRVINE. CA 92713, PHONE {71.4} 833

- 883C•

EXT.

•

SCOUT AND ISOLITE ARE TRADEmARKS Of COMPUTER AuTOmATION. INC •
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Rush-mounted switches
snap in and stay in. Available
in awide range of designer
colors and styles. Choose
from bright nickel-plated
metal or all-plastic bezel.
1or 2pole.
Illuminated single-pole
rockers come in red, green,
amber, white or clear.
Hot-stamped legends
available.

LoCldng rocker switches.
Sueprted with aunique
removable "key" to prevent
inadvertent or unauthorized
operation.

A new look fo
Cutler-Hammer rocker line:
"see thru"
One of the industry's biggest selections
of reliable snap-ins just got bigger.
We've added new mechanical indicator
switches to the already broad CutlerHammer line. Look over our full
lineup. It includes sub-panel
mounting, as well as a

wide variety of termination types and
circuit configurations. Then look up
your Cutler-Hammer Sales Office or
Switch Distributor. Or write, Eaton
Corporation, Commercial Controls
Division, 4201 N. 27th St.,
Milwaukee, WI 53216.

NEW rockers with mechanical
indicators show functions thru
, a-window - on the actuator.
Available non-illuminated or
illuminated and can be
customized with words or
colors .Choose from bright
nickle-plated metal or
/#7 all-plastic bezel.
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Probing the news

Computers

New direction predicted for IBM
Analysts see architecture changes in crystal ball and predict
H, S, G, and Olympic series will appear before 1985
by Martin Marshall, West Coast Computers & Instruments Editor
A new era of computers from International Business Machines Corp. is
about to dawn, according to the projections made this month by industry
analysts who have closely tracked
the giant's movements. It will not
involve awrenching software recompilation, as was required by the
introduction of System/360 in the
early 1960s, but it will involve new
architectural configurations to go
along with a highly attractive set of
new price-performance ratios.
That new architecture may involve the linking through fast communications channels of as many as
four nearly new IBM mainframes,
creating a system with highly interconnected storage control units and
mass memories.
According to one industry analyst,
Robert T. Fertig, vice president of
Advanced Computer Techniques
Corp. of New York, "Those interlinked mainframes are also likely to
be unequal in talent."
His view is supported by Donald
H. Czubek, president of Communications Solutions Inc., a San Jose,
Calif., consulting firm specializing in
IBM systems network architecture.
"In the upcoming H series of IBM
mainframes, we expect to see configurations in which one of the mainframes has been optimized as adatabase machine, with another mainframe with a different power rating
optimized for multiple applications."
Czubek expects that, in many networks, the mainframes will be close
together. The high-speed protocols
are expected to follow IBM's Systems
Network Architecture concept.
Earlier this month at the Future
Systems Forum in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
Fertig unveiled the most detailed
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projections yet of the hardware specifications, model announcement
dates, and expected prices of the
closely guarded H, or Adirondack,
series. He suggested that the socalled H4A, the first mainframe in
the series, had already been canceled
in favor of a version called H4B
capable of 12 million to 14 million
instructions per second. Drawing a
deep breath, he named September or
October for the announcement of the
H4B, with deliveries to follow nine
months later. Fertig expects the H3
(8 million to 9 million instructions/s), H2 (5 million instructions/s), and HI (3 million instructions/s) to be introduced in the first
quarter of 1981. They will be followed by the H5 (15 million instructions/s), H6 (20 million instructions/s), and H7 (27 million instructions/s) in the first quarter of 1982.

"The H series will not bring the
four times price-performance improvement that we saw with the
4300 Series," the New York analyst
asserted. "Instead, we should see a 2
to 2.5 times improvement over the
303X series." In Fertig's view, the H
series will contain a full 32-bit
address field, enough to address 9
billion bytes of memory, although
initial units may have only a 30-bit
field available. A key architectural
improvement, this size compares
with the 24-bit field available on
303X models that limits them to just
16 megabytes of memory. The new
mainframes are expected to contain
single-level virtual storage, with 20
to 25 nanoseconds required for a full
cycle, and a 10-to-15-ns cycle cache
memory of 256 kilobytes or less.
There may also be an additional
1-megabyte buffer with a response
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Future power. Forecast of the power that IBM's upcoming H series of computers will deriver
shows them outstripping the current 303X line. The first, the 114. is expected this year.
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time of about 100 ns, Fertig concludes. Main storage is expected to
be from 16 to 96 megabytes, with
response times varying from 300 to
400 ns. The series is expected to use
closed-circuit freon units to cool its
700-circuits-per-chip logic instead of
the more traditional plumbing of the
303X models. Fertig even went so
far as to predict a $3.5 million selling price for the I-14B, with a gross
rental of $90,000 a month and software and services at $19,300 a
month in 1979 dollars.
Though not making adefinite projection of what kind of memory chips
the H machines will use, Fertig
responded to a question by noting:
"IBM did not go outside to purchase
30% to 40% of the world's 16-K RAM
chips without cause. The reason is
that they didn't want to hamper
their own development of 256-K
chips."
In citing the shortcomings of the
370/303X model, Fertig noted that
data security is not embedded in the
hardware of these mainframes. It
will, however, be an integral part of
the H series.
Among other peripheral proucts to

be introduced in the third quarter of
this year will be adrive, code-named
the Intrepid, using a 0.5-inch, 32kilobit/in. tape cartridge. A successor to the 370X front-end processor
and a successor to the 3850 massstorage system should also be
announced in that quarter. At the
end of the year, the Prospector, a
floppy-disk stack containing over 4
billion bytes, will likely be introduced. To manage all this new capability, a sophisticated file processor
should be announced by IBM in early
1982.
Better buffering. In the area of
peripherals, the long-awaited 1.2-billion-byte Whitney disk—now dubbed the Coronado—is expected to be
announced in the second quarter of
this year. It is believed to contain an
improvement in buffering over the
3880 that will allow it to handle
transfer rates of 3 megabytes to 6
megabytes per second. The McKinley disk, containing 2 gigabytes is
projected for introduction in early
1982. The H series will also help
reduce the cost of main storage. By
the end of this year, Fertig predicts,
main storage prices will shrink to
$25,000 per megabyte. By the end of
1984, that price will be a phenomenal $5,000 per megabyte.

Beyond IBM's E and H series
Not content with predicting the near-term prospects of IBM's Eand H series,
Robert T. Fertig of Advanced Computer Techniques Corp. went on to
forecast plans for three new series, all to be introduced by the end of 1984.
The G (for gap) series should fill in the 1-million-to-10 million-instruction
power range between the Eand H series computers. The S(for Sierra) series
should be the 10-million-to-50-million-instructions/second follow-ons compatible with the Hseries. The Olympia series should succeed the 4300 line.
Prices listed here in 1979 dollars are only rough approximations, but they
give an idea of the price-performance improvements introduced by each
series. The first to appear should be the G5A (3.7 million instructions/s.
about $425,000) and G4 (less than 2.5 million instructions/s, less than
$400,000) in the first quarter of 1982. These should be followed in the third
quarter by the G3 (2 million instructions/s, $325,000) and G2 (1.5 million
instructions/s, $240,000). In the first quarter of 1983, the G5B (3.5 million
instructions/s, unpriced), G6 (6 million instructions/s, about $700,000), and
G7 (10 million instructions/s, $1.6 million) should be announced.
Along with these last G series models, the first of the Sseries may appear.
Fertig guesses that the low end of the Sierra series may have 10-millioninstruction /s processing power as $160,000. He also expects 15-millionand-30-million-instruction /s Sierra mainframes in 1983, with Sierra mainframes capable of 40 million and 50 million instructions/s in 1984.
The Olympia series should be the last to appear, in late 1984. The series
would include a 300,000-instruction /s mainframe, costing less than
$40,000; a 700,000-instruction /s mainframe for less than $70,000; and
1.7-million-instruction /s mainframe costing about $150,000.
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An important aspect of the
series, Fertig maintains, will be its
ability to act in multiprocessor systems containing up to four mainframes, not necessarily of equal talent. "Some of the H series, if not all,
will be field-upgradable to multiprocessor systems," he maintains. Users
of IBM's Information Management
System, or ims, he further asserts,
will be pleased to know that it will
not be dropped. Rather, it will be
extended, with arelational data base
placed underneath it.
At the forum, in making projections
about IBM's E series, or 4300 line of
mainframes, Fertig was joined by
Ulric Weil, vice president for electronic data-processing research at
Morgan Stanley Inc. in New York.
The two were in near agreement on
the E4, or 4351 member of the
series. They project that it will all
but make the 3031 obsolete because
it will be able to process 1.4 million
instructions per second and will cost
less than $500,000. Although Weil
did not predict atime, Fertig expects
to see the 4351 announced in the
second quarter of this year, along
with the E2. Weil designated the E2
member as the 4331-2, whereas Fertig called it the 4336, but their basic
numbers were similar. Weil predicts
the 4331-2 will process about 1.4
million instructions/s and cost
roughly $140,000. Fertig predicts
about the same cost, but says it will
process 0.45 million instructions/s.
In addition to these two mainframes,
Weil projects a model 4361 mainframe handling about 2 million
instructions/s and costing about
$750,000.
A former strategic planner at
Sperry Univac, Fertig is known for
the boldness of his projections. A
fellow analyst assesses them this
way: "Fertig may have the best connections in the industry and he
doesn't hesitate to make projections,
but a few of his projections have
been very wrong." A company
spokesman for amajor IBM competitor concurred, noting that "Bob Fertig is either very right or very wrong,
and he is more often right." Weil, a
former manager of marketing evaluation for IBM's System Development
division, is more conservative in
making projections and is generally
regarded as highly accurate.
LI
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CMOS/LSI LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DRIVERS

EASY DRIVER
Until now you've needed an
assortment of drivers, gates and buffers
for your LCD Displays. That's all over.
Mitel Semiconductor has designed a
series of single chip CMOS LCD drivers.
The MD4330B family: an easy, practical
complement to your elegant, practical
design.
The CMOS, MD4330B and
MD4332B are 30 and 32 bit, Static Shift
Registers. Each circuit can directly drive
30 or 32 LCD Segments. For example
the MD4332B will drive two 16 segment
characters. True and complementing
output buffer control provides direct
A.C. drive to the LCD. A single output
pin allows cascading of devices for
driving displays with alarge number
of characters.

MD4330B, and MD4332B
Common Features:

DISPLAY
CLOCK

• 1/./A Low Power CMOS
• 3to 15 volt Single Supply
• Waveshaping Clock Input
• 3MHz High Speed Shift Register
• 40 Pin Dual-In-Line package
Mitel also offers the following additional
display drivers for avariety of
applications:

Type

SERIAL
DATA

M D4332 B

MD 4055B

BCD to 7segment, Level shifting and
output clock LCD driver

MD 4056B

Latched BCD to 7segment, Level
shifting LCD driver

MD 4311B

Latched Hexadecimal to 7segment,
high current, Common Anode LED
display drivers

MD 4511B

Latched BCD to 7segment, high
current, Common Anode LED display
driver

MD 4368B

Hexadecimal to 7segment, high
current, Common Anode LED display
driver. Pin for pin with 9368, TTL.

All of the above circuits are available
from stock.
For further information and data please
contact your nearest Mitel office.

MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR
\MIlw

United States: 1735 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1009, Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. 22202. Telephone (703) 243-1600
1223 Westchester Pike, Havertown, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 19083. Telephone 12151 449-5556.
2321 Morena Blvd., Suite M, San Diego, California, U.S.A. 92110. Telephone 17141276-3421.
Canada: P.O. Box 13089, Kanata, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2K 1X3. Telephone (613) 592-2122, Telex: 053-4596,
TWX: 610-562-8529.
18 Airport Blvd., Bromont, Quebec, Canada JOE 1LO. Telephone (514) 534-2321, Telex: 05-267474.
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Europe: Hamilton Road, Slough, Berkshire, England SL1 40Y. Telephone 0753-36137, 0753-36138, Telex: 847730
Fredericiagade 16, Suite 309, 1310 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Telephone (01) 119302, Telex: 27246
Asia: TST P.O. Box 98577, Kowloon, Hong Kong, 3-318256, Telex: 64235-Mitel HX
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They're cashing in on ATMs
Automatic teller machines are climbing the sales curve
nàw that they have become less costly and more reliable
by Larry Marion, Midwest bureau manager

At least one portion of the longdreamed-of nationwide electronicfunds-transfer network is viable and
growing. Automatic teller machines,
after many years of high costs and
poor reliability, are a red-hot hardware market for major makers of
data-processing gear, as well as for
specialized vendors.
Lower prices and operating costs,
more reliable technology, fewer legal
obstacles, and heightened consumer
interest have combined to create a
booming business for the $15,000and-up ATM devices. Bank officers
now see strong consumer demand for
the convenience of a 24-hour, 7-day
cash dispenser and funds-transfer

device, as well as reduced operating
costs from the automating of routine
deposit and withdrawal functions.
International Business Machines
Corp., TRW Inc., Honeywell Inc.,
and other big names in the dataprocessing business are all participating in the sales boom. And a
boom it is: more than 5,000 devices
were installed in the U. S. in 1979,
which is double the level of 1978
sales and a 50% increase in the total
number that were in operation at
that time.
No cooling. Furthermore, the pace
will remain hot for the next few
years: Jim Drumright, director of
terminal products at Burroughs
TO BANK
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Money mover. This is part of an EFT network in Des Moines, Iowa. Tellers are linked to a
switch —an NCR computer—which, in turn, is joined to six data-processing centers.
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Corp., Detroit, predicts 35% annual
increases in total unit sales for the
next few years. Though he is less
bullish, Bob Feaganes, ATM promotion manager at NCR Corp., Dayton,
Ohio, nevertheless expects 15% to
25% increases.
New installations planned in Illinois, for example, will include networks of shared ATMs among several
banks, with communications links
for the various data-processing centers to settle accounts in on-line or
off-line modes. Although new regulations and a conservative attitude
preclude rapid deployment of
Arms—once prohibited in remote
installations—Illinois bank officials
expect to see about 400 connected
into about a half-dozen networks
within a few years. "We've believed
in electronic funds transfer for a
long time, because hardware costs go
down while labor costs go up," says
Bruce Burchfield, assistant vice president and EFT chief at First National
Bank of Chicago [Electronics, Jan.
17, p. 42].
Out in front. The Illinois networks
will just be larger versions of systems
already operating in the Midwest.
For example, Iowa and Wisconsin
banks banded together several years
ago and created multibank networks
with hundreds of devices in each.
Explains Feaganes of NCR: "The
Corn Belt states are light-years
ahead of the major metropolitan
areas."
The action is not just stateside. A
group of Swedish banks are now
installing a nationwide cash-dispensing system, including 11 minicomputers and software, worth more
than $3.6 million, from a Honeywell
susbsidiary. About 400 ATMs will be
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linked on line via a new public data
network.
Advances help. A number of technological advances are also behind
the surging demand: a new generation of hardware introduced in the
last 18 months reduced purchase
prices and operating costs while
improving the reliability of the
devices. Wall-mounted devices that
once cost $50,000 are available for
$25,000, and cost per transaction
with Docutel machines has plummeted to 0.1 cent from 5.31 cents.
Uptime is now more than 99%, compared with 95% or lower. To achieve
these improvements, vendors had to
redesign their Arms inside and out,,
integrating various subsystems and
eliminating failure-prone mechanical parts.
Problems with early units from
Docutel Corp. of Irving, Texas, were
especially painful and costly. The
company's once commanding market
share is now at 50% and will further
sink to 30% to 40%, concedes N. A.
Stuart, executive vice president, because Docutel halted sales in 1977 of
earlier models and redesigned its
product line in 1978. "One of the
burdens that you have to carry when
you're apioneer is that you're on the
front end of the problems," Stuart
says.
For example, early ATMs needed a
minicomputer to operate, and the
display was a preprinted roll of
instructions viewed by consumers
through a window in through-thewall installations. In the new generation of machines, mechanical displays are replaced with electronics,
such as acathode-ray tube driven by
locally programmable microprocessor logic.
Logical change. The key changes
required the adoption of microprocessor logic. Vendors used the local
processor to upgrade control of the
ATM's mechanical functions, such as
currency presentation—the devices
spit out the bills directly to the consumer, rather than into adrum that
has to be repositioned for consumer
access. ATM designers incorporated
light-emitting diodes and other solidstate components as sensors and
sharply reduced the number of vulnerable mechanical sensors in an
ATM; as aresult, the new IBM 3624
has a 3-foot currency channel, for
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example, compared with a 10-ft version in the previous model.
Intel Corp. microprocessors are
the most popular logic devices. Vendors such as industry leader Diebold
Inc., Canton, Ohio, and NCR are
sticking with the old reliable 8080,
whereas Burroughs' new machines
are built around the new 16-bit
8086. Drumright of Burroughs explains that its philosophy is to put as
much intelligence as possible into the
ATM, to permit independent operation in case of atemporary failure of
an on-line data-processing-center—based network: à deadbeat card
file, for example, can be included in
the ATM's own internal 96-kilobyte
random-access memory to be available during system crashes.
However, though NCR and others
share that "intelligence at-the site"
philosophy, Docutel and Diebold
recommend controllers, front-end
signal processors, and memory files
for networks with dozens of ATM
devices and a host computer. Docutel says that reliance on mainframe
memories and communications links
led to some downtime problems in
the past, and its Ani -controller
package includes up to 128 kilobytes
of core memory—at a20% or higher
price premium—to ensure device
operation during system outages. In
fact, Docutel's redundancy philosophy also includes dual microprocessors, one for each of the two currency bins in an ATM, says marketing
vice president Frank R. Marlow.
Cutting the payroll. Increased consumer acceptance of electronic technology is also leading to the oftenpromised economies of automation.
One bank reports that its lobby tellers cost less than $2 an hour to operate, far below its payroll costs, and
the units expand the operating
capacity of existing branches.
For the hardware vendors, the
improved performance of automatic
tellers is one of the factors behind an
increase in back-office conversions
to on-line operations. "When we first
started selling ATMs, it was hard to
justify, an uphill battle. However,
Anis provided the seed of an idea,"
explains Stephen A. Grosky, vice
president and general manager of
Bunker Ramo Corp.'s Banking and
Commercial Systems division in
Trumbull, Conn.
El
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The world leader in EMI/RFI Filter
design and manufacturing offers you
complete filtering support ...from initial
design consultation through final testing
of the completed filter product.
ERIE does it all! Application
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Sony heads back to broadcast market
With its position in the consumer area eroding,
the company will direct its attention to institutional gear
by Robert Neff, McGraw-Hill World News
When Sony Corp. last month converted its 30-person Palo Alto, Calif., research and development division into a separate company to
build broadcast video equipment, a
sense of déjà vu struck veteran Sony
watchers. Though mo• of the world
knows the 34-year-old company for
its fine consumer products, it actually spent its first few years in business
as a supplier of electronic components, tape recorders, and other
broadcast equipment to the Japanese
institutional market.
Now, chief executive officer Akio
Morita, a company cofounder, is
steering Sony back into that market
in search of fatter profit margins and
faster growth. Both are increasingly
elusive in the ferociously competitive
consumer field, where strong challengers have eroded Sony's opportunities and preeminence. Consumer
gear, which three years ago was generating about 76% of its sales, is now
down to about 65%. The balance
comprises sales of tape, accessories,
and nonelectronic items. Upgrading
the Palo Alto facility is the latest
manifestation of the emerging strategy to get Sony back to its place in
the sun.
Morita reveals that by 1985 he
wants to boost industrial sales to
fully 33% of revenues from 10%
three years ago and 15% to 20%
now. Included are broadcast-quality
video tape recorders and editors,
portable U-matic video cassette recorders for point-of-sale and training
applications, and dictating equipment. Another indication of Sony's
new emphasis is the fully 10% of
sales it is spending on research and
development of institutional products, as against the 6% to 7% that is
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being expended on the rest of its
product line companywide.
"The consumer business is growing less profitable because of competition from all over the world," Morita explains. "Many manufacturers
of consumer electronics are going to
disappear." Sony itself is showing
symptoms of tired blood. It is a truism that companies tend to grow
more slowly as they get larger, and
Sony is no exception. For the five
fiscal years ending in 1974, the company's sales grew by a most satisfying 166%, but during the five ending last November, they rose by only
57%, to $2.7 billion. And even after
a notable recovery from a lackluster
1978, operating margins in 1979
were almost 2 points lower than
1970's margin of 13.4%.
Meanwhile, Sony's share of the
tepid U. S. television market has
stalled at about 7%. Its Betamaxformat video cassette recorder,
though selling briskly, is being overtaken by Victor's VHS design. And to

Rerouting. Akio Morita, chief executive officer, wants Sony to return to its roots.

further chew away at its profits picture, rivals have beaten Sony to the
market with such hot products as
metal-tape audio decks, video disk
players, and home computers.
Such problems probably have less
to do with stagnation at Sony than
with the growing quality of competitors, although some critics fault
Morita for stressing marketing over
engineering. "Sony used to be aspecial company," says a Tokyo stock
analyst. "Now it's just a little above
average."
The ticket? Morita's institutional
strategy could be the ticket to rejuvenated growth and profits, as well
as technical progress. Industrial
products boast profit margins almost
twice as high as Sony's current
11.6%. As for growth, Sony's Industrial Video Products group has
zoomed to about $270 million in
sales since it was launched eight
years ago. Some 40% of that comes
from broadcast gear, which Sony did
not start making until four years
ago. Those sales are growing so fast
that senior managing director Masahiko Morizono expects broadcast
hardware to exceed 50% of his
group's total sales volume within
three years.
"Sony is the fastest-growing company in the institutional video market, especially broadcasting," Morizono maintains.
Part of Morita's strategy is to tap
the willingness of institutional customers to pay the high prices
required for state-of-the-art products
in their early days. Eventually,
according to the chief executive officer's scenario, economies of scale
and public awareness make consumer applications feasible. That, in
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DIGITAL /ANALOG ANALYSIS:
THE TEST SYSTEM FOR THE 80's.
Introducing the new Paratronics PI540 Logic Analysis System.
The smarter your product becomes for
Our new Logic Analysis System gives
the 80's, the harder it's going to be to
you 32 state channels, 8more channels
test. Up to now you've been
for timing (or state), and
using state and timing
one analog channel—the
Sensor
analyzers to wrestle with synWaveform
number and type of moniAnalog Domain
toring functions you'll need
chronous and asynchronous
Signal
digital problems. But there
to develop and test today's
are still analog signals out
bus-oriented products. But
A/O
there, and you still need a
monitoring power alone is
Timing
waveform recorder.
not enough: the great news
Digital Domain
I Signal
is that we let you link any
Now the Third Generation
or all of these analysis
Paratronics has looked at
resources to ferret out the
testing in the 80's and
Micro-Computer
cross-domain problems
State
developed the PI540 in
Domain
you'll be encountering.
order to combine state,
timing and waveform
recording functions into
one compact piece of gear.

For example, in the analysis
of µP-based processor
controller, the PI540's
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The Most Complete Analysis
Tool Available
The PI540's standard features include
variable threshold probes, 16 levels of
nested triggering, signature analysis,
cross-correlation processing, comparison
memories, and hex, octal, binary,
decimal, ASCII, timing and waveform
display formats.
A Word About the
System 5000 Mainframe
The PI540 utilizes Paratronics' new
System 5000 mainframe which houses a
large, 9-inch (23-cm) CRT; aprotective
folding keyboard with positive-action, domed keys;
and ageneral-purpose
microcomputing system.
The individual analyzer
functions unique to the
PI540 reside in the System
5000's applications card
cage. In this manner, the
PI540 can be configured
with the analysis resources
you need now, and
upgraded later.
If you're going to keep smart machines
working smartly in the 80's, you'll want
to know all about our PI540. For complete information or ademonstration by
one of our local sales engineers, contact
Paratronics, Inc., 2140 Bering Drive, San
Jose, CA 95131; (800) 538-9713 (toll free)
or (408) 263-2252 (California).
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linked resources allow you to trace
sequences beginning with an analog input,
continuing with its conversion to digital,
and ending with its ultimate effect on
program flow.
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U.S. base price under $7,000

zono will head the Palo Alto firm,
Sony Technology Center Inc. Operated as an R&D facility since 1977
by New York—based Sony Video
Products Co., the center last autumn
started making remote-control units
for the Sony BVH- I100, a studioquality video tape deck. The center
is selling the tape decks to customers
throughout the world for about
$11,000.
Sony makes the BVH-1100 at its
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fact, is how the Betamax was born.
Sony also plans to market digital
audio and video disk gear first to
professional customers. "Our idea is
to utilize the most advanced industrial technologies in the consumer
field," Morita explains.
As the majordomo of Sony's
ambitious institutional plans, Mori-

Bit -Slice

tit;GHTMARES
Microprogramming Nightmares ... That STEP-2 Has Banished
NIGHTMARE •

NIGHTMARE COST'

We only used up $50.000 worth of PROM's during development.
rt 1
What do you mean, Production is short of them?

$50.000
Late Product
Bankruptcy?

ff 2

Our bit-slice system almost works.

ff 3

Real-time testing wasn't important. 01 course Charlie's still
'lightening' code

Maintainability
$100.000?

#4

Charlie's home built simulator didn't break down until after
he left for Germany.

Protect Delay
- S32.000?

#5

How can they scrap the project? We have only been debugging
for six months.

Market Share
•$250.000?

#6

It is just another 2hour assembly

Frustation

Get Rid Of Your Nightmare...Wake Up To STEP-2
Not Just another bit-slice development system...a complete solution to your microcoding problems:
• Microcode development in-circuit • Real-time memory simulation
• Fast word-oriented microcode editing • Real-time trace of processor activity
STEP-2 surrounds your processor,
giving you the flexibility needed to
turn your nightmare into a sweet
dream. With STEP-2, you spot a
bug, track it. recode, kill it ...and
sleep nights.

“OST COREPUTER

31
TRACE

E

MUse any computer to develop microcode:
STEP will provide the meta assembler if you
need one. Advantages: less startup time—no
new operating system to learn—faster code
development —quicker assemblies, simultaneous
hardware and software development —less cost
using existing computer. No computer? In many
cases STEP-2 plus a computer costs less than
our nearest competitor!
IESTEP-2 is a standalone interactive development instrument with: integral CRT, keyboard.
word oriented microcode editor, communications
facility with upload/download routines, control
port for target processor. reconfigurable memory,
and simple, fast-learn command routines All in
the base price.

El Real-time reconfigurable memory simulation

from 8 to 192 bits. You configure STEP-2 array
size for each new project. Choose from both
memory families:
• MEM 32 for fast controller applications:
depth to 2k, worst case access time to 38ns
• MEM 128 for processing applications: depths
to 48k, worst case access time to 50ns
Bonus: STEP-2 handles one memory array
or several, pipelined or not.

100

411141>

:1=X

'''''':`,1°'....__I«, t
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TAROU

2
SIM

RROCtAROR

EIROM simulation cable family allows you to
plug into existing PROM sockets on any target
processor.
:Real-time Trace for synchronous capture of
processor states at cycle times to 9Ons. A
selection of triggering equations and modes
from self-teaching menus simplify complex setups.
:Sur processor/controller under development
is supported by STEP-2 regardless of configuration. Doubt it , Call Curtis at (408) 733-7837
*Good equipment pays for itself. STEP-2 is
priced from $4,950 to $49.500. Call STEP today
for a quote.
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STEP

ENGINEERING
P0

Box 61166, 757 Paslona Ave.

Sunnyvale. CA 94088 • (408) 733-7837

Atsugi plant in western Tokyo,
which also turns out U-matic 1
4 -inch
/
video tape recorders. The U-matic,
models of which range from $1,800
to $11,000 and which is also manufactured by Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. and Victor Co. of Japan,
now accounts for almost 100% of the
worldwide nonbroadcast industrial
VCR market, Morizono claims. He
guesses Sony's share of the broadcast market, still paced by Ampex
Corp., at perhaps 30%. But with the
Emmy-winning BVH-1100, Sony
has grabbed the sales lead in the
hottest product area — helical-scan
1-inch tape recorders for production
use. Since deliveries started in early
1978, it has sold about 2,500 units of
three different models and has 400
orders for the new recorders on the
books.
World losing an inch. One-inch
helical-scan gear is replacing conventional 2-in, equipment around the
world. Not only is it smaller and
cheaper, but it offers such features
as fast forward and reverse and
freeze frames and consumes far less
tape. The key to the conversion to
the narrower measure is cramming
signals closer together by recording
them at an angle in a continuous
track with asingle head.
Sony's ultimate goal is to replace
film with tape, from home movies to
the motion picture industry. "Our
competitors don't have that overriding aim," Morizono says. For the
movie industry, which is already
experimenting with tape, the new
medium means easier editing and
special effects, instant prints of a
particular day's shooting, better sensitivity to light, and economy,
because tape can be reused. But
Morizono figures it will take another
three to four years to sell it as artistically desirable.
Until now the industrial market
has been relatively uncrowded. But
competition is heating up. Toshiba
Corp., Nippon Electric Co., and
Hitachi Ltd.'s subsidiary, Hitachi
Denshi, are entering the broadcast
VTR market; Universal Pioneer's
recent foray into industrial video
with its disk machines means Sony
will no longer have that field to
itself. Morita's and Morizono's most
compelling task now is to preserve
their head start.
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This board, using an XR-L555 micropower timer
with only half as many batteries, will last 16 times longer.

T

HE XR-I.5.55 IS BUT ONE OF THE VERY
BROAD SELECTION OF MONOLITHIC

TIMERS OFFERED BY EXAR, INCLUDING
SINGLE, DUAL AND QUAD TIMERS AND

TIMER COUNTERS. THE

LINE OFFERS

ALL THE STANDARD TIMERS YOU EXPECT,
PLUS MICROPOWER TIMERS, LONG DELAY
TIMERS

AND

PROCRAMMARIF

TIMER/

COUNTERS.

A Watt-miser for the battery bunch.
Yes indeed, Exar's XR-1-555 is apin-forpin replacement for the NE555 in virtually all applications, but it consumes only
about 1/16th the power. It goes for 1500
hours on two 300 mA-hour NiCd batteries, typically dissipating only 900
microwatts at 5-Volt operation.
But it operates with V„ down to
2.5 Volts with no loss of timing
accuracy or stability. It virtu4110,
ally eliminates switching
transients and it's accurate to
0.5% with temperature drift
only 50 ppm/°C. XR-L555: your perfect
selection for a micropower clock oscillator or VCO for a low-power CMOS
system. Yet it's built with proven bipolar
technology. And it'll soon be secondsourced by the company that developed
the NE555.

Days delays for the long-range

Dial a time. Its programmable.

planner.

The ultimate in long-range timers. Our
XR-2240 not only generates delays from
microseconds to days, it's programmable.
Your basic time period T is set by an external RC network, and you can select
delays from T through 255T merely by
choosing the appropriate output pin.
Your supply voltage can range from
15 to 4Volts. Control inputs and outputs
are compatible with rn and DTL logic.
For really long delays, cascade two XR2240s for delays up to three years.

Here's along term timer, the XR-2242,
that creates time delays from microseconds to days. And for really long delays, you can cascade two of them for
intervals up to a year. You control the
delay with an external RC network; the
XR-2242 produces an output pulse of
128 RC.
And here's real news. We'll be introducing very soon the
XR-2243 I
2L ultra low-power long delay
timer. It draws less than
80 ILA standby current
and is pin compatible
with the XR-2242. Look
for it.

The family portrait. Exaes complete family of monolithic IC timers is the
broadest in the semiconductor industry. In addition to those listed above.
it includes other basic timing circuits, plus dual and quad versions. The
complete family is listed in this chart.

XR-320
XR-555
XR-L555

Timing eragr
Timing Circuit
dallielligler

Timers

XR 556
XR-2556
XR-L556

Dual Timer
Dual Timer
Micropower Timer

Two XR-555
High-current 556
Two XR-L555

Quad
Timers

XR-558
XR-559

Quad Timer
Quad Timer

Open collector
Emitter follower

Timer
Counters

XR-2240
XR-2242
XR-2243*

Timer/Counter
Long Delay Timer
Micropower Long
Delay Timer

Programmable
µSec's to days
µSec's to days

11.11161e
Timers
Dual

'Soon to be Introduced

Exars products are backed by a library of
technical literature
Exars Timer Data
Book is a 64-page compendium of
specs and application information on
solid-state timers And the Exar
Product Guide covers the entire
line of Exar products For the Product Guide, contact your nearest Exar
rep or distributor For the Data Book, write
on your company letterhead to Exar. 750
Palomar Ave .Sunnyvale, California 94086

Up to 1hour
µSec's to hours
/zSec's to hours
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FOR THE EXAR DISTRIBUTOR OR REP NEAREST YOU, CALL EXAR AT (408) 732-7970.

Probing the news

Office automation

Designers told to take anew tack
Experts say office of future will not arrive until more than
warmed-over computers and dedicated processors are provided
by Anthony Durniak, Computers & Peripherals Editor
Although talked about for several
years now, office automation is still
a long way off. And unless the computer and word-processing industry's
engineers adopt a fresh design
approach, it may never get here.
That was the message from participants at the first Annual Office
Automation Conference, held earlier

this month in Atlanta, Ga., under
the sponsorship of the American
Federation of Information Processing Societies.
Most of what claims to be office
automation equipment today is either adapted computer gear or dedicated word-processing equipment
designed primarily to speed clerical

tasks or the typing process. But, as
keynoter C. Jackson Crayson, director of the American Productivity
Center, Houston, Texas, says, "The
greatest gains in productivity will
come from automating the management and professional areas, not the
clerical areas."
In the words of aformer computer

Potter8Brunifield

company executive, "The word-processing industry wouldn't exist today
Small-business market attracts newcomers
if the data-processing manufacturers
had paid attention to the human
One of the signal events at the Atlanta Office Automation Conference was
interface," says Jim Folts. "Text edithe introduction of atrio of new products from companies new to the field.
One of the newcomers is Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., whose American
tors were on computers for some
subsidiary, Panasonic Co. of Secaucus, N. J., is marketing the BC-5000.
time, but they weren't easy to use."
Based on the 8085 microprocessor, it features a novel 96-key touch
Now marketing vice president at
keyboard that is adapted from the machine's Japanese language keyboard.
Syntrex, acompany he helped found,
It contains soft keys whose functions can be changed to synchronize with
Folts says his company is using new
descriptive pages played beneath the transparent keys.
design concepts to make special
Commodore Business Machines Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., famous for its
office automation "appliances" that
Pet personal computer, is introducing abusiness-oriented desktop computer
it hopes to introduce later this year.
with a larger display and more software than the Pet. And another oil
"In the computer business you gencompany—Shell Canada Ltd. —is getting into the electronics business by
backing Artel Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif., which introduced its 8086-based Series
erally strive for performance and
1000 Office Workstation.
ease of use takes a back seat. But in
office automation those priorities are
inverted," Folts says.
to use electronic office systems will
must adapt the machine to the perJohn J. Connell, executive director
be "a consistent user interface that is
of the consulting firm Office Tech- son."
tolerant of errors and friendly." He
Howard L. Morgan, aspecialist in
nology Research Group, Pasadena,
points out, for example, that execuCalif., feels such human engineering office automation and a professor at
tives, generally more familiar with
will be critical to the success of the Wharton School of the Universioffice automation systems. "It's a ty of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, dictating than typing, will find it
imperative to have the system cormatter of design philosophy; we says akey point in getting executives

Power Re

Nobody offer
more than P&B •

More basic types. More design
options. More service, too. P&B
power relays—like our PM and
PRD series—have become industry standards because of their
field-proven reputation for high
quality and long life. Choose from
the many basic types of electromechanical relays P&B offers in
thousands of combinations of
voltages, contact arrangements,
termination and enclosures. Plus
the latest in solid state and hybrid
power relays. Most are UL recognized or listed. Ratings to 40
amps AC, 60 amps DC.
Best of all—because we have the
largest distributor network in the
industry you get many of the
standard relays you need when
you need them.
Potter & Brumfield
Division AME Incorporated,
200 Richland Creek Drive,
Princeton, IN 47671,
812/386-1000.

A

...and other quality
components.
Wherever you see the P&B name you'll
find products that are second to none.
Like these.
A. K10 General Purpose 10 Amp Relay.
It occupies only slightly more than a
cubic inch. Quick connect terminals.
Contacts rated 10 amps at 30V DC,
resistive, or 277V AC in arrangements
to 2form C. UL recognized.

[3

B. S3H Solenoid. General purpose
pull-on-operate solenoid. Coil cover
provides extra coil and terminal
protection. Continuous and intermittent
duty coils available in awide range of
AC and DC voltages.
C. Rocker Actuated Mini-Mag Circuit
Breaker. Serves as both apanel switch
and acircuit breaker. Trip-free
mechanism. Maximum operating
voltage 250V AC or 50V DC. Ratings
from 0.2 amps to 30 amps. UL
recognized, CSA certified.

.a.reA

Potter & Brumfield
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There is no question that the most popular volume of RAC's Microcircuit Device Reliability
(MDR) series of databooks is that which portrays
the reliability experience of large scale integrated circuit (LSI) devices. For this reason we
are very pleased to announce the third edition of
our comprehensive compendium—

MEMORYKSI
DATA 1979
• Failure rates, screens, stresses,
reliability demonstration and
environmental test results, field
operation and malfunction information.
• Data on RAMS, ROMS, PROMS,
shift registers, microprocessors
and complex standards.
• TTL, Schottky, CMOS, NMOS, PMOS and ECL Technologies.
• Observed failure rates vs MIL-HBK-217C predictions.
• Ordering No. MDR-13

• $50 per copy ($60 non-U.S.), prepaid.

Reliability Analysis Center
RADC/RBRAC

• Griffuss AFB, NY 13441

• Tel

(315) 330-4151, Autovon

587-4151

rect their spelling and other typographical errors. And the methods
used to enter information into the
system and manipulate it must be
the same whether the information is
text, data, or graphics. But such
sophisticated interface techniques
require agreat deal of software; that
occupies alarge portion of computer
memory, and it can thus serve to
reduce the machine's overall
throughput.
Dampers. The limitations reduced the popularity of previous
attempts to automate the office—
most notably with the management
information systems (MIS) that were
so popular in the early 1970s. Dan
Hosage, senior vice president and
general manager of Datapoint
Corp.'s Office Systems division, San
Antonio, Texas, says, "Technology
inhibited MIS. You couldn't place a
computer with 256 kilobytes of
memory next to the accounts-receivable clerk—that was a small IBM
System/360 model 30 mainframe."
But today, Hosage says, that is a
small desk-sized unit.
Along with simpler user interfaces, these machines must have
many times the reliability of current
data-processing gear. Once the majority of an office's information is
stored electronically and all its workers use the same integrated system, a
failure in any element of the system
could shut down the entire office.
For instance, Michael J. Winkler,
manager of marketing support for
Xerox Corp.'s Printing Systems division, El Segundo, Calif., notes that
nonimpact printers, shared by various terminals, offer agreat degree of
output flexibility to these office systems. But "the traditional reliability
of the office copier is unacceptable,
as the entire office becomes dependent on them," he adds.
If the electronics engineers overcome the design obstacles to office
automation, users will be faced with
other problems. Wharton's Morgan
warns that the easy availability of an
electronic system makes "quantitative knowledge drive out qualitative
knowledge," or, in other words, "the
use of computerized information can
be counter-productive."
El

RAC is a DoD Inlormatton Analysis Center Operated by ¡IT Research Institute
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Now! 20MHz monolithic
10-9-& 8-bit D/A converters
(And they're glitchless)
Only TRW offers you all these features in
aDAC.
Signal conversion is aguaranteed
20 megasamples/sec. Best rate yet for
amonolithic 10-bit DAC.
*Glitches are barely measurable.
Less than 100 picovolt-second on
average. An internal input register and
equalized delay circuitry eliminate
the need for any external deglitching
components.
Our DACs are compatible with TTL
and single-ended or differential ECL. And
handle avariety of inputs: 2's complement,
inverted 2's, or binary.
A unique output clocking option
offers the ability to zero the output at

any time. It can be strobed with
an independent clock. A 1V/75 ohm
output directly drives aload without an
op amp or buffer. For convenience,
we included aForce High/Force Low
control for calibration. It gives you
full scale or zero output without changing the digital input. Physically, our
monolithic/bipolar DACs in their 40-pin
DIP demand less. They take up less
space and require only 600mW (vs. 2-5
watts for module types).
The new DACs from TRW: they
leave no reason to delay going monolithic.
Not even price.
These high-speed high-resolution D/A
converters are in stock at Hamilton/Avnet.

For immediate information, call us
at (213) 535-1831 or send in the
coupon or just attach your business
card to this page and mail it back to us.

TRW LSI Products
P.O. Box 1125
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Please send data sheets on the family of
DACs.

Name

Company

Div/Dept

D/A
Converter

Resolution
(Bits)

Speed
(MSPS)

Power
(Watts)

Unit Price
(in 100s)

10

20

0.6

$98

TDC1016.1•10
TDC1016J -9

9

20

0.6

$51

TDC1016J •
8

8

20

0.6

$38

TRW keeps you ahead in digital signal processing
Electronics/ March 27, 1980

Mail Code

Address

City

State

Zip

E3

TRWLSI PRODUCTS

An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
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The one-chip computer:
offspring of the transistor
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The MAC-4 one-chip computer, developed for avariety
of telecommunications applications, is compared to a
standard-sized paper clip. The chip's numerous functional
areas are labeled.
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One of the transistor's latest
descendants is the Bell System's
30,000-element MAC-4 "computer-on-a-chip." It's another in
along line of microelectronic
developments that have come
from Bell Laboratories.
The MAC-4 is so efficient that
aprogram written on it takes
25 percent less storage space than
that required by most other
microcomputers. Its assembler
language, C, also developed at
Bell Labs, has features that make
MAC-4 easier to program, debug
and maintain. And the MAC-4
can handle anything from nibbles
to bytes to words with its 4-, 8-, 12-,
and 16-bit operations capacity.
Like other one-chip computers,
the MAC-4 has sufficient memory
to support its varied tasks3000 nibbles of read-only memory
and 200 nibbles of random access
memory coupled to 34 input/output ports.
Fabricated with the latest
CMOS technology, the MAC-4
needs little power. Thus it is well
matched to avariety of telecommunications applications.
It started with the transistor
MAC-4 is just one current
example of the many microelectronic devices to come from
Bell Labs since we started the

solid-state revolution with the
invention of the transistor in 1947.
Over the past three decades, our
advances in materials, processing,
and devices have been vital to
solid-state technology. These
include:
•The Junction Transistor
•Crystal Pulling
•Zone Refining
•Field-Effect Transistor
•Diffusion
•Solar Cell
•Oxide Masking
•Thermocompression Bonding
•Photolithography
•Epitaxial Film Process
•Magnetic Bubble Memory
•Charge-Coupled Device
•Semiconductor Heterostructure
Laser Used in Lightwave
Communications
•Electron-Beam Exposure
System
Today and tomorrow
Today, we continue to make
important contributions to solidstate technology. For example,
we've developed arugged
65,536-bit RAM that can tolerate
processing faults. Corrections can
be made on the chip itself, so we
can get more usable chips out of
each manufacturing batch—and
thus lower unit costs.
In materials processing, we've

developed atechnique for
precisely controlling the growth
of successive atomic layers of
single crystal materials. This
"molecular beam epitaxy" process
is finding increasing use within
Bell Labs and elsewhere in the
electronics industry. We've used
it to fabricate adevice that
permits us to double the speed
of electrons by channeling them
into crystal layers where they
meet less resistance.
Other advances, in X-ray
lithography and new resist
materials, for example, promise
to help place more elements on
microelectronic devices and thus
enhance their ability to perform
important tasks.
As the solid-state revolution
continues, these and other
developments from Bell Labs will
play an important part in it.
What's important to us is the
promise these advances offer for
new telecommunications products
and services. Like the transistor,
MAC-4 and its solid-state
relatives will find more and more
applications in the nationwide
telecommunications network.
For information about employment, write:

Bell Laboratories, Room 3C-303,
600 Mountain Avenue,
Murray Hill, N.J. 07974.
Please include a résumé.

An equal opportunity employer.

Bell Laboratories
From Science: Service
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How to avoid buying ATE hardware
this year that you'll have to replace next year.
' •

•

t.

You can't afford to replace your test system every time there's anew
advance in semiconductors. So before you invest in ATE equipment, look at the
company's track record in keeping up with changing technology.
You'll find nobody has abetter record than GenRad.
That's because all our test systems are software-based.
And that's acrucial difference. It means you won't
have to change your GenRad hardware to
adjust to new technology. You simply
install an updated version of our unique
CAPS diagnostic software. In the last
seven years alone, we've made nine
All GenRad functional
board test systems are
major updates.
software-based. To adapt
to anew technology, you
Our continual software enhancesimply install an updated
software package.
ment is the reason why the GenRad
board test systems we introduced in
1972 are still testing state-of-the-art
boards today.
And since our system for field
service testing runs the same test
programs as our manufacturing sys- As soon as anew IC is introduced,
GenRad writes new software for it.
tems, it stays up to date too.
So when you're ready to use it,
your tester is ready to test it.
We're also constantly
-•
updating our component test systems. The minute acompany introduces anew component, we start to work on the
software. So by the time you're ready to use the new component, your GenRad tester is ready to test it. And that's
true for both linear and LSI digital IC's.
Doing developmental work? GenRad lets you choose
the microprocessor that's best suited for the job without
changing development systems. Our Futuredata development system supports virtually all the leading microprocessors. And as new chips become
popular, we'll have the new software
to handle them.
Software-based testing. It's one
reason GenRad's ATE systems don't
get older. They get better.
Getead's Futuredata microprocessor development system
For details, write GenRad,
is capable of programming and
emulating— at full speed— all the
Concord, MA 01742.
popular microprocessors.
•

•
•

.
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GenRad

Put our leadership to the test.
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Three questions about digital
in-circuit test sysiEms
other ATE companies
hope you won't ask.

Introducing GenRad's enhanced 2270—the first analog/digital in-circuit
test system with all the right answers.
Our new system is so unique, so advanced, so accurate, it begs to be compared with
every other system on the market.
To make your comparison alittle simpler, we'll give you the three toughest questions
you can ask about any test system.

1. Can your system test MS! and LS! boards?
This simple question will weed out quite afew systems right off the bat. Most systems
can power an MSI or LSI, but that's it. GenRad's 2270 accurately verifies the functionality
of adevice.

2. Can it test each device comprehensively? Simultaneously?
This is where the competition starts dropping by the wayside. Almost every other
in-circuit system can only test asingle pin at atime. That's hardly the way to test acomplex device. Hardly the way to test aboard quickly and efficiently.
GenRad's 2270 uses anew technique called "parallel stimulus/response." It simultaneously tests both the inputs and outputs of each device. And since each pin is backed
by amemory, it can deliver acomplete stored pattern sequence in aburst. That means
you can test every device comprehensively. Efficiently. Simultaneously.

3. Can it easily differentiate between abad interconnect and a
bad device?
Every other company has to answer no. So you may end up throwing out
aperfectly good device because of abad connection. And that can cost you
thousands of dollars every year.
With the GenRad 2270, our unique new SCRATCHPROBING technique lets you know exactly what's wrong in seconds. If an IC tests faulty, just
run the probe across the pins. You'll know in seconds whether it's the IC at fault
or the interconnect.
That's the new 2270 from
GenRad. Compare it. Ask these
questions of any other ATE company
in the industry.
But don't hold your
breath waiting for an answer.
For more information,
write GenRad, Concord, MA
01742. Or call the sales office
The GenRad 2270's powerful and flexible Automatic Test Generation software
package automatically defines digital stimulus and expected responses for each IC.
nearest you.
TM

GenRad
Put our leadership to the test.
Atlanta (404) 394-5380; Boston (617) 646-0550; Chicago (312) 884-6900; Cincinnati 513) 831-9210; Dallas (214) 234-3357;
Los Angeles (714) 540-9830; New Jersey (201) 791-8990; New York (212) 964-2722; San Francisco (
408) 985-0662;
Washington, D.C. (301) 948-7071.
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4,000,000 Pies
Prove Our Point.

The point is, more designers are
choosing General Instrument
PIC microcomputers than ever
before. And they're using them in
an ever-widening range of
applications; including consumer
appliances, energy management
systems, electronic games, security
systems, keyboards, display drives,
TV/radio tuning systems, and
automotive dashboard instrumentation, to name but afew.
That's why General Instrument
delivered more than four-million
8-bit microcomputers in 1979; more
than twice as many as our
leading competitor.
Big numbers, certainly, but more
than that, our record is adirect
reflection of the success and

designer acceptance of General
Instrument's business philosophy:
Deliver high quality products at
competitive prices, backed by
comprehensive customer service
and support. For example, PIC can
revolutionize the performance and
energy efficiency of universal
motors. As aclosed loop controller,
PIC provides soft starting and
current limiting, improves efficiency
under variable loads, protects
against motor-jam, prevents
overheating plus controls speed.
What about cost? Remember the
facts: General Instrument's PIC
microcomputers are already
proven cost effective in high
volume applications.

and software aids, including the
PICAL two-pass assembler
program and PICES In-Circuit
Emulation System. These help
customers in their design,
•development, and evaluation of
aparticular application. In short,
we deliver more microcomputers,
because our microcomputers
deliver more to our customers.
And that's the real bottom line.

To support our many users, we
offer acomplete set of hardware

We help you
compete.

For more information on the PIC
Series, write to: Microelectronics
Division, General Instrument
Corporation, 600 West John Street,
Hicksville, New York 11802,
Attention: Literature Department, or
call 516-733-3107.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
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U. S. BEACHH
FOR JAPANESE
COMPUTERS IS
ONLY THE START

by Anthony Durniak,

computers & Peripherals Editor,

D Japan's electronics companies, now well positioned in
consumer electronics and semiconductor markets, are
intent on establishing themselves strongly in computers.
They already have a foothold in the U. S. marketplace,
but they are after far more than that.
"We're planning to be an international competitive
power in computers and communications," states Akira
Koike, a director of Nippon Electric Co. and executive
vice president of its Information Processing and Industrial Systems group. "If we cannot supply computer
systems in the U. S. we cannot even compete in [our]
domestic market."
This year will see the Japanese intensify their efforts
to export computers, with the United States their biggest
target. They realize they cannot establish computer marketing, service, and support operations overnight. But
they are committed to spending the time and effort it
will take. By 1985 they plan to sell some $384 billion
($1.66 billion) worth of computers in the U. S.—some
15% to 20% of their total production and 60% of their
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and Charles Cohen,

Tokyo bureau manager

total exports, Electronics projects, based on its survey of
the manufacturers. (Because of currency fluctuations,
values will be reported in yen throughout this report. For
convenience, conversions to dollars are included at $240
to one dollar.)
Such expectations do not appear to be wishful thinking, either. Over the past eight years, the Japanese have
developed computers and peripherals that are at least as
good as and in some areas even better than those of
American manufacture.
The Japanese already export over $71.7 billion ($298
million) worth of data-processing gear, or some 10% of
their production, as Fig. 1on page 114 shows. But 70%
of that is peripherals, and of the total only 31%, or $93
million, is shipped to the U. S., primarily to originalequipment manufacturers and other third parties that
sell under their own label. Now, however, the Japanese
want to increase the volume of computer products so
that exports by 1984 surpass imports. Furthermore, they
want to sell complete systems under their own brand
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names—especially in two target markets: IBM-compaticomputers and small-business machines. And they
view success in the U. S.—the biggest, oldest, and most
sophisticated data-processing market—as the cornerstone of their plans to expand their exports to the rest of
the world.
Unlike earlier machines derived from American
designs obtained through licensing agreements, the latest
Japanese products are almost totally independent of
imported technology. Their semiconductor technology is
acknowledged to be at the leading edge [Electronics, June
9, 1977, p. 99], and the Japanese now export more
semiconductors than they import (see "The wave hits the
beach," p. 116).
Less obvious but equally important, however, are their
ble

creative packaging designs, novel hardware organizations, and sophisticated manufacturing techniques. In
addition, the unique demands of working with the Japanese language have encouraged advances in cathoderay-tube terminals, nonimpact printers, facsimile transceivers, and optical character and speech recognition
that are unmatched anywhere else. And their machines
are noted for superior reliability.
Soft spot
In fact, the only area in which the Japanese admit to
be lagging is software. But they are well aware that
software, especially systems software like operating systems, high-level language compilers, and communications packages, is more important than ever before to the
operation—and hence marketing—of computers.
This past year the government kicked off a new joint
project with the industry to concentrate on those areas.
Objectives, still being chosen, include operating system
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1. Intensifying exports. Already exporting some V71.7 billion ($298 million) in data-processing gear, the Japanese plan to ship some 30% of
their production, or V585.7 billion ($2.4 billion), by 1985, surpassing the amount they import. The U. S. will receive 60% of that amount.
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Slow but steady movement on tariffs
While the Japanese computer makers move to compete in
worldwide markets—especially the U. S. —the American
makers have been raising a clamor for the ability to
compete unfettered in Japan. The most obvious barrier to
such fair trade is tariffs.
As a result of the multilateral trade negotiations—the
so-called Tokyo Round—completed this past year, the
Japanese import tariffs on both computers and peripherals will be gradually lowered over the next eight years. The
Japanese import tariff on computers, now 10.5%, will be

lowered to 4.9% by 1987, while the duty on peripherals,
now 17%, will be reduced to 6%. The Japanese industry
feels this shows its willingness to compete. In comparison,
the United States agreed to reduce its import duty on
computers from 5% to 3.7% over the period and lower
those on peripherals, which range between 5% and 6%, to
between 3% and 4%.
An official at the U. S. Trade Representative's Office
said the government felt it was an accomplishment to get
the Japanese even that low.
-A. D.

kernels, network and data-base management, virtualmachine techniques, and very high-level language processors. The ultimate objective is to facilitate Japanese
language processing.
In addition, the government has just started giving tax
breaks to computer makers and software companies to
encourage separate pricing of software and the growth of
an independent software industry that would provide
applications and systems programs—and train more programmers and software engineers.

industries from dominance by U. S. firms—and failed. It
is just this success in competing with the American
makers in Japan that gives the Japanese manufacturers
the confidence to compete with them elsewhere.
"About 47% to 48% of the machines in the Japanese
market are American," notes Hideo Ohta, a Mitsubishi
director and deputy general manager of its electronic
products and systems group. "So even if you're selling in
Japan, you're competing with the U. S. If you can't be
competitive in the U. S. market, you'll also lose the
Japanese market."
Who they are
The American computer industry has mixed feelings
Currently five companies dominate the Japanese com- about the Japanese. Most industry observers agree the
puter industry— Fujitsu Ltd., Hitachi Ltd., Nippon
Japanese are ready to take the plunge, and some even go
Electric Co., Toshiba Corp., and Mitsubishi Electric so far as to voice fears that the American computer
Corp. All are vertically integrated manufacturers of a industry could go by the boards, much as the U. S.
broad range of computers and—with the exception of consumer electronics did, or at least suffer financially as
Fujitsu Ltd.—are divisions of large, well-financed industhe American steel and auto industries have.
trial conglomerates.
"In the last few years they've proven they are up to
Just how competitive the Japanese computer technolopar, if not ahead, in technology," notes Oscar H.
gy is is evidenced by the fact that Japan is the only
Rothenbuecher, a senior staff member of the consulting
country outside the U. S. where the domestic manufacfirm of Arthur D. Little Inc. in Cambridge, Mass. "And
turers have more than half the market. Admittedly, the since the domestic market is approaching saturation,
market is ringed by tariffs, but most other countries have
they arc looking outside to continue expanding sales."
also tried to protect their domestic data-processing
His associate, senior researcher Norman Weizer, says

2. International competitor. Akira Koike, a director of Nippon

3. U. S. is key. Mitsubishi Electric Co. director Hideo Ohta says that

Electric Co. and executive vice president of its Information Process-

since computers made by American manufacturers account for

ing and Industrial Systems group, says NEC is planning "to be an

about 48% of the machines installed in Japan, "if you can't be

international competitive power in computers and communications."

competitive in the U. S., you'll lose the Japanese market."
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the Japanese "will really take hold when the electronic
office takes hold. Isee the convergence of computer and
communications happening by 1985, and by then the
Japanese will have their act together."
Gideon Gartner, a long-time computer industry
watcher and president of his own consulting firm, the
Gartner Group of Greenwich, Conn., says exports of $3
billion by 1985 "would make the Japanese in aggregate
as big as either Honeywell, Univac, NCR, or Burroughs
in the non-Japanese foreign markets." Even though the
projected exports of $1.6 billion to the U. S. would still
give them only a small share of that market, "at that
level people would have to start worrying," he says.
Gordon Bell, engineering vice president of Digital
Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., says their manufacturing capability will "make them more competitive than
we are." The television industry could not compete with
sets manufactured in Japan, he says, and as a result
"was devastated and almost destroyed. And that industry, like a lot of others, will never be rebuilt again,
because the people have left electronics manufacturing
and gone off to cook hamburgers for McDonald's."
Could the same thing happen to the computer industry? "Yes—as we get old, fat, and mature, it's easier to
impact us," he says.
IBM Corp. has also voiced concern about the Japanese
and the lack of free trade there. Howard Figueroa, who
until just recently was Far East vice president for IBM
World Trade Americas/Far East Corp. and is now vice
president for management services with IBM World
Trade, says he believes "the world economy benefits
from fair trade and from minimizing the barriers that
distort trade. We don't want protection, but we do want
the opportunity to compete freely." Although they continue to be lowered, Japan's import duties on dataprocessing gear are higher than those that are charged
by the U. S. (See "Slow but steady movement on
tariffs," p. 115).
DEC's Gordon Bell recites a list of Government agencies that he sees hindering the U. S. computer industry's
competitive efforts: "It's not just American industry
versus Japan Inc., but also versus the Commerce Depart-

4. Negotiating. With Fujitsu America Inc. successfully established in
Santa Clara, Calif., to sell semiconductors, Fujitsu Ltd. is currently
negotiating with TRW Inc. to market its computers in the U. S.,
according to Michio Naruto, manager for international planning.
ment, the National Bureau of Standards, Justice Department, Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
and so on." He points, for example, to the Bureau of
Standards' attempts to standardize computer input/output interfaces over the objections of U. S. manufacturers. "They're not just giving us design requirements,
they're telling us how to design. I'm scared to death that
they'll do something that will make us less competitive."
Others are less fearful, however. They note that
though the Japanese have been talking about entering
the U. S. market for some time and in some cases have
even tried, they have met with little success so far.
"All of the export goals set five years ago have not
been met yet," notes Lou Casanova, vice president for
joint ventures—Japan, at Sperry Corp.'s Sperry Univac
division. "They've been especially hurt by IBM's
announcement of the model 4300 computers," with their
aggressive price-performance ratio.

The wave hits the beach
Three years ago Electronics reported that awave of Japanese semiconductor technology was gathering [Electronics, June 9, 1977, p. 99]. That wave has already hit
American shores. For the first eleven months of 1979
Japanese semiconductor exports increased 82% to
$402.7 million, surpassing imports—just $381.8 million—
for the first time [Electronics, Jan. 17, 1980, p. 63]. Of that
amount, 38%, or $154 million, went to the U. S., more
than double the amount exported there the year before.
Such success in the semiconductor market —especially
in memory chips—has not gone unnoticed by American
vendors. The Semiconductor Industry Association told
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Congress last fall that the Japanese had captured 42% of
the American memory market, agood deal more than the
25% Japanese manufacturers predicted in 1977 that
they'd achieve [Electronics, Oct. 25, 1979, p. 40]. The SIA
also charged the Japanese with dumping the semiconductor memory chips on the U. S. market at prices 25% to
50% below American prices, acharge the Japanese deny.
But even in 1977 the Japanese made clear their intentions to supply more than the semiconductor components.
They want to become major suppliers of complete computer and peripheral systems—intentions that are examined in this special report.
-A. D.
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NEC's pieces are in place
"All the pieces are in place" for three-year-old NEC Information Systems Inc. to start growing very rapidly, says
John C. Cooper, director of marketing. Although the Lexington, Mass.-based subsidiary of Nippon Electric Co.
does not reveal its exact revenues, industry observers say
it is nearing $100 million in sales and could reach $250 to
$300 million in five years, making it one of the bestestablished Japanese computer operations in the U. S.
Already established as a supplier of character printers—it is now shipping 2,500 of its Spinwriters a month—
NEC Information Systems began last year to position itself
in the small-business computer market. Cooper has been
building a dealer network rather than a direct sales force
because he says it is a more expedient way to enter the
U. S. market. And now he hopes to make NEC's Astra
small-business system, unveiled last year [Electronics,
March 29, 1979, p. 38], a larger portion of NEC Information's total business. "We'd like our revenues to be balanced between peripherals and the Astra, with the Astra
contributing 60% of the revenues in two or three years,"
Cooper says.
The fact that the computer is made in Japan does not
pose a marketing problem and in fact may be an asset.
"Now that the Japanese have established a reputation for
superior technical products, we find most of our dealers
and customers look at our product expecting outstanding
quality," he notes.
NEC Information Systems imports all its hardware and
systems software, but about one fifth of its 200 employees
concentrate on fine-tuning the systems software and on
creating applications packages for the American market.
In addition, a staff of 18 people writes the documentation
for the systems—something Cooper says is critical for
success in America. "Clear documentation is our pride
and joy and one of the reasons for our success with the
Spinwriter," he says.

In addition to selling the Astra, Cooper is test-marketing
a 14-inch Winchester disk drive and a high-speed bandline printer, both imported from NEC in Japan.
Overall, however, the 36-year-old Cooper, previously
director of marketing for Nixdorf Computer Corp., does
not see a big difference between working for a Japanese
company or any of the other companies he worked with
previously in the U. S. in his 12 years in the computer
industry. "Our operation would be the same if we bought
our product from southern California. It just happens that
we import it from Japan."
-A. D.

Even after they readjust their product marketing, they
of American Telecom Inc., the Anaheim. Calif., supplier
will have trouble in the U. S., Casanova says. "From a of telecommunications systems. Fujitsu America Inc. in
technology standpoint, they're equal, but they can't give
Santa Clara, Calif., is a wholly owned subsidiary that
the kind of support IBM or the other U. S. manufacturers distributes semiconductors and peripherals.
give, and that's what holds them back. They'll attack
Almost 155 of Fujitsu Ltd.'s V440.9 billion ($1.83
microprocessors because it's like a TV or transistor
billion) in sales were exports last year and of that V64.47
radio—a high-volume item that you sell and walk away
billion ($268.6 million), about 405, went to the U. S.
from. But for computers you have to set up a complete
But of those exports, which include computers, semiorganization. conductors, and communications gear, "the figure for
The pragmatic Japanese executives readily admit the
North America is low and we want to raise it and make
presence of obstacles to their sale of computers in the
it 50% of our exports, - says Michio Naruto, manager for
U. S. And they are overcoming those obstacles in differinternational planning and control.
ent ways. Two are using adealer network; one is looking
The avenue for this increase will presumably be the
for a joint venture for sales, customer support, and
agreement Fujitsu began negotiating with TRW Inc. last
service operations and another is selling through a third
September. Although the agreement is not yet final,
party but hopes to go direct. Only one is undecided.
company sources say it should be completed this spring.
Perhaps the worst stumbling block to overcome,
One advantage of going the joint venture route with
American observers feel, will be the software. But the
TRW, Naruto points out, is that "we will build a marketJapanese executives sound determined to succeed and
ing organization much more quickly than if we had a
are convinced they can overcome the hurdles.
1005-owned subsidiary, both in terms of human
The largest Japanese computer maker, Fujitsu Ltd., a resources and company reputation. - That reputation and
broad electronics manufacturer, already has three venresources will be especially helpful since, as Naruto
tures going in the U. S. It is a285 owner of and supplier
notes, "our company doesn't yet have customers' trust so
to Amdahl Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., and an 80 (7( owner
we have to use some resources to achieve that. - He rules
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out acquisition of a U. S. company for the time being
"because that would compete with TRW," but concedes,
"We're always thinking about it."
Naruto is also taking advantage of the experience
gained by Fujitsu in its abortive attempt to sell in the
U. S. in the early 1970s and in its wholly owned subsidiaries in Australia, Brazil, Korea, and Spain. "We've
learned how local employees will think about Japanese
management and how users will react to Japanese computers." More importantly, the experience persuaded
them to go the joint venture route. "To establish our
subsidiary in Australia took eight years and we can't
wait that long in the U. S. market," Naruto says. In the
European market Fujitsu has a two-year-old agreement
with Siemens AG.
Hitachi goes head on
Japan's No. 2 computer manufacturer, Hitachi Ltd.,
is planning to take the direct approach. "The U. S. is the
largest segment of the computer market — that's why we
want to be in it directly," says Katsushige Mita, senior
executive managing director of Hitachi and head of the
Electron Devices group (that includes semiconductor
and instrument divisions among others) and the Computer Group. Mita says that Hitachi exported only 15%
of its computer production, and a large portion of that
went to the U. S. under the label of Itel Corp., the San
Francisco, Calif., leasing firm that has since left the
computer business. But Mita would like to see sales to
the U. S. alone reach 15% of Hitachi's total computer
sales in two or three years, out of atotal export of 25% to
30% of their production.

Shigeru Takahashi, the former deputy general manager of the computer group, who just recently left to
become a professor at Tsukuba University, said while
still with the company that Hitachi would like to start
direct sales in the U. S. sometime during 1980 —"we will
start small and grow steadily." It does not have to set
up a special subsidiary "because we can do business
through Hitachi America Ltd. [its wholly owned subsidiary], particularly through the San Francisco office,
which is more devoted to computer sales." In the meantime, Hitachi will continue to sell in the U. S. under an
agreement that it has made with National Semiconductor Corp.'s National Advanced Systems, which bought
Itel's business.
Takahashi recognizes that Hitachi "cannot market
computers in the U. S. without American employees. We
have to hire capable persons like salesmen and service
engineers." These hiring requirements are one reason for
starting small. "If we're in a hurry, the quality of the
people we gather will be poor," he notes. Hitachi believes
it would be difficult to acquire another company with its
own way of doing business and integrate it into Hitachi's
way of doing business.
Mita adds that computer exports will also be important to the Japanese economy as a whole, especially as
developing Asian countries begin competing in other
industrial areas. "We've already lost most of our textile
business, and in the future we'll lose some of our market
share in color television sets, steel, and automobiles. So
we have to find new business in the electronics industries." The chorus of the company song of its U. S.
subsidiary probably sums things up best: "Hitachi
America in the U. S. A., Hitachi America is here to
stay."
The third largest Japanese manufacturer, NEC, right
now exports only 5% to 6% of its computers. But director

Mitsubishi's far-sighted approach
"Not flashy, but gradual growth" is the goal for Melcom
Business Systems Inc., the U. S. subsidiary of Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. In practice, that means the Compton, Calif.,
firm formed in December 1978 and one of the first Japanese computer marketing operations in America, has not
rushed to put its small-business computers into user's
hands. Instead, it has concentrated on two basic jobs,
explains Akira Takei, president.
"Building a dealer network is more important," and
Melcom now has eight of them spotted in western U. S.
cities. In the meantime, operating software and applications packages have been translated from Japanese and
revamped for American users.
Takei and dealer marketing manager Dennis A. Dunn
consider Melcom's arrangement with dealers more attractive than most since it offers them generous credit, proven
software, and service backup, in addition to strong national and local promotional campaigns and exclusive territories. Melcom does not mind that any of its dealers may
also represent other computer firms because "some are
the best marketeers of computers, period," says Dunn.
Melcom's computer is the model 18, already proven in
Japan for 21
/ years, where Takei says it has 25% to 30%
2
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of the market for office computers. The basic machine has
dual 8-bit processor and 48 kilobytes of memory, expandable to 96 kilobytes, a keyboard, cathode-ray-tube display, matrix printer, and floppy-disk drives. It sells for
about $18,000, with optional features adding $10,000 to
$15,000 or more.
Takei has much experience in office computers, having
started in them 12 years ago, and for this reason was
chosen by Mitsubishi to shepherd Melcom. He sees the
firm as essentially an American company, headed by a
U. S. national after it is off and winging, probably in about
two years. But Takei thinks the management philosophy
should be a "hybrid combining the best of both the
Japanese and American systems." To that end, he wants
to install the "family feeling" that marks Japanese companies rather than the U. S. "corporate lookdown" point of
view where managers send orders in military fashion to
workers. As an example, Takei points to the way he
operates: "I'm a very fast decision maker, but I use
everybody's opinions."
With only 35 employees of its own, seven of them
Japanese, Melcom still imports its computers, but plans to
assemble in California as sales grow.
-Larry Waller
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5. Direct approach. Hitachi Ltd. already exports to America through

6. No push. Although Norihiko Maeda, director of the Electronics

National Advanced Systems (formerly Itel). But Katsushige Mita,

Policy division at the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

senior executive managing director, would like to see Hitachi export

admits that the Japanese government likes the computer industry, he

30% of its production—and to do it by selling directly.

claims that "we're not trying to artificially promote exports."

Koike says that four years from now it would like
computer exports to the U. S., Europe, and Southeast
Asia to represent 20% of their sales. To that end the
company has established wholly owned subsidiaries in
Australia, Brazil, Europe, and four in the U. S. NEC
Information Systems and the NEC Systems Laboratories
are located in Lexington, Mass., and NEC Microcomputers is in Wellesley, Mass., with NEC Telephones Inc. in
Melville, N. Y. NEC Information Systems started marketing its Astra series of small-business computers ayear
ago [Electronics, March 29, 1979, p. 36] as well as
peripherals, primarily ateleprinter terminal (see "NEc's
pieces are in place," p. 117).
Koike says that "software for the U. S. is being developed in the U. S. by Americans." In fact, he notes, only
two executives of NEC Information Systems are Japanese. Currently most of the Americans are in sales, but
Koike says the number of both service and software
people will increase. Besides its headquarters operation,
NEC is represented in the U. S. by 12 dealers who handle
maintenance: "We sell systems only where they can
supply maintenance." An acquisition is a possibility,
Koike says.
There are no plans right now to sell medium-scale or
large mainframes in the U. S., but "the current combination of communications and computers is increasing
around the world— we won't sell a discrete mainframe,
but when necessary as part of acommunication system,
we'll sell it," says Koike.

to "marshal' its strength in the U. S. and make that
operation asuccess."
Ohta admits software has been an obstacle. "Although
we sold over 10,000 computers in Japan and developed
many application software packages, those were of no
help in the U. S. We needed new applications software."
As a result the company purchased the Business Basic
software and has hired mainly American employees to
continue the software development effort. Melcom also
has dealers, who provide service and sales assistance.
The last of Japan's big five computer makers, Toshiba,
has not yet reached adecision on how to market in the
U. S. But according to Masayuki Sakurai, senior manager of the planning department at the computer division, it wants to reach adecision by the second quarter of
this year. It recognizes, however, "that we can't do
business independently in the U. S."
The Japanese government recognizes that all this
determination should not go unencouraged —although it
will not say it is encouraging it either.
"The computer industry is the least resource-consuming industry and is therefore very fit for Japan," explains
Norihiko Maeda, director of the Electronics Policy division of the government's Ministry of International Trade
and Industry. "At the same time the industry is very
promising since the market is experiencing ahigh rate of
growth and demand elasticity."
Americans should not fear some concerted Japanese
export effort, he says. "We're not at all trying to artificially promote exports," Maeda maintains. In fact,
Japan's other export successess may put a temporary
damper on computer exports. "One restraint on our
economic growth was our poor balance of payments,"
Maeda says, remembering atime when the trade deficit
concerned the country. "But now we're more worried
about a surplus than a deficit, so we have no plans for
heroic efforts to export."

Mitsubishi's approach.
Also already in the U. S. market is Mitsubishi. Its
Melcom Business Systems, established in December
1977, began sales of its small-business system this past
summer (see "Mitsubishi's far-sighted approach,"
p. 118). Mitsubishi director Ohta says the company will
avoid other world markets for the time being, preferring
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COMPETING AT HOME PREPARES
JAPANESE VENDORS FOR EXPORT
0 Although many foreigners view them as a single
conglomerate, Japanese computer manufacturers are a
fiercely competitive group. And their resulting success
within their home market will also help launch them
abroad.
Electronics' annual market report estimated the computer market last year in Japan at 1,435.7 billion yen (or
$5.982 billion), making it second only to the U. S. computer market [Electronics, Jan. 3, 1980, p. 148].
Moreover, the Japanese computer industry is the only
one outside the U. S. to have more than 50% of its home
market. As of September 1977, the latest year for which
official figures are available from the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, over 43,900 computer systems valued at ¥2,664.1 billion ($11.1 billion) were
installed in Japan. Of that amount, 57% were also made

in Japan, according to areport released last summer by
the Japan Information Processing Development Center.
As may be seen in Fig. 7, the Japanese have
installed an even greater proportion of the small and
medium-scale systems, a fast-growing market segment.
Since the chief foreign rival, IBM, emphasizes large-scale
mainframes, their outlook for the future could be even
better. Office computers, the most active area, are
almost totally domestic, so that the growth in numbers of
these entry-level and smaller-mainframe customers
should guarantee expansion for the future.
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7. Leading at home. The Japanese computer makers have installed
57% of the computers in use in their country—the only industry
outside the U. S. to secure most of its own domestic market. This is
especially evident in the fast-growing small-machine segments.
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From its infancy in the late 1950s. the Japanese
computer industry was a favorite child of the Japanese
government, which nourished it with subsidies while
protecting it with restrictions against imports and local
manufacture by foreign firms. Japan's six mainframe
manufacturers— Fujitsu, Hitachi, Nippon Electric, Mitsubishi, Toshiba. and Oki Electric—developed through
the 1960s largely by manufacturing Japanese versions of
American machine designs obtained under license. In
1972. in preparation for opening the market to foreign
competitors. the government grouped the companies into
three teams to develop domestic computers competitive
with IBM's System/370 mainframes. Fujitsu worked
with Hitachi, Nippon Electric and Toshiba joined forces,
and Mitsubishi and Oki teamed up.
The government continues to support this domestic
industry with the Law of Extraordinary Measures for
the Promotion of Specified Data Processing and
Machinery Industries—commonly called Kijoho in Japanese—that went into effect in July 1978 and will continue for eight years. Besides moral support, the law
provides for low-interest loans through the Japan Development Bank to aid capital investment and for rapid
depreciation of some types of capital equipment.
Five mainframe manufacturers
As Japan enters the 1980s, it has five mainframe
manufacturers, of whom three are large, as well as
several U. S. suppliers established in Japan and some 50
or 60 makers of small-business computers. Only in minicomputers is Japan lacking alarge industry.
Fujitsu Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd., never close partners,
have now split. Fujitsu, with about 22% of the market,
Hitachi. with about 15%, and Nippon Electric Co., with
some 13%, dominate the Japanese market, according to
Ichizo Yamauchi. a computer industry analyst with
Nomura Research division of the investment house of
Nomura Securities Co. in Tokyo. Meanwhile, Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. plans to increase its 4% market share by
breaking into the IBM-compatible computer business.
Toshiba is in the process of dropping out of the
mainframe business. It recently merged its sales force in
ajoint venture with NEC called NEC-Toshiba Information Systems, which sells the computers the two companies developed, and is instead turning its attention to
small-business systems and minicomputers. Oki Electric
Industry Co. now concentrates on manufacturing peripherals, although it makes and markets computers through
ajoint venture with Sperry Univac in the U. S.
On the foreign side, IBM Corp., with a wholly owned
subsidiary that makes many of its products in Japan, has
about 28% of the market. Univac, which makes computers in ajoint venture with Oki, has another 12%, and
NCR's 70%-owned subsidiary, which primarily imports,
has 2%, rounding out the list. Honeywell and Control
Data Corp. have just recently established subsidiaries.
Producing some $6,965 billion ($29 billion) worth of
products last calendar year, electronics is very important
to the overall Japanese economy and represents 5.88% of
the gross national product. By fiscal 1978 the electronics
industry was second only to the automobile industry in
production. The computer industry represents some 15%
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8. Static. Although all the vendors make minicomputers, most are
used internally, resulting in a rather static market. The only independent minicomputer maker is Panafacom, a joint venture of several
companies, that makes the 16-bit model 1300 shown here.

of all the electronic goods produced, according to the
Japan Electronic Industry Development Association.
Especially to the conglomerates that manufacture them,
computers represent an increasing source of revenue.
Fujitsu, an established telecommunications and electronics supplier, is closest to being solely a computer
manufacturer. Computers accounted for $303,030 million ($1,262 million) or 68% of its $440,921 million
($1,837 million) in revenue for the 1978 fiscal year that
ended March 31, 1979, the last full year for which data
is available. (In Japan, fiscal years are named for the
year in which they begin, not the one in which they end,
as in the U. S. All the computer companies fiscal years
end on March 31.)
Hitachi, agiant industrial conglomerate that produces
avariety of products from wire and cable and batteries
to nuclear-powered electricity-generating stations, had
revenues of $2,574 billion ($10.72 billion) for fiscal year
1978. Of that amount, the communications and electronics equipment group, which includes computers and
semiconductors, accounted for $478,829 million or 19%.
Yamauchi estimates $190,000 million ($791.6 million)
is from computers.
Originally acommunications equipment supplier, NEC
has since diversified into several areas and had 1978
revenues of $809,890 million ($3,374 million). Of this,
data-processing gear was $175,670 million ($731.0 million) or 22%.
Toshiba, also a diversified industrial firm, had revenues of 41,770 billion ($7.375 billion) of which its
industrial electronics group, which includes computers
and semiconductors, earned 22%.
Mitsubishi, another industrial giant, had revenues of
$1,018 billion ($4.24 billion), of which its electronics
and industrial group, which sells computers, electronic
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nies that compete in the small-business market also build
their hardware from scratch, rather than just purchasing
computers and peripherals and integrating the system —
atechnique popular in the U. S.
devices, elevators, and other industrial equipment,
For the major Japanese computer manufacturers to
accounted for 31%.
talk about their minicomputer market shares is "like
Profits, however, may be more elusive for the comput- acorns comparing their height," says Mitsubishi's Hideo
er makers. Yamauchi estimates that only Fujitsu and Ohta. Nevertheless, minicomputers are being developed
Hitachi have computer operations that are profitable by Japanese manufacturers and have benefited from the
today, although he thinks NEC and Mitsubishi are break- technological fallout from the more dramatic mainframe
ing even. Mitsubishi director Hideo Ohta, deputy gener- and small-business computer developments.
al manager of its electronic products and systems group,
Panafacom Ltd.'s line consists of the model U-1100
sums up the attitude of many of the manufacturers. that fits between Digital Equipment Corp.'s PDP-11/03
"We're not thinking of loss or profit just for computers, and 11/05, the U-I300 that competes with the midbut for the whole company. And we use computers in all range PDP-I 1/34 (Fig. 8), and the U-1500 that has the
our businesses. When we can't follow computer technol- price of DEc's PDP-I 1/60 but the performance of the
ogy. we'll be in trouble all over."
high-end 11/70. The units are based on bit-slice processors (like the 2900) and custom Schottky TTL chips, all
Mini market for minicomputers
obtained from Fujitsu. The 16-bit n-channel mos microAlthough there are live Japanese mainframe makers, computer L-I 6A is based on achip from Matsushita and
three of which compete head on with IBM, there is a is available from Panafacom in arange of products from
dearth of specifically minicomputer companies. In fact, the chip level to board packages. With this product,
the only large native company is Panafacom Ltd., ajoint Panafacom claims to have captured three fifths of the
venture of Fujitsu Ltd., Fuji Electric Works Ltd., and domestic market.
Matsushita Communication Industrial Co. Panafacom,
Similarly Toshiba's Tosbac and Mitsubishi's Melcom
with VIO billion ($41.6 million) revenues for fiscal 1978, 70 minicomputer lines range from single-board microclaims 25% to 30% of a market estimated by the U. S. computers to high-end 32-bit minicomputers (see "The
Department of Commerce at only ¥45,799 million ($191
32-bit question," below).
million) last calendar year. Perhaps another 10% each
NEC two years ago introduced its System 50 and 70
goes to Digital Equipment Corp., Yokogawa-Hewlett- minicomputers, which the company primarily uses interPackard, and Nippon Mini Computer Corp., a subsid- nally for its communication equipment. Hitachi also uses
iary of Data General Corp.
most of its Hitac 20 and Hitac 1011 minicomputers
The mainframe manufacturers all make minicomput- internally and keeps its operation relatively low-key.
ers, but they do not market them as aggressively as
The role of NTT
might be expected. A major reason is Japan's lack of
independent original-equipment manufacturers. Most
Another unique feature of the Japanese home market
industrial companies make minicomputers for use in is the role of Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public
their own industrial-control, process-control, and other Corp., the country's telecommunications supplier.
systems. Panafacom, for instance, was set up specifically
Unlike American Telephone and Telegraph in the U.S.,
to provide its parents with minis. And instead of adapt- NTT has no captive manufacturing capability. It works
ing minicomputers to business applications, the Japanese with private industry, arelationship that provides across
mainframe makers design special central processors and
fertilization of reseafch and development.
other hardware. Indeed, most of the independent compaWhile it is not a commercial hardware supplier,

The 32-bit question
Although most of the major computer vendors have competitive 16-bit minicomputers, the only Japanese companies with the more powerful 32-bit machines are Toshiba
and Mitsubishi.
Toshiba's Tosbac Series/70 was the first of the Japanese 32-bit machines, introduced in January 1979, just
after Digital Equipment Corp. announced its 32-bit VAX
11/780 in the U. S. Masayuki Sakurai, senior manager of
the computer division's planning department, says the
machine is comparable in performance to the VAX line
and can handle up to 2 megabytes of main memory. Last
year Mitsubishi introduced its 32-bit Melcom M70/150
with a2-megabyte memory, also to compete with VAX.
Although Panafacom does not currently make a 32-bit
machine, Masahiro Yamashita, director of market plan-
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ning, says it has "plans because it will be necessary in the
1980s. But we'll have to change our style of business
because more software support will be needed."
The other manufacturers are not sure if 32-bit minicomputers are needed. NEC's executive vice president Akira
Koike says the company "is developing the next stage for
minicomputers for the future," but will not specify whether
those are 32-bit machines.
And Shigeru Takahashi, former deputy general manager
of Hitachi's computer group, said, while still with the
company, that he sees no great need for large minicomputers because they are comparable in performance with
small mainframes. "If software is completely unbundled, it
should be possible to sell mainframes at comparable
prices," he says.
A. D.
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Watanabe's noren wake
Of all the people and companies creating the current
surge in the popularity of small computers in Japan, probably none has been involved longer than Akio Watanabe.
His goal is acomputer very simple to program.
"But there is no possible way that a child (or a
businessman) could learn to program a computer whose
software is designed around an operating system," he
observed. Instead, Watanabe wants his machines to be
programmable directly on the computer in a simple, easyto-learn version of the Basic language. The programmer's
usual pad and pencil will be out.
His emphasis on simplicity and easy learning is clear at
Systems Formulate Corp., a small-computer retailer of
which the 46-year-old Watanabe is president. Unlike most
of the electronic equipment shops that abound in the
Akihabara section of Tokyo and sell the same hardware as
Watanabe, his four facilities provide technical support and
software training. Watanabe's staff also modifies hardware and writes software. But so clear is the emphasis on
training that Watanabe calls his sites "campuses." He
opened the first in Tokyo in 1978, added a second and
third in Osaka and Niigata last year, and recently opened
another in the U. S., in Palo Alto, Calif. He markets standard hardware—the Commodore Pet, the Apple, and
Nippon Electric's PC-8001 are his best sellers.
Watanabe has been on the forefront of the smallcomputer movement since he left the computer department of an automaker in 1964 to join Fujitsu as a
hardware designer and worked with the late computer
pioneer Toshio Ikeda, then head of computer engineering,
to set the course for Fujitsu's small computers. This led to
his designing the widely used Facom 230 series that
preceded today's Facom V-series of small-business systems. His design work on the series won him four compa•
ny awards before he decided to leave in 1978.
Watanabe did not leave Fujitsu on unfriendly terms,
though. Instead, company president Taiyu Kobayashi
encouraged his intention to get into the small-computer
business on his own, by offering technology, personnel
and financing. Watanabe says he took no money, so as to
retain his independence, but —a surprise to those unfamil-

NTT—or Dendenkosha for short in Japanese -is the only
organization allowed by Japanese law to function as a
data utility, providing computer power to many customers. Computers used for these services are invariably
purchased from domestic manufacturers, making NTT a
major stimulus to the domestic industry.
The first service of this type was a nationwide funds
transfer system provided for the local banks' association
in 1968. This service, coupled with the cash orientation
of Japanese society, stimulated the early development of
electronic funds transfer networks, which are now among
the most sophisticated in the world. In 1973 NTT started
its Demos-E timesharing service, which is available to
any subscriber for fees covering installation and rental of
terminals, the time the service is used, and memory.
Although all of the early installations for Demos-E
used commercial computers, NTT also developed its own
computers, cooperatively with leading manufacturers
Hitachi, NEC, and Fujitsu for this and newer services on
a large scale. The three companies supply different sizes
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iar with Japanese ways—he did take the 230-series development group.
Watanabe likens Fujitsu's actions to floren wake, the
traditional Japanese name for setting up an employee in
the same business. As experts on Japanese culture note,
this is only done when the parent company is convinced
the newly independent branch will increase the market
and thus indirectly increase the earnings of the parent—
something Watanabe is sure he can do by popularizing
small computers.
-C. C.

of computer, the DIPS-11 Series, but all are large
systems and share a common architecture and instruction set. They feature multimegabyte main memories,
virtual memory, large disks, cache memories l'or high
speed, and a large number of input/output channels for
high throughput in on-line applications.
The original Dendenkosha Information Processing
System came in three models: one each manufactured by
Hitachi. NEC, and Fujitsu. The line is currently being
upgraded by the three companies.
All three will also supply communications control
processors with 64-K dynamic random-access memory
chips developed as ajoint project by the companies and
NTT. Fujitsu delivered the system last year, and the
other companies are scheduled to deliver this year. In
addition, Hitachi will supply a file-control processor, a
modification of one of the upgraded models to provide
management of a large data base without procc
Among the technological benefits to come out of the
work with NTT are high-capacity memory chips, emitter-
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coupled-logic i.si, and high-capacity disk drives.
Japan's burgeoning office computer market is divided
among 50 to 60 companies. The top three companies—
Nippon Electric, Toshiba, and Mitsubishi Electric—
have about 40% of a market estimated by the Japan
Electronic Industry Development Association to be
growing at 28% annually. On the basis of Jcida's estimates, the market is projected to reach VI68.59 billion
($702 million) for fiscal 1979, which ends this month.
The top 10—including the five mainframe computer
manufacturers plus Oki, Casio, Canon, and Sharp—
have about 90%. IBM has perhaps another 2% or 3% (see
"Watanabe's noren wake," p. 123).
Prices forlow-end systems run from about V2 million
($8,333) and up, about half of which is for software.
Software rather than hardware appears to be where the
interesting features lie. The strongest market segment
appears to be in the area of about V5 million ($20,000),
with prices gradually inching up.
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., perhaps best
known in the U. S. for its Panasonic consumer products,
jumped into the fray late last year with an 8085 microprocessor-based system. It confidently expects to grab
5% or 6% of the market on the strength of its complete
software packages. The company has also started selling
it in the U. S. through its Panasonic subsidiary this
month.
Atsu Kimura, marketing manager for Hitachi's computer group, says that sales of office computers in the
V2-million-to-V5-million (about $8,000-to-$21,000)
9. Evolving. Typewriters are practically unknown in Japan. But
computer-based word-processing systems are gaining popularity.
One of the first was Toshiba's JW-10. shown here, that converts
Japanese syllabic katakana characters into kanji ideograms.

price range are booming because the rental is less than
the salary of aclerical worker.
Most small-business computers available in Japan can
display at least the katakana Japanese phonetic syllabary and some Chinese kanji characters—ranging from
perhaps a dozen Chinese characters for a desktop personal computer to several hundred for the typical office
computer. In February 1979, when Nippon Electric
modified the hardware of its year-old office computer
line, it also added an optional package of displays, line
printers, and software capable of handling almost 4,000
Chinese characters, taking the lead in this area.
Entry of text containing Chinese characters is not
particularly convenient, and users generally have dealers
enter lists of customers, products, and so on, before
accepting delivery. Many custom business programs are
also entered by dealers using Cobol. Although demand
for word processors for the Japanese language is also
increasing, at present they are separate product lines for
most companies (Fig. 9).
A unique feature of the Japanese market is the Japan
Electronic Computer Co. (iEcc), which was established
in 1961 to finance leasing for the computer industry. The
six major manufacturers supplied initial capital to form
JECC, along with government-backed loans through the
Japan Development Bank at favorable interest rates.
JECC purchases the computer leases from the manufacturers, allowing them to record it as asale, and finances
the lease for the customer.
The presence of JECC has encouraged leasing in general in Japan, and an e4timated 65% of the systems now
installed arc leased.
According to the U. S. Department of Commerce
study, Fujitsu's equipment as of 1978 accounts for 42.7%
of the JECC leases, NEC for 30.1%. Toshiba for 12.6%,
Oki for 6.3'4. Hitachi for 5.8%, and Mitsubishi for 2.5%.
Hitachi is withdrawing from the JECC system, however,
and is now financing its own leases.
Single sources
Another outstanding feature of the Japanese market is
that users want to buy their entire system—mainframe,
peripherals, and application software—from one vendor,
says Yoshiteru Ishii, adirector of NEC, associate senior
vice president and general manager of its EDP planning
office. Japanese users, unlike Americans, do not buy
their peripherals from the cheapest supplier and then
pick up their software from asoftware house. The only
exception they make is for data-communications terminals, which have clearcut interfaces.
This attitude keeps software houses from functioning
independently, and since most manufacturers cannot
turn out all the software required, there are very close
ties between manufacturers and software houses.
Nippon Hectric, for example, works with about 1.40
software vendors, ranging from very large to small. Two
wholly owned subsidiaries do most of this work, but true
outside orders still equal 40% to .5e of the total.
Although the subsidiaries are being enlarged, outside
vendors are desirable because they increase efficiency
and pin down responsibility, NEC's Koike says.
A Nippon Electric executive says that the Japanese
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Hitachi's guiding light
"It is not a healthy approach to develop various computer
architectures without taking into account the burden of
developing software," Shigeru Takahashi believes. And
this belief has helped the Japanese computer pioneer
shape the IBM-compatible approach being taken by Hitachi Ltd.
The designer of Japan's first two transistorized digital
computers built by the government's Electrotechnical
Laboratory between 1955 and 1959, Takahashi joined
Hitachi in April 1962. At the time, Hitachi was working with
the then Radio Corp. of America on the design of the
Spectra 70 line of computers that was intended to be
similar to IBM's. Takahashi realized it was not enough to
be similar to IBM—it was necessary to be the same.
And for his 18 years with the company, he has been
promoting improved compatibility, both within Hitachi's
product line and with IBM.
After RCA left the computer business, Hitachi decided
to continue the development of IBM-compatible computers, and Takahashi supervised the design of the M-Series,
starting in 1971. "Design of an IBM-compatible computer
is difficult because engineers tend to invent," he says. "It
is sometimes easier to make your own design than a
compatible one. Compatibility is a constraint, and engineers like to escape from constraints."

companies are at an advantage in that they can introduce their users to a software house. IBM salesmen
cannot because such introductions are prohibited by the
company's business conduct guidelines, which tell the
customer to find asoftware house itself.
But according to Sakurai of Toshiba, Japanese users
dislike the smallness of systems houses. At present, he
says, application software is a big problem because each
user tends to think that his problems are unique and
wants his own software to match his own way of doing
business and accounting.
To encourage this software industry and promote the
separate pricing of software by manufacturers—socalled unbundling—the Japanese government last April
began giving the industry tax breaks. Under the program, any company in Japan writing and selling generalpurpose software can register that program with the the
semi-governmental Information-Technology Promotion
Agency. Fifty per cent of the revenues from those packages, once accepted for registration, is exempt from
taxes and can be placed in areserve fund for five years to
finance the development of more software. After five
years the company must pay tax on only 25% of the
amount held in reserve. The law runs until March 1981,
but industry observers expect it to be extended.
Perhaps more important than the financial aid this
program gives the industry is the support for the unbundling concept it implies. In addition, the JECC maintains
aregistry of software packages to help vendors sell their
software separately. Such unbundling is slowly gaining
headway, Ishii says, adding that the trend is more
advanced for office computers than for mainframes.
Takahashi said, while still with Hitachi, that the firm
had increased the degree of unbundling on its latest
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Although many in the industry both in Japan and America say it is increasingly difficult to stay compatible with
IBM, Takahashi disagrees. "An examination of the IBM
documents shows that the architecture is getting cleaner.
The model 4300 has only one kind of memory—virtual —
and is thus simpler than the System/370, which has two
kinds—real and virtual."
The deputy general manager of Hitachi's computer
group and its spokesman when he was interviewed for this
report, Takahashi left the company in mid-January to
become a professor at Tsukuba University, a little more
than a year before he would have reached Hitachi's mandatory retirement age of 60.
In his new role he will have the opportunity to practice
his theory of engineering education. "Young engineers
should get their work-related training in on-the-job training
at individual companies," he says. A basic theoretical
grounding is what the university should provide, "with just
the flavor of computers thrown in."
Logical thinking is also important, and programming is
good training for that. But Takahashi feels students should
not start with high-level languages. "Although machinelanguage-programming is no longer practical [commercially], it is not possible to understand computers without
passing through that stage."
-C. C.

M-series H-suffix computers in order to remain competitive with IBM, which has further unbundled its 4300
computers. The unfamiliar arrangement will be hard to
sell to Japanese customers, he says, and "normally we
must do things the Japanese way, but if IBM takes the
lead the change is accepted."
NEC'S experience illustrates the need for a phasing-in
period. Koike says that the company is receiving extra
payments for software for about 70% of its new Acos 250
installations. But rather than receiving a fixed price for
software as IBM does in Japan, the company negotiates
with each customer. Thus at the moment much of the
cost of software must still be absorbed by NEC.
Yukio Mizuno, senior vice president of NEC-Toshiba
Information Systems Inc., says that it is even more
important for a systems house like NTIS to unbundle
software because it does not make its own hardware.
Instead it stresses system creation.
Unfamiliarity with unbundling is not the only obstacle
to it in Japan. As Yuji Ogino, a market analyst with
International Data Corp.'s Tokyo office, notes, "Japanese people in general feel intangible assets should be
made available free of charge."
Japan for the foreseeable future will have more trouble with software than the U. S., because of the obvious
language barrier—Cobol, Basic, and most other highlevel programming languages are based on English. This
tends to restrict the programming field to college graduates, keeping the price of programmers high.
But the Japanese realize that the price of not developing competitive software will be even higher. And Norihiko Maeda of Miti confidently predicts that the Japanese will solve the software problem, "as they have
solved the problem of hardware."
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MADE-IN-JAPAN HARDWARE
MATCHES BEST FROM U.S.
0 Just as the Japanese learned to culture pearls, so have
they learned to nurture computer technology.
Their first efforts were in developing state-of-the-art
semiconductors. These efforts have met with such success and the Japanese are producing so many exports
that they have now come under attack from American
firms. But it is not the Japanese intent to merely be a
supplier of semiconductor components—they want to
supply complete computer systems.
Just as apiece of sand placed in an oyster becomes the
seed around which the pearl is formed, this semiconductor progress is the seed around which they are building
their computer technology—which to Japanese industry
has aprice above pearls.
"The Japanese feel computers not only are important
as an industry but also lead the technical growth of all
other industries," says Ichizo Yamauchi, asecurity analyst with Nomura Research. "They won't drop out of the
computer business, even if they're losing money."
Mitsubishi's Electric Corp.'s Hideo Ohta, deputy general manager of the electronic products and systems

300

500

group, agrees that "computers and integrated circuits
are leading-edge technologies. And as you pull up the
leading edge, its skirts broaden and impact all Mitsubishi products and improve them."
Because of this recognition of the pervasiveness of
computer technology, all the Japanese computer makers—themselves divisions of larger electronics and electrical machinery makers—are vertically integrated. And
where the vertically integrated electrical machinery
makers in the U. S., such as General Electric and RCA,
got out of the computer business, their Japanese counterparts are determined to stay in.
The Japanese are not shy about their increased technical maturity, originality, and independence of U. S. technology. Kimio lbuki, director of data processing development at the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public
Corp.'s Yokosuka Electrical Communications Laboratory, Yokosuka, Japan, is one that sees the Japanese
industry as more independent. "We were taught alot 10
years ago, but the amount coming in today is smaller,
and is starting to flow out." Perhaps the best evidence of
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10. Competitive. The four major Japanese mainframe computer lines illustrate how competitive the country's technology has become. The
manufacturers, now independent of imported technology, compete head to head with IBM, which sets the de facto industry standard.
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this increasing independence is Nippon Electric Co.'s
decision not to renew its I
8-year-old technology
exchange agreement with Honeywell last December
[Electronics, Jan. 3, p. 34].
George Champine, former director of research and
development for Sperry Univac and now vice president
of research and product development for word processor
maker Vydec Inc., the Exxon affiliate located in Florham Park, N. J., perhaps sums up the state of Japanese
technology best. "Their strength is in semiconductors,
and semiconductors are the basis of almost everything
we do in computers." Although he considers their computer architecture rather conventional, Champine says
what sets it apart is the fact that they have "so many
different techniques all together in one place." And the
Japanese will continue their technical advancement
because "they have a good aptitude to take the next
logical step." And just like their semiconductors, the
Japanese computers are very competitive.
Competitive product lines
This is most evident in the current product lines of the
five leading manufacturers. The results of an eight-year
development effort, these machines embody the state of
the art in numerous ways, from their components and
packaging to their hardware architecture and input/output peripherals. Although they may reflect American
design influence of an earlier period, the new machines
are truly made in Japan.
Intended to match the System/370 line of mainframes
that International Business Machines Corp. introduced
in 1970—the de facto industry standard—these products
did just that by the time introductions started in 1974.
Since then, as the chart shows (Fig. 10), the Japanese
manufacturers have expanded their lines. The M-Series
from Fujitsu Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd. are perhaps the
broadest lines, spanning from IBM's new low-end 4331 to
past IBM's biggest model, the 3033. (Although the companies originally worked together on the M-series, they
have since started manufacturing independently, so that
the performance differences show up in similarly numbered models.) NEC'S and Toshiba Corp.'s Acos family
similarly starts with a unit comparable to the 4331 and
ends with the 900-2 that surpasses the 3033. Mitsubishi's
Melcom-Cosmo line starts at the same place and its
newest model, the 900 II, extends its reach to the 3032.
The sophistication of the Japanese industry is especially evident in its response to IBM's model 4300, unveiled
last January. Although it took them almost four years to
respond to the System/370, the Japanese responded to
the 4300 almost immediately. NEC and Mitsubishi
announced competing products the following month,
with Fujitsu following in April and Hitachi in June.
Although the companies teamed up in 1972 to cooperate with the government in the development of three
basic machine designs, each is now becoming more independent. The joint efforts are becoming fewer and less
important as the companies' own spending overshadows
the government subsidies.
Traditionally considered the most independent of the
Japanese manufacturers, Fujitsu had no ties with American companies until it invested in Gene Amdahl's fledg-
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11. Pagoda. This emitter-coupled-logic gate array made by Fujitsu
for Amdahl and its own high-end machines is typical of the company's advanced hardware. It contains

100 ECL gates with 700-

picosecond delay times. The pagoda-like fins dissipate 3watts.

ling computer company, Amdahl Corp. of Sunnyvale,
Calif., almost 10 years ago. Although Fujitsu executives
maintain they learned more about American management than technology from Amdahl, the emittercoupled-logic gate arrays that are the basis of its largescale computers were developed by Amdahl and are
manufactured under a license of the Amdahl patent.
(Amdahl also buys the same chips from Motorola.)
Still, Michio Naruto, deputy manager of international
operations planning and control says, "Fujitsu's technical know-how is better than that of U. S. companies in
many areas." Fujitsu feels its IBM-compatible M-series
of computers are the best examples of its technical
competence, especially in their pioneering use of emitter12. The quality goes in. Japanese computer makers are noted for
their meticulous manufacturing and highly reliable products. Technicians at Fujitsu's Numazu complex complete final systems testing on
amodel M-190, the firm's second-biggest machine.
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coupled-logic gate arrays (see "Matching the ratio,"
p. 134). The company began using gate arrays in 1974,
almost five years before IBM.
The 157-mil-square chips contain 100 ECL gates
arranged in an array of five by five functional blocks, or
macro cells, with gate-propagation delays of 700 picoseconds. By customizing the final two layers of metalization
with a computer-aided design system, Fujitsu can produce avariety of parts. The most memorable feature of
the chips, however, is the unique finned heat sink that
resembles atop hat (or asmall pagoda to the Japanese)
and is mounted atop the chip to dissipate the approximately 3W the chip produces (Fig. 11).
Each ECL chip is mounted on a1
/-inch-square ceramic
2
carrier with 84 input/output connections. These in turn
are mounted on a multichip carrier—a 10-layer 7.5inch-square printed-circuit card that can hold 42 chips.
In addition to being employed in Amdahl's 470Vseries machine in America, these chips form the heart of
machines at the top of Fujitsu's line: models M160,
M180 II, M190, and M-200 computers (Fig. 12).
Its newest additions to the M-series, the M-160F,
M-150F, M-140F, and M-130F, introduced to compete
with IBM's 4300 units [Electronics, April 26, 1979, p. 64],
use amacro-cell approach with Schottky TTL arrays that
contain some 600 gates. Each cell is a quad two-input
NAND gate and there are between 10 and 20 cells in a
row, with 10 to 20 rows in the array. Each chip is
packaged on a 1-inch-square ceramic carrier containing
60 pins arranged in two rows around its perimeter.
This use of unique semiconductors continues in the
Facom V-830 line of small-business computers unveiled
this past fall. In addition to the bipolar macro-cell array
used in the M-130F through M-160F, acomplementaryMOs microcomputer chip is used to control the channels
and system console. Although basically a I
6-bit

13. Multiple memories. Hitachi packages static random-access
memories on a six-layer ceramic substrate 23.4 mm (0.92 inches)
square for its writable control store. Collapsed-solder-dot bonding
techniques similar to those employed by IBM are used.
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machine, the use of a24-bit address, which is transmitted through the bus in two cycles as acombination of 16
and 8 bits, allows the V-830 to address as much as 16
megabytes of main memory—a staggering amount for a
small-business machine.
But Fujitsu's technical achievements are not limited to
semiconductors. Among the more obvious features of its
M-series machines are the optional color monitors on the
system's console, afeature not available from IBM.
More subtle is the use of dynamic address translation
in the input/output channels on the biggest models,
M-190 and M-200. This design—not found in Amdahl
or Hitachi machines and only last year added to IBM's
4300—lets the channel use the same virtual memory
addresses as the central processing unit does. This saves
address translation time, speeding vo operations.
Fujitsu also points out that it offered multiprocessor
configurations of its M-180 and M-190 practically a
year before IBM made a similar capability available on
its top-of-the-line model 3033 computers in April 1978.
Partners against IBM
A licensee of RCA Corp. since 1961, Hitachi became
familiar with the concept of IBM compatibility through
the RCA Sigma series computers. When RCA left the
business in 1970, Hitachi decided to continue to pursue
IBM compatibility. It seemed only natural, therefore,
that it team up with Fujitsu in the government-coordinated development effort starting in 1972.
Although both companies worked together on the
basic design of the M-series computers, Shigeru Takahashi, former deputy general manager of the computer
group, is quick to point out that "the logic and machine
organization is completely different from Fujitsu's" [see
"Hitachi's guiding light," p. 125]. The most obvious
difference, he notes, is that the Hitachi machine is a
microprogrammed design, whereas Fujitsu's is hardwired, much the way Amdahl's machine is.
Another innovation is in the latest M-series models.
The M-140H, M-150H, M-160H, which compete with
the IBM 4300, use Hitachi's version of an ECL gate
array that holds up to 124 gates per chip with 1.1nanosecond propagation delay per chip [Electronics, June
21, 1979, p. 65]. A standard Hitachi chip, the same
master slice is also used in the older M-1601I, M-150,
M-170, and M-180 machines, as well as the Advanced
System-6 model it sells in the U. S. through National
Advanced Systems. But the new machines being shipped
for the first time this month are designed to use stateof-the-art 64-K random-access memory chips.
The memory for their writable control store is a 4-K
static random-access memory that uses amemory array
of n-channel mos but has complementary-mos outputs
and operates with an access time of 55 nanoseconds. A
novel packaging scheme puts nine of these chips onto a
ceramic substrate 23.4 millimeter (0.92 inch) square
that has six levels of metalization for interconnection
(Fig. 13).
The package is arranged so that it appears to the
computer system as a single 4-K-by-9-bit device. Hitachi, one of the few to do so, uses acollapsed solder-dot
bonding technique similar to IBM's.
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Combining technologies
Yoshiteru Ishii finds his combination of backgrounds very
useful in a world in which communications and computers
are merging. Now a director and associate senior vice
president of Nippon Electric Co. and general manager of
its electronic data-processing planning office, the 62-yearold engineer has had a leading role in NEC's computer
planning and engineering since 1963.
Ishii's first job was developing analog transmission
equipment for sale to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Corp. His exposure to digital electronics began in the early
1950s, when he helped develop a 4-gigahertz pulsephase-modulation communications system.
Shortly after the project's completion, Ishii fell seriously
ill. Upon his return to work in 1955, Koji Kobayashi, then
the plant manager and now NEC's chairman, decided to
give him afresh start and assigned him to a new computer
development program.
Ishii seized the opportunity, becoming a renowned pioneer in the field. He designed one of the first Japanese
computers, the Senac, which used parametron logic elements—a unique invention that applied ferrite transformers as switching elements. But it was his design of the
medium-scale Neac 2204 shortly after, which allowed
multiple input/output devices to operate concurrently,
that won him a Meritorious Patent Award from the government's Science and Technology Agency.
NEC's thrust, he explains, is to merge computers and
communications. "Our architecture is both high-level-language oriented and on-line -communications oriented,
with batch capabilities included, of course," he says.
Unlike competitors Hitachi and Fujitsu, NEC has resisted
making IBM-compatible hardware, although Ishii admits it
would be an easier route to IBM markets. "But a company
following IBM is likely to be three years behind and will be

Hitachi's technical accomplishments are probably best
reflected in its premiere system, the M-200H.
Announced in September 1978, eight months after Fujitsu's M-200 system, the Hitachi machine takes the design
a step further through the use of ECL. gate arrays that
cram as many as 500 gates onto a single chip 5.6 mm
(218.4 mils) square. The gates operate at a 700picosecond delay, and the chip has 108 pins. Hitachi,
which just began deliveries of the M-200H in January,
claims the machine has 1.6 to 1.8 times the performance
of IBM's top-of-the-line model 3033.
Also unique to this computer are logic-in-memory
chips. One of these devices combines 3,072 bits of bipolar memory with 470 ECL logic gates on achip measuring 5.9 by 5.7 mm (230 by 222 mils). The logic performs
a comparison function, and the device is used in the
table-look-aside buffer that is part of the M-200H's
virtual-address translation mechanism.
Although the M-200H, like all the Japanese
machines, does not dramatically alter the basic computer
architecture that has been the staple of the industry
since its early days, it points out how the Japanese have
matched the state of the art. The most innovative feature
is the integration of both a special high-speed floatingpoint arithmetic unit and an optional array processor
into the CPU (Fig. 14). As Kisaburo Nakazawa, deputy
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unable to race ahead in the development of a better
architecture," Ishii says.
Ishii points to NEC's new Acos 250 as proof of the
success of his non-compatible planning. It has a design
that takes into account the estimated life cycle of current
products and was ready for production before IBM
announced its 4300 models. Thus NEC announced the
new computer on Feb. 6, 1979, on the heels of IBM's
introduction, and made first shipments in July.
Ishii believes microprogramming, and its ability to
change operating "personality," will be more important in
the coming generation of virtual machines. It also makes
for a much cleaner logic design, and with VLSI it "can
eliminate a good deal of the risk of logic mistakes and the
long turnaround time needed to correct them."
-C. C.

general manager of Hitachi's Kanagawa works where
the M-200 is manufactured, points out, IBM's model 338
array processor for the System/370 line is channelattached. This arrangement is not only slower but also
requires the user to specifically program instructions to
activate the array processor. - But our Fortran compiler
automatically detects program segments that can take
advantage of the IAP," Nakazawa says.
Takahashi reports that the M-200H performed 4 million floating-point instructions per second, some 42%
more than IBM's 3033. With the integrated array processor the M-200H performs some 9 million floating-point
operations per second, or almost half of the 20-millionper-second rate of aCray-1 supercomputer.
Breaking from U. S. influence

Like Fujitsu, NEC began as a communications manufacturer, but now also makes sophisticated computers
[see "Combining technologies," above]. NEC licensed
Honeywell technology in July 1962. In 1972, however, it
teamed with Toshiba, a former General Electric licensee
transferred to Honeywell, to develop the Acos 77 Series.
Although there are architectural similarities between
Acos and Honeywell series 60 equipment, the two units
are not compatible.
NEC executive director Koike says NEC's strategy is
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"not to make an IBM-compatible computer. In our next
generation of Acos computers, we expect to continue
with the basic Acos system and improve it in the same
manner as we did with the recent models 250 to 550."
These additions to NEc's line, introduced last year,
reflect the company's technical competitiveness. The
low-end model 250 competes with IBM's System/38 and
low-end model 4331 [Electronics, Feb. 15, 1979, p. 63],
and the three medium-scale models compete with the
larger 4341 [Electronics, Oct. 24, 1979, p. 64]. Just being
delivered this spring, the 350, 450 and 550 feature
unique current-mode-logic bipolar chips that place up to
1200 gates on to a chip 5 mm (195 mils) square. The
gates operate with propagation delays of 1nanosecond
and dissipate 1milliwatt each.
And Shunzo Hamada, manager of business marketing
and product planning departments, notes that despite its

Honeywell roots, "the new 50 series is completely original. The new models employ a new bus structure with
multiple subprocessors." Bus-oriented mainframe designs, although increasingly popular, are currently
employed only by NCR and Burroughs in commercial
American mainframes. NEc's version uses aminimum of
six subprocessors, one each for peripheral control, the
input/output processor, central processor, service processor, control processor, and communications processor.
The smallest of the new machines, the Acos 250, is
based on adifferent logic chip. This is abit-slice processor 4 bits wide, similar to the popular 2900 device
produced by Advanced Micro Devices in the U. S. But
the NEC version uses its proprietary CML internally and
buffers the chip's input/output pins to TTL-compatible
levels. Another feature of the new 250 is its use of a
four-layer printed-circuit backplane with wire-wrapped
connections. This increased the board density in the
computer enough to halve the machine's size, as compared to the predecessor Acos 200.
The company's Acos 900, about equal in performance
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14. Integrated features. Its integrated array processor is a distinguishing feature of Hitachi's top-of-the-line M-200H. Faster than IBM's
channel-attached 3838 array unit, it does 9million floating-point operations per second—almost half the rate of aCray 1supercomputer.
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to IBM's 3033, features the company's sophisticated chip
packaging technique that is used to some extent on all its
computers from the model 350 up (Fig. 16). NEC puts up
to 60 assorted chips onto asingle 80-mm-square ceramic
carrier that has three layers of chip interconnections.
Toshiba aims at the office
Although Koike is vague about future products and
when VLSI will be applied, he clearly delineates NEC'S
intentions. "We have two important programs. The first
is integrated circuits. We must have ics for computers
and we have astrong production capability in ics. Secondly, we must increase the tie-up between communications and computers."
NEC's development partner Toshiba also manufactures
some of the Acos product line, specifically the models
600 and 700, even though it no longer directly markets
mainframes. But, echoing the sentiments of many Japanese computer executives about the importance of computers, Masayuki Sakurai, senior manager of the planning department for the computer division, says Toshiba
will always manufacture mainframes, even if it does not
market them. "Computers are important because every
area today is related to computers, and, technically,
mainframes are the most important."
As for its own product line, Toshiba is most active in
the small-business computer area and especially proud of
its designs aimed at office automation. These include
the Tosbac System 15/60 introduced in April 1979 to
compete with IBM's System/34 and the Tosbac System/65, unveiled last November to match the System/38. In addition, Toshiba was, in September 1978,
the first company to introduce a Japanese-language
word processor. Its JW-10 accepts input in the hiragana —a phonetic Japanese syllabary —and converts it to a
combination of hiragana and the kanji ideograms that
are the basic Japanese written language.
Sakurai makes it clear that Toshiba's primary direction is office automation. He points to apilot system the
company displayed last November that linked smallbusiness computers, Japanese word processors, facsimile
transceivers, and optical character-recognition readers to
an on-line system that can handle printed or handwritten
documents as well as digital data.
Although it was teamed with Oki Electric, Mitsubishi
developed the Cosmo series of mainframes itself, with
Oki concentrating on the peripherals. Compatible with
the Xerox Sigma 7 architecture, the Cosmo series is
different internally. As Kazuya Shimamura, general
manager of the computer works, notes, "We added virtual storage and enlarged the memory span." Whereas
the original Sigmas were limited to 2megabytes of main
memory, the Cosmo series can handle up to 16.
Like many other Japanese computers, the latest Cosmo machine, the 700S, competes with IBM's 4300 [Electronics, March 1, 1979, P. 63]. It is built from ECL gate
arrays that contain up to 164 gates and are considered
equivalent by Mitsubishi to 100K-type ECL. And the
machine is organized around an 8-byte-wide internal bus
to which a basic processing unit, system control processor, and several general input/output processors are
attached. Another distinguishing feature of the Cosmo
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700 is its integrated array processor that can perform
Fortran arithmetic three to four times faster than the
basic unit. And last December the company topped off
its line with the Cosmo model 90011 that has three times
the processing power of the older model 900, putting it in
the class of IBM's 3032 [Electronics, Jan. 3, 1979, p. 64].
It is based on a denser form of ECL with up to 250
functions per chip and agate delay of 0.7ns.
The company's Melcom 80 small-business computers
are based on the same central processing unit as its
Melcom 70 minicomputers. Built around 2900-type bitslice microprocessors, Mitsubishi also used gate-array
chips to fabricate various peripheral chips for the CPU.
Of all the manufacturers, Mitsubishi is the most frank
about its future intentions. The company is developing
an IBM-compatible computer line that it hopes to start
shipping by the spring of 1983. Not to orphan its current
users, the new line will also support the existing Cosmo
architecture. Shoichi likawa, aresearch engineer in the
product planning department, says semiconductor technology will let the company do this where previous
attempts to support two architectures, most notably
IBM's future systems program, had to be scrapped. "The
technology has advanced to the point where we can in
essence include a CPU for the Cosmo and another for
IBM." This does not mean two distinct CPUs, he points
out, but one physical unit that is "more complex than if
it ran only one architecture."
Up-to-date peripherals
The Japanese are not merely content to have stateof-the-art computer hardware technology. Their peripheral products are also up to date, and they are working
hard to keep their software competitive as well (Fig. 15).
Fujitsu and Hitachi, for example, both own Nippon
Peripherals, atiny development and manufacturing firm
located in Fujisawa. This setup enables them to
share development costs, although most of the manufacturing is done at the parent companies' facilities.
Through this arrangement both companies have
secured peripheral devices equal to IBM's best. Last year,
for instance, both introduced mass-storage systems compatible with IBM's model 3850. Just like the IBM version,
these store billions of bytes of data on magnetic-tape
cartridges that are stored in a honeycomb retrieval system. Both also used the Nippon Peripherals model
NP-25, a disk drive compatible with IBM's 317.5megabyte model 3350. Although Nippon Peripherals is
not yet developing a match for IBM's latest top-of-theline 3370 disk drive, it is preparing to launch an 8-inch
Winchester model similar to IBM's 3310 by this summer.
Hitachi has independently developed the model 8597
635-megabyte disk drive for use with its new 140H,
150H, and 160H computers. To be delivered at the end
of this year, the new drives use dual actuators, just like
IBM's 3370, but store 11% more data due to the 11%
increase in track density to 720 tracks per inch. And
unlike the IBM drive, heads on the two actuators can be
active simultaneously.
NTr's laboratories have developed an 804-megabyte
disk drive for use in its data-base management system
[Electronics, Dec. 21, 1978, p. 62]. The head flying
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height has been cut from between 0.5 and 1.0 to 0.35
micrometer, producing recording densities. of 8,636 bits
per inch and 660 tracks per inch.
The other manufacturers are equally accomplished in
peripheral technology. Mitsubishi, NEC, and Toshiba
manufacture their own floppy-disk and cartridge disk
drives and in some cases tape drives as well. Oki Electric
is a major supplier of such products to originalequipment manufacturers in Japan and the U. S.
But it is the unique demands of handling the Chinese
characters of the Japanese language that motivated the
Japanese to develop some of the most advanced
input/output peripherals. In printers, for instance, Fujitsu will start shipping this spring its model 6715D laser
printer that produces a high resolution of 240 dots per
inch to print a 30-by-30-dot character matrix. The unit
can print 2,000 lines per minute and store about 8,000
characters. IBM's 20,000-1pm model 3800 prints amaximum of only 180 dots per inch.
Hitachi has developed its Hitac model 8195 laser kanji
printer that produces 7,000 lines per minute, and NEC
has the 15,000-1pm model 7371. Mitsubishi currently
makes a 10,500-1pm kanji laser printer and will begin
producing a 15,000-1pm version this August.
It is the Japanese success with semiconductors that is
especially responsible for the progress they have been
making in Japanese language processing lately. As Vas15. Talented terminals. Japanese computer makers have developed sophisticated input/output devices, including disk drives, nonimpact printers, and high-resolution cathode-ray-tube terminals, such
as those shown being assembled at Hitachi's Kanagawa works.
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unori Kanda, manager of Fujitsu's development engineering department, where they are working on Japanese
language processing, explains, the intricate kanji characters require at least a 24-by-24-dot matrix to be clearly
represented. That translates into 72 bytes to store the
pattern for asingle character so aminimum set of 2,000
kanji characters would require almost 150 kilobytes of
memory. And Kanda notes that this memory—an
amount that previously constituted the entire memory
for a computer—will be placed in just a terminal or
printer. "In addition, the overall technology of higherresolution CRTs improved, but the biggest thing was the
improvements in memory," he .says. Previously kanji
displays were as much as five times more expensive than
Roman alphanumeric terminals, he notes. "Now they're
just a little more expensive." Every Japanese manufacturer has increased the variety of kanji terminals in the
past year, and U. S. competitors in the Japanese market
have introduced similar terminals.
Keying in kanji
A remaining problem, however, is how to feed the
large kanji character set into the system. A system
keyboard using one key for each character would result
in an unweildy keyboard of several thousand keys.
A popular way to get around this problem is to key in
the popular—and smaller —katakana or hiragana syllabaries and have the computer convert to kanji based on a
dictionary stored in its memory. Toshiba pioneered in
this area in September 1978, when it introduced the first
Japanese word processor. Fujitsu added asimilar system
called the Japanese typewriter this past fall, and most of
the other manufacturers are expected to follow.
But these systems will rely on keyboards or touchsensitive tablets—devices unfamiliar to the Japanese
population, which has never used typewriters and handwrites almost all personal and business communications.
Optical-character recognition systems are also offered
by all the manufacturers. Unlike American OCR units
that primarily read machine-written print, the Japanese
units can proficiently read handwriting. And prices are
competitive. A Toshiba model OCR-V195, for example,
is priced at Vl0 million or about $42,000.
The next step may be voice input—a topic of much
Japanese research. Toshiba, for instance, currently has a
prototype of a voice-recognition typewriter that recognizes speech syllable by syllable. But Toshiba's Sakurai
says the prototype is trained for just one speaker, and it
will be at least two or three years before acommercial
product is available.
But these peripherals promise to improve. The industry is currently winding down an eight-year effort to
develop pattern-recognition technology useful for OCR
and ahost of other applications. And as part of the new
Japanese language software effort, some 70 billion yen
($29 million), or 12% of the total budget, will be devoted
to perfecting a kana-to-kanji conversion input device,
kanji OCR, Japanese speech input, as well as largecapacity magnetic disks and magnetic-bubble memories
needed to form the data-base storage for Japanese language processing.
All this hardware can be used on Japan's sophisticated
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data-communications networks. Over 60,000 leased
data-communications lines are used in Japan and the
Japan Electronic Computer Co. says circuit usage is
growing 20% annually. Further encouraging data communications is acircuit-switching data-communications
network offered by NTT since last December. Called the
Dendenkosha Data Exchange System (Dpx), the service
is now available in a limited number of cities, but NTT
hopes to have 100 cities on line by 1985.
To aid customers in both communications and distributed processing, all the major computer makers have
network architectures [Electronics, Dec. 7, 1978, p. 118].
Currently under development at NTT is its own Data
Communications Network Architecture, which promises
to support what lbuki calls an intelligent network. This
network will support data switching and allow avariety
of dissimilar devices to be interconnected—much like the
Advanced Communications System proposed by American Telephone & Telegraph. AT&T's ACS has gone back
to the drawing board, but NTT will begin releasing the
first basic details of its network architecture this spring,
with service to follow in about ayear.
Software
If the Japanese are behind the Americans in any area,
it is software. But they recognize the problem and are
working hard on overcoming their shortfall. And as E.
Douglas Jensen, aprofessor of computer science at Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, notes, it won't be
long before they catch up because "the Japanese are
learning at faster than real time."
A. D. Little's Weizer points out that in software the
Japanese are "doing their normal thing. They follow the
leader and take something and enhance it, and enhance
it so much they're innovating."
Don McDougall, vice president at Data General in
charge of their Japanese subsidiary, agrees the Japanese
software is behind but warns "we have to stop saying
that. The mistake for us to make is to say it will take the
Japanese another 10 years to develop good operating
systems. They're probably good enough today to go sell
if they want to."
And the Japanese recognize the importance of software. They are proud of the progress they have already
achieved and confident they can accomplish more. For
instance, Fujitsu points with pride to its 0S4/F4 operating system that is functionally similar to IBM's most
sophisticated OS/VS2 MVS operating system. Although
compatible with IBM's software, Akira Tabata, deputy
general manager of Fujitsu's software division, which
employs 3,200 software specialists, says the Fujitsu F4
outperforms it—a fact that A. D. Little's Weizer substantiates. And coupled to this operating system are
systems support programs that handle Japanese language and data-base management. The Japanese Processing Extended Feature (JEF) was added to the product line last year. A major feature of this software
package is the Kanji Information Generator (King) that
contains the rules for format, type sizes, and graphics.
Fujitsu's AIM data-base management system outperforms IBM's widely used imS, Tabata says, because the
methods of referencing the data are more flexible. And
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last December Fujitsu started a test of its Relational
Data-Base File in Kyoto University.
Hitachi's software works, with some 3,000 employees,
is second only to Fujitsu's and is Hitachi's single biggest
factory in terms of staff, according to Takahashi. The
company's IBM-compatible Virtual Operating System is
available in three versions: VOS 1 for the smaller
machine is equivalent to IBM's Disk Operating System/Virtual Storage; the intermediate VOS 2competes
with IBM's OS/VS1; and the most advanced VOS 3
outperforms IBM's OS/VS2 MVS. The VOS 3supports
multiple virtual storages, either tightly or loosely coupled
multiprocessor configurations, and according to Teruji
Yamamoto, section manager in the product planning
department of the software works, uses aspecial virtualstorage-access method to increase the efficiency of systems with large storage capacities.
Hitachi is instituting standard-structure design techniques to improve productivity. And wherever possible,
the company uses its own Hitachi Programming Language, a high-level language similar to PL/I, for programming systems software, Yamamoto says.
NEC has about 1,300 software professionals in house,
in addition to two software subsidiaries, the NEC Software Corp., with 800 employees, and NEC Kansai Software Corp., with another 200 software people. In addition, executive director Koike says another 50% of the
software work is done by outside subcontractors.
To increase the productivity of its programmers, NEC
is promoting what it calls a structured programming
procedure to encourage software engineering. Among
the more novel research projects NEC is undertaking is a
Cobol-oriented high-level machine, which will be able to
handle programs directly in that language.
Koike is confident that the Japanese can master the
16. Packaging prowess. Nippon Electric's unique packaging technology places a mixture of up to 60 chips onto a single ceramic
carrier 80 mm (3.14 inches) square. It contains three layers of
interconnections, as well as three planes devoted to power lines.
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The government is also funding a joint softwaredevelopment effort with the manufacturers. Although
ostensibly aimed at developing the ability to process the
Japanese language, its research topics will include opersoftware problem. "It should be well suited to Orientals ating-system kernel technology, network and data-base
because it requires great perseverance," and Orientals are management technology, virtual machines, and very
high-level language processing.
famous for their patience, he notes.
After having its budget approved last year [Electronics,
Paying for the intangible
Jan. 18, 1979, p. 63 and Aug. 16, 1979, p. 76], the
Toshiba's Masao Tanino, deputy manager of Toshi- cooperative group set up shop last July as the Computer
ba's planning department, feels, "In operating systems Basic Technology Research Association. Unlike the very
we've caught up," though he admits, "in the applications large-scale integrated circuit project that ended last
area we're behind." Summing up the comments of the year, a centralized lab will not be set up, according to
other manufacturers, he points to the idiosyncracies of Masato Nebashi, the program's executive director.
the domestic market where the customer does not want Nebashi, who was also head of the VLSI program, says
to pay for something he can't see and demands custom- that, as in the VLSI program, "the thinking is for the next
ized work. "In Japan each user wants his own software generation. The purpose is for future Japanese computto match his own way of doing business, so mass- ers to be competitive with IBM's next generation,"
produced applications software is not popular."
although "there is no emphasis on compatibility."
To disabuse Japanese users of this attitude, all the
Nebashi is quick to point out that of the ¥56.4 billion
domestic manufacturers have started to unbundle their ($235 million) five-year budget, the government is prosoftware pricing in the past year. And as discussed in viding only ¥23.5 billion ($98 million), and the compa"Competing at home prepares Japanese vendors for nies must provide the rest, including V9.4 billion ($39
export," p. 125, the Japanese government has passed a million) for administrative costs. "And the companies
tax.law that will encourage the development of software.
have to pay the money back to the government,"

Matching the ratio
"There is no princely road to success," says Ichiro Nakajima, manager of the computer engineering department at
Fujitsu's Kawasaki factory. But he and his company are
determined to succeed in "keeping reliability while cutting
prices to stay ahead of IBM."
The 42-year-old Nakajima appears typical of the engineering managers directing the design and manufacture of
Japan's modern computers. With Fujitsu's computer
design department for 18 years, Nakajima is in charge of
the lower half of Fujitsu's IBM-compatible M-series of
computers, from the model M-180 down.
"If you consider what IBM is doing, in two to three years
the price-performance ratio will be one half of what it is
today," Nakajima .says. He sees his challenge as being
able to match that ratio. But "this will be very difficult to
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achieve considering the current rate of technology
advancement." And no single design or technique will
accomplish it, either.
"It must be an accumulation of many small improvements," he says. First of all, "the design group must
improve its efficiency and not make mistakes." One way
to accomplish this, Nakajima says, is through extensive
use of design automation. Fujitsu, he points out, uses
simulation to test logic designs and then has its test group
use the same data in order to rapidly develop tests for
those circuits.
Echoing other engineers working with ICs, Nakajima
says that as circuits get denser "it becomes more difficult
to test the integrated circuits, so we must design for
testability." One of these test techniques is similar to
IBM's level-sensitive scan design in which special registers
capture the state of all internal circuitry.
Although they face similar problems, Nakajima sees one
basic difference between the techniques of U. S. and
Japanese engineers. "Americans have a strong top-down
structure. If an engineer is given a set of design specifications he will design within those parameters." But in
Japan, an engineer is more willing to "tell his boss that the
parameters are strange and try to resolve the difference
with his boss through a dialogue."
Nakajima observes that whereas previously 100% of his
design group did logic design, now "more than half are
doing software." He says they are doing microprogramming —something many American companies include
under hardware design. These microprogrammers produce firmware for the M-series service processor and
support tools for customers who microprogram.
In general, Nakajima sees himself working more closely
with both integrated-circuit specialists and software
people from now on.
A. D.
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17. Shortfall. The only area in which the Japanese admit to being

18. Thinking ahead. The latest joint government-industry program is

behind is software, but Akira Tabata, deputy general manager of

aimed at the development of software and peripherals. Masato

Fujitsu's software division, recognizes that "hardware will become a

Nebashi, executive director of the program, emphasizes that "the

black box. What can be done with it depends on software."

thinking is for the next generation of computers."

although he says the government has not decided how
long atime the companies will be given to do so.
He admits the software research will not be as
straightforward as the VLSI effort, because "in VLSI it
was simpler because everybody said VLSI would be used
in the next generation of computers. But in software it is
not as obvious what will come along."
Competition and cooperation
But he emphasizes that the program is only to do basic
research, not product development. Risk always accompanies research and development, but since it is basic
research it should not be changed greatly. Although the
final research plans will not be ready until later this
year, and even then will probably not be released, it is
clear that operating-system and programming-language
work is on the agenda. In operating-systems kernel technology, techniques for compartmentalizing the program
head the list, along with network and data-base management and virtual machine techniques. It is not yet known
what type of data-base structures will be studied. In
languages, a very high-level language processor will be
researched along with Japanese language processing.
Once again it has not been decided if a Japaneselanguage compiler will be developed or not.
Although the new software-development effort points
out the changing complexion of the computer industry in
general, it points to the changing nature of the Japanese
industry in particular. As the chart (Fig. 19) on page
136 shows, the latest joint government-industry project
is budgeted at far less than previous programs. And
given the increased size of the companies and inflation,
the government subsidy represents an even smaller portion of the R&D spending.
Fiercely competitive Japanese companies give the
impression that the days of such technological cooperation are numbered. Nebashi remembers that when the
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VLSI effort started, "everyone worried whether we could
get cooperation from five competitors." But "despite the
problems they had, it went over well, and this experience
will be helpful" in running the Japanese software effort,
even though different people are involved.
And the computer manufacturers have mixed feelings
on cooperating with their competitors. Yukimaro Kawatani, general manager of domestic-market planning at
Fujitsu, says his company will cooperate with Hitachi
"in areas where we both start out at the same level, in
order to save money." He points to their joint venture,
Nippon Peripherals, as the one example of that policy. In
general, however, he expects that "if IBM remains one
big company we must cooperate to survive, in something
like the VLSI program or Nippon Peripherals.
Mitsubishi's Hiroshi Matsumoto, manager of computer product planning, says the companies can "cooperate
on basic research and compete on applications, so in the
future we will continue to both cooperate and compete."
Others, however, are convinced that as the Japanese
computer industry becomes more mature the cooperation will decline. The Japan Electronic Industry Development Association, the manufacturer's association that
coordinates these cooperative efforts and aids the government in setting policy, is one group that sees cooperation declining. "Right now cooperation is at apeak and
will decrease in the future," says Jeida executive director
Tadashi Yoshioka. "Once the basic research is finished
it's difficult to cooperate on the final machines using
those technologies."
Hitachi's executive director Mita agrees that "in the
past we cooperated on product development and found
many problems, so if we're to cooperate in the future it
will be on basic technology only." The computer industry, he continues, like agrowing child, wants less guidance as it matures. "The computer industry is the favorite child of the government, and when we were achild we
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19. Declining support? The amount of governmen support for computer research and development is decreasing in absolute value as well
as influence as the growing industry invests more of its own money. Moreover, unlike the contracts of the past, subsidies have to be repaid.

were happy with their attention. Now we've grown up
and too much attention can become anuisance."
mc's Ogino adds that the companies are less likely to
cooperate with the government now that the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (miTi) is trying to
avoid balance of payments surpluses by carefully watching their export volumes. "MITI is trying to control
computer exports through administrative guidance."
And products developed with MITI subsidies are especially vulnerable to such guidance.
Government-industry relations
mm's Maeda does not think the government is trying
to control the industry, noting that it has little legal
power. "Our role is to be sort of a think tank organization." And MITI influence will diminish in direct proportion to its budget. "The amount of subsidy is decreasing
and productivity is increasing, so the role of the subsidy
is decreasing," Maeda points out. Even so, he sees
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continued cooperation. "Sales people can compete
because that's their job, but the headquarters executives
can cooperate on long-term planning, because that's
their job. It's more efficient when they cooperate."
It is obvious the cooperation is continuing to some
extent. Most notably, the industry started aproject last
April to examine the fifth generation of computers. The
two-year project, funded with V40 million ($167,000)
from the Japan Information Processing Development
Center, Jeida's computer counterpart, is under the direction of Tohru Moto-oka, a professor of electrical engineering at University of Tokyo. He says the committee
will study architecture, fundamental theory, and the
social impact of computing "to decide what projects
should be started in 1981 by research organizations for
the purpose of developing information-processing systems for the years 1990 to 2000."
LI
Areprint of this special report costs $3 from Electronics Reprint Department, P 0 Bon 669.
Hightstown, N. J. 08520. Copyright 1980, McGraw-Hill Inc.
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Designer's casebook
v/2k9 = 100 A. The voltage at the output of the
reference amplifier will thus be Veer + Vet .The second
stage of the LM-10 is configured to provide again that is
constant with respect to the temperature coefficient of
the Vbe drop and to subtract Vee rand Vbe from the output
at any desired reference temperature.
by Larry G. Smeins
For a typical MTS-102, the Vbe is 600 millivolts at
Hewlett-Packard Co., Loveland Instrument Division, Loveland, Colo.
25 °C, and its temperature coefficient is —2.25 mv/ °C.
The actual temperature coefficient for a particular
Reducing the circuit complexity and simplifying the device is thus TC = —2.25 + 0.0033(V be '— 600)
calibration of thermometers that use the base-emitter mv/C, where Vbe 'is the measured base-emitter drop for
drop of a transistor to detect temperature changes, this the given sensor at 25 °C. A corresponding offset voltage
circuit provides readings accurate to within ± 2°C over therefore appears at the output of A1.
the range of — 40 °C to + 150 °C. Using the low-offset,
The gain-controlling elements of A2, resistors R2 — R4,
low-drift characteristics of National's micropower LM- can be set so that the circuit's output-voltage-to-temper10 operational amplifier and Motorola's MTS-102 tem- ature slope will be correct for any sensor. The actual
perature sensor, the thermometer will compete with the gain will be Re/(R 2+12 3). Once the gain is set, R5 and
more expensive platinum-resistance units.
R6 are adjusted to null the offset and yield the desired
The LM-10 is used to bias, scale, and zero the MTS- output voltage at any calibration temperature within the
102 sensing transistor, thereby removing the need for a operating range of the circuit.
separate constant-current bias source for the sensor and
For very accurate calibration, areference temperature
an additional scaling and nulling circuit. Further, the source should be used to keep Q 1 at 25 °C. The Vbe of Q 1
well-defined characteristics of the MTS-102 permit sin- can then be measured with a digital voltmeter and R2
gle-point calibration of the thermometer.
and R3 set to null the offset. R5 and R6 are then set to
The MTS-102, Q 1,is placed in the feedback loop of yield an output voltage corresponding to the value that
the LM- I
0 reference amplifier. A constant-current bias should be measured at 25 °C. Using this technique, the
is created by Vw across resistor RI giving lb,.. = 0.2 calibration will be accurate to within ± 1°C.

Semiconductor thermometer is
accurate over wide range

Hot number. Micropower op amp and semiconductor made specifically for temperature-sensing applications reduce complexity and
calibration procedure of thermometers that use

of transistors to detect temperature changes. Accuracy of device, no worse than ± 2°C

over the range of — 40 °C to + 150 °C, and its simplicity enable it to compete with much more expensive units.
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A simpler alternative is to set R2 and R3 to correspond
with TC associated with the nominal Vbe of the particular MTS-102 device used, zeroing the circuit at areference temperature provided by an ice bath. Each MIS
device is marked with their respective Vb. ±2 mv. This
technique will provide calibration accuracy to ±2°C.
Either technique will provide accuracy to 4°C for all
interchanged devices marked with the same Vb.. But

interchangeability accuracy will vary to agreater degree
with the MIS-103 and MIS-105 devices.
The circuit will also work with aconventional silicon
transistor, such as a 2N3904, but for calibration purposes, its Vie should be measured between at least two
points because it is not aspecified parameter. The circuit
is relatively insensitive to power supply voltage and it
will operate satisfactorily over 2-to-40-v range.

converter with again of 50 millivolts/µA. Its open-loop
gain falls above 100 kilohertz, so the drive-line clock
should have a frequency of about 10 kHz. For higher
gain, AI can be cascaded with other stages within the
feedback loop RI.
When signals having an amplitude of at least 50 µA
are coupled to the sense line via the coupling capacitor
connected to the keybutton, AIgoes high and triggers A2
for about 70 µs. A2 operates as a one-shot and thus it
does not need to be reset.
The construction of the key module capacitor is shown
in (b). The coupling capacitor is connected to the keybutton directly. The circuit-card pads are coated with a
thin insulating epoxy covering that serves as the dielectric. When the keybutton is depressed, the clock pulse on
the drive line will therefore be coupled to the sense line
through the electric field of the capacitor.

Linear sense amplifier raises
sensitivity of touch keyboard
by Jerry Dahl
IBM Corp.. Research Triangle Park, Raleigh. N. C

Keyboards relying on hand capacitance to simulate contact closure require asense amplifier to detect the capacitive changes and thus determine when a key is
depressed. Using one half of acomplementary-MOs gate
array, where one gate is operated in a linear mode to
detect currents as low as 50 microamperes, this sense
amplifier is not only simple and inexpensive but sensitive
as well.
AI of the 74C00 quad NAND gate (a) serves as the
amplifier, with A2 functioning as a latch. AI is accoupled and operates as aself-biasing current-to-voltage
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Transfer. Low-cost sense amplifier (a) operates logic gate A, as
linear current-to-voltage converter to increase sensitivity of touch
keyboards. Latch

A2

is aone-shot. Construction of keyboard module

capacitor (b) is simple.

Level shifter builds
high-voltage op-amp block
by Leon C Webb
Ball Corp., Aerospace Systems Division, Boulder, Colo.
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Placing alevel-shifting network inside the major loop of
an operational amplifier adapts it for high-voltage applications. The output swing of the circuit, which can be in
the hundreds of volts, is limited only by the breakdown
voltage of the active devices (in this case, transistors)
used. At the same time, the op amp is isolated from high
potentials, even in the absence of its ± 15-volt supply
voltages, by the attenuator formed by the amp's gain-
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controlling resistor and the input resistance of the circuit
and by the clamping action of the circuit's common-base
stages.
The method can be applied to op amps that will
generate either bipolar or unipolar voltage swings. As
shown in (a) for the general voltage amplifier, which
generates a bipolar swing, the op amp's output is transformed into an emitter current that flows through either
transistor Q 1 or Q3,depending upon the polarity of the
output voltage from the LM108A. As a result, a corresponding base current is applied to either transistor Q2 or

transistor Q4,respectively, thereby turning it on to a
greater or lesser degree. Thus, V. assumes avalue equal
to a — 10V,„, where the voltage multiplication holds
true for —10 v V,„ <10 v.
If only a unidirectional output is desired, the configuration shown in (b) will suffice.. This circuit, which
delivers only positive output voltages, has the same
transfer function (that is, V.., = —10 V,.) for —10
v<V,.<0 v. If a negative-only voltage output is
required, stage Q 1 is replaced by a 10-k9 resistor. The
level-shifter's supply voltage must also be negative.
Ill

Translation. Level-shifter adapts operational voltage amplifier (a) for high-voltage duty. Output swing of circuit is limited only by the shifter's
supply voltage and the breakdown voltage of transistors used. For unidirectional output swings (b), simplified circuit will suffice.
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Ion beams promise
practical systems
for submicrometer
wafer lithography

GALLIUM
ION BEAM
(65 key)

1

PMMA, 600 Â

I

Focused and masked techniques

GOLD, 400 A

could compete with scanning E-beam
SILICON SUBSTRATE

and X-ray methods, respectively
by Robert L. Seliger and Paul A. Sullivan

PMMA

Hughes Research Laboratories, Hughes Aircraft Co., Malibu, Calif.

D Lithography for large-scale integrated circuits has
now reached the stage where lines 2 and 3 micrometers
wide are becoming routine. In the foreseeable future,
very large-scale integrated circuits will be made with
features of less than 1gm. However, present-day lithography—mostly optical projection—is limited to line
widths of about 1.5 gm. Two new lithography techniques, both based on exposing patterns in resist using a
stream of ions, show great promise for the fabrication of
integrated circuits with submicrometer details.
In one of the techniques, a focused ion beam is
deflected across a resist-coated substrate in order to
write a pattern. Focused ion-beam lithography (HBO is
similar to direct writing with a scanning electron beam.
Experimental work with a laboratory model at Hughes
Research Laboratories has resulted in submicrometer
patterns in both positive (polymethyl methacrylate, or

GOLD, 400

SILICON SUBSTRATE
(b)

GOLO, 400 A

SILICON SUBSTRATE
(c)

1. Focused ions. This 55-key column focuses a gallium ion beam to

2. Transfer. To view a submicrometer pattern in resist, it had to be

spot sizes of less than 1,000 A in diameter. Source brightness is

transferred to an underlying gold film. The PMMA is first exposed by

comparable to that of a lanthanum hexaboride source of the type

a focused ion beam (a). It is then developed and the bare gold is

commonly used in direct-writing electron-beam lithography.

sputter-etched away (b). Finally, the resist is removed (c).
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PMMA) and negative (polyglycidyl methacrylate co-ethyl
acrylate, or cop) resists, and the potential exists for
writing such patterns at reasonable speeds.
In the other technique, acollimated ion beam floods a
mask in close proximity to aresist-covered substrate, and
openings in an ion-absorbing film on the mask define the
exposure pattern. Experimental work at Hughes' labs
with this method has exposed 0.5-gm lines in both positive and negative resists. Masked ion-beam lithography
(min) is similar to X-ray lithography in that both use
an unfocused power source and almost the same type of
mask. Potentially, astep-and-repeat version could print
0.5-gm features on one 4-inch wafer every 2minutes, an
acceptable production rate by today's standards.
The experimental work on both ion-beam methods
was partially supported by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency and by the U. S. Navy.
Advantages
Ion beams have several advantages over the other
means of printing IC patterns. They are of course inherently capable of finer lines than optical lithography,
which is limited by wavelength. Focused ion-beam
lithography has another major advantage over existing
optical techniques: since in this approach the pattern is
written directly onto a resist, the costs, delays, fragility,
and optical defects associated with masks are eliminated.
As for electron-beam and X-ray lithography, the
resists used are much more sensitive to ions, because
their energy is more efficiently absorbed, and the greater
sensitivity means that patterns can be printed more
quickly. In addition, unlike X rays, ion beams can readily be focused or collimated, which increases resolution.
Finally, ion beams are virtually free of the proximity
effect, which limits the resolution of scanning and projection electron-beam machines. In direct electron-beam
exposure, the desired region is significantly irradiated by
electrons backscattered from the substrate, as well as by
electrons from the beam. The backscattered electrons
broaden the exposed regions, thus creating the proximity
effect. In ion-beam lithography, this effect is negligible
because ions do not backscatter appreciably and because
the secondary electrons generated in the resist have very
low energy and will travel less than 0.01 gln.
Uses
The focused and masked ion-beam techniques will
most likely be put to different uses. Focused ion-beam
systems will probably be applied to exploring the very
high-resolution domain of 0.03 to 0.3 gm—far beyond
the limits of present-day ic processing. Because this type
of machine will be complex and therefore expensive it
promises at first to be used mainly for research and
prototype work, as is the case with scanning electronbeam machines writing directly on wafers.
Masked ion-beam lithography, on the other hand,
offers a potentially fast technique for printing 0.5-gm
patterns. The masked ion-beam machine, which is much
simpler than the focused type, will be used in actual
production for such circuits.
The technology for both systems is at an early stage.
Beam sources and focusing methods for a focused ion-
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3. Submicrometer

pattern. A focused ion

beam can expose

extremely fine details. Shown is a scanning electron photomicrograph of a gold pattern transferred from a PMMA resist. The vertical
line is 970 A (0.09 pm) wide, the horizontal line 400 A (0.04 pm) wide.

beam system are advancing, and new machines of this
type may be reported within the year.
Mask technology and mask-to-wafer alignment are
the major obstacles to the development of a masked
ion-beam lithography system. However, use of the stepand-repeat technique will lessen the latter problem, as
alignment of asmaller area, instead of the entire wafer,
is an easier task.
A focused beam
In a direct-writing machine, ions emitted from a
source are formed into a beam by a lens system and
focused onto a resist-coated wafer. To expose a pattern
in the resist, the focused ion beam is accurately positioned on and scanned across asmall, square field on the
wafer by an electrostatic deflector. The size of the scanned field is limited to less than 1square millimeter by
beam enlargement at the field's edges. Fields are
"stitched" together to cover the entire wafer.
The ability to align the focused ion beam on the wafer
is essential to stitching the fields and to multilevel lithography. Registration marks are placed in each field for
that purpose. When the ion beam scans across an alignment mark, avarying secondary-electron signal is generated and is measured by particle detectors. The gain,
offsets, and rotation of the electrostatic deflection field
are then adjusted so that any other point within the field
can be found. Subsequent fields are addressed by moving
the stage, or table, on which the wafer rests; the stage
position may be monitored by alaser interferometer.
Investigations
The focused ion-beam process was investigated using a
55-kiloelectronvolt liquid-gallium ion source focused by
a single-gap accelerating lens with a post-lens electrostatic deflector (Fig. I). The ion source brightness is
about 3.3 X 10 6 amperes per square centimeter steradian —comparable to that of the lanthanum hexaboride
source commonly used for electron-beam lithography.
PMMA and cop resists, both used frequently in the
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4. Step and repeat. The step-and-repeat technique popular in optical projection systems can be adapted to masked ion-beam lithography.
The wafer is stepped by the movable stage and aligned at each site. This surmounts wafer distortions caused by thermal processing.

5. Opening the mask. Ion-exposed patterns have been made in PMMA (left) and COP (right) resists with an open-stencil mask. Though
replication and resolution are excellent, patterns that close on themselves are impossible with such amask, making it impractical.
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6. Ion masking. Two types of mask seem feasible for ion-beam lithography—channeling and hyperthin. A channeling mask uses a
membrane of single-crystal silicon film. A hyperthin membrane is constructed from an aluminum oxide film stretched taut over a Pyrex ring.

electron-beam approach, were exposed using the ion
beam. The high current density of the focused beam (1
A/cm 7)made the dose rate many orders of magnitude
higher than those for flood-beam ion exposure through
masks. Exposing the resists with the beam at various
scanning speeds made it possible to evaluate correct
doses, resolution limits, and proximity effects.
Initially, 1,200-angstrom-thick PMMA films were spun
on silicon wafers, but they were too thick and the 55-key
gallium ion beam could not penetrate them uniformly.
Films 600 Â thick were eventually used instead.
For the first patterns, several squares 100 by 100 eini
were outlined in the resist, and within each square
several perpendicular lines were written at different
doses. The PMMA was later developed and coated with
100 Â of gold for scanning electron microscopy, since at
line widths of less than 1µm inspection and measurement can be done only by this method. However, even
though the exposed lines were completely developed,
they could not be easily seen with a scanning electron
microscope (sEm) because of the small topographical
features of the 600-À resist.
In order to make the lines more distinct, the developed
resist patterns were used as amask to transfer the lines
onto an underlying thin gold film (Fig. 2). The resulting
gold pattern against asilicon background is highly visible (reflective) under aSEM.
First a400-À (0.04-µm) gold layer was deposited on a
silicon substrate. Next, a 600-À layer of PMMA was
placed on top of the gold.
The ion beam was focused by scanning it in the X
direction across a nickel mesh in the same plane but
remote from the sample to be exposed. Secondary emission from the scanned mesh was electronically detected.
The resulting pulse train created by the scan was
displayed on a scope and adjusted for its sharpest rise
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time, indicating an optically focused beam. Next, the
beam was blanked and the system's stage was moved to
position the sample for exposure.
The beam was then scanned at several rates in the X
and Y directions to expose the PMMA (Fig. 2a). After
development, the wafer was sputter-etched with a 500electronvolt argon plasma to remove the gold where the
resist had been exposed (Fig. 2b). Finally, the remaining
PMMA was removed (Fig. 2c). The line pattern was then
observed with both optical and scanning electron microscopes (Fig. 3).
Results
Although some astigmatism was present in the
focused beam, the narrow lines were written with minimal proximity effects at the intersections. These lines,
typically 400 to 970 À wide, are 70 times narrower than
earlier lines made in focused ion-beam experiments at
Hughes in 1974, which had been exposed in PM MA using
60-key helium ions. A typical exposure dose with this
source was 6X10 -7 coulomb per square centimeter. The
nominal developing time for such an exposure was 1
minute. The high resolution and sensitivity demonstrated
on this sample show that afocused ion beam can be used
to create extremely line details with heavy ions and
PM MA resist.
The characteristics of 600-A-thick COP negative resist
were also investigated with a focused beam of gallium
ions. A pattern-transfer process similar to that for PMMA
was used, but in this case areverse image was formed in
which gold lines were left on the substrate where the
resist was exposed. A 2,200-À intersecting-line pattern
was produced with adose of 2.5 X 10 -8 Civil'. Development took 30 seconds typically.
The extremely high sensitivity of COP (2.5 X 10 -8
c/cm 2) corresponds to 1.6 X 10" ions/cm 2,or to an
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7. Hyperthin. To evaluate the effects of a hyperthin aluminum oxide
membrane on scattering, a 1,950-A-thick membrane was placed
between an open transmission mask and a PMMA-coated wafer. The
overall widening of the resist pattern was about 0.15 Mm.

average ion-ion spacing of about 250
Although the
exact mechanism is not well understood, it appears that
the polymerization process of the resist spreads from the
original ion trajectory by about 125 Àor more.
In masked ion-beam lithography, as in X-ray lithography, atransmissive mask with apattern that absorbs the
beam is used to cast ashadow on aresist-coated wafer.
However, the use of a highly collimated ion beam,
obtained with conventional ion-optical techniques such
as electrostatic deflection and focusing, eliminates
penumbral distortion, which is caused by the use of a
distant point source.
Figure 4 illustrates Hughes' present conception of a
masked ion-beam system employing step-and-repeat
replication of a 1-cm 2 mask. Automated precision alignment would be used for each field to compensate for
in-plane distortion of silicon wafers occurring during
thermal processing. Because of the stringent registration
requirements between mask levels (0.1-µm maximum
error), step-and-repeat exposure rather than complete
wafer exposure (1 :1) is believed necessary for submicrometer replication.
For 0.5-µm design rules, it is expected that alignment
accurate to within 0.1 µm or less can be achieved for a
field of about 1cm'.
Masking the beam
Existing resists and collimated ion sources already
surpass the basic requirements for a masked ion-beam
system. However, as noted, present masks are aproblem.
In fact, scattering and distortion resulting from the mask
are currently the limiting factors for this technique.
In general, the membrane commonly used to support
the mask causes the incident ion beam to attenuate, lose
energy, and scatter. Scattering, which is related to membrane thickness and membrane material, degrades the
edge resolution of the pattern exposed. This line widen
ing is proportional to the scattering angle and the space
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between the membrane and the wafer.
Three types of mask have been tried for ion-beam
lithography: open-stencil, thin amorphous, and channeling. Open-stencil masks do not use a membrane and
hence do not scatter, attenuate, or decrease the energy of
the beam. The resolution and resist profile obtained have
therefore been optimal (Fig. 5). However, this type of
mask cannot define patterns that close in on themselves
and as a result is impractical. Accordingly, work has
concentrated on the other two types.
These two differ mainly in their support structures
(Fig. 6). In both, the pattern is formed by an ionabsorbing layer—in this case gold—and supported by a
membrane that allows the ions to pass through. The
membrane material must of course be chosen to minimize scattering.
The amorphous, or hyperthin, membrane is made by
stretching a film of aluminum oxide, which is transparent to ions, taut over aPyrex ring. This film is formed by
anodizing an aluminum sheet and etching away the
excess material to leave alayer 700 to 2,000 À thick.
A silicon channeling membrane uses a single-crystal
silicon film (about Iµm thick) oriented in a direction
that allows ions to channel through the crystal lattice
with very little scattering.
Evaluation

Comparative experimental evaluations of both mask
types were done with protons to minimize damage to the
masks and to yield a high resist sensitivity. To measure
the effect of the hyperthin membrane on scattering, a
1,050-À-thick aluminum membrane was placed between
the opened transmission mask (used for the exposures of
Fig. 5) and awafer. A membrane-to-wafer spacing of 20
µm was set by a mechanical spacer. Figure 7 shows a
scanning electron photomicrograph of the replicated pattern. Some overall widening occurred. For line widths
greater than 0.6 gm, the increase is about 0.15 µm. It
can be cut to 0.1 gm if mask-to-wafer spacing is reduced.
For comparison, pattern exposures were done through
1.4-µm-thick silicon channeling masks and with PMMAcoated wafers. Before exposing the mask-pattern area to
the proton beam, the goniometer was moved so that the
portion of the mask containing only the silicon membrane was exposed to the proton beam. The goniometer
was adjusted such that the mask would receive the
maximum current —in other words, that the axis of the
silicon crystal was aligned to the proton beam. The
goniometer was then moved and the mask pattern
exposed. The exposure time was adjusted so that the
mask-pattern area received aspecified dose.
For this type of mask, a pattern was replicated in
PMMA. The energy and dose of the proton beam were
175 key and 2X 10" protons/cm 2, respectively. The
thickness of the remaining resist was 0.65 gm. The
pattern's edge profile was nearly vertical, and the
increase in feature size was 0.15 µm. The mask-to-wafer
spacing was not accurately known in this first trial.
However, the mask alignment was straightforward, and
the printing was of very high resolution.
LI
NOTE: A version of this article was presented last fall as a paper at a regional technical
conferencept the Society of Plastics Engineers.
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Simple process propels bipolar PROMs
to 16-K density and beyond
Double-level metalization and polysilicon fuses guarantee
dense high-speed memories and cleanly burned links that don't grow back
by Robert K. Wallace and Arthur J.
0 At present, high-speed bipolar programmable readonly memories are being manufactured with an assortment of memory cell designs and programming techniques. Cells made of npn or pnp transistor emitter
followers, base-collector diodes, or Schottky diodes are
programmed by blowing Nichrome, titanium-tungsten
or polysilicon fuses or by shorting out reverse-biased
junctions with aluminum.
Eventually, though, under the twin pressures of
increasing PROM complexity and the need to optimize
manufacturing, the simplest and densest technology will
dominate. For this position, stacked-fuse bipolar technology is alikely candidate.
The base-emitter diode it uses for the memory cell (see
Fig. 1) takes maximum advantage of the polysilicon fuse
materials, which makes direct contact to the emitter

Learn, Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

region. Such adiode in an emitter-follower array has the
added advantages of providing current gain, relatively
good conductance per square micrometer, and selfisolation. A double, rather than single, level of metalization ensures high speed while guaranteeing each cell
highly consistent fusing current. It also yields a clean
and permanent break of the polysilicon fuse and aids in
reducing cell size (see Table 1).
The technology is currently being used to produce 4-K
and 16-K devices. The 4-K 3625A memory has a worstcase access time of 50 nanoseconds; the 16-K 3636, one
of 65 ns. A scaled-down variation of the process recently
yielded a typical access time of 25 ns at the 16-K level
(see "A super-fast new PROM," p. 150).
The stacked-fuse cell is shown in Fig. 2. The word
lines are of bottom-level metal, and the bit lines are of

WORD LINE

BIT LINE

npn EMITTER-FOLLOWER CELL

SUBSTRATE pnp EMITTER-FOLLOWER CELL

IBIT LINE

BASE-COLLECTOR DIODE CELL

1. Sundry. Various cell designs and fuse
WORD LINE

materials are used to build fast bipolar pro-

WORD LINE

grammable read-only memories. Cells based
on transistors and diodes and fuses made of

BIT LINE
SCHOTTKY DIODE
CELL

SHORTED-JUNCTION
CELL

Nichrome, titanium-tungsten, and polysilicon
are all common today.

The base-emitter

diode and polysilicon fuse were chosen for
stacked-fuse bipolar technology.
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CELL AND DIE SIZE ESTIMATES FOR VARIOUS PROM TECHNOLOGIES

Cell type

Emitter-follower
Emitter-follower
Schottky diode
Base-collector diode

Cell area

Fuse type

1 1
polysilicon

nichrome or titanium-tungsten

(a)

4-K PROM die size

1.3 mils 2

119 mils/side

2.1 mils 2

150 mils/side

1.8 mils 2

140 mils/side

1.8 mils 2

140 mils/side

b

2. Layout. The photomicrograph on the left and the schematic on the right depict •4 bits in a stacked-fuse array. The word lines are of
bottom-level metal, the bit lines of top-level. The 1.3-mil 2 cell is the smallest because some masking tolerances are eliminated.

top-level metal. There are two key cell features. First,
the bit line (upper-level metal) makes direct contact to
the bit-line side of the polysilicon fuse instead of using
the traditional top-metal-to-bottom-metal contact.
Second, the other end of the fuse makes direct contact
to the emitter of the emitter-follower circuit element. In
so doing, the traditional masking alignment tolerances
associated with making contacts to the silicon and
between metal layers are eliminated. This results in a
cell size of less than 1.3 square mils, 30% smaller than
any other material and cell combination using the same
design rules.
Moreover, each bit has its own bit- and word-line
contact, virtually eliminating bit-to-bit nonuniformities.
This design is superior to other two-level—metalization
PROM cell designs where acontact is shared by 8or even
16 cells in order to make asmall cell viable.
Technology considerations
Impurity diffusion through polysilicon to form transistor emitter regions creates a structure similar to the
so-called "washed" emitter (Fig. 3). No allowance is
necessary for the emitter contact and the most compact
geometry is thus achieved.
Additional benefits are realized through use of the
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polysilicon emitter. Since the polysilicon shields the epitaxial silicon from dissolution in the metal, no other
precautions need be taken to avoid spiking (and hence,
shorting) of the emitter-base junction. Also, alow donor
concentration at the surface of the epitaxial silicon aids
in minimizing collector-emitter shorts. Presumably
because of this low surface concentration, the emitter
push effect is absent, too. All such factors simplify
processing, increase control, and raise yield.
A second level of metalization in lieu of diffused
conductors ensures ample power delivery to the fuses
even in the case of very large memory chips. This also
minimizes the emitter-collector area, greatly reducing
the probability of collector-emitter leakage or shorts.
The result: higher yields.
Two-level metalization is conducive to higher density
as well, further enhancing yield. With the two-level
design, excellent fusing is achieved even at the most
remote fuse locations, as indicated in the example of
Fig. 4. The wide gap, free of fuse material, together with
the absence of any regrowth phenomena for the polysilicon fuse, guarantees superior reliability.
Careful attention must be accorded the choice of
materials and processing techniques if two-level metalization is to realize a high degree of manufacturability
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BASE/SCHOTTKY DIODE
pISOLATION

EMITTER

COLLECTOR

PO LYSILICON

n+ COLLECTOR
pISOLATION
re BURIED LAYER

pSUBSTRATE

3. Section. Standard diffused-isolation Schottky bipolar technology is used for stacked-fuse memories because of its long history in
manufacture. Impurities are diffused right through the thin polysilicon layers to increase alignment tolerances.

4. Blown. With stacked-fuse bipolar technology, consistent fusing current is guaranteed, even if the fuses are in remote locations. The top view
(left) and side view (right) of a blown fuse show awide gap free of fuse material. And polysilicon fuses exhibit no regrowth phenomena.

5. Two-level metal. Key to the density, speed, and consistent fusing current is stacked-fuse technology in the use of double-level
metalization. The side view (left) shows the uniform coverage by the second level. At right is ametal-metal via.
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A super-fast new PROM
Positive-resist photolithography and 3-micrometer design rules have recently been applied to polysilicon
stacked-fuse technology. The result is a 2-K-by-8-bit
memory, now in development, with a typical access
time of only 25 nanoseconds (35 ns maximum). The
device was described at the International Solid State
Circuits Conference, held last month in San Francisco
[Electronics, Feb. 14, 1980 p. 138].
The memory, shown below, is fabricated on a 140square-mil die and consumes 600 milliwatts. It uses the
same two-level metalization scheme and polysilicon
fuses as the devices described in this article. In fact, it
was brought out at the conference that the stackedfuse process, which employs lateral fuses, may be used
to build high-speed 64-K devices. This is a significant
finding, because formerly it was thought that vertical
fuses—which may pose more manufacturing and reliability problems—would be necessary for this high
density.
-John G. Posa
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6. Learning curve. The stacked polysilicon fuse has successfully
been applied to PROMs ranging in capacity from 1to 16 K. Density
has doubled about every two years and higher-density lithography
and dry processing may even accelerate this trend.

and reliability. Aluminum-alloy metalization exhibits
freedom from factors that degrade reliability, such as
electromigration, and yield, such as surface reconstruction under heating. The latter is particularly important
in promoting pinhole-free insulation between the two
metal levels.
In the presence of surface reconstruction (hillock
growth), difficulties will arise in achieving uniform and
complete interlevel dielectric coverage or photoresist
coverage (with concomitant dielectric etching at unwanted points). Plasma-enhanced deposition of the
dielectric alleviates the coverage problem to some
degree, however, and provides a topography more amenable to a second level of metalization. The technique
promotes higher-integrity insulation between levels.
Plasma etching processes are also useful in providing a
more gentle taper to the vias in the interlevel dielectric.
This, in turn, enhances second-level metalization coverage and minimizes the resistance associated with vias.
Examples of the two-level metalization structure and an
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enlarged view of avia are presented in Fig. 5.
Use of the two-level metalization and polysilicon
stacked-fuse method on Intel's 3625A 4-K PROM has
dramatically increased yield and decreased worstcase access time by 30% from 70 ns to 50 ns. Organized as 1,024 by 4 bits and housed in an 18-lead dual
in-line package, the 3625A has adensity of 1.3 mil' per
bit and adie size of 14,000 mil'.
The potential of polysilicon fuses for higher density
has also been demonstrated on the Intel 3636, a highspeed 16-K PROM. No technology changes were necessary to go from the 4-K to the 16-K level. The 3636 has
the same cell as the 3625A, but has adie size of 38,000
mil' and a worst-case access time of 65 ns from 0° to
75°C at asupply voltage of 5.0 volts ± 10%.
The device is arranged as 2 K by 8 bits and is
packaged in a24-pin DIP to be compatible with existing
512-by-8- and 1,024-by-8-bit 4-K and 8-K PROMs.
Despite the increased density, total power consumption
remains unchanged from the older 4- and 8-K PROMS.
Future applications
The polysilicon cell has now been applied successfully
to PROMS ranging in bit density from 1to 16 K. Figure 6
shows the evolution of cell size from the 1-K to the 16-K
level and beyond; memory density has doubled about
every two years. Application of higher-density photolithography and dry etching techniques may even accelerate this trend. Polysilicon fuse technology promises to
remain viable through the 64-K density level.
C1
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Control chip handles error checking
and character-based protocols easily
16-pin TTL-compatible n-MOS synchronous/asynchronous IC
processes up to 1million characters per second
by Alan J. Weissberger,* John Yarborough, Suresh Vasa, and Yesh Mehta, signencs Corp, Sunnyvale. Cali!.
D The orderly transfer of information between computers, terminals, peripherals, and modems is the goal of
every data-communications engineer. Software or a
combination of hardware and software has been the
traditional method for accomplishing it. But software is
costly, takes time to develop, and limits communications
speed and the number of lines acommunications processor can service. Hardware, on the other hand, eats up
board space.
For systems whose operation is based on characterrather than bit-oriented protocols, an integrated circuit
•Now with Memorex Corp., Sunnyvale. Calif.

is now available that substantially reduces the amount of
hardware and software needed to control the data sent
from a transmitter to a receiver. Independently of the
specific protocol used, the system designer can replace
the combination of hundreds of lines of programming,
multiple peripheral chips, and random logic previously
required for system monitoring and control.
What's more, the chip—a Signetics 2653 polynomial
generator checker, or Pcc (Fig. I)—can be programmed
to check the data it handles for errors. It is called a
polynomial generator checker because it uses preprogrammed algebraic polynomials to test for errors. This
checking includes the vertical, longitudinal, and cyclic

1. Versatile. The 2653 is both a polynomial generator checker and a character comparator that works in support of character-oriented
data-link protocols. It has TTL-compatible inputs and outputs, needs but asingle 5-V supply, and comes in a 16-pin dual in-line package.
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redundancy schemes that are the error-finding procedures specified by all character-oriented protocols (see
"Cyclic redundancy," p. 153).
The 2653 operates with asynchronous, synchronous, or
parallel receivers and transmitters, so that there is no
transmitting and receiving hookup it cannot deal with. In
any of these configurations, it performs what what is
known as block-check character (BCc) generation and
detection. Since generation of these characters is the
basic step for cyclic and longitudinal redundancy error
checking, the ability of the 2653 to generate such characters is, for the designer of a data-communications
network, its most important feature. Notably, when the
2653 is combined with the Signetics 2661 enhanced
programmable communications interface (EPc1), this
feature leads to capabilities that are unique for apair of
communications chips.
Very special
No other available communications control chip set
will enable blocks of data in either the normal or the
transparent version of IBM's Binary Synchronous Communications, or Bisync, protocol [Electronics, June 8,
1978, p. 104] to be checked in blocks without the intervention of the central processing unit. Without this pro-

vision, the central processing unit must examine each
character passed from the receiving and transmitting
circuit in order to determine which ones are to be
included or excluded in a calculation. Using the 2653
and 2661, this character-by-character examination is
unnecessary. As aresult, many more input/output lines
can be used for direct data communication.
As a bonus, the two chips can facilitate directmemory-access storage of incoming or outgoing data
blocks. The hardware implementation of thi unique
capability is totally dependent on the system's CPU and
must be tailored accordingly.
Although the 2653 can be used with any receiver or
transmitter to support character-controlled protocols, it
is optimized for use with the 2661. The latter is really a
universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver-transmitter with an on-chip baud-rate generator.
Typically, the two devices are interfaced with an 8-bit
CPU. The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is an example of a
synchronous/asynchronous hardware solution that requires aminimum of software intervention to implement
all the synchronous protocols.
Another major use for the 2653 is to support both
character-controlled and bit-oriented protocols by combining it with a Signetics 2652 or the equivalent. Both

DATA TRANSMITTER

DATA RECEIVER

CLOCK TRANSMITTER

CLOCK RECEIVER

INT (OPEN DRAIN)

2. Partners. The 2653 may be combined with a Signetics 2652 multiprotocol communications controller to simultaneously support both
character- and bit-oriented protocols. Only asingle inverter is needed for the transfers between the interface and the data bus.
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Cyclic redundancy
Data-communications, data-storage, and computer-to-peripheral data-transfer systems all need a scheme for
detecting errors in their serial data streams. In most cases,
this feat is accomplished by a procedure called a cyclic
redundancy check.
In fact, aCRC is capable of detecting multiple-bit errors,
a common problem with any data-communication channel. For example, power-line impulse noise can cause up
to three characters in a data stream to be garbled. A CRC
has no trouble with such a nonrepetitive burst of errors,
which can easily overcome simple coding procedures like
parity checks.
The mathematical theory explaining how a cyclic redundancy check does its job is a subject usually best left to
experts in algebraic coding theory. But a general idea of
the procedure can be had.
The bits in any data message may be pictured as being
represented by the coefficients (0 or 1) of a polynomial of
the nth degree if there are n+ 1bits in the message block
of interest. In a cyclic redundancy check, logic gates
divide the data bits (represented by the appropriate polynomial) by another user-chosen set of bits represented by
a "generator" polynomial. The CRC circuitry does this
division as it cycles (hence the name of the procedure)
through the data bits in carefully predefined chunks.
Once the division is performed, there is usually a
remainder set of bits (known as the CRC check bits)
represented by another polynomial. It is appended to the

types of protocol can then be handled simultaneously.
The 2652 multiprotocol communications chip is
designed for bit-oriented protocols. It can send and
receive data in the commonly used Extended Binary
Coded Decimal Information Code (EBcpic), American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (Ascii),
and the European Six-Bit Transcode (sBT) formats.
However, it cannot support character-controlled protocols, as it has no way of knowing which characters to
include in the BCC accumulation. This makes the chip's
16th-degree polynomial cyclic redundancy check useless
for Bisync. Furthermore, no provision is made for handling data in the "transparent, - or pure, data mode or
for detecting special characters.
Bit and character control
Combining the two chips greatly increases flexibility.
For example, the 2653 can be used to compare characters in the Synchronous Data Link Control (spi.c) and
High-level Data Link Control (Fipt_c) protocols and in
Digital Equipment Corp.'s Digital Data Communications Message Protocol (DpcmP). Software overhead
otherwise needed to perform this function is greatly
reduced. Hardware requirements are minimal, too. Only
a single inverter is required to interface the 2652 and
2653 such that 2652 data-bus transfers are monitored
and controlled (Fig. 3).
The polynomial generator chip has still more applications that the designer of adata-communications system
can apply to his own problems. But to effectively design
the circuits incorporating this device, the user should
understand its internal workings.
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original set of data, and the new, longer data word is
transmitted to the data recipient. The appending operation is done with feedback shift registers of conventional
design. The recipient of the message performs the same
division. However, his data is the original message plus the
appended bits. The recipient uses the same generator
polynomial as the sender, and it can be mathematically
proven that there will be no remainder bits only if the
message was transmitted without any errors. Any remainder signals the recipient that a transmission error
occurred.
The probability of detecting an error with a CRC
depends first on the length of the message block and
second on the degree of the generator polynomials used
in the calculation. The degree is chosen based on considerations of the kind of errors that may occur in the system,
how many may occur, and how probable they are. Higherdegree polynomials can handle more complex combinations of errors, but their hardware implementation is more
costly than that needed for lower-degree polynomials.
The cyclic redundancy check is not the only way to
detect errors. Others such as longitudinal redundancy
checks not only can indicate the presence of errors as the
CRC does, but also can pinpoint the position of the bit in
error. However, a longitudinal redundancy check cannot
readily detect commonly occurring burst errors. Therefore
it is not as effective as a CRC for data communications,
although some protocols require its use.

All the data-management requirements of characteroriented protocols can be satisfied with the 2653, as a
reading of its data sheet will show. While performing
these functions, it can process information at speeds of
up to Imillion characters per second. But more important, the n-channel mos chip can be programmed to
accumulate the block-check characters and compare
them in the four dilTerent operating modes needed for
character-oriented data transmission: Bisync normal,
Bisync transparent, automatic accumulate, and single
accumulate. With this capability the 2653 can handle
character-oriented processing for commonly accepted
protocols such as Bisync, the American National Standards Institute's 3.28, the International Standards
Organization's 1745, and DpciviP. Thus most, if not all,
potential system applications can be handled.
In these protocols, a specified set of communications
control characters and character sequences governs the
operation of the data line between sender and receiver.
All the control messages or acknowledgments are one or
two characters long, and the data messages usually
comprise less than 1,000 characters. For text (information) messages, an optional header may precede each
text block.
Half and full duplex
Character-controlled protocols employ a stop-andwait automatic-repeat-request procedure [Electronics,
March 29, 1979, p. 96] that limits operation to the
half-duplex mode. In this approach, each transmitted
message block must be acknowledged before the next
message is sent. Consequently, the 2653 is a half-duplex
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device. But this limitation can easily be overcome.
Since it monitors parallel data transferred between a
CPU or memory and a serial receiver-transmitter, the
2653 is designed to work from adata bus. In the usual
half-duplex mode its data bus receives inputs from either
the receiver-transmitter or the CPU. For full-duplex
(two-way simultaneous) operation, the user need only
add asecond PGC.
The 2651 has another feature to make the designer's
life easier. A I
6-pin dual in-line package—the same as
used in small- and medium-scale Ks—is aconvenience,
since with this size the system's printed-circuit boards
can be simplified. This package was made possible by
adding an internal power-on reset and chip-enable timing logic, eliminating the need for a reset pin and a
system clock pin (see An evolutionary design," p. 155).
Generating polynomials
\s stated earlier, the 2653 accumulates block-check
characters for error checking in the Bisync normal,
Bisync transparent, automatic-accumulate, and singleaccumulate modes. Within each of these modes it must
handle the standard generating polynomials used for the
redundancy computation. Which polynomial is chosen
by the chip's software is determined by the user and

depends on the nature of the data to be examined and
how much error can be tolerated.
The operating mode chosen by the designer is determined by the nature of the data-communications system
and its governing protocol. As far as the 2653 is
concerned, its operation in accumulating the block-check
characters necessary to check the transmitted data for
errors is different for each protocol. The circuit designer
must understand these differences in order to come up
with a working prototype as early as possible in the
design cycle.
The Bisync normal mode calls for all the characters
loaded into the character register to be accumulated
except for aspecial synchronization signal. When data is
being received the BCC accumulation will stop after
either one or two characters have been collected, depending on the redundancy checking method used. For example, for an 8th-degree polynomial longitudinal redundancy check, one character is sufficient. On the other hand,
for a 12th- or a 16th-degree polynomial cyclic redundancy check, two characters are needed.
In contrast, in the Bisync transparent mode the protocol requires that several characters be excluded from the
BCC accumulation. Whether the chip is receiving or
transmitting, termination of the accumulation works as

265161
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3. Optimized. The 2653 is best used with the 2661 enhanced programmable communications interface, although any receiver-transmitter
may be chosen. The circuit shown is acomplete hardware implementation for the various synchronous and asynchronous protocols.
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An evolutionary design
The process that led from the first attempts to define a
device that filled only a few specific needs to the multifunction 2653 polynomial generator checker is a good
example of just how large-scale integrated circuits evolve.
During this evolution, the 2653 changed from an IC that
performed some redundancy checks under the rules of
IBM's Bisync protocol to one that can be used in a wide
number of applications with numerous protocols.
Two factors were key to this transition. First, there was
the realization that none of the existing microprocessor
peripheral circuits could do an adequate job of performing
block character checks for the Bisync protocol. Second,
the 2653 had to be able to work in conjunction with the
universal synchronous/ asynchronous circuits already
available. In order to do that, the block-check data would
have to be accumulated in parallel— preferably in a way
that was invisible to the system processor.
The design of the 2653 was also strongly influenced by
the fact that manufacturers of [SI devices build circuits
that are functional building blocks. These blocks are complex systems that replace hardware and drastically reduce
the amount of required software. This approach, though,
has a major drawback: circuits that replace software tend
to be rather inflexible, since their electrical connection
cannot be changed. Most of the design efforts for the
2653 were therefore aimed at reducing software requirements while retaining much of the flexibility arising from
functions performed by software. Flexibility is particularly
important when supporting a protocol like Bisync because
it has many variations.
The desire for flexibility led to the incorporation of a
character class array feature. With this feature, the chip
can group the characters according to their basic nature:
data, synchronization, parity, and signal status, for example, plus those containing errors. This makes it easier to
count them and provides ready access for processing.

in Bisync normal with only minor variations.
In the automatic-accumulate mode, all characters
loaded into the character register are checked and gathered. In this case, the BCC accumulation is not automatically terminated and the CPU must use the singleaccumulate mode to stop it. When the chip is in the
receiving mode, the BCC error bit is set and reset after
each character is accumulated, and the CPU must therefore examine it after the last character is accumulated.
In the single-accumulate mode, all characters are
checked and gathered after the CPU issues acommand to
start accumulation. If it does not, the BCC accumulation
is stopped. Otherwise, operation in this mode is identical
to that in automatic accumulation. It can be used to
selectively perform under CPU control or to accumulate
characters that were unintentionally excluded in one of
the other modes.
Still more applications
The 2653 can be employed in avariety of applications
other than as a dedicated BCC generator for a single
channel. For example, it may be multiplexed among
several data channels, it may function as a programmable character comparator, or it may serve to check
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The 2653 must recognize certain classes of characters
in accumulating the block check. The idea of programming these characters was soon discarded because the
user would have no say in picking them. However, programmable registers to hold the various control characters
were a possibility. Each register would need a character
comparator, but it was not known exactly how many
characters each user would want to place in each class. If
a large number of characters were to be accommodated,
the registers and associated comparators would occupy a
great deal of chip area.
Consequently, an attempt was made to eliminate the
need for a separate comparator for each register. Consideration was given to encoding each special character into
a class and then identifying the class code for each
character as it was received. This idea led to the use of a
lookup table containing the required encoding. Since there
are three classes of special characters, the lookup table
has to be 2 bits wide, with one 2-bit code reserved for
characters in no special category.
The lookup table is implemented as a random-access
memory that has as many locations as there are characters in the code set. To determine what class a character
belongs to, the character data is used as the RAM's
address and the address of that location becomes the
encoding of the character's class. In this way each class
can contain as many characters as the user wants.
The desire for flexibility also led to the inclusion of
interrupts that may be masked out by the user. Since one
goal was to limit the 2653 to a 16-pin package, only 1pin
could be used for an interrupt output. Depending on the
user's needs, not all four available interrupt conditions
might be of interest. If there were no mask feature, each
time one of the conditions occurred the user would receive
an interrupt and his service routine would have to read the
status register to determine the condition responsible.

parity on asystem-address or system-data bus.
When multiplexed, one PGC may be time-shared
among several receiver-transmitters if the CPU saves and
restores the contents of the mode register and partial
BCC results in the BCC registers. A separate "save - area
for each receiver-transmitter and achannel pointer indicating the last unit that transferred or received a data
character arc needed.
The 2653 can also be used as a programmable comparator to monitor data-bus character transfers (CPUperipheral, CPU-CPU, CPU-memory, or memory-peripheral via DMA). It is easy in this case to have the DMA
controller or a slave CPU handle data-bus transfers.
Meanwhile the PGC interrogates the data bus and the
host CPU responds to the PGC's interrupts.
In addition, the 2653 can be used to check the parity
of transactions on a system's data bus. First, control
information is written into the chip. All other bus operations are then checked for parity, with external address
decoding used to generate the proper commands. Parity
bus checking is useful in data transfers between a CPU
and peripherals or a CPU and memory. In fact, some
computers check parity on both halves of a I
6-bit word
during all system-bus transfers.
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Engineer's notebook
8080 efficiently computes
32-by-16-bit quotient
by A. Fiechter
Industrial Data Technology Inc.. Rudollstetten, Switzerland

Occupying about half the space in memory as the routine proposed by Swift and Eisenstein', this program
quickly performs a 32-bit-by-16-bit division. Also
included with this tightened version is an efficient 16bit-by-lb-bit program of the type often used to multiply
the result of a 32-bit-by-16-bit division by a third number.
The divider program is similar to Swift and Eisenstein's routine, subtracting the divisor from the mostsignificant 16 bits of the dividend. The appropriate bit of
Tight.

the quotient is set or cleared, depending upon whether
the subtraction process yields a O or 1for that bit. The
dividend is then shifted 1bit with respect to the divisor,
and the process is repeated. Sixteen such subtractions
are necessary in order to generate the quotient and the
remainder.
The dividend is stored in registers HL -DE, with the
most significant digits in Il L. The divisor is placed in
register pair BC. The quotient will build up in DE, with
the remainder in HL.
In the multiplication routine, the multiplicand is
stored in BC, and the multiplier in HL. The result will
appear in registers HL -DE.
E
Roterences
I. G. W. Swift and J. P. Eisenstein, "8080 program computes 32-by-16-bit quotient."
Electronics May 10. 1979. p. 143.

Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time Of cost. We'll pay SSO for each item published.

Shortened version of 32-by-16-bit divider routine retains all of the capabilities of the quotient program of Swift and Eisenstein', but

occupies only half the space in memory. 16-by-16-bit multiplier program (opposite page, top) is auseful companion to the divider routine.
TABLE 1 8080 PROGRAM . 32 BY 16 DIVISION
Label
DIV

Source statement
MOV

Comments

A, L

SUB
MOV

A, H

SBB
RNC
XRA
LOOP

; RETURN ON OVERFLOW
A

; INITIALIZE COUNTER

DAD

H

;SHIFT LEFT MUST SIG. PART OF DIVIDEND

PUSH

PSW

;SAVE COUNTER AND CARRY
;SHIFT LEFT

XCHG
DAD

H

XCHG
JNC
L1

;PART OF DIVIDEND
L1

INX

H

CONVEY CARRY IF THERE

MOV

A, L

SUBTRACT
DIVISOR

SUB
MOV

L, A

FROM

MOV

A, H

MOST SIG.

H, A

OF DIVIDEND

JC

L2

JUMP IF DIVISOR GREATER

POP

PSW

UNSAVE COUNTER AND CARRY

INX

D

APPEND 1 TO QUOTIENT

SBB
MOV

L3
L2

16 BIT

JMP

L4

POP

PSW

JC

L3

; UNSAVE COUNTER AND CARRY
; RESTORE DIVIDEND

DAD
L4

; LEAST SIG.

ADI

10H

; INCREMENT COUNTER

JNC

LOOP

; LOOP 16 TIMES

RET
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TABLE 2: 8080 PROGRAM

16-BY-16 MULTIPLICATION

Label

Source statement

MUL

XRA
MOV

A
D, A

MOV

E, A

; INITIALIZE LEAST SIG
;PART OF PRODUCT

DAD

H

;SHIFT LEFT MULTIPLIER

LOOP

Comments
; INITIALIZE COUNTER

RAR
XCHG
H

;SAVE CARRY
;SWAP FOR
;SHIFT LEFT PRODUCT

JNC

L1

,

INX

D

; CONVEY CARRY IF THERE

DAD

L1

RAL

; UNSAVE CARRY
L2

e

; IF SET

DAD
JNC
INX

L2
D

,
;CONVEY CARRY IF THERE

XCHG
ADI

10H

;SWAP BACK
; INCREMENT COUNTER

LOOP

; LOOP 16 TIMES

JNC

L2

JNC
RET

;ADD

IN MULTIPLICAND

,

Calculator note«

HP-97 speeds design
of rf amplifiers
by Karl Tonis
EWC Inc., Kenilworth, N. J.

Complementing the calculator note presented by Tula'
for designing Class C tube-type amplifiers, this HP-97
program drastically reduces the time needed to build
low-power radio-frequency amplifiers of the transistor
variety. Given the large signal parameters and characteristics of the transistors used and the reactances of the
xc,

decoupling inductors and capacitors, the program quickly yields the values of the elements required in the
amplifier's input and antenna-matching networks (for a
one-stage amp) or the matching and interstage networks
(for atwo-stage design).
The program first finds the parallel-equivalent output
resistance of one or both of the amplifiers from Rp =
(Veo Vco(so()) 2/2Po, where V.. is the specified collector
voltage, Po is the desired output power, and Vce(sai), the
collector-to-emitter saturation voltage, is typically 2
volts. The loaded Q of the amplifier is then found from
QL= fo/BW, where f
0 is the frequency of operation and
BW is the bandwidth required.
Following this very simple calculation, the seriesequivalent resistances and reactances are readily found

Xs1

XL1

RS1

(a)

XL)

XL2

_
r

S

XC4

XS2

2

Xc3

(c1 INTERSTAGE

INPUT-MATCHING

RFC4

RFC2

X06

AI--Xcs

dnIerma

(b) OUTPUT MATCHING

MRF-229
P
o

Transformation. Given transistor and circuit parameters and reactance of decoupling elements in Class C amplifier, program determines values of components in matching networks (a), (b), and (c).

Xcoot
Rp „.,
Xc ,„

1.5 W
49 pF
23 i2
10 pF

MRF-233
Po
Xco.,
Rp ,„
Xe,,,

17W
11 pF
611
3.5pF

Design of two-stage amplifier (d) is discussed in text example.
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Protect your
pp/CMOS systems
10 like never before.

t

gm
You won't find abetter way to protect your microprocessor-based or CMOS-logic systems than with Teledyne
Semiconductor's 300 Series of Bipolar Interface Logic. They have the
unique ability to operate from 11V to 16V with an input threshold of 6V
Their high noise margins of from 3.5V to 6V mean you won't have
to worry about high voltage spikes or noise generated by bouncing
switches, relays or motors.
What's more, the rugged bipolar construction of the 300 Series
minimizes catastrophic failures often caused by high voltage spikes
or improper maintenance. With low output impedances, the 300 Series
can handle high drive currents of up to 250 mA. That's ideal for driving
relays, lamps, displays, or long lines.
Our Bipolar Interface line includes buffer gates, power drivers,
Schmitt triggers, display drivers, timing elements, and alot more.
They're described in our new Bipolar Interface Logic catalog that's
yours for only S2.50. Just send us acheck or money order today.
Teledyne Semiconductor, Dept. B11, 1300 Terra Bella Avenue, Mountain
View, CA 94043, phone (415) 968-9241, ext. 347.

1rTELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR
The Bipolar Interface Specialist
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HP-97 PRINTER LISTING

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032

•LBLA
STOO
P*S
STOO
P-.--S
IRIS
ST01
RIS
STO2
RIS
STO3
RIS
STO4
R/S
STO5
RS
STO6
p=s
STO6
RIS
STO7
P.--S
STO7

034
035
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056

RCL7
GSB1
RCLA
0582
RCLB
GSB2
RCLE
GSB3
RCLI
GSB3
5
GSB3
•LBLC
SF2
RCLC
0582
RCLD
GSB2
GSB4
•LBLO
GSB5
GSB6
RCL5

P,---S
STO4
R/S
STO3
R/S
STO2
RIS
ST01

058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065

1
\/
K.
STO8
RCL5
x

P.---s

066

R/S

033

057

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

RCL3
STOO
RCL4
STO2
GSB5
RCL9
RCL1
÷
1
N/r<
STO8
RCL1
X
RCLO
4.
5

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

P.,S
RCL7
p,
X
2
X
STO7
P•-'*S
STO7
P=-'S
RTN
• LBL2
RCL7
÷
PRTX
RTN
• LBL3

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

GSB2
RCL9
RCL6
RCL8
•
÷
GSB3

151
152
153
154
155
156
157

x
1/X
PRTX
RTN
•LBL4
RCLO
2

184
185
186
187
188
189
190

GSB3
RCL9

091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098

RCL8
÷
GSB3
RCL6
RCL1
x
RCLO
•
GSB2
Fr
GTOO
GTO7
•LBLO
RCL4
STOO
RCL3
STO2
GTOD
•LBL7
1:1=-•S
RCL3
X=0 7
RIS
GSB4
GSB5
RCL1
RCL6
x
RCLO
-•
GSB2

R/S
•LBL1
RCL6
÷
STO6
P,. -.S

159
160
161
162
163

X2
RCL1
2
x
÷

192
193
194
195
196

099

GSB6

132

STO6

STOO
RTN

197

RCL6

164
165

÷

067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089

CLASS C

090

4.

117

Pr-•S

150

158

RCL7

-

166
167
168
169

170

183

•LBL5
RCLO
ENT
RCLO
RCL2
X'

1

•
÷
ST01
RCLO
X
RCL2
÷
STOO
RTN

•LBL6

RCL6
X'
1
•
RCL1
x

Registers (R -S)
Ro
13 1
R2

R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8 -R 9
SO
S1
52
S3
S4
S6

RTN

•LEILB
GSB1
RCLE
GSB3
GTOC
R/S

Xo ,4 (Oil
RP ,r. (
0 1)
ALS

111W

fo
used
VCC
PO(
0 1)
XC

ow

101/

RPle 1°2)
XC.
n 102)
BW

S7

Se

S
9

f
9
used

used

Registers (A-I)

STO9

191

Vcc
Po 1
0 2)
Xc ,,,,,, 10 2 1

A
B

C

D
E
I

XF1FC1
XgFC2

XRFC3

XgFC4

Xc7
XC8

Instructions
• Key in program

• Enter reactances of stage's bypass networks
(
X Rfcv ), STO A, (X RFc2 ), STO 2, (X RFc3), STO 3,

(XRFc4),

STO D, (Xci), STO E. (Xco), STO I

• Specify transistor parameters
(Vcc), A, (Po (02) ), R/S,
(02)1, R/S,
(ad 1, R/S, (R p,,, (0 1)), R/S, (AL s). R/S, (SW), R/S, (10), R/S,
(Xe
(02) ), R/S, (Rp ,,,(02) ), R/S, (Xe OW (01)), fl/S. (Po (ey) ), R/S
The program will calculate and print out, in order, RFC, RFC2, C7 ,Cg, C4 ,RFC3, RFC4, C6 ,C5, L4, C1, C2, LI, L2, L3 ,and C3 .
• For single-stage amplifiers, enter
(XRFcy), STO C. (XRFc2), STO D, (X c3 ), STO E, (Vcc), A, (Po), fl/S. (Xc o
ur),
(R e ,,,), R/S,(R L ,$), R/S, (BW), R/S, (10), R/S,

R/S,

(Xc

R/S,

The program will calculate and print Out C3 ,RFC, RFC2, C5 ,C4, L2, C1, C2, and LI .

from Rs = Rp/[1 (Rp/Xc)'] and Xs = RsRp/X.. The
reactances of the elements required to match the source
impedance, R.0., to the load, R,«, is then determined,
as seen in (a) in figure, as are the components of the
output matching network (b):
Xci.c6 =
XC2,C5 =
XLI,L4 =

+QL 2)/RL.s - 1P"
CI.C.
QL 2)/{QL [R sene.(1 QL2)/R L,s 11 1/
2)
C2,C 5
Rseri.QL XIICtiCS
L 1,L 4

where RL.6 corresponds to R.= for Xci .and Xc2 and
Rant. for XC5 and Xce. The values of the components in
the interstage "T" network (c), which is recommended
for matching the low impedances encountered in transistor design, are then found:
XL2 = RSIQL "1" XSI ".> L2
2 Xs2
Xc4
L3
XL3 • Rse si (1 +Q L2)/Rs 2 111/
XC3 = RSI( 1+QL 2)/(QL + [RSI( 1"1" QL 2)/RS2
]1/2)
-81'C3

where XC4 = 5ohms capacitive reactance. The program
is shortened for a single-stage amplifier, since no inter-
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stage-coupling calculation is required.
An amplifier design example illustrates the usefulness
of the program. A two-stage amplifier operating at 90
megahertz (d) is to provide aminimum power gain of 20
decibels and a bandwidth of 5 MHz. The interstage
network must transform the input impedance of the
second stage into the output impedance of the first stage,
and the output amplifier must work into a50-9 load.
Selecting the MRF-229 transistor for Q1 and the
MRF-233 for Q2 (see table), and keying in the parameters as instructed for a desired 1
3.(Q 1) = 1.5 watts,
setting XRFCI = 1,500 n, XRFC2 = 1,200 Q, XRFC3
2,000 0, XRFC4 = 1,100 9, XC2= 2, and Xcg = 1yields
the following values RFC1 = 2.65 microhenries, RFC2
= 2.12 µH, RFC3 = 3.54 µH, RFC4 = 1.95 µH, L I =
131 nanohenries, L2 = 780 nH, L5 -= 204 nH, L4 = 96.5
nH, CI = 7.41 picofarads, C2 = 19.7 pF, C3 = 20.6 pF,
= 354 pF, C5 = 25 pF, C6 = 8.25 pF, C7 = 884 pF,
and Cg = 1.77 nanofarads.
CI
References

I. Fernando Luclo Tula, "T1-58 aids designof ri power amplifiers,"
1980,p. 158.
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Engineer's newsletter
A far, far better
way of protecting
a breadboard

A TRS-80
quick fix

Do-it-yourself
fiber optics

Primer discusses
thick-film
laser trimming

160

Everyone who has ever built abreadboard knows the feeling of surprise
when something doesn't burn up when power is first applied. Fuses and
circuit breakers are both too slow to protect semiconductors, and usually,
too, these safety devices are available in aonly few widely separated trip
current values. A new device called the Breaker Box has recently been built
by the Long Range Co. specifically to protect breadboards without the
disadvantages of traditional approaches.
The $49.50 unit is acircuit breaker whose trip current may be selected
from the range of 250 mA to 7.75 A by weighted toggle switches. The
switches are weighted with 0.25, 0.5, 1.2, and 0.5 A. A trip current is
selected by closing various combinations of switches; atripped condition is
indicated by a light-emitting diode and reset with a push button. If all
switches are down, the unit is in asupersensitive mode where the breaker
trips around 10 mA. The internal circuitry is floating and power is supplied
by a9-v battery. For information, contact Lawrence Edwards, The Long
Range Co., P. 0. Box 911, Amado, Ariz., 85640.

Here's a little circuit improvement for Radio Shack's popular TRS-80
home computer. Cass R. Lewart of System Development Corp., Eatontown, N. J., notes that the electromechanical cassette relay in the TRS-80
is a frequent source of difficulties. Though a dc relay, it can easily be
replaced with an inexpensive solid-state triac relay (Radio Shack number
275-236 at acost of $1.99).
Ordinarily an ac relay cannot replace adc type. But in this case, an ac
type relay will work since the tape recorder motor interrupts the current
flow, thus turning off the triac in the solid-state relay.

Are you about to get started in fiber optics? A new kit put together
through acooperative effort of AMP Inc. and Motorola can assist you, for
it provides the data-communications engineer with apair of modules he
can build himself. These transceiver modules are the heart of full-duplex
ern, data link that can handle data up to a 20-megabaud rate and fiber
path lengths in excess of 100 meters. The kit includes: printed-circuit
boards, integrated circuits, emitters, detectors, rf- and other electromagnetic-interference shields, ferrite chokes, fiber-optic connector components,
a length of terminated fiber-optic cable, and complete instructions and
specifications of all manner of components. For further information,
contact AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa., 17105.

A 16-page booklet from Teradyne called "A Primer on Thick-Film
Trimming Principles" gives the basic objectives of resistor trimming, the
factors that affect trim stability, and guidelines for increasing yield. The
primer discusses the major principles of laser trimming such as controlling
the laser beam and determining Q rate and bite size. In addition, it
describes the various types of cuts: straight cuts, Lcuts, Lcuts with vernier
cut, double cuts, etc. Diagrams and recommendations for use accompany
the description of each cut. Copies are available free from Teradyne Inc.,
183 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 02111.
-Jerry Lyman
Electronics/March 27, 1980

ROHM THERMAL PR ITHEADS
1

Integrated Electronics — Drive circuits, shift registers and
diode matrix are integrated on the printhead.
High Dot Density — Up to eight dots per millimeter.
Wider Print Widths — Print widths up to 10" from
single element.
High Speed — 2 milliseconds per line.
Extended Life — MDLBF

100 2< 10 6

With R-Ohm printheads, thermal printing
becomes a practical, reliable alternative for
hundreds of applications, including yours.
Contact us today.
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QUALITY. RELIABILITY

R-Ohm Corporation, 16931 Milliken Ave., Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 546-7750. Central Office: (312) 843-0404.
Eastern Office: (215) 337-8877. TWX: 910-595-1721
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01N7 Gm YOU
ONE GOOD REASON 10
BUY THIS IC HANDLER,

'NU*

BUT
WE CM GIVE YOU
FIFTY GOOD REASONS.
It's not any single feature that makes MCT the
best-selling IC handler. It's acombination of many
features.
In fact, MCI' handling systems combine more
reliability, versatility and efficiency than any other
handler. That's what makes MCT the most
cost-effective handler you can buy.
Take our "dead bug" handling approach for
example. It significantly reduces jamming and
downtime while allowing MCI' handlers to handle the
widest range of package types in the industry.
Or consider our superior contacts. They're made
from gold-platinum for greater durability and better
contact integrity.
And consider our efficient, human engineered
design or our range of speeds up to 10,000 DPH.
Above all there's our professional service network
— offering the most comprehensive installation, parts,
service and training
capabilities in the industry.
We could list at least
fifty more reasons why
MCT handling systems are
THERE'S MORE
the best you can buy. But
TO AN
we don't have room for
MCT HANDLER
them in this ad.
So, instead, we've put
together abrochure that
explains our reasons in
depth. To get acopy just
call (612) 482-5170, or
write MCT today.

Micro Component Technology, Inc
PO. Box 43013, St. Paul, Minn. 55164
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We know exactly what's happening to the
OEM computer inside this truck g1401nterior.
Absolutely nothing.

1,41r 4e-•

All computer manufacturers are concerned about how their products cope with
heat while they're running.
At Digital, we also take agood hard
look at how computers react to heat even
before you turn them on.
Because we know you may have to
ship product anywhere in the world, often
under less than ideal conditions. And for a
computer, high storage temperatures can
be just as bad as high operating temperatures. So we test for both.
Our storage temperature testing is just
part of the most comprehensive physical
and mechanical test program in the industry. A program that subjects our products to
drop forces up to 40Gs. Vibration forces far
greater than those encountered on the average factory floor. Heat, humidity, static electricity, electromagnetic and RF interference.
At Digital, our approach has always
been to give OEMs more than just great
product. Just as important are the extra
quality features, the extra testing that can
make your design and marketing job easier.
The software compatibility that can take
you from micros to 32-bit large-scale computers, from one generation to the next.
The worldwide service capability that can
be tailored exactly to the way you run your
business. It's an approach designed to
help you meet awide range of computer
strategies.
You probably already know alot about
Digital performance. To find out the rest,
send for our new brochure, "The Thinking
Behind the Industry's Largest Selling Line
of OEM Computers."
Digital Equipment Corporation,
(PK3/M-86), Maynard, MA 01754. (617)
493-6253. In Europe: 12 ay. des Morgines,
1213 Petit-Lancy/Geneva. Tel. 93 33 11. In
Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

We build alot more than performance
into an OEM computer.
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Circle 165 on reader service card

Multiply your micro
capabilities with
2301 Series multi-station networks
share disk and printer with up to
eight stations. Each station is universal and may be ordered with the
software and/or hardware capabilities required.

processor based design
our universal network
ADVANCE YOUR SMARTPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS—Our universal,
multi-user development system
network is the most cost-effective
means of implementing amultistation, microprocessor-based
design facility. It's also the most
versatile and productive solution
to smart-product design.
MORE SUPPORT FOR MORE
CHIPS FOR MANY USERS—Our
network stations already support
all of the most popular microprocessors. Our unique slave
emulation system permits us to
add support for new chips faster
than anyone else. With eight
stations tied into our network you
can stop paying designers to wait
in line. All eight can be developing products simultaneously with
different chips.
MULTI-PROCESSOR
EMULATION—Our slave emulation system provides transparent,
non-stop, full-speed emulation to
10 MHz. And, it's the only system
that allows simultaneous emulation of many different processors.
Up to eight emulators can be tied
into one network station. Our
transparent incircuit emulation
and logic analysis take all the
guesswork out of processor evaluation and design, even for products
using several different chips.

GenRad
futureee

SHARE AND SAVE—By sharing
costly and under-utilized resources
(disks, printers, slave emulators,
design aids and software), anetwork system lowers your cost-perstation dramatically. Without
trade-offs! Each user has his own
CPU, CRT and keyboard. The
same powerful software supplied
with our stand-alone development
systems is provided to each network station. Each station can be
equipped with any combination of
software and/or hardware capabilities you require, including local
disk storage.
SPEED UP YOUR
PROGRAMMING—With our
interactive, high-speed CRT, complete operating system software,
and assembly and high-level
language programming capabilities, things happen fast—
sometimes instantaneously. Now
available with highly blockstructured PASCAL compilers, our
system can cut your programming
time by 50% or more.
RELY ON THE LEADER—We
started delivering network systems
over one year ago. For acomplete
understanding of how these costeffective systems can multiply
your capabilities, contact one of
our worldwide sales and service
offices today.

GenRadiFuturedata
5730 Buckingham Parkway
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 641-7200. TVVX: 910-328-7202.

GenRad/Futuredata universal development systems expanding your world of microprocessor-based design.
See us at Electro 80
booths 1208,1210,1307,1309

Circle 167 on reader service card
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ADVANCED
DEVELOPMENT
NETWORKS

8086
8085
8080
z8000
z80
68000
6809
6802
6801
6800
6502
1802
3870

This is an offer you shouldn't resist. To

introduce you to the new family of oscilloscopes from B&K-PRECISION, we'll
let you "live with" one for up to 10 days,
free! We're confident that after trying
any one of our new scopes, you'll want
to keep it for alot longer. Of course,
there's no obligation.
Leading off our 1400 series scopes is
the new 1479, 30MHz dual-trace
triggered scope. It's ready to challenge
your testing needs with 5mV/cm vertical
sensitivity, 11.7 nS rise time, 50MHz
triggering and built in high- and low-pass
filters. A signal-delay line is built in to
permit view of the leading edge of high
frequency pulses. The 1479 also provides
differential input capability and algebraic
addition and subtraction of input signals.
For those requiring only a15MHz
dual-trace scope, the 1477 is an outstanding solution. Having many of the features of the 1479, the 1477 also offers a

standard video sync separator for use
with video systems or computer terminals. If battery portability is essential,
the B&K-PRECISION 15MHz 1432 is a
field-proven workhorse. It's afullfeatured 3", dual-trace scope with an
optional battery pack. For a10MHz re-

Mode11405 $280
Model 1432 $840

•Model 1466 $560

KPRECISION

sponse, choose either the dual-trace 147(
or the single-trace 1466. With video sync
separators and vectorscope capability,
both are standouts. For basic monitoring
applications, the low cost 3"1405 is the
best answer.
Common features of all 5"1400 series
scopes include Z-axis inputs, plug-in PC
board construction, scope cameracompatible CRT bezels, triggered sweep
excellent high- and low-voltage power
supply regulation, built in calibration
signals and cool, energy-efficient operation. The 1466 draws 20 watts; the 1479
draws only 25 watts.
For immediate delivery on the scope
of your choice or for additional
information, contact your local
B&K- PRECISION distributor.

DYNASCAN

CORPORATION

6460 W. Cortland Street •Chicago, IL 60635
Internatronal Sales. 6460 W. Cortland Street. Cho aoo. It 60635 USA

312/889-9087

TELEX: 25-3415: Canachan Sales. Atlas Electronlcs. °Marto

Before you look at another scope,
try one of these free for 10 days!
Model 1477 5840

For free demonstration circle :168
For additional infonna i n ir

Model 1479 $1099

Model 1476 5700
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Digital scope gets broader horizon
Service instrument digitizes at 25 megasamples/second, stores
10-MHz signals, and solves problems of aliasing and display jitter
by Bruce LeBoss, San Francisco regional bureau manager
Since their debut several years ago,
digital storage oscilloscopes have
had a major drawback —limited
storage bandwidth. Typically, bandwidth has ranged from a few hundred kilohertz to 1 MHz, about one
to two orders of magnitude less than
that of analog storage scopes. Now
Tektronix Inc. is about to make
available an instrument that performs faster than other digital storage scopes and increases the range of
signal frequencies that can be stored
and displayed.
Designated the model 468, the
new portable scope in the nonstorage
mode has all the capabilities of Tek's
465B 100-MHz unit, which has
become an industry standard. However, the 468 has a maximum digitizing rate of 25 megasamples/s that
allows viewing of afaster signal than
prior scopes.
Controlled by an Intel Corp. 8085
8-bit microprocessor, the 468 uses an
8-bit digitizer and a unique display
interpolation technique to achieve a
10-MHz "useful storage bandwidth."
That specification highlights the
maximum-frequency sine wave that
can be stored usefully in a single
sweep. "By 'useful' we mean a visually usable and accurate representation of awaveform with less than 5%
envelope error," notes Michael
Turner, marketing program manager for portable oscilloscopes.
The design of the 468 solves a
number of problems that plagued
earlier instruments. The new scope
can capture signals that other digital
storage scopes would alias, that is,
display as a subharmonic of the
actual real-time waveform. It can
also correct for display jitter and has
aspecial sine interpolator mode that
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makes digitally stored sine waves sampled, the 468's envelope mode
appear normally, not as jagged lines
will display a solid band across the
as in other digital storage scopes.
cathode-ray tube. If there is no
High rate. To capture and display
aliasing, the envelope mode will simawaveform accurately, the designers
ply look like the normal storage
realized that aminimum of 2.5 samacquisition display.
ples/s would be needed. They thereNavarro says that the envelope
fore set out to overcome the low
serves other useful functions, such as
sampling rate that limited other digicapturing and displaying signal extal storage scopes, building an analcursions that occur between the norog-to-digital converter able to handle
mal sampling points. It also allows
25 megasamples/s. With it, the 468
the user to automatically catch miniachieves a useful storage bandwidth
mum and maximum signal values
of 10 MHz.
over long periods of time, "acting
In the envelope mode (used for
somewhat like a babysitter," and it
anti-aliasing, among other things),
provides the ability to view as much
the 468 samples at twice the rate
of the waveform as necessary (as
specified by the time/division
captured by the time/div setting)
switch. It also records maximum and
and still catch glitches (with the
minimum values of a waveform
faster rate).
envelope in the scope's 1,024-dataThe 468 all but eliminates the
word memory, which can store up to
horizontal jitter that occurs with
two 512- or four 256-word wavemultiple acquisitions of a signal, a
forms. This can be done over a characteristic of most, if not all, priselectable number of sweeps, in binaor digital scopes. The 468 uses a
ry increments ranging from 2to 256, jitter circuit to correct for the ±0.5
or continuous setting. If aliasing is
sample interval uncertainty that is
occurring because a signal is undercaused by an inconsistent timing

"When are you
going to get yours?"

When are you going to get your very
own, personal subscription to Electronics?
It could be very important to you.
And we're not just referring to your status in the
office hierarchy
You (and we) are in aquick-moving
business. News breaks frequently Change is the
name of the game. Awareness is the way to win.
You've got to follow what's going on
beyond your specialty Your career may have to
last longer than your specialty
If change is the game, obsolescence is
the penalty for losing. Obsolescence of products,
of technology and, unfortunately of people. We
can't change this fact. But we can help you cope
with it.
Give us one hour of reading time every
two weeks and we will keep you aware of what's
going on around you and around the changing
world of electronics technology.
Move up. Fill out one of the subscription postcards in this issue.

Electronics Magazine.
The one worth paying for.
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relationship between the scope's digitizing clock and the trigger event.
When the 468 is used, Navarro
claims, "jitter is unobservable even
during horizontal expansion of repetitive signals."
Fast lane. In the storage modes,
the 468 continues to drive like anonstorage scope. Pushing a button
sends the instrument into the storage
mode and waveforms are acquired
and stored as easily as they are
viewed in the nonstorage mode. Like
other digital storage scopes, the 468
provides a brighter, crisper display
with improved contrast from that of
conventional analog storage scopes.
Because a waveform cannot bloom,
or fade positive, there are no storagelevel/intensity-control interactions
needed between user and scope.
These features, as well as signal
averaging and cursors for the time
and voltage differences, make operation of the 468 more convenient and
thus should help increase engineering productivity.
The 28-lb 468, to be shown formally for the first time at the
Hanover Fair next month, will be
available in August with a $5,000
base price. The instrument has a
general-purpose interface bus (GPiB)
option that makes it usable in manufacturing and research and development, for signal processing and data
logging and manipulation. "We see a
great future for waveforms on adata
bus," states Turner. A signal-averaging option is available as is a readonly memory that performs service
routines that, in addition to those
already resident in the 468, check
out the scope's performance.
Although the storage bandwidth
of the 468 is significantly less than
the levels achieved by its analog
counterparts, its performance features aim at medium-storage applications in medical, industrial/manufacturing, and communications markets, Navarro points out. For example, "it's ideal for pulse-testing or
stressing parts, such as a transistor,
to be used in switching power supplies or television broadcasting
equipment," he adds.
Tektronix Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Ore. 97077 [338]
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PRO6RAM Reduce_Software_Costs
BEGIN
IF Choose_MICROPROCESSOR_PASCAL
THEN CASE (Benefits) OF
A : Software_Costs := Lower;
B : Redesign := Easier;
Design_CYcle := Shorter;
D : 16_Bit_Avail. := Now;
E : Multitasking := from_HLL;
END;
FOR microprocessors TO minicomPuters
DO MICROPROCESWR_PAWAL;
END[Ha PPY].

.
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t
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The program to reduce software costs.
Microprocessor Pascal System.
New. From Texas Instruments.
Learnability.
Transportability.
Maintainability.
The features of Pascal, plus the benefits of TI's learning curve experience,
are offered in the new Microprocessor
Pascal system.
A system designed for microprocessor
applications.
A system developed for the 16-bit
9900 Family, including the TM990
microcomputer modules, and 990
minicomputers.
A system to effectively lower your
software costs today. And keep them
low tomorrow.
At TI, Pascal is the first and only
corporate-wide approved high-level
programming language. For a lot of
good reasons.
Pascal lets you solve your application
without getting involved in the intricacies of machine architecture. And,
Pascal's block structure results in fewer

programming errors, because the code
is easier to write, read and modify.
TI's Microprocessor Pascal system
consists of six parts and provides the
most Pascal capability ever offered:
•Source Editor — specifically designed
to create/edit Pascal programs and
check program syntax.
•Compiler—compiles conventional Pascal programs as well as TI's Pascal concurrent extensions into interpretive
code, which can then be executed directly, or converted into 9900 native
machine code.
•Host Debugger — over fifteen options
for tracing variables and modifying
data.
•Configurator — enables the target system to retain only the parts of the runtime support necessary for program
execution.

•Native-Code Generator — converts
Pascal interpretive code into 9900 native machine code.
•Run-Ilme Support—both interpretive
and native-code execution provide a
speed/memory trade-off.
TI's continuing commitment to innovative, cost-effective 16-bit microprocessor software means an increased
applications capability and decreased
development time for you.
Find out how you can reduce your
present and future software costs. Put
the new TI Microprocessor Pascal system to work for you, today.
For more information,
call your nearest TI field
sales office or authorized
distributor, or write to
Texas Instruments, P.O.
Box 1443, M/S 6404, Houston, lbxas 77001.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
C) 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED
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Happy Fiftieth
to Electronics Magazine and to Sola Electric

For once, we won't blow out any candles!

Our hat is off to Electronics Magazine.
It isn't often that otrade magazine demonstrates leadership by
actually coining the nome of the industry it serves. (Electronics
registered its name in 1930, Webster picked it up in 1961).
Solo, on the other hand, is almost synonymous with voltage
regulation, and adopted the name "Power Protectors" after
more than 40 years of field-tested experience.
It's a healthy sign for abusiness publication to expand its
editorial staff by ten-fold... even in 50 years.
Sola began as o loft operation with ohandful of people.
Today it has 750 employees plus sales representatives and
distributors around the world.
Solo is pleased to have two important things in common with
Electronics and its readers:
• We were launched in the early, rough-hewn days of a
burgeoning technology.
• We both have an exciting prospect to contemplate.

So, cheers to the years ahead.

SOLA
1717 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 (312) 439-2800
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Rapid Solderless Termination 4-point
Contact Eliminate Wire Stripping.

'Trademark TRW Inc

U S Patent Nos
3,902,154 4,035,049
other Patents Penchnd

4,090,770

Choose From Four Standard Super D Connector Sizes...
9(on left), 15, 25, and 37 (right) contacts.

A unique all plastic snap-locking
connector system that costs less
and does more than standard D-Subs.
Here's Why
Super D* is
"The D With
The Difference".
Different? You bet! TRW Cinch's all
new Super D connector system has
the exclusive design features and
cost-saving benefits that move it to
the top of any D-Sub line!
Let's begin with cost savings.
Most D-subs require soldering or
crimping. Not Super D connectors.
Our new pre-loaded pin/socket contacts provide solderless insulation
displacement 4-point termination.

This unique contact also gives you
twice as many contact points at mating end as other D-sub designs. All
without wire prepping or stripping.
Result? Immediate assembly time
reduction and apositive cost savings with increased reliability!
But that's not all! Besides fast, solderless termination, Super D connectors also have snap-on plastic
hoods that feature an exclusive
Latch-N-Lock design for positive,
audible locking with no additional
tools, parts or labor. Just push to
connect, squeeze and pull to disconnect. It's that easy!
To convert standard TRW Cinch
D-subs to the Super D system, ask
us about our special adaptor system
for D-type connectors.
Looking for style and design?
Look no further! Super D's costeffective all-plastic assembly is both
smooth and functional to complement the styling of your computer,
peripheral, data communication, instrumentation or video equipment.

This plastic design effectively insures against shock hazards.
Super D connectors employ
selective gold plating only where it is
needed. We've eliminated expensive gold from non-functioning surfaces. So you get performance without added cost.
The Super D connector is available in four sizes (9, 15, 25, and 37
contacts) for cable-to-cable and
cable-to-panel modes. Each will
intermate with existing D-type connectors. And, you'll be glad to know
that the Super D system is designed
to meet EIA Standard RS449 plus
IS04902 and 4903 for your DTE and
DCE equipment.
To further speed your termination
time, TRW Cinch has designed three
terminating tools specifically for the
Super D connector system. Use
Auto-Clinch D* for high volume;
Certi-Clinch 0* for moderate production and field installation; and
Uni-Clinch D for field repair.
So take along, hard look at the
D-subs you're using now. Then, take
alook at Super D connectors. There
is abig difference! To get the Super
D difference, write or call your TRW
Electronic Component Sales Office
...listed in EEM, or TRW Cinch Connectors, ADivision of TRW Inc., 1501
Morse Avenue, Elk Grove Village, IL
60007. 312/981-6000

TRWCINCH CONNECTORS
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In Data Display...

HD means
high density of
characters
BALL HD Series CRT monitors are your best choice for
word processing and
phototypesetting text display
• Displays full typewritten page
• Both horizontal and vertical CRT formats
• Stable, uniform alphanumeric display
Look to BALL for a good look in word processing
alphanumeric display. Choose from HD Series 15 and
17-inch diagonal CRT measurements, in both
horizontal and vertical formats.
These high density units can display over 6000
characters ...a full typewritten page of information,
in either standard or inverted video.
Dynamic focus circuitry gives clean, crisp characters,
and controlled linearity keeps your data sharp, day
after day. HD Series low voltage supplies are regulated
for optimum stability.

BALL HD Series
HD15H and HD17V
High Density Data
Displays

HD Series displays are designed especially for the
unique needs of word processing and phototypesetting
systems, with timing and deflection specifications
built around high density display requirements.
Specific horizontal line rates may be set between 26
and 36 KHz.
Select HD Series displays for your word processing
systems, and you get the performance, dependability
and design experience of the data display leader. Give
your customers something good to look at. HD Series
displays from BALL.

In data display,
BALL means
experience, quality
and service.

Ai

Electronic
Display
Division

Box 43376 St Paul, MN 55164 (612) 786-8900 TWX 910-563-3552
Sales Offices:
Downers Grove. IL (312) 960-4434 Santa Clara, CA (408) 244-1474
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Ocean, NJ (201) 922-2800

Upland. CA (714) 985-7110

Lewisville, Texas (214) 436-2383

Burlington, MA (617) 273-0608

Stepper DC and
Synchronous Motors

Reliability in precision technology.

AIRPAX offers the largest
selection of economical stepper and
permanent magnet synchronous
motors available anywhere. Whether
you need a motor the size of a penny
because of space limitations, or one
powerful enough to drive an X-Y
plotter ... AIRPAX has it.
We have ironless rotor, brushless
and permanent magnet DC motors
for timing, drive and control applications. Plus shaded pole, reversible,
lightweight synchronous AC motors
for military or industrial applications.
Also available are many instrument
drive motors that can be provided
with various gear trains. And a
complete line of logic stepper motors
from miniature to high torque types
for use in computer peripherals and
business machines.
In addition to this wide selection,
all AIRPAX Motors are cool-running,
reliable, low in cost and energyefficient, too.
For a look at all of our motors and
their specifications, write and ask for
our free detailed literature.

«vs

Cheshire Division
Cheshire Industrial Park
Cheshire, CT 06410
Telephone: (203) 272-0301
FOR IMMEDIATE NEED, CIRCLE e
FOR REFERENCE ONLY, CIRCLE
See teem
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Spending More Time CORRECTING
PC Artwork Than CREATING It?
®

Bishop Graphics

Precision Measuring Glass

OPTO-SCALE.

Improves Accuracy And Increases PC Artwork Production
OPTO-SCALE, the new
precision linear glass measuring instrument from
Bishop Graphics, eliminates
rejected printed circuit artwork by helping you catch
errors that cause those rejections before they slip
through to production.
With OPTO-SCALE you
can feel confident that both
the artwork and the finished
product will reflect the same
high standards necessary
for printed circuit precision.
Consider these quality
OPTO -SCALE features,
then take another look at
the incredibly low OPTOSCALE price:

_

•

J1Innti'

.1111

• Overall accuracy to ±.0005" (0.013mm) with
interpolative measurements accurate to ±.0002"
(0.005mm) between adjacent lines.
• Full 24"/610mm measuring capability with
±.0005" (0.013mm) accuracy maintained
throughout.
• Dual aligned inch/metric scale pattern for
instant metric conversions.
• Durable chrome scale glass patterns etched on
the bottom surface of the glass, for direct contact
with the measure object thus eliminating

,

Never before has aprecision linear
measuring instrument with OPTOSCALE's accuracy, comprehensive
measuring capabilities and ease-of-use
been available at such aLOW price.
You owe it to yourself to see the
OPTO-SCALE in action. Contact your
local Bishop dealer, or Bishop Graphics,
Inc. for your FREE, NO-OBLIGATION,
OPTO-SCALE DEMONSTRATION
today.
Order No. 3580

Only

parallax error.

$395.00

OZgell

FREE! Bishop Graphics
OPTO -SCALE Bulletin
No.
1023... describes
Bishop's new Precision
Measuring Glass OPTOSCALE in detail. Contact
your local Bishop dealer,
or Bishop Graphics, Inc.
for your FREE copy.

Does Your Light Table Fit This Description...
Light Table Top'
24" x36" Order No. 3203
Only

$311.25

•Base optional at $131.25
(Order No. 3205).
This Is Just One Of
Several Size Models
Available ...Contact
Us Today For Details
On All Models!

OP,

FREE!

8151409 GRAPHICS

••

Bishop Graphics COOLC1.0
Light Table Technical Bulletin No.
1013R ...contains complete details on
the entire Bishop COOLGLO product
line. Contact your local Bishop dealer
or Bishop Graphics In,
tor
our
FREE copy.

Circle Reader Service
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for OPTO -SCALE information

•Glass Surface Never Gets Warmer Than Room
Temperature
•Floods Entire Working Surface With Completely
Diffused, SHADOW-FREE Light
•Consumes 50% LESS ENERGY Than Any Other Brand
If The Answer Is YES, You Own A
Bishop Graphics COOLGLO. If Not,
Here's What You're Missing:
Thanks to COOLGLO'S unique illumination system, there's NO HEAT
BUILD-UP - your master artworks
(Tape-ups) and polyester grids will not
"grow".

mance. COOLGLO'S special illumination system floods the entire working
surface with evenly diffused, shadowf
ree light which is easy-on-the-eyes,
even after hours of work.

And your COOLGLO uses 50% less
energy than competitive light tables in
class (COOLGLO light tables require
only two standard fluorescent tubes,
other comparable light tables require
four) ...with no sacrifice to perf or-

Compare ...you'll see why Bishop's
COOLGLO was the one light table
selected by NASA for the "Viking
Mission To Mars."
COMPARE & SAVE

The Innovate's

Bishop Graphics, Inc.
5388 Sterling Center Driv, •
• California '
31350 •U.S.A •,21 .
1,00 1-2600
Telex: 66-2400 • © 1
080. Bishop Graphics lii
Ircle Reader Service

1256
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ANNOUNCING
THE FIRST OPTO SENSOR
WITH BRAIN WAVES.

Wallt111111111111111111111111111111111111
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It's alogical breakthrough
from Spectronics. We've designed the first opto detector IC
offering compatability with TTL,
CMOS and other standard logic
families.
. .,

2V
Integrated Opto Serra), Ouiput

Standar

2009

The SDP 8600 integrates a
Schmitt trigger, voltage regulator,
differential amplifier and photodiode onto the same substrate—
replacing acomplete PC board.
This neat integration hasn't cost
any performance. It has a
propagation delay time of only 5
Ms and a50 ns rise and fall time.
Designed for use with an
infrared LED, it's ideal for sensing
applications such as computer
peripherals, toys and automatic
cruise control systems. With
significant benefits like improved
C 1980 Spectronics

noise immunity, higher reliability
and better performance.
The 8600 is just one example of along line of optoelectronic firsts from Spectronics.
So, if you're looking for
better design solutions, call
Spectronics. We do smart things
with light.
For more information,
contact aSpectronics distributor.
Or call us at 214/234-4271.
Address: Spectronics, 830 East
Arapaho Road, Richardson, Texas
75081.

4$?earaillOS
A ivisionof Honeywell

Light years ahead.
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Almaiq,Saudi Arabia
No baseball, no morning paper,

no pizza, no autumn leaves.
But here's the great life that makes
Aramco peopb stay on and on.
U.S. accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
The Dental Clinic is as fine as any in
the States. Better than most.

If you never considered working
in Saudi Arabia because you
think it's all sand
and hardships,
consider this.
3,900 Americans like you work for
Aramco in Saudi Arabia now. Ask
them why they stay and they'll tell
you that, besides money, it's the
casual lifestyle, American-style
hometowns, top-notch schools, and
vacation travel they used to only
daydream about.
Where on earth is Abgaig?
Located close to the world's largest oilfield (Ghawar), Abqaiq is the center of a
giant oil-gathering and processing system
that handles 60% of all the oil produced
by Aramco, the world's largest producer.
Does Aramco's paycheck justify
living in adesert kingdom?
Yes! You get abase salary competitive
with top U.S. oil firms. We compensate
you for overseas cost-of-living differences.
On top of that, Aramco pays an incentive of up to 40% for overseas employment, and you are reimbursed for any
foreign or U.S. Federal income tax on
the premium. So your premium is taxprotected.
Another benefit: employees overseas
participate in Aramco's Retirement Income Plan on an accelerated basis.
With this financial package, no wonder 3,900 Americans like you work for
Aramco in Saudi Arabia today.
What can you do with all that
money stuck out in the desert?
Aramco people use 40-day paid vacations

Aramco recruiting ads
mention "comfortable
housing." Is that
on the level?
At first, you'll live approximately 18
months in adequate but not terribly
attractive off-camp temporary housing. Next, it's on to comfortable oncamp temporary housing. Then,
based on a housing priority-point
system using job level and length
of service, you'll get your permanent
residence. Many of these are like homes
you'd want to live in, in the States.
What jobs are open today?
Can aperson advance?
Aramcons vacation in Asia, Africa,
Aramco's operations are so big that our
the Middle East and Europe
job opportunities are probably unduplicated anywhere. Challenging jobs are
open in administration, refineries, gas
(every 12 1
2 months) and 12 paid holidays
/
plants, support facilities, everywhere.
(average) to visit fabulous places like the
We need accountants, medical personPyramids, Greek Islands, Mt. Everest,
nel, technicians, teachers, vocational
the Serengeti Plain, Hong Kong.
trainers, communications specialists
Doesn't achild's education
and materials forecasting specialists.
suffer so far away?
And scores of engineers: in construcNo! Aramco has a modern American
tion, project management, operations
school system. Teachers are primarily
and maintenance—for operations in oil,
American and more than 75% of them
gas, petrochemicals, EDP, computers,
have master's degrees. The teacher- transportation, utilities, name it.
student ratio is 1to 15 in grades 1to 6; 1
You'll have challenges, responsibilities,
to 20 in grades 7to 9.
and management advancement opportunities.
Where do you go
if you get seriously ill,
or need dental surgery?
Aramco's Dhahran Health Center is one
of three hospital systems outside the

Interested? Send your résumé in confidence to: Aramco Services Company,
Department ELT032780GENA, 1100
Milam Building, Houston, Texas 77002.

CHALLENGE BY CHOICE

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY
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Need Membrane Switches?

Come to Oak
The Switch
Experts

For over 50 years, Oak has been designing and building switches of all
types. That experience and technology now has been applied to the
TIP switch—Oak's dependable
membrane switch.

Active, fully-operating, demonstration panels are used by your local.
factory-trained Oak field sales
engineer to help you in your volume
TIP switch application.

Fully tested through 500 million
cycles, covering 21 different parameters, from life expectancy to environmental/physical stability—insuring
long life and reliability.

For further information, contact
any of the Oak sales offices listed in
EEM and the Electronic Industry
Telephone Directory, or call
Oak at 815-459-5000.

For further information circle #180
For a salesman to call circle
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IN TOUCH WITH TOMORROW

Technology Inc.
SWITCH DIVISION/

Crystai Lake,

Illinois 60014

Telephone 815 459-5000 •TWX 910-634-3353 TELEX 72-2447

Manufacturing facilities: Crystal Lake. Illinois and Oak Holland BV 3640 AE Mijdrecht-Holland, TEL: 31-02979-2111, TELEX: 18183
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Quickie: the total IDC System
for design flexibility,
fast assembly, reliable
connections.
Meets a variety
of interconnect needs.
•A wide choice of connectors: "Quickie"
and "Quickie" low-profile females,
female IC, edge card, male DIP, PCB,
and quick-eject vertical and rightangle headers ... all in a broad range
of sizes.
•Round conductor, flat cable on
0.050" centers.
•A selection of hand and air operated
presses, cable shears, accessories and
strain reliefs.

companies. Three high performance
features demonstrate why:
1. Askewed tines firmly hold the wire for
reliable termination.
2. Dual-beam contact
assures redundant positive pin connection,
even when subjected to
vibration.

Efficient assembly saves time,
material and money.
All connectors in the Quickie . system
deliver reliable terminations in just a
few seconds because:
•Cable slot designed
to precisely position
conductor for reliable
termination, higher
yields.
•Sight holes in cover permit visual inspection before and
after assembly assuring proper cable
alignment.

3. Highstrength plastics
withstand severe
environments.

• The semi-automatic applicator
completes terminations with a slide
motion reducing
assembly time. Or
choose the manual
applicator designed
to minimize operator fatigue.

Over seven years proven performance. You can rely on "Quickie".
"Quickie" connectors are now specified by
many of America's most quality conscious
Circle 183 on reader service card
'Du Pont's trademark for its mass termination connectors, cable, presses and accessories.

For a brochure giving details
and complete specifications,
write or call:
The Du Pont Company, Berg Electronics Division
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania 17070.
Telephone: (717) 938-6711.

BERG
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The Portable 900 Series.
31
/Disk Multimeters
2
Capacitance Meter
Temperature Meter
If you think every hand held unit in our
900 Series delivers the performance,
ease of operation, accuracy and
dependability that comes with ahigh
price tag...you're right. Except for one
thing—the high price tag.
We designed and built our 900 Series to
deliver performance above and beyond
price. That's Data Precision
performance.
Whether your needs call for abench or
field instrument, you can fill your
voltage, current, resistance, capacitance
or temperature measurement needs
with one of our 900 Series units.

31
2 Digit Multimeters...
/
Model 936: $159.
Model 935: $139.
These hand held portable 31/2 digit
multimeters deliver 29 ranges and full
function capability, 0.1% basic accuracy,
protection up to 6kV spikes, easy push
button operation, and hi/lo ohms
excitation. But listen closely...there is
one difference between them. The
Model 936 features audible continuity
beep and overvoltage alarm. Both these
units are tough enough for the field and
have the accuracy you need for most
bench applications.
Capacitance Meter...Model 938: $169.
This 31/2 digit 0.1% accuracy capacitance
meter features measurement ranges
0.1pF to 2000 g F, immediate direct
reading, push button selectability,
exceptional accuracy and easy
operation. The 938 will outperform all
other capacitance meters, DC time
constant meters, and even bridges
costing 2to 5times as much!
Prices USA

Temperature Meter.. Model 940: $189.
All the bench and field accuracy you
need is built into this lightweight, one
hand operational unit. It reads -60° to
150°C or -85° to 302°F, delivers 0.1°
resolution below 200° and comes with a
detachable 6" semiconductor probe with
4' cable. It maintains 0.4°C or 0.7°F
accuracy and has an extremely short
settling time for rapid reading.
Every 900 unit will perform for up to 200
hours on astandard 9V transistor
battery.
Performance beyond price? We're
totally convinced that our 900 Series will
give you just that. That's why we fully
warranty every 900 unit for two years.
They're that good.
Now...convince yourself.
For immediate delivery, demonstration,
or further information, contact your
local Data Precision distributor or call:
(800) 343-8150
(800) 892-0528 in Massachusetts

DATA PRECISION

A DIVISION OF ANALOGIC CORPORATION

Data Precision Corporation, ADivision of Analogic Corporation, Electronics Avenue, Danvers, MA 01923 (617) 246-1600, TELEX (0650) 921819.
For demonstration circle #184

For additional information circle #257

New products
Microcomputers & systems

Compiler carries
portable software
System on diskettes
uses combined Pascal
and assembly language
"This approach to a compiler provides the user with more software
portability than he is likely to see
anywhere else in the near future."
So boasts Bruce Ravenal, president
of Language Resources Inc., describing the compiler he has developed
for the 8080, 8085, 8086, and 8088
microprocessors using a combined
Pascal and assembly language.
He adds that the Pascal Language
System can be run on a number of
host computing systems, allowing
both cross and resident development
capabilities. Initial hosts include
CDC's Cyber, DEC's PDP-11/Unix,
Intel's MDS/ISIS-II, and computer
systems using CP/M-8080.
Two elements are essential to the
software portability—the compiler's
ability to change hosts and its high
retargeting rate. It can change hosts
because of its adherence to machineindependent coding standards and
also because of its modular program
design. The compiler is organized
into six phases adaptable for operation in a single-pass, multiple-pass,
or pipeline configuration.
Tailored target. The package's
high retargeting rate, or ability to
switch microprocessors, is achieved
by the selection of algorithms that
are independent of the target microprocessors for many tasks performed
by the compiler's back end. These
are tailored to a particular target
microprocessor by supplying the
minimal information needed to describe the properties of each aspect
of the target machine. The general
philosophy underlying this method is
that it is faster and less error-prone
to supply data about the target
machine than it is to modify the
compiler's algorithms.
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The complete Pascal Language
System, which sells for about $2,500
on protected diskettes, consists of
binder, loader, assembler, and runtime library modules in addition to
the Pascal compiler module. This
organization, Ravenal paints out,
contributes to the system's manageability and to its ease in retargeting
and rehosting. The fact that the
package itself is written in a subset
of the standard Pascal language,
which it compiles, is perhaps an even
greater contributor to its portability.
In addition to providing software
for the basic central processing units,
the Pascal Language System can
also be used to program coprocessors
such as the Intel 8087 math chip and
8089 input/output processor.
The Pascal Language System also
offers some niceties to make the
designer's task easier. One is the fact
that its loader program supports
symbolic debugging. Another is that
the binder program allows iterative
linking, because the module's output
is encoded the same way as its input.
Deliveries of the system will begin in
May.
Language Resources Inc., 1307 South Mary
St., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087. Phone (408)
737-2525 [371]

8086 operating system runs

Quickie," the
total IDC System,
is available through
these leading Berg
Electronics distributors:

ARIZONA
Phoneix
Weatherford
602-272-7144
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim
Weatherford
714-634-9600
Belmont
LoDan
415-592-4600
Glendale
Weatherford
213-849-3451
Inglewood
Force Electronics
213-776-1324
Polo Alto
Weatherford
415-493-5373
San Diego
Weatherford
714-278-7400
COLORADO
Englewood
Weatherford
303-770-9762
CONNECTICUT
Norwalk
Harvey
203-853-1515

multiple tasks and programs

RONDA
Orlando
Hammond
305-849-6060

RMX/86 is asophisticated yet easily used operating system that can
reside in read-only memory or on
disk. Although similar in many ways
to RMX/80 for the 8080 and 8085
microprocessors, RMX/86 is specifi-

IWNOIS
Arlington Heights
LoDon
312-398-5311
INDIANA
FOrt Wayne
Fort Wayne Electronics
219-423-3422
Indianapolis
Graham
317-634-8202
KANSAS
Kansas City
Tennant
913-287-2KM
MARWAND
Baltimore
Resco/Boltimore
301 823-0070
Beltsville
Pesco/Washington
301-937-9100
MASSACHUSETTS
Lexington
Harvey
617 861-9200

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Aero Space
Computer Supplies
612-884-4725
NEW JERSEY
Pinebrook
Harvey
201-227-1262
NEW YORK
Binghamton
Harvey
607-748 8211
Commack
Conco Electronics
516-543-8300
W Henrietta
Harvey
716-334 5920
Woodbury
Harvey
516 921 8700
NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
Hammond
919-275-6391
OHIO
Cincinnati
Graham
513-772-1661
Cleveland
CAM/Ohio
216-461-4703
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
AIMO
215-698-4000
Pittsburgh
CAM/PPC
412-782-3770
SOUTH CAROL/NA
Greenville
Hammond
803-233-4121
TEXAS
Austin
CSI
512-837-8922
Dallas
CSI
214-357-6511
Houston
CSI
713-771-7237
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Weatherford
206-575-1340
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CONSULTANTS /SEMINAR LEADERS

New products

Electronics magazine is developing amajor series ot technical
and management seminars tor the electronics industries.

cally designed for the higher-performance and megabyte-addressing capability of the 16-bit 8086.
RMX/86's nucleus provides an environment for the execution of multiple real-time tasks within multiple
programs through a priority-structured, event-driven scheduling algorithm. It runs on single-board computers such as the Multibus-compatible iSBC 86/12 [Electronics, Oct.
12, 1970, p. 105].
The operating system is modular,
meaning that it comprises flexible
units that can be manipulated by the
user for an optimal system organization. Indeed, RMX/86 is actually a
library of functions to which the
user's extensions are added.
A real-time operating system has
what it takes to monitor and control
concurrent, asynchronous events in
the real world. RMX/86 has all the
hooks: priority-based system resource allocation, interprogram and
intertask communication and control, real-time clock control, and
interrupt handling. RMX/86's task
scheduling mechanism, which recognizes up to 255 priority levels,
responds to these interrupts. The levels, designated by the user, specify a
task's eligibility for execution.
Like the application-oriented systems derived from it, RMX/86 is
constructed in modular fashion, as
the diagram shows. The nucleus supports the communication between,
and synchronization and mutual
exclusion of, the multiple tasks and
programs. The nucleus also provides
the facilities for real-time control as
well as managers for critical sections, free space, and exceptions. The
exception-handler immediately detects software failures and makes
several recovery methods available.
Surrounding the nucleus is acomprehensive, device-independent input/output system. Device independence refers to a standardized interface that greatly simplifies the interchange of peripheral devices. Drivers
for the iSBC 204 single-density diskette and iSBC 206 hard-disk controllers are included in the system, as is
a random-access driver that can be
customized for specific applications.
Closest to the user is a human

•Emerging technologies
•Microprocessor applications
•Semiconductor applications
•Manufacturing and production reliability
•Designing with microprocessors
•Telecommunications
•Software engineering
•Fiber optics
•Interconnections
•Photovoltaics
• Electronics & energy
•Speech synthesis
•Display technology
•Test and maintenance
•And other technical and management subjects
These are short-term assignments commanding signilicant
national exposure. Plano submit resume to:
J. S. %corolla, Program Director
Seminar Development Corporation
60 East 42nd Shiel — Room 3112
New York, NY 10017
212/687-9211
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interface that provides extensive
console services. A command-line
interpreter decodes for applications
and system utilities and can even be
given customized instructions. Commands can be added and deleted
dynamically, and they can originate
from a terminal or from a disk file.
A terminal-handler provides keystroke control over starting, stopping, and line-editing.
RMX/86 also features invaluable
error-handling and -debugging facilities. The error-processing subsystem
detects and traps errors such as
those caused by the incorrect coding
of new programs and tasks. Each
task in the system may have its own
error handler. The debugger allows
memory examination and modification. The stack overflow can be
closely watched and breakpoints set
for task execution.
The license fee for RMX/86 is
$7,500 plus royalties of $300 per use
for 1to 24 yearly uses; $225 per use
for 25 to 49 yearly uses; or $160 per
use for 50 or more annual uses. The
base price includes eight diskettes,
six manuals, a registration card, one
week of training, an iSBC 957 execution vehicle, and free updates for
12 months after the initial license.
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. Phone (408) 987-8080 [372]

Cross assembler for 8086
operates at 1,000 lines/m
Software for 8086 microcomputers
can be written on any 8080 or Z80
development system by using the
XMACRO-86 cross assembler. The
unit, which is compatible with the
CP/M, ISM I, and Tekdos operating
system, assembles at over 1,000 lines
per minute. The assembler is of the
traditional kind and does not use
symbol types. Like the popular
MACRO-80, it features relocation,
macros, conditional assembly, and
listing and loader control. It supports
acomplete Intel 8080 standard macro facility, and its expanded set of
conditional pseudo-operations includes the testing of assembly pass,
symbol definition, and the setting of

Country
—1
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10 to 30 MHz oscilloscopes with more
performance
and reliability
than you
ever thought
possible.

he
surprisin
leader.

It's easy to see why LEADER
oscilloscopes are now specified more
than ever. More performance and
quality for less cost ...with immediate
deliveries from over 100 stocking
distributors. They also come with
the best two-year warranty in the
industry... backed by efficient
factory service depots on the
East and West Coasts.

A full-range of reliable,
medium bandwidth
oscilloscopes.

delay lines. Has single shot triggering,
X10 sweep magnifier and bright, sharp
PDA CRT. Triggers to 50 MHz.

LEADER's oscilloscope line includes 11
models, single and dual trace versions,
for bench or field use. All models offer
comprehensive triggering controls, TTL
compatible Z-axis modulation, front
panel trace alignment control and
convenient, color-keyed front panel
layout. Probes are furnished with every
oscilloscope and options include probe
pouches, carrying cases, front panel
covers and rack mounting adapters.

30 MHz with signal
delay —$1,100.

LBO-520 combines a11.7 ns rise time
with 5mV sensitivity and 120 ns signal

LBO-308S provides lab performance
and high reliability in field service
applications. Sensitivity is 2 mV
with acomplete set of triggering
controls and 18 sweep ranges to
0.1 us/div. with X5 magnifier.
Compact, lightweight with 3-inch
rectangular, internal graticule CRT.
(Optional 2hour internal battery pack is
recharged during ac operation, $75.00.)

Two-year warranty.
Evaluation units.

A history of high reliability permits
LEADER to provide agenerous 2-year
warranty... backed by factory service
20 MHz dual and single
depots on the East and West Coasts.
trace —$835., $610.
A free, trial use of LEADER instruments
LBO-508A and
is available to all
LBO-507A give you
qualified companies.
versatility at low cost.
Call toll-free
Rise time is 17.5 ns
ton
(800) 645-5104 to
with 1MCI (35 pFd)
req uest:
input impedance.
•an evaluation unit
mmen
Automatic or external
•our 40-page catalog
triggering, X5 sweep
•the name of your
magnifier, 10 mV/cm
nearest "Select"
Oscilloscopes, frequency counters,
distributor
sensitivity and add/
function penerators, video and
subtract modes.
audio ins ruments ...a LEADER
•additional information

30 MHz delayed sweep —
$1,530.

LBO-515B is acompact, precision
oscilloscope at amoderate price. Using
aPDA 4-inch CRT with parallax-free
internal graticule, it features 5mV
sensitivity and delayed sweep for
viewing and measuring complex
waveforms. Also has 120 ns signal
delay, trigger hold-off and x-y
operation at full sensitivity.

20 MHz battery/ac
portable —$950.

instrument for almost every need.

10 MHz with 1mV
sensitivity —$645.

LBO-514 has both vertical and
horizontal X5 magnifiers. Sensitivity
is from 1mV/cm to 10 V/cm. Sweep
speeds
Auto or normal
from 0.2triggering.
s/cm to 0.1
Z-axis
.Js/ cm.
modulation. (Single trace version,
LBO-513, $495.)
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When Quality Counts

LEADER

Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787 (516) 231-6900
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Los Angeles, Dallas.
Circle #216 for product demonstration

Order the
professional's
choice.
UCSD Pascal.

New products
parameters to macros.
The X-MACRO-86 package includes the cross assembler, a linking
loader, across-reference facility, and
documentation and is priced at $300.
The documentation is available separately for $15.
Microsoft, 10800 N. E. 8th, Suite 819, Bellevue, Wash. 98004. [373]

The Pascal everyone is talking about is UCSD
Pascal...with over 10,000 users and growing. The
fully developed Pascal is available with support
from aprofessional software company. Implemented
on most major microprocessors.
Not just another compiler, but complete
development software — from operating system to
screen-oriented editor. Language extensions for
systems development and commercial applications
programming.
Program portability that allows programs written
on one microcomputer to run without recompilation
on different microcomputers. This protects your
software investment ... without restricting your
hardware options.
If you have CP/M," visit your local computer
store or order below. System supplied on single.
density, soft-sectored, 8" floppy disks and requires
48K of contiguous RAM. For other systems call
us or write for more information. Telephone orders
accepted with Master Charge or VISA.

Computer uses Winchester
or floppy disks and Basic Il

e(olflreicc=3
TICROSYSTerTIS

fl SLJOSJOIRRY OF SOFTECH

9494 Black Mountain Road •San Diego •CA •92126
TEL: (714) 578-6105 •TWX: 910-335-1594
is aregistered trademark if Digital Research Corporation. I.S1.11 is a
riadernark of Digital Equipment Corporation. IICSD rascal is atrademark of the
Regint
fthe Univer•ity ttf Califtenia.
11
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• El Yes! Rush me acomplete UCSD Pascal system
for my CP/M ® based microcomputer. A check
or money order for $300.00 is enclosed. Ihave
computer.
la

•

▪ CI Send me more information about UCSD Pascal.
I
Versions are available for systems using the
following microprocessors: LSI-117 6502, 6800,
I
6809, 9900, Z80 and 8080/8085.

Applied

computer sells for $995

I Address
City
I State/Zip
I
E 3/27

14272

Versatile single-board

ICompany
Exp Date

Communications,

Joe Sandoval at (714) 731-9000 [374]

I Name

:aid Calif. residents encliise applicable sales tax.

Data

Chambers Rd., Tustin, Calif. 92680. Phone

I 0 Send me only the complete set of documentation
for UCSD Pascal. A check or money order for
3
$37.00 is enclosed.
0 Send distributor information.

I M/C or VISA #

The Series 80 microcomputer system
features an enhanced 8080A microprocessor, Winchester disk memory,
and an advanced Basic language —
the MicroDOS/Basic il. The system
may use up to four 12.5- or 25megabyte Winchester or floppy-disk
drives or combinations thereof.
The standard unit has one asynchronous communications port for
transmission speeds of up to 9,600
bauds. More asynchronous ports
may be added for a total of eight
ports for speeds of 19,200 bauds.
One or two synchronous ports may
also be supplied for speeds up to 50
kb/s. An interface for the X.25 communications protocol is optional.
A basic Series 80 system consists
of the central processing unit and
disk drives in a modular desk, along
with the MicroDOS/Basic II software. With one 12.5-megabyte Winchester drive and one dual-density
floppy-disk drive, acathode-ray-tube
console, and aprinter, the Series 80
sells for less than $10,000.

The Applications-Controller Series
10A is a single-board computer for
programmers and designers. It uses
the Motorola 6800 microprocessor
family and has a four-disk flexibledisk controller, four direct-memoryaccess channels, an RS-232-C serial
port, and two 8-bit parallel ports

MIm
188
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Look at
the high end
of TM 500.
High performance
when you need it for
test and measurement.
When you're testing sophisticated equipment, you need high
performance instrumentation to
do the job right. And that's what
TM 500 gives you. Consider th
following:
The PG 508. Supremely flex,
triggering plus delay, variable
rise and fall, amplitude compatibility from ECL to CMOS,
counted burst capability, and
more.

The FG 504. Linear and log
sweep, AM and FM, phase lock,
triggering, and gating. Operates
from 0.001 Hz to 40 MHz.
The DC 508. A frequency
counter to 1GHz with an audio
frequency resolution multiplier
Plus a9digit readout.
The DM 501A.

The SG 505. A state-of-the-art
audio oscillator. 0.0008% thd
from201-1> to 20 kHz. 10 Hz to
100 kHz overall bandwidth.
The SC 503. A 10 MHz scope
with bistable storage. And the
SC 504. An 80 MHz scope with
true X-Y capability.
We've listed some of the top of
the line here. There are over 30
additional modules currently
available. All fitting into any one
of six different mainframes. In
whatever combination you
desire.
To find out more about TM
500, contact your local Tektronix
Field Office, or write Tektronix, Inc.

TM 500
Designed for
Configurability

"ftleztropix
rrw

Tektronix Inc
Europe. Atrica,
Middle East:
PO Box 1700
Beaverton, Oregon 97075 Tektronix Inri, Inc.
Postbox 827
1180 AV Arrisiei‘eerl
N,trl,riands

Digital Equipment Corporation has
sold more 16-bit microcomputers than
any other company in the business.
Over 100,000 of them.
And the reason is simple. We give
you more to work with. More hardware,
more software, and more true systems
capability.
So you can develop your products
faster, and offer your customers the right
balance of cost and performance every
time.
What's more, Digital's micros are
software-compatible. Not just with
each other, but with our entire PDP-11
minicomputer family as well.
So you'll never run out of ways to
expand your business.
Just look at what we offer:

Digital's microcomputer family.

You can choose from eight different
configurations of our LSI-11/2 and -11/23
micros, in both boards and boxes. With
high-performance features like generalpurpose registers. Double-precision
floating point processor. Up to 256Kb
memory addressing. And the full instruction set of the PDP-11 family.
You also get the best form factor in
the industry, because our micro boards
measure just 5.2" x8.9".

piler and BASIC-PLUS-2. Even aROMmable FORTRAN for RT-11.
And Digital's development systems
let you break your complex applications
into manageable pieces, so several programmers can work on the same application at once.
That can save you plenty of development time.

The total approach to micros.
Behind all Digital's micro products is
asupport commitment that's unmatched
in the industry.
We have 13,000 support people
worldwide. Technical consultation and
training. And awide range of support
agreements— from do-it-yourself service
using our special kits, to full support
including coverage for your customers.
It's the total approach to micros, only
from Digital.
For more information, contact
Digital Equipment Corporation, MR2-2/
M70, One Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752.
Or call toll-free 800-225-9220. (In MA,
HI, AK, and Canada, call 617-481-7400,
ext. 5144.) Or contact your local Hamilton/
Avnet distributor. In Europe: 12 ay. des
Morgines, 1213 Petit-Lancy/Geneva. In
Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

More options on the industrystandard bus.
Once you have the micro you
want, your possibilities are wide open.
You can choose from dozens of
micro products: 9different memory
boards, 11 I/0 modules, 9communications options, even kits for designing
your own custom interfacing.
There are also 8different peripherals, including the TU 58 micro tape
cartridge subsystem.
And the whole family runs on
Digital's industry-standard LSI-11 Bus,
the most widely copied bus structure
in micros.

The only high-performance
hardware with software to match.

Digital's micro software is literally
years ahead of the competition.
There's RSX-11M, the multitasking
real-time operating system that sets
performance standards for superminis.
RSX-11S, astreamlined run-time version
of -11M. And RT-11 for smaller singletask applications.
You also get development tools like
an optimized FORTRAN IV-PLUS coin-

It took the minicomputer company
to make micros this easy.

Circle 193 on reader service card
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HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE RECORDING. EVERYTHING.
Pick up the Visicorder Model 1858 and you have acomplete system—up to 18 channels including signal conditioning—in apackage less than nine inches high.
Since it's self-contained, you simply plug in the power
cord, connect your signal input cables and start recording. There are no separate cases to mount; no interconnect cables to hook up; and no powders, inks,
chemicals or heaters to fool with.
And if you should need more channel capacity,
an auxiliary housing quickly expands your system to
32 channels, each with dc to 5kHz response.
Whether you record in the lab or field, the Model
1858 quickly adapts to your changing requirements.
Wide changes of input levels for different recording applications are easily accommodated, often with amere

change of the sensitivity setting on the front panel.
Even acomplete change of type of measurements is just
amatter of inserting different plug-in modules in the appropriate channels. And you have acomplete family of
these signal conditioning modules to choose from, for
strain gages, thermocouples, flowmeters, tachometers
or voltage sources.
For detailed information on how the Model 1858
might meet your recording needs, call Lloyd Moyer at
(303) 771-4700. Or write for technical data sheets on
the Model 1858 and our illustrated brochure that
describes all of Honeywell's oscillographic recorders,
magnetic tape systems and signal conditioning
modules. Honeywell Test Instruments Division,
Box 5227, Denver, CO 80217.

WE'LL SHOW YOU ABETTER WAY.
Circle 194 on reader service card
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PACKAGI G DENSITYAND
DESIGN FLEXIBILITY...
THE PLANAR STITCH-WIRE SYSTEM.
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crna socket-type boards on 05 inch centers

Augat's Planar stitch-wire
concept is unique. This patented,
high-speed, low-cost system
reduces the substantial engineering time of complete circuit card
prototyping and
debugging. As a
result, turn-around
time can be cut by
one-third to onehalf. Augat's stitchwire system works
like this, after components or sockets
are mounted on
the Planar boards,
a stitch-wire machine welds Tefloninsulated nickel
wire to stainless
steel pads. In
certain configurations,
the bare board may
be wired first.
Wiring instructions can
be furnished using key-punch
card or wire lists. Your logic design
can be debugged using our
Data-Logic program. We provide
all final wiring documentation, or
can supply total wiring service at
any of our four service facilities
located in—Van Nuys, CA, Houston,
TX, Attleboro, MA, Fresnes, France.

Photograph

shown 2x s
,
ze

Changes can be made by
stitch-wire machines or by hand
soldering. Adopting stitch-wire is
easy, because Augat provides
the wiring machines, including
portable models
(LC 8000 shown),
a high-speed,
numerically controlled model, and
a wide range of
general-purpose
Planar boards,
including boards
compatible with
most mini- and
micro-computers.
These boards
feature large
etched
power and
ground planes
making them ideal
for high-speed logic. We
can design and produce
stitch-wire boards to your specifications, or provide the boards
and equipment you need to do
the job in your own shop.
Augat stitch-wire offers density
and flexibility advantages you
can't get anywhere else. To find
out how to start with Planar stitchwire, write or call, Augat Inc.,

Interconnection Systems Division,
40 Perry Avenue, P.O. Box 1037,
Attleboro, MA 02703.
Tel. (617) 222-2202.
Europe—Augat SA B.P. 440
Cedex/94263 Fresnes, France.
Tel 668.30.90. Telex: 201.227.
AUGSAF.
Augat Portable stitch-wire
machine, Model LC 8000

AUGAT®
Augat interconnection products,
lsotronics microcircuit packaging.
Alco subminiature switches and
Datatex computer-aided design
and wire-wrapping services.
Circle 195 on reader service card

CMOS takes
another galant step
against NMOS.
RCA adds12 new Microboards now,
7more by the end of 1980.
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RCA CMOS Microboards consume far less power (7.0 milliamperes), give off far less heat, and
provide more functions in less space
(4.5 x7.5 inches) than any NMOS
board on the market. And at competitive prices.
With 17 boards available now (24
by 4th quarter 1980) plus arange of
chassis and accessories, RCA can
provide aCMOS system to suit awide
variety of applications.
Microcomputer boards.
CDP18S601 Microboard Computer w/4K CMOS
RAM. 4K/8K ROM/PROM sockets,
serial I/O port, 20 programmable
parallel I/O lines
CDP18S602*
Microboard Computer w/2K
CMOS RAM, 2K/4K ROM/PROM sockets,
UART, parallel I/O port
CDP18S603
Microboard Computer w/1K
CMOS RAM, 41Q8K ROM/PROM sockets,
serial I/O port, 20 programmable
parallel I/O lines
CDP18S604*
Microboard Computer w/512
bytes CMOS RAM, 1K/2K ROM/PROM
sockets, parallel I/O port

Memory boards.

CDP18S623

8K Static CMOS RAM

CDP18S670*

CDP18S624

4K Static CMOS RAM/
Battery backup

CDP18S675

5Card Naked Chassis

CDP18S676

5Card Chassis w/Case

CDP18S625

8K/16K ROM/PROM

Combination memory I/O.
CDP18S660

40 I/O Lines, 2K CMOS
RAM, 4K/8K ROM/PROM sockets

I/O boards.
CDP18S640

Control/Display Module

CDP18S641

UART Interlace

CDP18S642

12 Bit D/A Converter

CDP18S643
CDP18S644*

12 Bit A/D Converter
8Bit A/D-D /A Converter

CDP183646*

Parallel I/O

CDP18S649*

LCD Interface/Display

CDP18S661V1*

Video-Audio-Keyboard
Interlace

CDP18S661V3*

Video-Audio-Keyboard
Interlace (PAL Version)

Chassis and accessories.
CDP18S023V1

5Volt Power Converter
(100 V, 50-60 Hz)

CDP18S023V3

5VC Power Converter
(220 V, 50-60 Hz)

CDP18S480

PROM Programmer

CDP18S620

4K Static CMOS RAM

CDP18S502

Extender Card

CDP18S621

16K Static CMOS RAM

CDP18S659

CDP18S621V1

16K Static CMOS RAM

Breadboard w/prewired
power and ground

CDP18S622

8K Static CMOS RAM/
Battery backup

25 Card Chassis w/power supply

Prototyping systems.
CDP18S691

Microboard Prototyping System
with CDP18S601 Computer Board

CDP18S692*

Microboard Prototyping System
with CDP18S602 Computer Board

Full design support.
RCA Microboards are backed up
by acomplete line of hardware and
software compatible development
systems.
Plus, 36 RCA "Systems Appointed
Distributors" offer technical assistance, systems demonstrations, and
off-the-shelf delivery.
A complete list of RCA Systems
Appointed Distributors appears on
the following page.
For more information and afree
brochure on RCA Microboard
Computer Systems, contact your
local RCA Distributor.
Or contact RCA Solid State headquarters in Somerville, New Jersey.
Brussels, Belgium. Tokyo, Japan.
*Coming in 1980
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RCA Systems
Appointed PeDistributors.
California

Michigan

Arrow/San Francisco
Sunnyvale (408) 739-3011

Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Livonia (313) 522-4700

Wyle Electronics, Inc.
Santa Clara (408) 727-2500

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Livonia (313) 525-8100

Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Sunnyvale (415) 743-3300

Minnesota

Hamilton Electro Sales
Culver City (213) 558-2020

Arrow Electronics
Edina (612) 830-1800

Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Costa Mesa (714) 754-6051

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Eden Prairie (612) 941-5280

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Irvine (714) 556-3880

New Jersey

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Santa Clara (408) 496-0200

Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Moorestown (609) 235-1900

Colorado

Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Saddlebrook (201) 797-5800

Wyle Electronics
Commerce City
(303) 287-9611

Schweber/NJ Electronics
Fairfield (201) 227-7880

Florida
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Ft. Lauderdale
(305) 776-7790
Schweber Electronics Corp.
Hollywood (305) 927-0511

Georgia

Wilshire Electronics/NJ
Clifton (201) 340-1900

New York
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Farmingdale, L.I.
(516) 694-6800
Schweber Electronics Corp.
Rochester (716) 424-2222

Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Norcross (404) 449-8252

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Westbury, L.I.
(516) 334-7474

Illinois

Ohio

Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Schiller Park (312) 678-6310

Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Dayton (513) 253-9176

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Elk Grove Village
(312) 593-2740

Schweber Electronics Corp.
Beachwood (216) 464-2970

Maryland
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Baltimore (301) 247-5200
Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Hanover (301) 796-5000
Schweber Electronics Corp.
Gaithersburg (301) 840-5900

Massachusetts
Arrow Electronics, Inc.
Woburn (617) 933-8130
Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Woburn (617) 935-9700
Schweber Electronics Corp.
Bedford (617) 275-5100

Pennsylvania
Schweber Electronics Corp.
Horsham (215) 441-0600

Texas
Arrow/Texas
Dallas (214) 386-7500
Hamilton-Avnet Electronics
Houston (713) 780-1771
Schweber Electronics Corp.
Dallas (214) 661-5010
Sterling Electronics, Inc.
Houston (713) 627-9800

Washington
Wyle Electronics
Bellevue (206) 453-8300

Al TO10 CHANNEL
MODEM THAT
TAKES ITS OWN
PULSE AND RUNS
AT UP TO 5,000,000
BITS PER SECOND.
Use this unique unit as aself-standing modem
on wideband telephone and signal circuits.
It provides encode/decode capability between
analog and digital information in M2,Miller or
Biphase-L codes, at rates as high as 5megabits/second.
The Ampex M2 Digital Encode/Decode Unit
is available in channel capacities from 1to 10,
and offers abuilt-in test option that functions as
an error counter with adigital readout. It displays number of errors in either 106 or 108 bits,
and can be used by itself as afrequency counter.
Much more than amodem, this unit can
also be used as afront end with an analog
instrumentation recorder, providing instant digital data recording capability.
The compact package measures only 5/
4
1
inches high by 19 inches wide, and the power
supply is 115/220V, 47 to 400 Hz. Price ranges
from about $6000 to $12,000, depending upon
channel count and installed options.
Rene Chikhani can provide complete technical and performance specifications, and he'll
work with you on custom system applications.
Call Rene at 415-367-2758, or write to him at
Ampex Data Systems, 401 Broadway, Redwood
City, California 94063.

See our ad on previous pages.

AM PEX
198
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New products
in a larger package, the 370-18
should look quite attractive to design
engineers.
Power dissipation is low at arated
50 mw, which turns out to run nearer 30 mw, according to Estep. This
compares with as much as 3or more
w for less capable units, and the
D-a converter also sports
370-18 requires only asingle +15-v
50-mW power dissipation
supply.
Admittedly, some of this low dissiand costs as little as $210
pation is due to the lack of an output
operational amplifier and to the 10-v
The DAC 370-18 is the newest in a reference. But in the former case,
series of digital-to-analog converters the user can either choose the 370with a good price-performance ra18's current output or pick an output
tio from Hybrid Systems Corp.
amplifier to suit the application,
[Electronics, Jan. 31, P. 124]. Hyoptimizing around agiven parameter
brid's director of advanced develop- such as speed or noise.
ment, G. James Estep, nails it as the
The 370-18 also has a two- and a
first d-a converter to combine 18-bit
four-quadrant multiplication caparesolution, 16-bit linearity, and input
bility, suiting it to synchro applicalatches in adouble-width dual in-line tions. Its input latches are accessible
package for interfacing with microin either byte-sized chunks or fullprocessors.
width words; there is a separate
As little as a year ago, compact
latch for the 17th and 18th bits. The
18-bit converters were just not availunit is compatible with 5- and 15-v
able—there were only modular or complementary-mos and operates
board-mounted systems. Now, the with rri. and diode-transistor logic.
370-18 is not only far smaller than
Linearity drift is less than 1
earlier devices, but may also be one
part/million/°C over the military
of the least expensive. Its commer- operating range of —55° to +125°C
cial version is priced at only about and probably better within the more
$210 in hundred-unit lots, with miliforgiving 0° to 70°C commercial
tary temperature capabilities inrange. And the 370-J8 is fast—
creasing the price to about $470.
current output, of course, but setSingle-unit prices are about $300 tling to 0.01% of full scale within 2
and $700, respectively.
las is impressive nevertheless.
Since it is still possible to pay
The unit is ahybrid, but where it
more than $800 for a d-a converter counts, it is almost all monolithic.
with only 16-bit resolution, and that On its alumina substrate are two

Data acquisition

18-bit unit aims at
microprocessors

Instant Access to All
American and
International

Data
Communications
Standards
Presents all 89 relevant
data communications
standards promulgated by:
•ANSI

•CCITT
•EIA

•ISO
•FTSC

Plus ... descriptions of each
of the standards groups
.1nd... relational charts of
similar interfacing standards
produced by each group

1133 pages
Edited by
Harold C. Folts
and
Harry R. Karp

Order today using this coupon!
Return coupon to:
Data Communications Standards
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
Send me
copy (copies) of DATA
COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS
(099782-9) on a 10-day money-back
guarantee. Iunderstand that iti am not
absolutely satisfied. Imay return the
book(s) within ten days at no further
obligation. Otherwise, McGraw-Hill will
bill me S165. for each copy, plus applicable sales tax, shipping and handling
charges.
Check enclosed
Bill me
Bill my company
company
purchase order

SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment in full, plus
local sales tax, and McGraw-Hill pays all
regular shipping and handling charges
Ten-day money-back guarantee still applies
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

This offer subject to acceptance by McGraw- Hrii
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Why is the Digírec
Datalogger 3000 already the
most popular logger in the world?

The Datalogger 3000 puts more power in your hands than
any other datalogger.
MORE DATA ACQUISITION. The 3000 handles the widest
variety of inputs: ac and dc voltages, ac and dc currents, resistances, all thermocouples. RFD's, thermistors, digital and
contact closures—all standard.
MORE COMPUTATION.
The 3000 opens up the
power of mathematical
computation. It can determine an Average.
Difference, Deviation
from aMean, extract
Square-Roots and more.
You can easily convert to
engineering units with 30
programmable offset and
scale factors. That's 900 different m x+ bequations. Two
unique tables feature the exclusive "U-PLOT" function (UserProgrammable Linearization Tables). This powerful feature
provides linearization for any transducer or transmitter.
MORE DECISIONS. The 3000 offers 100 programmable set.
points for alarm detection. You can assign up to 4different
levels, to each channel for "High;' "Low,"
limits, withto"
or "Equal to decisions. You can Alarm on rate of change or
alarm transition. Ten standard Alarm Relays provide outputs
for annunciation and control. And, only DigiTec Dataloggers
visually spell out alarm messages on abuilt-in CRT.
Behind all these standard features is 32K of memory. That's
enough power to support asystem of up to 1000 points.
The Datalogger 3000... more powerful than any other datalogger.

For afree brochure or "hands-on" demonstration
just call Daryl 13amaby collect,
(513) 254-6251
Circle #200 for information only

The Datalogger 3000 is as easy to use as it is powerful.
All communication is in everyday English. We spent manyears developing programming innovations so you can
program your system in minutes.
AUTO PROGRAM MODE
PROGRAM PROMPTING. A
SELECTED CHAN
000,01B-01S
built-in CRT display provides
prompting to guide you
SELECT ONE
FUNCTION
through each step of your
I
MILLIVOLTS DC
2
OHMS
program. The Datalogger
3
PTO
4
THERM DCOUPLE
asks you simple questions in
S
BCD
plain English and supplies
multiple-choice answers. This interactive prompting
assures quick and accurate program entn,t Programming
is further simplified by utilization of conventional data
acquisition terms, no need for complex, computer languages.
,

CASSE IIt LIBRARY. Once your program requirements
have been defined, they can be saved on the built-in cassette.
This lets you create alibrary of application tapes. Simply drop
in acassette and the Datalogger will completely program
itself. Changing programs, therefore, is as easy as changing
cassettes. The same cassette deck can be used to record
measured data for future refererce.
COMPLETE COMMUNICATION. The built-in CRT provides
more information than possible with conventional datalogger
displays. You can see 10 channels of system information at a
single glance. For hard cow astandarct built-in alphanumeric
printer quietly records data. To communicate with peripheral
devices, the
offers the widest variety of interfaces. ASCII
outputs, both serial and parallel, relay outputs, external condition input, and composite video output are all standard
The Datalogger 3000... easier to use than any other datalogger.

UnITED
SYSTEMS

monstration only

New products
chips, one a laser-trimmed thin-film
resistor network and the other a proprietary c-mos switch set with 29
dual- field-effect-transistor switches,
all matched to within 5(4. Fourteen
of the switches are used for loworder bits and 15 for four decoded
higher-order bits. Also aboard are 29
latches and drivers, 18 exclusive-OR
gates, and 16 decoders.
With 18-bit resolution for sale.
Hybrid is finding that part of the
sales problem is teaching users to
apply the unit without degrading its
performance. The reason is straightforward: with a 10-v reference, the
size of the least significant bit, or the
voltage at the end of the ladder network, is only about ±76 MV—an
amount easily lost in the electrical
noise common around test benches.
Estcp points out that quality
assurance on this product may have
been as difficult to reach as the basic
design itself. Thus, the company is
encouraging its customers to pay
more attention to otherwise unimportant reference instabilities, offset
voltages, leakage currents, and other
aspects of circuit design that could
prevent the 370-18 from living up to
its design-level performance.
For its part. Hybrid has added
proprietary circuitry to minimize the
effect of output-amplifier offset voltages, plus temperature compensating
electronics on the switch chip. Still,
to get real I8-bit performance, users
will have to select adjacent components with care.
The 370-18 already is attracting
attention from Hybrid's traditional
aerospace customer base, initially in
high-resolution radar applications.
There is also advance interest from
firms with digital-recording and automatic-test applications.
Hybrid Systems Corp.. Crosby Drive, Bedford. Mass. 01730. Phone (617) 275-1570
13811

Portable data-acquisition
system sells for $695

Precision Resistance Ratios
from Caddock.
Caddock's Type T912
Precision Resistor Network
is the cost-effective
replacement for discrete
resistor sets.

The ratio characteristics of these high-stability resistor networks make them ideal for applications in precision amplifier
circuits, voltage reference circuits and precision bridge circuits.
•Ratio Tolerances from •
0.1% to

-0.01%.

• Ratio Temperature Coefficients of 10 PPM/° C,
5 PPM/ C or 2 PPM/ C.
• Ratio Stability of Resistance

Type T912

at Full Load for 2000 Hours
within 10.01%.

.6

-6

VAX

Tetrinox" — Caddock's unique
high-resistance film — provides
resistance values from 5 kohm to
2 Megohms in this package size.

500 • 020

•
66-

Custom models with unequal
values can provide resistance
ratios as high as 250:1 and
values from 1kohm to 2Megohms.

-•

•

•

ie

R,

too

020
100

'00

150

—561 if- 010

060

Tinned Comer

R,

R,

=

R,

Standard Type T912 and T914 Precision Resistor Networks
Standard Resistance Values:
5K
10K
20K

50K
100K

500K
1Meg

Ratio Tolerance:
Maximum ratio difference between
any two resistors in the network

200K

25K

250K

40K

400K

-100 --- 0.10%

Special or mixed resistance values

•
050

0.05%

-020

0.02%

-010

0.01%

Ratio Temperature Track:
Ratio Temperature Coefficient
between any two resistors
in the network from 0-C to +70"C
-10
05
02 —

10 P7114/'C
5 PPM/ -C
2 PPM/`C

are available as custom networks.

Ordering Information:

T912 -500K -

To specify any of the standard
Type T912 and T914 resistor networks,
Model

use this model number.

N°7 T

Resistance Value

*

*

-02
Ratio Temperature Track *
Ratio Tolerance

*

(Th•s information appears on the back side of the network)

The standard models of Type T912 resistor pairs and Type
T914 resistor quads can be delivered in prototype and production
quantities from stock to within 6 weeks ARO.
For additional technical information — and immediate confirmation of price and delivery on initial quantities — call or write
directly to:
Caddock Electronics, Inc.,
3127 Chicago Ave., Riverside, Calif. 92507
Tel: (714) 683-5361

The MS788 digital data-recording
system, a portable, battery -pouered
data logger that employs corn pieHIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS
Electronics/March 27, 1980
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OUT OF THE
FRYING PAIL°

New products
mentary-mos circuitry, is suited for
remote data accumulation of the
kind needed in meteorological research and pollution monitoring. The
$695 bench model is intended for use
by manufacturers of industrial control systems; awatertight field model is available for $725. Both versions can acquire data at intervals of
from 1sto 60 hover atemperature
range of —40" . to +70 -C. While
totally unattended, they will collect
data hourly for three months or daily
for more than ayear.
A 4-K C-MOs random-access memory (expandable to 34 K) stores the
data, which can be read out either on
a light-emitting-diode display or via
an optional microcomputer— the
model 65. The $2,500 Microcomputer 65 is a portable interrogator that
produces both a paper tape and a
magnetic-tape cassette whose data
can also be processed by a larger
computer. Numerous optional input
interfaces make the MS778 compatible with almost any type of sensor.

qnto the fire
Acushnet's new TEFLON© Capacitors
can take it. They perform up to 200°C and
exhibit extremely stable characteristics
over awide temperature range.
Acushnet manufactures films in all
popular dielectrics, micas and lytics. Our
experienced application team is always at
work, designing specialized capacitors to
solve unique problems.
We're the capacitor company that's
been growing quietly. The OEM's we
service are steady customers because we
offer the successful combination of
dependable products and hard workin9
people concerned about our customers
needs.
Next time you need acapacitor that can
beat the heat, contact us.
Better yet, plan ahead. Write for our
new data sheet and catalog today.
CDUPONT

ACUSHNET CAPACITOR CO., INC.
720 BELLEVILLE AVENUE, NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741 (617)999-3291

11_5HilET }

At Acushnet Were Accustomed to Solving Capacitor Problems.

Aeolian Kinetics Inc., P.O.Box 100. Providence, R. I
.02901. Phone (401) 421-5033
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SPECIFICATION
Model
Output Power
Input Voltage

DA50- IH

DA200- IH

DAX200- IH

DAX300- IH

DAX300-2H

50VA

200VA

200VA

300VA

300 VA'

500VA

DC11-16V

DC11-16V

DC11 —I6V

DC22-32V

DC22-32V

PCII

16V

DAX500-2H

OotI80 Voltage
(him Regulation

Ad 111230V
V

?e,

AC115(230) V

AC115 (230) V

AC1151230) V

AC115(230) V

ACII5 (230) V

1.ess than

Le. titan ±5%

Less than .5%

Less than .
-5%

Less than •3%

Less than •',

Output Distorsion

I.ess than 10%

Less than 10%

I.ess than 5%

1.ess than 5%

I.ess than 5%

Less than

Dimension (m)

178 >110 x233

178. 153 '213

180 ,I83 ,261
7.11

Weight

lkg ,

-

6,0

Agency Open for some arms
New York, Chicago & Los Angeles

180

, 183.391

1
.
2.11

180

,

183
l'2.0

,

391

220 ,, 350

{00

15.0

KOJIMA ELECTRIC MEG. CO., LTD.
,
uI,..

2 2.. •

Phone

Minanukanedrn. Suoa•Shl, Osaka 7.61. Japan
06 305.3523 Cable :"KOJNIANIE11 OSAKA'

Tokyo Office :3.15.3. Toyotantakila. Neriala•ku. Tokyo 176. Japan
l'hone ,'03 ,918.1312

A dual-channel, universal synchronous/asynchronous card for receiving and transmitting (Usart) with a
real-time clock interfaces with 8-bit
processors that use the STD 7000
bus. Designated the MA-1000, this
bidirectional serial input/output
card features compatibility with RS232-C for use with instruments.
A flexible interrupt structure permits its users to interface it with
such 8-bit processors as the 8080,
8085, and Z80. Baud rates may be
varied by software from 110 to
9,600. Ilaving a50-pin edge connector, the card ma) be linked by cable
to standard 25-pin male or female D
connectors.
The MA-1000 is priced at $315.
with quantity discounts available.
Martindale Associates Inc.. 212 Main St.,
North Reading, Mass, 01864. Phone Neil
Shapleigh at (617) 942-0514 1385]
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OUR NOVA 4HAS
MITRE LATEST
FEATURES. INCLUDING
EARLY DELIVERY.

That's why you should contact us
right now for fast delivery of one of
the most popular, compatible, reliable computer systems ever made
—the Data General NOVA® 4.
Our NOVA 4/C is the component OEM's dream come true,
combining low price with reliability
and flexibility
The NOVA 4/S offers fast
scientific processing through its
instruction prefetch processor,
high-speed floating point, and
character manipulation abilities.
Then there's the NOVA 4/X. It
provides all the features of the 4/S,
with up to 256K bytes of memory
And every NOVA 4 is available
with our new winchester-type technology disc featuring integral
diskette backup.
Whatever your application,
there's aData General NOVA 4
that's aperfect fit. With adelivery
date that'll keep you from throwing fits.

Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01580,
(617) 366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd.,
Ontario, Canada. Data General Europe,
61 rue de Courcelles, Paris, France,
766.51.78. Data General Australia,
(03) 89-0633. NOVA is a
registered trademark of
Data General.
•tp
Data General
Corporation, 1980.
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Why Did 'POS' Become `XYCOM'?
When you're prepared — and you know it — you can't
wait to get going.
Our time has come and we're ready. We even have a
new name.
Over a decade ago we started in the industrial computer field by producing industrial control systems. The
problems of dust, dirt, heat, cold, vibration and atmospheric pollutants were outstanding — but so were our
solutions. That was our beginning. We learned that
general purpose computers wouldn't work in a hardhat
environment and that we had to design, build and test
differently. Solutions we take for granted today still
plague manufacturers of general purpose computers
that try to use them in hostile environments.
204
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Over the past decade, our products have been used in
virtually all industrial applications. As our line of
modules, target and MicroHostTM computers grew, we
solved more and more problems. It took over a decade
of perseverance to develop the line of 'industry and
environment specific' products we offer today.
Our new name, XYCOM, replaces PCS, the one we
used in our 'formative' years. Our products and design
integrity remain. So, call XYCOM, we're ready.
P.O. Box 984, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106. (313) 429-4970

xycomr
The Hardhat Computer People
Electronics/March 27, 1980

Whatever you need in an IC socket...

has 'em all!

and with "side wipe" reliability
PRODUCTION SOCKETS

BURN -I

IS Series
very long contact

NEW! ICL Series

26% lower profile—.150"
Ideal for high density, high
volume configurations,
provides maximum vibration
resistance. Solder type,' single leaf
"side-wipe" contacts. 8to 40 contacts.

ICN Series hi
eliability generalpurpose sockets. Low insertion
force allows automatic IC insertion.
In solder or wire-wrap. 6to 64
contacts. Dual leaf
"side-wipe" contacts.

life. Very low insertion
force. Ideal for inoming inspection. With
14 to 40 contacts. Also
strip sockets up to

21 positions.

RN HIGH RELIABILITY eliminates
trouble. "Side-wipe" contacts make
100% greater surface contact with the
wide, flat sides of your IC leads for
positive electrical connection.
(be

WRITE TODAY
for latest R-N "Short Form" Catalog...

Alba t ,

IC Series
moderate cost, long life.
Designed for general test and
burn-in up to 350°C.
With 14 to 40
contacts.

ICN/S2 Series
lowest cost burn-in
•
socket available.
•••' -oesigned to accept IC
•:lbittraction tool. With 8to 40
• " contacts, with strip sockets
up to 25 positions.

ICA Series

high reliability pin
socket contacts. Low
profile in solder
or wire-wrap.
8 to 40 contacts.

e

TEST SOCKETS

e

,

•• of R-N production DIP sockets. Contains
full specs, dimensions and material data.
Get yours now.

APOMWMCAr
ArlefflEArellIVE!

ROBINSON-NUGENT. INC •800 East Eighth Street •New Albany, Indiana 47150 •Phone: (812) 945-0211
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Glasgow's unique attraction
for new-technology industries
dates from 1451
There are many parts of the world which are superficially
attractive for new industries - but where you would have to start
from scratch.
Not so in Glasgow.
There is already a concentration of new-technology
industries in and around the city. So there is an existing pool of
experienced technicians, research engineers and experienced
labour. There are electronics design consultants. And there are
sub-contractors and marketing organisations.
But there is yet another attraction which Glasgow possesses.
Glasgow is, and has been since 1451, a university city. And its two
universities- Glasgow and Strathclyde -have been exceptionally
responsive to the new industrial technologies. Both have large
electronics departments. Both provide consultancy, and
undertake projects for industry.
So, when Honeywell brought a new research unit to the
Glasgow area, its Managing Director, James McGregor, could
say:
"There already exists in Scotland a heavy concentration of
micro-electronics industries.
"This, together with our excellent relationship with many
Scottish academic institutions, was the principal factor in steering
the Solid State Applications Centre to Scotland."
Maybe Glasgow could provide what your company needs
for its development plans. It would be worth finding out.
Contact Stuart Logan, Industrial Development Officer,
Estates Department, Glasgow District Council. He's at 116 West
Regent Street, Glasgow G2 2RW.
Telephone 041-332 9700.

GLASGOW
city to build on

k
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Glasgow University
buildings date from
the 1860's - The
University itself was
founded M 1451.
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It's about time. And money.

PLMX
The universal microprocessor language that keeps today's software
up to date with tomorrow's new hardware.
And it's available now.

Syrtems Consutumn Incorporated

Electronics/March 27, 1980

For more information write:
Systems Consultants Incorporated
Product Development Group
4015 Hancock Street, San Diego,
CA 92110. Or call: (714) 292-PLMX
TWX: 910-335-1660
Circle 207 on reader service card
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The foremost solution
to monolithic capacitor performance with disc economy...

Ultra-KapR Ceramic
Disc Capacitors
from

CENTRALAB
•

When you're selecting capacitors for low-voltage,

rt

high-frequency applications, Centralab's Ultra-Kap
ceramic disc is the economical alternative to more
expensive film, tantalum and multi-layer ceramic
types. Look at the specs and you'll find that
when you can't afford the performance
characteristics of an X7R monolithic, but your
circuit demands better stability than a
hi-K dielectric ceramic disc, the
Ultra-Kap is the answer. It will provide
the stability and ceramic reliability
you need at a reasonable price.
With Ultra-Kap, you get a
non-polarized, temperature-stable
capacitor with excellent high
frequency characteristics
and a small package size. You get
the kind of ceramic reliability
that's been proven in many types
of severe environmental and other
demanding applications.
They're available in a wide variety of lead
configurations and are offered with your
choice of tape and reel packaging for
automatic insertion. Standard sizes and
values are stocked for off-the-shelf delivery
by over 200 Centralab Industrial Distributors.
Discover the foremost source for your ceramic
capacitor requirements. Call your Centralab
Representative, Industrial Distributor or write
Centralab Electronics, Division Globe-Union Inc.,
5757 North Green Bay Avenue, PO. Box 591,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.
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CENTRALAB
REPRESENTATIVES
M. Huntsville
CARTWRIGHT 8. BEAN
IN (205) 533-3509
AZ Phoenix
CLEMICK-NEENAN
It (602) 279-7649
CA Palo Alto
BROOKS TECH. GROUP
T (415) 328-3232
San Diego
CLEMICK-NEENAN
* (714) 268-8540
Sherman Oaks
CLEMICK-NEENAN
* (213) 990-3150
Tustin
CLEMICK-NEENAN
* (714) 547-0966
CO Denver
ELECTRO -REP INC.
IN (303) 744-2821
CT Meriden
CENTRALAB
IN (203) 235-0766
FL Ft. Lauderdale
CARTWRIGHT A. BEAN
IN (305) 735-4900
Orlando
CARTWRIGHT 8 BEAN
T (305) 422-4531
RA Atlanta
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN
* (404) 255-5262
HI

Honolulu
DOUGHERTY ENT.
(808) 847-4144

IA

Cedar Rapids
JERRY VRBIK CO.
* (319) 366-8733

IL

Des Plaines
CENTRALAB
* (312) 827-4487

IN

Indianapolis
LES M. DeVOE CO
* (317) 842-3245

KS Shawnee Mission
LOWELL-KANGAS
T (913) 631-3515
LA Metairie
CARTWRIGHT A. BEAN
* (504) 835-6220
MA Needham
CENTRALAB
IS (617) 444-4781
MO Columbia
BRESSON ASSOC
21Y (215) 664-6460
MI Lathrup Village
CENTRALAB
IN (313) 559-9095
St. Joseph
CENTRALAB
* (616) 983-0233

MN

Minneapolis
CENTRALAB
831-5212

T (612)

MO St. Louis
LOWELL-KANGAS
* (314) 821-4050
MS Jackson
CARTWRIGHT á BEAN
IN (601) 981-1368

Albany
REAGAN/COMPAR
(518) 489-7408
Endwell
REAGAN/COMPAR
T (607) 723-8743
Fairport
REAGAN/COMPAR
* (716) 271-2230
Great Neck
CENTRALAB
* (516) 466-6570
New Hartford
REAGAN COMPAR
IN (315) 732-3775
NC Charlotte
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN
IN (704) 377-5673
Raleigh
CARTWRIGHT A. BEAN
It (919) 781-6560
OH Brecksville
CENTRALAB
* (216) 526-1205
Worthington
CENTRALAB
It (614) 888-2150
OR Beaverton
CENTRALAB
* (503) 643-5516
PA Narberth
BRESSON ASSOC
It (215) 664-6460
TN Knoxville
CARTWRIGHT á BEAN
st (615) 693-7450
Memphis
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN
T (901) 276-4442
TX Austin
CENTRALAB
111 (512) 454-9529
El Paso
CENTRALAB
II (915) 779-3961
Farmers Branch
CENTRALAB
IN (214) 243-8791

New products
Computers and peripherals

8-in, disk drives
have features of
14-in. drives
Using the design and interface
arrangement of its 14-in, disk drives,
Priam Corp. has come out with two
8-in. Winchester drives with capacities of 20 and 34 megabytes. Data
separation and modified frequency
modulation encoding/decoding circuits, for example, are on board.
As a result, Priam Winchester
disk drives with capacities ranging
from 20 to 154 megabytes can now
be used with a single low-cost controller. Also, like the 14-in. versions,
the 8-in, models have fully servoed
voice-coil positioners and brushless
dc motors.
Two disks are used in the Diskos
2050 20-megabyte model and three

disks in the Diskos 3450 model. By
doubling track density, the company
expects to introduce drives that will
have capacities of 40 and 68 megabytes housed in the same floppysized package.
The brushless dc spindle motor is
dynamically braked to minimize
head/disk rubbing contact during
start/stop, eliminating the mechanical brake required in Winchester
drives with ac motors. The linear
voice-coil head positioner using a
closed-loop control provides fast
access time. Average access time is
50 ms, and track-to-track access is
10 ms. Average latency is 6.4 ms.
Thanks to the design of the linear
positioner, it was possible to fit the
Diskos 2050 and 3450 onto the
length of astandard 8-in, floppy disk
drive, that is, 14.25 in. The height of
the units is 4.62 in. and the width
8.55 in. They weigh less than 20 lb.
The linear actuator is designed to
support a track density of 960
tracks/in, though the initial offering

VA Lynchburg
BRESSON ASSOC
IN (215) 664-6460
WA Bellevue
CENTRALAB
is (206) 454-7754
WI Milwaukee
CENTRALAB
T (414) 228-2122
PUERTO RICO
Hato-Rey
M ANDERSON CO
T (809) 751-2026
CANADA
B.C. North Vancouver
ARWIN TECH SALES
T (604) 980-4346
ONT Alax
McHUGH ELEC
.2e (416) 683-1540
CUE Ste Dorothee Laval
HARNETT ENT
(514) 689-4(84
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The Personal
Computing Book
peRsonal

New products
is rated at only 480 tracks/in.
In original-equipment-manufacturer quantities, the 2050 sells for a
price of $1,800 and the 3450 for
$2,250. Shipments of evaluation
units will begin in the second quarter
and production will begin in the
third quarter.
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Bectronics
Book Series

Priam Corp., 3096 Orchard Dr., San Jose,
Calif. 95134. Phone (408) 946-4600 [361]

$1,250 CRT-and-keyboard

Take the computer
revolution into
your own hands!
More than 50 articles are presented
from leading publications in the field
to give you this up-to-date guide that
answers all your questions on personal computing precisely and reliably.
Hardware •Software •Theory
•Applications •Helpful Hints
Order today, and don't forget the other
valuable Electronics Magazine Books
listed in the coupon below.

r

•

Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520

I.m

Send me...

copies of Microprocessors @ $8.95
copies of Applying Microprocessors
@ $9.95
copies of Large Scale Integration
@ $9.95
copies of Basics of Data Communications @ $12.95
copies of Circuits for Electronics
Engineers @ $15.95
copies of Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers @ $15.95
copies of Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes @ $12.95
copies of New Product Trends in
Electronics, No. 1@ $14.95
copies of Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics @ $11.95
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more
copies of each book.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full
payment if the book is returned after ten-day
trial examination.

D Payment

enclosed

[1] Bill firm

Charge to my credit card:
D

Diners Club

D Visa

Acct. No.

D

['Bill me

American Express
O

Master Charge

Date Exp .

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

Title

Company

The Telex 310 is aTeletype-compatible cathode-ray-tube display and
keyboard terminal priced at $1,250
in single-unit quantities. Incorporating many of the features of the earlier Telex 278, the 310 has a highresolution 15-in, display, easy-toread 7-by-11-dot-matrix characters,
and adetachable keyboard with 128
ASCII characters and anumeric keypad. Twenty-four lines of information are displayed, and a 25th is
reserved for diagnostic data or displays that prompt the operator.
Other features of the terminal
include full keyboard cursor movement and different display possibilities, including reverse video, programmable brightness levels, and
character or field blinking. The
microprocessor-based unit also features self-diagnostic routines, as well
as support of ASCII protocol communications at speeds to 9,600 b/s.
The 310 will sell for $900 in quantities of 100 or more.
Telex Computer Products, 6422 East 41st
St., Tulsa, Oklahoma. Phone John Hawkins
at (918) 627-1111 [364]

Unibus with drive modules
A microprocessor-based single-board
controller interfaces Winchester and
other high-capacity disk drives that
have astorage-module interface with
Digital Equipment Corp.'s Unibus.
A new command protocol is used on
the model MSC-1101 to achieve the
kind of performance increase and
input/output-processing techniques
available on mainframe computers
but is not compatible with existing
DEC software drivers. Therefore, the
controller is aimed at original-equipment manufacturers who use the
PDP-11 and VAX series.
The new unit, like the rest of the
MSC-1000 series, is based on the
company's own bipolar microprocessor. Communication with the controller is accomplished via control
blocks assembled in main storage
and Unibus registers assigned to the
controller.
Command chaining allows the
MSC-1101 controller to execute
multiple data transfers at the maximum interleaving rate of the disk
drives after command processing is
initiated. The only software overhead needed is acknowledgment of
command completion. The controller
also corrects single-burst errors of up
to 11 bits per sector within its fullsector buffer before initiating data
transfer to main storage. In addition,
if it detects drive faults, seek errors,
or uncorrectable data errors, it performs such recovery operations as
recalibration and multiple retries.
Other standard features include automatic head and cylinder switching,
direct-memory-access load regulation, and two-drive, dual-port control. The manufacturer provides
software integration for RT-11,
RSX, IAS, RSTS/E, and VAX/
VMS operating systems.
The MSC-1101 is available for
60-to-90-day delivery at a price of
$4,850 for a single unit, with OEM
discounts available.
Microcomputer Systems Corp., 432 Lake-

Street
City

is compatible with Teletype

Single-board controller links

side Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone Don
State

Zip

Sumner at (408) 733-4200 [366]

Signature
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"What you'll need tomorrow
is built into EIP's
18, 26.5 and 40 GHz counters today"

“EIP has arevolutionary new
family of CW microwave counters
able to satisfy all my requirements
today and tomorrow.
“EIP's Model 545 measures to
18 GHz. Their Model 548 goes to
26.5 GHz, with an option covering
the range clear up to 40 GHz. And
they built it to go even higher in
frequency should my needs change a
few years out.
KEIP's performance? No
contest! All their counters deliver
minus 30 dBm sensitivity plus
excellent amplitude discrimination,
frequency selection and offsets. Full
5-watt burnout protection gives me
real peace of mind.
Circle 211 For Literature

KEIP's new counters also have
apower measurement option.
For systems use they've got GPIB or
BCD/remote programming.
When Ifirst saw these
counters, Iwas afraid they'd be
difficult to operate. But that wasn't
the case at all. Their built-in microprocessor does most of the work.
Front panel keyboard diagnostic test
routines and signature analysis make
servicing really simple.
e4The most pleasant surprise
came when Icompared prices. An
EIP 545 goes out the door for only
$4800e The Model 548 with 26.5
GHz frequency coverage costs
only $5700?

For demonstration or literature on these new counters, phone or
write EIP. Believe me, Ishopped
around, but Icouldn't find a
company or line of counters nearly
as good. When it comes to microwave counters...
eLl'm sold on EIP.9,

EIP Microwave, Inc.
2731 North First Street. San Jose, CA 95134
Phone (408)946-5700
In Europe

EIP International
Brussels, Belgium
Phone 2 660 48 70

*U.S. List Price

Circle 262 For Demonstration

APlace for Life
Work in a place where
your family can live, where
there's more to life than
your work. A place where
you can enjoy sailing and
the symphony, the opera
and the great outdoors.
Where your life-at-work is
everything you can make
it. Find a place for life, in
Oregon. Where we've
been for thirty-two years. If
you have the research,
engineering, marketing or
software development
skills that could become
part of the life of a Fortune
500 leader in electronic
test and measurement.
and computer graphics,
write to Bill Eppick,
Professional Placement.
He'll answer your letter
and send you acolor print
of this Oregon scene if you
request it. No obligation.
Professional Placement,
Tektronix, Inc.,
P.O. Box 500. E-6
Beaverton, Oregon 97077.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer (MF. H).

Tektroni'x

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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ABLATANT PLUG
FOR CAMBION
CO
Just plug 'em in. Mount
components by plugging—not by soldering. And
be assured of the reliability that's standard
for all Cambion connectors. For jacks, pins,
or any related products, you can depend on us
all across the board. For full specs, get our new
Cage Jack brochure, and for samples, plug into

Your Cambion Connection at •
Pmduct news
over 100 distributor locations!

CAMBIOW

The Right Connection. •
445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238,
Tel: (617)491-5400, Telex: 92-1480, TWX: (710)320-6399.

Circle 213 on reader service card

POWER

SAVE SPACE! POWER! MONEY!
We have a full family of plug in modules to expand
your minicomputer system. The kind that will save you
Space Power . And Money.
Input with our MIP-31A. The "smart" AID with continuous 100 KH data acquisition that inputs from as
many as 64 channels
Process with our MSP-3. The "low-cost" array processor that's 20 to 50 times faster than your mini.
Display the M DP-3 way. A raster display processor for
exceptionally high performance color imaging
Sheer PLUG-IN POWER From Computer Design &
Applications
a recognized leader in multiprocessing.

Ciarda's
Circuit Cellar

by Steve Ciarcia
The marvelous computer projects that Steve Ciarcia has constructed in his cellar are explained in detail in Ciarcia's Circuit
Cellar so that you can make your microcomputer perform the
same useful functions.
This easy-to-read book contains acollection of more than a
year's worth of the popular series Steve writes for BYTE
magazine. Included are six winners of BYTE's On-going
Monitor Box (BOMB) award voted by the readers as the best
articles of the month: Control the World (a four channel digital
to analog converter for controlling appliances and other
devices); Memory Mapped 10; Program Your Next EROM in
BASIC; Tune In and Turn On (a computerized wireless AC
control system); Talk To Me (add avoice to your computer);
and Let Your Fingers Do the Talking (a touch panel for your
video display).
Each article is acomplete tutorial, presented in such an easygoing style that even beginners can understand and enjoy.
Buy this book at your favorite computer book store or direct
from BYTE
$8.00 ISBN 0-931718-074
['lease send
Name

-«del
COMPUTER DESIGN & APPUCATIONS, INC.

377 Elliot Street /Newton, MA 02164 (617) 964-4320
Circle 263 on reader service card
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• 70 Main Street Peterborough, NH 03458
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THE MTOS FAMILY OF
MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEMS
FOR MICROPROCESSORS
MTOS-86
for the 8086. In service since October 1979,
useful and productive in a wide variety of
applications. Options include
multiprocessing, networking and file systems.
Don't wait, MTOS-86 is here.
MTOS-80
Real-time operating system for the 8080.
In service since 1976
MTOS-61
Real-time operating system for the 6800.
In service since 1976
MTOS-11
Real-time operating system for the PDP-11.
In service since 1976
These multi-tasking operating systems are sold in
source language form, under aliberal licensing policy.
Call or write for our free book
"On Operating Systems."

ebe l rI
e
n
rd
ou
gstrial
ra

ing

Software Specialists Since 1963

9 Northern Blvd, Greenvale, N.Y. 11548
516-621-8170
TELEX: 429808
214
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Làmpl

Assemblies
LOWEST COST! LONG LIFE!
DELIVERY FROM STOCK!

The IM-LITE line of lamp assemblies* have the following
features .
• 10,000-Hour Life • UL/CSA Leads • Wide
Range of Voltage and Current • Incandescent
and Neon Models • Lenses Press Fit In Panel •
Wide Range of Colors for Lenses and Lead Wires
• Tamper-Proof Housing.
No tools are required for installation. Many models to
choose from. Call or write TODAY for further information.
'OEM orders only

IMTRONICS INDUSTRIES, LTD.
00 13TH AVENUE, RONKONKOMA, NEW YORK 11779
EL. (516) 981 -3434
TELEX 144638

SIMMS
03.1113ANI
SiNIMIANO
,1=
4t1
Cambion offers lov%
profile plus inverted, or
upside-down, contact
design that's safer and
easier to hit. Great
lead-in—great contact!
leads. Cambion also has
No more damaged IC
many companion
components that can help
your IC packaging design or purchasing plans. Get the
whole story from our Catalog 121 and get evaluation
samples from Your Cambion Connection at
..
over 100 distributor locations! 445 Concord
Ave. ,Cambridge, MA 0223 8,Tel: (617) 491-5400,
92-1480, TWX: (710) 320-6399.

le

%CAMBION"

e

The Right Connection.

Circle 265 on macier service card
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There are 1,000 wiïys to eliminate static with Staticide»
...here are just afew.

«.to

•TREAT ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACES: FLOORS, CARPETS,
WORK TABLES, WALLS
• TREAT TOTE BOXES, TRAYS, TOOLS, CONVEYORS
•TREAT CLOTHING AND CLEAN ROOMS
• TREAT PACKAGING, CONTAINERS, CUSHIONING MATERIALS,
AND WRAPPINGS
"TREAT CABINETRY, METER CASES d LENSES
•JREAT PLASTICS, WOOD, METAL, PAPER, TILE AND FILM
Ï.TREAT WEB PROCESS d PRODUCTION MATERIALS
• TREAT COMPUTER ROOMS AND SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC
AREAS

Only STATICIDE ", the long-lasting topical antistat
from ACL eliminates static where it starts—
everywhere. STATICIDE" easily complies with the
electrostatic criteria outlined in MIL-B-81705B and
NFPA 56A specifications. STATICIDE "is the only
EPA registered antistatictacteriostatic compound
available today. If you've had enough of waste
rejects and downtime due to static, send for
free STATICIDE "Information Kit—or call
(312) 595-1242.

ACL
Electronics

'

ANALYTICAL CHEMICAL LABORATORIES

2424 Pan Am Blvd.; Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

In Japan contact: MK ELECTRONICS CO., LTD
13-1, 1-Chome. Nihonbashi Chuo-KU, Tokyo 103 Japan
Circle 215 on reader service card
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New products
each in a choice of ranges set at the
factory.
The specifics of each transmitter
board are noteworthy. For example, the
isolating transmitter employs pulsewidth modulation and optical coupling
effective up to 600 vdc or peak ac. The
response time of both boards is adjustable for optimum noise immunity. High
"Plug-ins with plug-ins" is agood basic and low set-point relay timers are fully
description of a new multipoint instru- independent and offer normally open or
mentation system for process control, closed states as well as latching or nonlatching operation. Set-point deadband,
called Unipak.
At the core of Unipak is a pair of or hysteresis, is also adjustable and the
transmitters—one, an isolating trans- response time can be individually set for
mitter for amplifying and converting each alarm point.
Unipak's input modules match a
the input signal, the other alimit-alarm
transmitter that adds to this high- and wide range of ac or dc voltage or curlow-limit sensing. Both are packaged on rent, thermocouples, resistor temperature detectors (Rips), and photocell or
51
4 -in.-high edge-mounted printed-cir/
cuit boards, each with an on-board pow- frequency-dependent sensors. Finally,
er supply. The transmitters plug into a ranges may be specified for zero-based,
mainframe that fits into astandard 19- offset, or bipolar swings.
Output modules offer ranges of dc
in.-wide rack.
However, before being plugged into voltage to 10 mv or 10 v full scale, dc
the rack, each transmitter board is tai- current to 50 mA, or frequency varyOFiz or 100 kHz. Any grouping
lored to perform a specific input and ing to I
output function. This is done by plug- input and output modules is feasible.
ging into the transmitter circuit card Replacement consists of pulling the old
any of about 10 personality modules, module and dropping in anew one. The

Industrial

Plug-in modules
give multipoint
monitor variety

216

rack-mountable 19-in, card cages hold
up to 10 transmitter boards. They are
available with or without double-pole,
double-throw relays for the high and
low trip set points of the transmitting
limit alarm cards. An optical 10-turn
digital dial allows fine adjustment of the
set-point values.
Operating ambient-temperature
range is —20° to +70°C and overall
accuracy is 0.1% of span. Starting
prices are $150 each for the isolating
transmitter and $225 each for the transmitting limit alarms. Typical input and
output ranging modules are $25 each.
Availability is in four to six weeks, and
the units are offered with a three-year
warranty.
Action Instruments Co., 8601 Aero Drive, San
Diego, Calif. 92123. Phone (714) 279-5726
[351]

Portable unit reads coating
thickness on various surfaces
Field measurement of paint, plastic,
enamel, and similar coatings, whether on ferrous or nonferrous surfaces,
may be made accurately with abattery-powered, hand-held instrument
called the Dualscope. Its virtual
independence of substrate type is
due to its use of two kinds of measurement techniques: eddy current
and magnetic induction. It measures
thicknesses of 0.1 to 8 mils on nonferrous substrates and 0.1 to 20 mils

Electronics/March 27, 1980

CAIMBION'S
LOW
PROFILE .

Leaders in
Electronics

The only reference devoted solely
to biographies of the most
influential people in electronics
•corporate executives •technical
managers •designers/developers •
government and military officials •
academics •consultants •editors/
publishers •trade/professional
group directors •securities analysts

Cambion's low profile sockets
feature inverted contact design,
dual face wipe contacts, Kapton®
coverage for antiwicking protection,
and wide-area contact openings for
easy IC insertion. Available in awide
range of 8- to 64-pin position sizes,
some socket models also provide beneficial center space
to carry an electrolytic capacitor. Get very useful lowprofile socket low-down in our Catalog 121, and get evaluation samples from Your Cambion Connection at over 100
distributor locations! Cambridge Thermionic
=
Corp., 445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge,
MA 02238, Tel: (617) 491-5400, Telex: 92-1480,
TWX: (710) 320-6399.

ANION'

The Right Connection.

Circle 267 on reader service card
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Plus an 80-page index of biographees by affiliation, including
independent consultants in every
electronics specialty.

There is nothing like a

DAIM

Prepared by the staff of Electronics
magazine. 5,240 biographies. 651
pages, clothbound. $39.50

EElectronics

-1

Magazine Books
PO. Box 669. Hightstown, NJ 08520

Send me...
copies of Leaders in Electronics CO
$39.50 plus applicable sales tax. McGraw-Hill
pays regular shipping and handling charges on
pre-paid orders.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full
payment if the book is returned after ten-day
trial examination.
Payment enclosed

El! Bill firm

Charge to my credit card:
Li Diners Club

E Visa

Acct. No.

H. Bill me

E American

Express

ii Master Charge
Date Exp.

On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name

A complete disk system for the Rockwell Aim 65. Uses
the Rockwell Expansion Motherboard. Base price of
$850 (U.S.) includes controller with software in Eprom,
disk power supply and one packaged Shugart SA400
Drive.

Name
Company
Street
City

State

Zip

224 SE 16th St.
P.O. BOX 687

AMES, IA 50010
(515) 232-8187

Signature
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Electronics
Magazine
Book Series.
Zero-risk
trial offer.
1. Microprocessors
What you must know about
available microprocessor
technology, devices,
information. 4th printing. $8.95

New products

etepROCeS5016

.1•11.1•101.1

APPerING
r4KROKKXESSORS

4e. hardware
softwore and
opplKonons
Bectroms
Pc.. sew,

Bectrtncs
boo. Sene,

2. Applying Microprocessors
2nd and 3rd generation
technology. 26 detailed
applications from data
networks to video games.
$9.95

3. Large Scale Integration
Covers the basic technology,
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system design
and applications. $9.95

TO
TO

a
To

on a ferrous base material with an
accuracy within ± 3%.
A hold function, which retains the
indicated thickness measurement for
as long as necessary, simplifies the
unit's use in locations where its display is hard to read. Designed for
inspection applications where conventional laboratory equipment
would be difficult to use, such as for
on-site inspection, the Dualscope will
operate for 70 hours with batteries
or can be connected to apower supply for 120-v ac use.
The $1,150 price does not include
probes, which cost from $195 to
$350 according to function. Delivery
is from stock.
Fischer

Technology

Inc.,

750

Marshall

Phelps Rd., Windsor, Conn. 06095. Phone
(800) 243-8417 or (203) 683-0781 [353]

4. Basics of Data
Communications
Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key
areas. $12.95.

5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers
to Voltage Regulating Circuits.
Saves design drudgery. $15.95

Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669. Hightstown, N.J. 08520
1. Send me
copies of "Microprocessors"
at $8.95 per copy.
2. Send me
copies of "Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95 per copy.
3. Send me
copies of "Large Scale Integration" at $9.95 per copy.
4. Send me
_ copies of "Basics of Data
Communications" at $12.50 per copy.
5. Send me
copies of "Circuits for Electronics Engineers" at $15.95 per copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund
full payment if the book is returned after tenday trial examination.
D Payment enclosed
D Bill firm
0 Bill me
Charge to my credit card:
CI American Express 0 Diners Club
D BankAmericard D Master Charge

Reference junction measures
temperature difference
The NDT-150 differential thermocouple reference junction is designed
for applications where temperature
differences need to be accurately
monitored. Measurement error is
effectively canceled because the two
separate inputs of the differential
unit are compensated for and referenced by the same internal circuits.
Applications include differential
temperature measurements for inletoutlet comparisons, inside-outside
temperatures, heat-exchange evaluation, or any system where control or
measurement is acritical function of
two different temperatures.
The miniature encapsulated unit

di ADES
FARMINGDALE. N Y

P/N

Acct No
Date exp.
On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

REF
HI

Title

MERIFIll

measures 1.5 in. on aside and is 0.4
in. high. It is available in versions for
all thermocouple types and a wide
range of excitation voltages.
The price is $74.25 in lots of one
to nine pieces and delivery takes up
to four weeks.
Hades Manufacturing Corp., 151A Verdi St.,
Farmingdale, N. Y. 11735. Phone (516) 2494244 [354]

Hall-effect sensor
sells for $8.25
The manufacturer of the 200SR
series Hall-effect sensor says the
unit's thermoplastic mounting
shaves the price to 25% below metalencased equivalent sensors. Responding to local magnetic fields, it is
suitable for motion detection; highspeed sorting; limit or tachometer
sensing; and cam-, lever-, or shaft-

position detection.
The switching speed is specified
up to 100,000 operations per second
with no damaging effects from overdriving magnetic fields. The output
will sink 40 mA of current for direct
interfacing with digital or other
components and in most cases without the need for an amplifier. Two
voltage ranges are offered, 4.5 to 5.5
and 6to 16 ydc.
The 200SR is 1 in. long, has a
diameter of 1
/ in., and is guaranteed
2
to operate between -40° and
+105°C. A typical unit sells for
$8.25 and limited samples are available.

Company

Micro Switch Inc., division of Honeywell, 11

Street

W. Spring St., Freeport, III. 61032. Phone

City

State

Zip

(815) 235-6600 [355]

Signature
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the customer
•
Flexibility and
responsiveness
to ceramic and film capacitor
needs make the big
difference.

is

We are always slightly amused by the puffery of some companies. They
seem to take great pleasure in telling the world that they are number one.
An automobile rental company started it all. Now ahost of others have
jumped on the band wagon to trumpet their size and "position" at every
opportunity. It's part of the old American myth that biggest is best ...well, is
it really?
Acompany is not necessarily "better" because it's bigger, anymore than a
ten ton truck is better because it's bigger than apick-up. There's an inertia
that comes with size. Asupertanker, for example, takes eight miles to turn,
once the wheel is moved. It's the same in industry. When you become
the biggest in your industry, there is often aloss of flexibility and
responsiveness to customers' needs.
At ITW, we stay flexible. ITW people work hard at being responsive to
customer needs. At ITW, the customer is Number One ... and we try to
prove it every day. When you need film capacitors ...try PAKTRON. When
you need multilayer ceramic capacitors ...try EMCON. Try ITW... find out
what it's like to be Number One.
For full details, contact your local EMCON and PAKTRON distributor. Call
or write for capacitor catalogs ... ITW Electronic Components Group,
Central Regional Office, 6615 West Irving Park Road, Chicago, Illinois
60634. Phone (312) 282-7383. TWX: 910-221-0275.

Film Capacitors by
PAKTRON
A DIVISION OF
ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC

nfl

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS GROUP
PAKTRON

lim Capacitors/ EMCON
REGIONAL SALES OFFICES

EASTERN REGION
900 Follin Lane. S.E.
Vienna, Virginia 22180
Phone: (703) 281-2810
TWX: 710-833-0682

CENTRAL REGION
6615 West Irving Park Road
Chicago, Illinois 60634
Phone: (312) 282-7383
TWX: 910-221-0275

WESTERN REGION
P.O. Box 81542
11620 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, California 92138
Phone: (714) 459-4355
TWX: 710-833-0682

Ceramic Capacitors by
EMCON
A DIVISION OF
ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC

IN EUROPE: ITW-ATECO GMBH ELECTRONICS DIVISION •Franz Pruller Str. 15 Munchen 80 West Germany •Tel (089)483021 •Telex 522288
IN ENGLAND: ITW LIMITED ELECTRONICS DIVISION •4Oxford Road East—Windsor, Berkshire SL45DR England •Tel VVindsor 57721-9 •Telex 847716
ASIA—ITW PAKTRON LIMITED, P.O. Box 26140, Building 138-73, Kaohsiung Export Processing Zone, Kaohsiung, Taiwan R.O.C. •Phone: 824146-8 •Telex: (785)71112
e Illinois Tool Works Inc. 1979
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Up-fmnat backup.
Now Bussmann brings products and technical
backup right to your front door.
If you've been going to
an electronics distributor
for Bussmann products,
here's great news.
The Bussmann representative who brings new
product information and application help to your distributor will now do the
same for you.
He is likely to be the
same sales representative
who's kept you stocked with
avariety of other electronics products.
But now that he'll be
bringing you
Bussmann
too, you

stand to gain alot more than
just single-source convenience.
For one thing, you'll get
dependable technical help
whenever you need it. As
an experienced electronics
professional, your Bussmann representative is a
prime source of application
advice. And he has the
full backup of Bussmann inplant application specialists.
Your Bussmann representative will also give you
faster, more direct access
to Bussmann products. Product
literature. Tech-

nical bulletins. And more.
Working with your
distributor, your Bussmann
representative puts our
total capability at your
disposal. This new service
team is just one more way
we've strengthened and
reaffirmed our commitment to you.
After all, when you
specify the best electrical
protection devices money
can buy, you expect
equally good service.
And now Bussmann
gives you both.
Bussmann Manufacturing Division
McGraw-Edison Company
P.O. Box 14460
St. Louis, Missouri 63178

McGRAVEDISO
Bussmann.
The Protection
Experts.
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New products
Components

Power Darlingtons
Isolate collectors
50- and 100-A, 450-V units
have new chip and package
designs for added flexibility
High-current/high-voltage power
transistors have been available for
some time, but in nearly all cases the
collector terminals must be isolated
from the mounting heat sink using
insulating washers. The Hi-Line
series of 50-A (D66DV) and 100-A
(D67DE) power Darlington transistors, with V. ratings of 450 y and
isolated collectors, have eliminated
this drawback.
Designers of amplifier push-pull
output stages, half- and full-wave
bridge rectifiers, six-step ac synthesizers, and other power output stages
can now mount these transistors
directly onto acommon heat sink.
The epoxy-encapsulated Hi-Line
units feature high isolation ratings of
more than 2,500 V root mean square
to meet National Electrical Manufacturers Association and Under-

writers Laboratories creep-andstrike requirements for electrical
equipment using 230-v ac power.
Each power Darlington chip is
mounted on a low-stress and highthermal-conductance ceramic substrate and packaged in a dry-nitrogen—filled chamber that is sealed
with a cover. This assembly is then
attached to a copper base plate
whose mounting holes match standard TO-3 package spacings.
Peak power ratings for the
D66DV and D67DE are 30 and 60
kw, respectively. Both units' base
connections are accessible to the user
for circuit-design flexibility and ease
of wiring. The former unit is available with quick-connect terminals
and the latter has screw-type terminals for the emitter and collector.
They have continuous peak current ratings of 75 A and 150 A,
respectively. The typical Vce (saturated) rating is 1.5 Vdc at maximum
collector currents. Minimum current
gain is 75, also at maximum collector currents. Thermal impedances
are 1.0 and 0.4 °C/W, respectively.
Other specifications include an
operating-temperature range of — 40
to +150 C, maximum power dissipation of 125 w (D66DV) and 312.5
w (D67DE), and total resistive
switching times of less than 10 is at

maximum collector current.
These Darlington transistors
weigh approximately 35 grams
(D66DV) and 76 grams (D67DE).
The dimensions are 1.5 by 0.98 by 1
in. for the D66DV and 1.8 by 1by
1.5 in. for the D67DE.
Applications include uninterruptible power supplies, ac and dc motor
speed control, inverter control,
switching regulators, high-power
pulse generators, and all types of
power conversion equipment. When
used in 230-v ac motor speed-control
inverters, a single D66DV transistor
can handle ratings of up to 5hp, and
a single D67DE can be used for up
to 10-hp ratings.
In 100-piece quantities, singleunit prices are as follows: $155,
$140, and $127 for 500-, 450-, and
400-V D67DE devices, respectively.
For D66DV units, 100-piece unit
prices are $75, $60, and $52.50 for
500-, 450-, and 400-v models,
respectively.
General Electric Co., Electronic Components
division,

Semiconductor

West Genesee St.,

Products

Auburn,

N. Y.

Dept..
13021.

Phone (315) 253-7321. [341]

Npn silicon transistor has
consistent oscillator output
The HXTR-4101 is asilicon bipolar
transistor designed for consistent
high oscillator output. The output
power of this device is guaranteed to
be a minimum of 19.0 dBm and is
typically more than 20 dBm at 4.3
GHz. The guaranteed performance
at 4.3 GHz makes it suitable for use
in radar altimeters, transponders,
and other devices that operate from
2 to 10 GHz. The unit has a collector-emitter breakdown voltage of 30
V at a collector current of 100
and a collector-emitter leakage current of a maximum of 500 nA at a
collector-emitter voltage of 15 V.
Supplied in a rugged hermetic
package, the transistor can meet the
environmental requirements of MIL
STD 19500 and the test requirements of MIL STD 750/883. In
quantities of one to nine, the HXTR4101 is priced at $39, and for 100 to
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Our secret?
Do afew things very, very well.

!!!!!!!!!1!i)11JI

Wye grown to where
we are by making our connectors just alittle hit better
than the next guy Price is
important. but when it comes
to alittle-cheaper vs. alittlebetter. you know which wins.
That's been our growth plan.
And it has proved to be as
totally dependable as our
connectors.

Viking

CONNECTORS
21001 \ot dholl Sireci

Imismli ch. (.\ )1311.1'

12131 :{11-1:i:i() IIV\ 9111-19.1-209.1

Circle 227 on reader service card
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Check Beckman's specs before
you select your source for Converters.
Beckman's Series 7580 and 7541
12-bit D/A converters replace the
popular DAC 80 and 7541 pinfor-pin. But they offer better performance, use less power and are
priced competitively.
Now you can write in better
specs because our specs are better
over awide range of temperature
and power supply variations. And
Beckman converters offer much
tighter end-point linearity specs
than other manufacturers, resulting
in better full-scale accuracy.
Calibration is simpler, too. You
need only to set zero and full
scale once to fully calibrate your
system.
Circle 228 on reader service card

You can also expect greater
design flexibility because Beckman's CMOS DACs consume less
power and are TTL and CMOS
compatible.
Just as important, the 7580 and
7541 are competitively priced in
both military and commercial
versions. And they're available
now-from stock.
Better performance, lower power
consumption, greater design flexibility and competitive prices right
from stock. Maybe you should
check Beckman's specs. You might
just find us to be your prime source
for converter products.

For more information, contact
your local Beckman representative
or write: Advanced ElectroProducts Division, Beckman
Instruments, Inc., 2500 N. Harbor
Blvd., Fullerton, CA 92634.
(714) 773-7935.

Design Beckman converters in.
Design problems out.

BECKMAN

New products

Call your Beckman
Converter Distributor
A
Powell Electronlc•
Huntsville
(205) 539-2731

ARIZONA
Wyle Distribution Group
Phoenix
(802) 995-9185
Marshall Industries
Tempe
(802) 988-8181
CALIFORNIA
Marshall Industries
Canoga Park
(213) 999-5001
Irvine
(714) 558-8400
San Diego
(714) 278-8350
Sunnyvale
(408) 732-1100
Wyle Distribution Group
El Segundo
(213) 322-8100
Irvine
(714)751-9850
San Diego
(7)4) 585-9171
Santa Clara
(408) 727-2500
Kierullf Electronics
Los Angeles
(213) 725.0325
Tustin
(714) 731.57)1
Arrow Electronics
Sunnyvale
(408) 739.3011
COLORADO
Marshall industries
Arvada
(303) 423.9670
Wyle Distribution Group
Commerce City
(303) 287-9611
CONNECTICUT
Harvey Electronics
Norwalk
(203) 853.1515
Arrow Electronics
Wallingford
(203) 265.7741
Marshall industries
Wallingford
(2031 265-7738
FLORIDA
Lynch-Gentry Associates
Clearwater
(813) 443-2697
Arrow Electronics
Fort Lauderdale
(305) 776.7790
Palm Bay
(305) 725-1480
Powell Electronics
Miami Springs
(305) 592-3260
GEORGIA
Arrow Electronics
Norcross
(404) 449-8252
ILLINOIS
Kierulft Electronics
Elk Grove Village
(312) 840-0200
Electronics
Mount Prospect
(312) 956-0700
Arrow Electronics
Schaumburg
(312) 893-9420
INDIANA
Magnuson Electronics
Indianapolis
13171 247.5108
KANSAS
Hall-Mark Electronics
Kansas City
(913) 888-4747
MARYLAND
Arrow Electronics
Baltimore
(301) 247-5200
(202) 737-1700
Hell-Mark Electronics
Baltimore
(3011796-9300
Powell Electronics
Beltsville
(301) 937-4030
MASSACHUSETTS
Kierultf Electronics
(6171667-8331
Marshall Industries
Newton
(617) 965-5115
Arrow Electronics
Woburn
(817) 933-8130
MICHIGAN
Arrow Electronics
Ann Arbor
(313) 971-8220

MINNESOTA
Arrow Electronic.
Edina
(612) 830-1818
Marshall Industries
Plymouth
(6121559-2211

Missouri
Hall-Mark Electronics
St Louis
(314) 291-5350
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Arrow Electronics
Manchester
(603) 668-6968
NEW JERSEY
Klerulff Electronlc•
Fairfield
(201) 575-8750
Arrow Electronics
Moorestown
(609) 235-1900
(215) 928-1800
Saddle Brook
(201) 797-5800
Harvey Electronic•
Pine Brook
(201) 575-3510
NEW MEXICO
Arrow Electronics
Albuquerque
(505) 243-4586
NEW YORK
Hervey Electronics
Binghamton
(607) 748-8211
Rochester
(716) 334.5920
Woodbury
1516) 921-8700
Arrow Electronics
Farmingdale
(516) 694-6800
Marshall Industries
Farmingdale
(516) 293-4141
Rochester Radio Supply
Rochester
(7181454 7800

240 pieces, the unit price is $28.50.
Hewlett-Packard

Co.,

Inquiries

Manager,

1507 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[344]

Zero-bias Schottky detectors
provide high sensitivity
A series of Schottky diode detectors
featuring microwave integrated-circuit construction has an output voltage sensitivity of 600 mv/mw and a
typical flat response of ±0.1dB over
the frequency range from 0.1 to 18
GHz. The model 2086-6040-00 has a
minimum tangential sensitivity of
—45 dBm. The voltage standing-

TRW LSI Products,

OKLAHOMA
Norvell Electronics
Tulsa
(918) 883-1247
OREGON
AlmaciStroum Electronics
Beaverton
(503) 292-3534
PENNSYLVANIA
Hall-Mark Electronics
Philadelphia
(215) 355-7300
Powell Electronics
Philadelphia
(215) 365-1900
Arrow Electronics
Pittsburgh
(412) 351-4000
TEXAS
Norvell Electronics
Austin
(512) 458-8108
Dallas
(214) 233-0020
Houston
(713) 777-1866
Marshall Induutrie•
Dallas
(214) 233-5200
Houston
(713) 777-0358
WASHINGTON
^Imam/Strewn Electronics
Seattle
(2081783.2300
Wyle Distribution Group
Bellevue
(2061 453-8300
WISCONSIN
Arrow Electronics
Oak Creek
(414) 784-8800
Kierulff Electronics
Waukesha
(414) 784 -8160
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
Cam Gard Supply
Intel( Electronics
Serried Electronics
Specialty Electronics

Electronics/March 27, 1980

2525 E.

El Segundo

Blvd., El Segundo, Calif. 90245. Phone (213)
535-1831 [345]

Panel-mount annunciator

NORTH CAROLINA
Arrow Electronics
Winston-Salem
19191725.8711
MAC Sale•
Winston -Salero
(9191722-9445
OHIO
Arrow Electronics
Cincinnati
)513) 781-5432
Cleveland (Solon)
12181248-3990
Kettering
(5131 253.9176
Marshall Industries
Dayton
(513) 238.8088

and operates from a single 5-v supplySuitable for digital video signal
processing, digital filtering, and other related applications, the 40-pin
ceramic device sells for $48 in lots of
100. The MPY-8HUJ-I, another
version, operates at a maximum of
65 ns at 25 °C and sells for $56 in the
same quantity. Delivery is from
stock.

displays timed messages

wave ratio of the zero-biased detectors is typically 1.6:1 and is a maximum of 1.8:1. The detectors are
available in biasable versions as well
as zero-bias types and come in both
matched and unmatched models.
They are available from stock.
Omni Spectra Inc., Microwave Component
Division, 21 Continental Blvd., Merrimack,
N. H. 03054. Phone (603) 424-4111 [343]

45-ns multiplier
accepts unsigned inputs
The 45-ns 8-by-8-bit multiplier is a
high-speed device with a number of
additional features commonly found
in more expensive multipliers. The
MPY-8HUJ TTL parallel array
multiplier accepts unsigned magnitude 8-bit inputs and produces a 16bit double precision product. It has
on-chip input and output registers

The first member of a family of
compact displays is a panel-mount
annunciator that displays timed messages. The display is intended to be
an alphanumeric prompter for industrial and medical applications.
The model SPA-402 stored-program annunciator uses an 8085
microcomputer to store up to 16
messages in permanent memory.
Each 16-word message is displayed
at a preset time for aspecific period.
A sonic alarm announces the presence of a new message. When the
alarm is silenced manually, the time
display is resumed.
The 16 custom messages and their
on and off times are loaded into
memory at the factory. The unit's
real-time clock can be set or changed
from the front panel by the operator.
The SPA-402 will be housed in a
metal case with snap-on bezels. The
display operates on 12 v ac or dc. It
is available four to six weeks after
receipt of order for $595. Discounts
are also available.
Adco Electronics, 2182 DuPont St., Suite
222, Irvine, Calif. 92715. Phone John Schuler
at (714) 833-1528 [348]
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American Optical gives
you abig stagemfor a
really big show.
The AO® Series 1860 Industrial Microscope
offers a12 1
/
2"x8" stage with afull 6" x6" X-Y
stage travel, for qwality control, failure analysis,
fabrication or general inspection of masks,
wafers and other microelectronic components.
With exclusive AO nosepiece focusing, the
stage height remains fixed for excellent stability and easier use of ancillary equipment.

And the stage will accept carousels or any
other cornmercially available stage hardware.
If you'd like to see how an AO Series 1860
Industrial Microscope can fit into your production number, contact your American Optical
dealer for a demonstration. Or call or write:
American Optical, Scientific Instrument Division, Buffalo, NY 14215; (716) 895-4000.

Built-in illuminator (with 10,000 hour lamp life) for incident brightfield and darkfield viewing. Models
available for incident and transmitted illumination.

American
Optical

Large, sturdy, rigid support.
Nosepiece is gravity-loaded--so it
will "give" if objective accidentally
strikes specimen.

Infinity-corrected optical system
with wide 20mm field of view for
flat, crisp images.

Rigid stage is 12 1
2 "x8" with 6" x
/
6" X-Y excursions. Only the nosepiece moves for focusing. Fixed
stage height is ideal for mounting
microprobes, micromanipulators
and other specialized stage hardware.

Coaxial coarse and fine controls
positioned low for convenience.

The instrument also accepts avariety of accessories,
including those for dual viewing and multi-viewing,
photomicrography and differential interference contrast. Ask your dealer for details.
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DOUBLE SIDED. DOUBLE DE SITY.
DOUBLE THE DEC RX02.
FULL RX02 COMPATIBILITY—HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND MEDIA.
DOUBLE THE CAPACITY—ONE MEGABYTE ON EACH DISKETTE.
BUILT-IN BOOTSTRAP—CONFIGURE AN ENTIRE [SI SYSTEM IN A FOUR-SLOT BACKPLANE.
THE DSD 480

THE DSD 470

• FOR PDP -11 OR LSI-11 SYSTEMS.

• ALL IBM AND DEC DISKETTE FORMATS—
convenient data exchange between DEC
and IBM systems.
• EXCLUSIVE "HYPERDIAGNOSTICS"—
Built-in intelligence for switch-selectable
self-testing and display.

• FOR LSI-11 SYSTEMS.
• LSI-11/23 FOUR-LEVEL INTERRUPT
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT—DEC standard for all
future peripherals.
• ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS FROM ODT—
Simplified incoming inspection or system
analysis.

LOW PROFILE, MODULAR PACKAGE—ONE HALF THE SIZE OF THE RX02.
HIGHER PERFORMANCE-34% FASTER AVERAGE ACCESS THAN THE RX02.
Advanced technology and innovative engineering deliver DEC-compatible flexible disk
systems with added capabilities and superior performance. When you need increased
storage capacity and proven reliability for your DEC computer,
look to the leader—DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN.
D Please call me. D Please send me more information.
My system: D LSI-11, PDP-11/03, LSI-11/2, LI LSI-11/23, 111 PDP-11 /
_

Title

Company

Address _

Name

City

State

Telephone

Data Systems Design, Inc.
3130 Coronado Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 249-9353
TWX 910-338-0249

EL32

Zip

Eastern Regional Sales
990 Washington Street, Suite 101
Dedham, MA 02026
(617) 329-5730
TWX 710-348-0563
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An introductory
Electronic!
THE DESIGN AND DRAFTING OF
PRINTED CIRCUITS. By D. Lindsey. /96
pp., 100 illus. For everything you need to know
and understand about design phases that PC
artworks go through. from schematics to the
finished PC, your best all-around guide is this
fully illustrated new teaching tool.
054/304
Pub. Pr., $26.95
Club Pr., $21.00

ELECTRONICS DESIGNERS' HANDBOOK. Edited by L. J. Giacoletto. 2nd Ed.
2,344 pp., 1,686 illus. Now doubled in size and
with 90° of its material new, this famous classic
(first edition by Landee, Davis. Albrecht) has
been thoroughly revised and updated to give
you not only the how and the why of all your
design work but also the how much of every
design step you take!
231/494
Pub. Pr.. $56.50
Club Pr., $41.50
STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e. By D. G. Fink
and H. W. Beaty. 448 pp.. 1.414 illus. A giant in
every sense of the word, today's most widely
used source of electrical engineering information and data serves you as no other single
work available anywhere when you need detailed, accurate, timely, and reliable facts and
how-to on the generation, transmission, distribution, control, conversion, and application
of electric power.
209/74X
Pub. Pr., $49.50
Club Pr., $38.00

BE SURE TO CONSIDER THESE IMPORTANT TITLES AS WELL:
LOGIC DESIGNERS' MANUAL. By J D Leek
784/671
Pub. Pr.. $18.95
Club Pr., S15.75
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR DESIGN AND TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION, By M E Frerking
784/973
Pub. Pr., $18.95
Club Pr.,514.95
MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS, 2/e. By R H Eckhouse Jr
787/026
Pub. Pr., $21.95
Club Pr., $17.75

MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS MANUAL,
By Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc
435/278
Pub. Pr., 838.00
Club Pr., $26.50
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE HANDBOOK,
Me. By J FMcPartland
456/909
Pub. Pr., $19.95
Club Pr., $14.50
SOURCEBOOK OF PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS. By Texas Instruments Inc
637/466
Pub. Pr., $16.50
Club Pr., $12.50

UNDERSTANDING OSCILLOSCOPES AND DISPLAY WAVEFORMS. By K W Sessions & W A
Fischer
787/786
Pub. Pr., $19.95
Club Pr., $15.95

OSCILLOSCOPES. By R Van Erk
670/501
Pub. Pr.. $19.50

THE SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY BOOK. By Intel
Marketing Communications
788/391
Pub. Pr., $14.95
Club Pr.. $12.70

NOISE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES IN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS. By H Ott
769/63X
Pub. Pr., 524.50
Club Pr., $18.95

Club Pr.. $14.50

ELECTRONICS DICTIONARY. Edited by J.
Markus. 4th Ed., 768 pp., 1,173 illus.. 17.090
terms. With the new edition of this worldrenowned dictionary you'll be able to quickly
find the meaning and correct usage of any
electronics term, no matter how obscure!
404/313
Pub. Pr., $24.50
Club Pr., $19.50
HANDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN. By D. F.
Stout. Edited by M. Kaufman. 434 pp., 223
illus. Compact, concise, highly concentrated,
and containing a storehouse of information,
this one-stop volume will help you solve any op
amp circuit problem!
617/97X
Pub. Pr., $29.65
Club Pr.. $17.50
ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS. By E. G. Bylander, Texas Instruments Incorporated, 172 pp.,
i//us The book describes current electronic
displays by family types, discussing all aspects of their operation. application, and circuit requirements You cover photometry and
contrast enhancement, together with the fundamentals of such critical components as
mounts and drives. interface requirements,
and other necessary engineering information
095/108
Pub. Pr., $19.50
Club Pr.. $15.95
DIGITAL FILTERS. By A Antoniou. 524 pp.,
i//us This all-inclusive, up-to-date treatment
guarantees your thorough understanding of
today's digital fillers and the theories, techniques. and procedures you'll be using in
their analysis design, and implementation
The book gives you many design examples.
together with the numerous possible approaches and engineering tradeoffs relating
to their hardware implementation
021/171
Pub. Pr., $23.95
Club Pr., $18.50
BUCHSBAUM'S COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
REFERENCE DATA. By W H. Buchsbaum.
2nd Ed. 645 pp 371 il/us. 70 tables. It gives
you all the technical electronic information you
need-from the factual foundations of electronics to the latest technical advances in optoelectronics. large scale integrated circuits,
digital logic. microprocessors. and computers. Hundreds of formulas, graphs, charts,
and tables
786/550
Pub. Pr., $19.95
Club Pr. $16.95
RADIO HANDBOOK. By W I. Orr. 21st Ed.,
1.135 pp. 1.364 i//us Now completely updated, expanded. and more deserving than
ever this profusely illustrated reference gives
you everything you need to know to understand. design. use, and experiment with every
circuit and piece of equipment (All rec,ent
technological breakthroughs are covered)
772/630
Pub. Pr.. $21.50
Club Pr., $16.60
TRANSFORMER AND INDUCTOR DESIGN HANDBOOK. By W T McLyman. 428
pp. i//us User-oriented throughout. it covers
everything from transformer design and inductor design with dc, power inductor design,
designing for regulation, inductor design
without dc, constant voltage transformer, current and three-phase transformer, to application of magnetic components in power electronics
786/755
Pub. Pr., $35.00
Club Pr., $26.50
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pffer to new members of the
bnd Control Engineers' Book Club
HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS FOR ENGINEERS AND
TECHNICIANS. Edited by M. Kaufman and
A. H. Seidman. 653 pp., 725 illus. This first
comprehensive tool of its kind includes hundreds of worked-out problems in analog and
digital circuits. Includes more than 700 diagrams, curves, tables, and graphs.
333/920
Pub. Pr., $24.50
Club Pr., $18.95

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS,
2/e. By M. I. Skolnik. 698 pp., 244 illus. This
new edition of awidely used text on radar from
the systems engineer's point of view brings
you full discussions of the many major
changes that have occurred in the field recently.
579/091
Pub. Pr., $34.95
Club Pr., $27.95

MICROCOMPUTER-BASED DESIGN By
J. B. Peatman. Expanded 4th printing, 604
pp., over 400 photos and other illustrations Do
all your best day-to-day designs, as well as
your supercreative and special designs,
around the new microcomputers and the specific "how-to" help you get here!
491/380
Pub. Pr., $28.50
Club Pr., $19.95

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS HANDBOOK Definitions, Theorems, Formulas, Tables. By J. J. Tuma. 2nd Ed., 394
pp., 226 illus. Now you can use even the most
difficult formulas on your pocket calculator for
input and/or storage! Literally thousands of
formulas were remodeled to facilitate their application to today's pocket calculator operations.
654/298
Pub. Pr., $22.95
Club Pr., $18.50

MICROELECTRONICS
Digital and Analog Circuits and
Systems By J. Millman. 881 pp., 700 illus.
This giant book takes you step by step from a
qualitative knowledge of a semi-conductor, to
an understanding of the operation of devices.
and finally, to an appreciation of how these are
combined to form micro-electronic chips.
423/27X
Pub. Pr., $26.95
Club Pr., $20.95
MINI/MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE
DESIGN. By G. D. Kraft and W. N. Toy 5/4
pp.. 250 photos, diagrams, figures. The swing
is more to designing and using small-scale
computers as computing components, this is
your guide to doing just that! With what you
already know, plus the skills you'll gain here,
you'll be way ahead as the whole field of computing moves towards distributed processing
element systems!
788/26X
Pub. Pr., $19.95
Club Pr., $16.95
DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER AND OPTOELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN.
Edited by B. Norris. 206 pp.. 400 illus. Having
this vast amount of case-tested data, proven
shortcuts, worked-out circuit designs, and circuit diagrams handy saves you valuable time for
your other, more vital, areas of creative design—and cuts down costs in all areas!
637/539

Pub. Pr., $21.50

Club Pr., $15.95

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK. Editor-in-Chief, D. G. Fink. 2,104 pp.,
2,026 illus. Huge in every sense, this instantreference volume gives you every latest essential in the field, 2,100 formulas and equations, a
2,500-item bibliography, and every illustration
you need to clarify all of modern electronics!
209/804
Pub. Pr., $52.50
Club Pr., $37.50
PRINTED CIRCUITS HANDBOOK, 2/e.
By C. E Coombs, Jr. 256 pp.. 327 illus. Blueprints every important phase of printed circuitry.
Provides the information you need to establish a
production facility and control the processes. A
virtual encyclopedia in the field, five major sections cover engineering, fabrication, assembly,
soldering, and testing.
126/089
Pub. Pr.,132.50
Club Pr., $24.50
ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS FOR
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS, Second Edition. By L M
Polentz, 416 pp., 326 illus. Here—in this single
volume—you'll find all the latest, most essential material you need to prepare for and pass
your slate's engineering registration exam.
Hundreds of examples and practice problems
are all drawn from actual PE. exams, and were
selected because they are representative of
the problems that will appear on your exam.
503/80X
Pub. Pr., $19.50
Club Pr.,$15.50

Why YOU should join now!
• BEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD — Books are selected from a wide range of
publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to
the latest books in your field.
• BIG SAVINGS— Build your library and save money too! We guarantee say-

any one
of these great
professional books

89

for
only
values up
to $56.50

Special $1.89 premium
book comes to you
with your first
club selection

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

-1

Electronics and Control Engineers •
Book Club
PO. Box 582, FIighistrnyn, New Jersey 08520
Please enroll me as amember and send me the two books
indicated, billing me for my first selection only at the
discounted member's price, plus local tax, postage and
handling. If not satisfied, Imay return the books within 10
days and my membership will be canceled, Iagree to
purchase a minimum of 3additional hooks during the
next 2years as outlined under the club plan described in
this ad. membership in the club is continuous but cancelable by me at any time after the four book purrhase
requirement has been fulfilled.
Write Code # of
PREMIUM selection here

Write Code •of
FIRST selection here

rigs of at least 15% off publishers' list prices on every book. tTsuallv 20°, 25% or
even higher!
• BONUS BOOKS—You will immediately begin to participate in our
Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings between 70-80% off the
publisher's price of many books.
• CONVENIENCE —14 times ayear vou receive the Club Bulletin FREE, fully
describing the Main Selection and alternate selections, together with a dated

rders from outside the U S. must be prepaid with international money orders in U.S. dollars.
Signature
Name

reply card. If you want the Main Selection, you simply do nothing — it will be

Address

shipped automatically. If you want an alternate selection —or no book at
all —you simply indicate it
the regular reply card and return it by the date

City

specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail
delivery of the Bulletin you should receive a bookyou do not want, just return
it at the Club's expense.
As a member, .'ou agree only to the purchase of four books (including your
first selection) over a two-year period,
Electronics/ March 27, 1980

State

Zip

This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All
prices subject to change without nonce. Offer good only
to new members. A postage and handling charge is
added to all .hipments.
F33418
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Wiltron Model 560 Network Analyzer
with 610D/6247D Sweep Generator
(10 MHz to 18.5 GHz) measures
transmission and return
loss of low pass filter
from 4 GHz to 12.4 GHz.

A new era Network Analyzer.
10 MHz to 34 GHz.
It's aWiltron.
There's abetter network analyzer out
now. It's the new Wiltron 560 Scalar Network
Analyzer for the 10 MHz to 34 GHz range.
It's GPIB compatible so you can make both
automatic and manual measurements of
transmission loss or gain, return loss (SWR)
and absolute power. It has asuperb dynamic
range of 66 dB (+16 dBm to —50 dBm).
Error proof and so easy to use.
We've done alot to stop errors and
simplify measurements. For instance, there's a
display mode for every application. Look at
events in Real Time or in the Refresh display
mode. In Refresh, data is digitized and updated
each sweep for asteady flicker-free display,
regardless of the external sweep speed. You
can also freeze the display for analysis or
photography. Press the X-Y Plot button for a
30-sec. sweep to drive arecorder.
There's memory in the new 560.
System residuals, including test-port mismatch
errors, are stored and subtracted automatically from test data. Throw away your grease
pencil. Memory also automatically averages
Circle 236 on reader service card

open/short reflections, eliminating cumbersome
and inaccurate estimates of the OdB return
loss reference.
Better in asystem, better alone.
Wiltron's 560 otters GPIB programmability and 0.01 dB resolution. With 40
dB directivity from a 10 MHz to 18 GHz SWR
Autotester, you get unmatched accuracy.
Broadband components let you make uninterrupted measurements over more than 10
octaves. A new WSMA (SMA compatible)
detector has an upper frequency limit of 34 GHz.
Prices begin at $5900.
At $5900 for the manual unit or $7250
with GPIB, the 560 is an exceptional value in
microwave instrumentation. A fully automated
turnkey system (Model 5610) is available too.
For an early demonstration or more
data, phone Walt Baxter, (415) 969-6500 or
write Wiltron, 825 East Middlefield Road,
Mountain View, CA 94043.
INIUT'F2.01•1

Products newsletter

Mostek enters
general data
conversion market

ZIlog founder's
new firm readies
with first product

Ti shrinks 92-K
bubble diameters

Solltron Devices
sells resistors on
sapphire for $4.85
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In amove signaling the entry of Mostek Corp. into the growing market for
general-purpose data-conversion circuits, the Carrollton, Texas, company
has introduced the MK50808 and MK50816 analog-to-digital converters.
Accepting 8-channel and 16-channel inputs respectively, the devices
employ low-power complementary-mos technology and are intended to
serve as pin-compatible replacements for National Semiconductor's
ACS0808 and ADC0816.
In 100-unit quantities, the 50816 is available in a40-pin plastic package
priced at $10.85. Model 50816-1, an extended-temperature industrialgrade version, sells for $16.85 (also in 100-unit quantities). Both versions
of the 50808 come in a 28-pin plastic package and sell for $9.70 and
$15.55, respectively, in the same quantities.

Ungermann-Bass Inc. is currently developing the prototype of alocal-area
network for distributed processing, called New/One. The Santa Clara,
Calif., company was formed last summer by Zilog Inc. founder Ralph K.
Ungermann and Charles Bass, former general manager of Zilog's systems
division. First deliveries of Net/One are slated for June.
Ungermann-Bass also just landed its first venture capital funding from
three investment sources in equal amounts: Oak Investment Partners in
Westport, Conn., and Bessemer Securities Corp. and Adler and Co., both
of New York. The last firm is headed by Frederick R. Adler, the Wall
Street wizard who is chairman of Data General Corp. and former
chairman of Intersil Inc.

Texas Instruments Inc. is reducing the 5-µm diameter of its three-year-old
92-K bubble memory chip—the TIB0203— to 3 gm. Designated model
number TIB0203S, the smaller chip has been designed as a transparent
replacement for the older 0203. The 0203S, which achieves achip size of
about 58,000 square mils, is available now for $100 each in 100-unit
quantities. The original 0203 measured about 123,000 square mils in area.
Next, the Dallas firm will turn to atechnique that stays with the 3-µm
bubble diameters, but uses a folded-loop concept to reduce device sizes
even further to around 30,000 square mils. The part made with that
technique is also planned to serve as adrop-in replacement to the earlier
92-K parts and is expected to become available some time during the
second half of this year.

Solitron Devices Inc. is making nickel-chromium resistors on single-crystal
sapphire. The Port Salerno, Fla., company says the new chip-type resistors
on sapphire (Ros) almost totally eliminate the diode or punch-through
effect all too commonly associated with silicon-substrate film resistors.
In comparison with such thin-film resistors on silicon, the Ross are said
to have lower temperature coefficients of resistance and better power
dissipation, not to mention higher ratio accuracies. ROS pairs matched to
within 0.01% of each other in plastic single or dual in-line packages are to
sell for $4.85 in hundreds.
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Indispensable
references
NEW!
INTRODUCTION TO RADAR
SYSTEMS, Second Edition
Merrill I. Skolnik, Naval Research

PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL
COMMUNICATION AND CODING

Laboratory
1980, 592 pages (tent.), $34.95

Andrew J. Viterbi, LINKABIT Corporation, and
Jim K. Omura, University of California,

In this second edition, the author
has incorporated advances in radar
capabilities to fashion athorough
introductory book on radar systems.
The volume's systems orientation
successfully integrates the rudiments
of electrical engineering from the
perspective of radar systems.
In the second edition
.
Synthetic
Aperture Radar, Over-the-Horizon
Radar, 3D Radar, and Millimeter Wave Radar are among the most
current areas highlighted, and
completely new sections on M.T.I.
(Moving Target Indication) and A.D.T.
(Automatic Detection and Tracking)
have been included. All of the
revisions conform to the most recent
changes in nomenclature and style.

Los Angeles
1979, 640 pages, $29.95

This book gives a clear, comprehensive
presentation of basic principles of digital
communication and coding. It presents new
material, including the most current techniques
used in satellite communication systems.

DIGITAL FILTERS: Analysis and
Design
A. Antoniou, Concordia University, Canada
1979, 576 pages, $24.95

This volume brings together theories,
techniques, and procedures that can be used
to analyze, design, and implement digital filters.
It is concerned with both the construction of
algorithms that can be used to filter recorded
signals, and with the design of dedicated digital
hardware that can be used to perform realtime
filtering tasks.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
THEORY AND DESIGN OF
ACTIVE FILTERS
Lawrence P. Huelsman, University of
Allen,

Arizona, and Phillip E.
Texas A&M University

$26.95
This reference provides aunified
view of modern active filter synthesis
techniques and provides detailed
coverage of their design, application,
and evaluation. It develops
techniques for analyzing and
evaluating the quality of the filters
designed.
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EXAMINATION. If not completely
satisfied, Iwill return the book(s)
within the trial period; otherwise, I
will remit payment, plus postage
and handling, and local sales tax.

(McGraw-Hill pays postage and
handling if payment is included
with order.)
me
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_Payment enclosed

_Skolnik. INTRO TO RADAR
SYSTEMS (057909.1). 534 95
_Huelsman/Allen: INTRO
°
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_Viterbi/Omura PRIN OF DIGITAL
COMM & CODING (067516.3). &29.95
__Antonrou DIGITAL FILTERS
(002117.1). $24 95
Name

Address
City
Stale

Zip

U-070.0108.1
It

1

Yes! Please send me the following
book(s) for a FREE 10-DAY

Bill

profes5ional
engineer

1

Mail to:
McGraw-Hill Book Company
P O. Box 400, Hightslown, N.J. 08520

REV 72/ELCTRNCS 80

Otter good
USA Only
Prices subçect to change
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The PPG Touch.
11k

It's PPG Nesa'and Nesatron'
electronic glass. Incredibly versatile products with applications
ranging from touch control
panels to visual display devices.
A PPG Nesa glass touch
control panel can replace
virtually any electro-mechanical
device. It's activated by the
touch of afinger. And because
there are no moving parts and
nothing to break off, it simply
does not wear out.
Then there's PPG Nesatroti.
Use it in avisual display device.
It'll enhance any design with its
sleek combination of function,
durability and elegance.
Consider the infinite
present and future
applications of both
PPG electronic glasses:
telephones, vending machines,
microwave ovens, sewing
machines, calculators, watches
and instrumentation panels. The
list goes on and on.
Learn more. Return the
coupon today and start applying
the PPG touch to your designs.
PPG: aConcern for the Future

1

4

INDUSTRIES

Industrial Glass Products
PPG Industries, Inc.
One Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

E-130

Please send your technical and sales
brochures about PPG Nesa' and
Nesatron' electronic glass.
Name
Company
Title
Street
City
State

Tip

Telephone
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FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Sales Manager—Arlene E. Anns-212/997-3308

CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Chicago ..
Atlanta .Maggie McClelland 404/892-2868 Cleveland.
Boston. Jim McClure
617/262-1160 Dallas
Chicago Bill Higgens
312/751-3733 Denver

BUILDS

CAREERS

Linda Nocella 312/751-3770
Dennis Riley .216/781-7000
Mac Huestis .214/742-1747
Shirley Klotz .303/837-1010

Detroit
Houston
Los Angeles
New York ..

Dennis Riles .313/873-7410
Mac Huestis 713/659-8381
Ana Galas .213/487-1160
Larry Kelly. 212/997-3594

DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY
Salary to $50,000. Strong manager to supervise 25,
including 4 section managers. Includes component evaluation ,power supplies, mechanical packaging and PC
design.

DIRECTOR OF SOFTWARE RESEARCH
Salary to $50,000. Develop new systems and applications, good knowledge of software architecture, microprocessor usage, and word processing.

DIRECTOR OF CPU
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
Salary to the 70's. Major department reporting to the Vice
President of Engineering. Direct 8 section managers for
CPU, Processing Control, Power Supply and diagnostic
development.

Dan Ferro ...
Jack Gardner
Peter McGraw
John Mertens

215/568-6161
412/227-3658
415/362-4600
203/359-2860

SENIOR
ENGINEERS

In the Engineering,
Scientific, Manufacturing Support, Technical
Marketing, Sales and
related fields, we are
as professional as you
are.

At Carpenter Consultants, the needs of both our client companies and applicants are always rigorously screened; our listings, constantly updated. As a result, you are assured of having
the most current range of opportunities from which to choose,
at the level of responsibility and In the environment best suited
to your background and needs. The following career positions
are just a sample.

Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh...
San Francisco
Stamford ...

The Mackay Marine Division of ITT
Telecommunications Corporation in Raleigh,
North Caroline has 2Senior Engineer
positions currently available.
Both positions require BSEE and experience
in designing RF products; marine radio
experience adefinite plus. A background in
RF circuit design, preferably in HF single side
band radio, required.
We offer salaries commensurate with ability
coupled with an excellent benefits package.
Interested candidates should immediately
submit aconfidential resume, including salary
history and requirements to: Professional
Recruiter, ITT Mackay Marine, 2912 Wake
Forest Road, Raleigh, North Carolina 27611.

SECTION MANAGER -CPU DESIGN
Salary to low 40's. Manage design for one product area.
Must be strong in either 18 or 32 BIT CPU development.
Jobs are not difficult to find. Building careers requires more. So
Carpenter does more.

Carpenter
Consultants, Inc.

ITT

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

824 Boylston Street
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167
(617) 731-3730

YOUR SALES AGENT
IN GERMANY
ACTIVE SALES TEAM IS LOOKING FOR MANUFACTURERS OF MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, POWER SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS AND TEMPERATURE MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS.
WRITE TO
MR. WERNER WALLERT
W + SELEKTRONIK GMBH
NIEDWIESENSTR, 13, 6000 FRANKFURT 50,
WEST GERMANY
PHONE (611) 521800
TELEX 04-189466
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Mackay Marine

We have clients in need of engineers with
microprocessor/digital. hard/software
development. QC. reliability, packaging.
military electronics. computer & peripherals, or other state of the art experience.
Contact John Winter 302/575-1414

tve Placers cinc.
PO Box 2555

Wilmington. DE 19805

SOUTH &SOUTHWEST POSITIONS
Engineering and Management positions throughout the South.
Southwest and U.S. Employers pay
all fees. Send resume in confidence
to Bob Hogue.
prrtonnel romulla••••

.5,..tetwee
San

7ehticae

P.O. Box 33070,

Antonio, Texas 78233

SEEKING GERMAN BUSINESS CONTACTS?
We have been established for 5years in the German electronic
components market and are the agent/representative of well
known US and UK companies manufacturing passive and electromechanical components.
We now wish to extend our product ranges and invite US companies to contact us.

FtMCCDm
A .,_..„n......„,.
...„›._,

Recom Electronic •6056 Heusenstamm •Postfach 1352, Germany
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We've got the location.
The technology. The jobs.
All we need is you.
Southern California

Our Industrial Electronics
Group (IEG) can give
you a choice of six
locations in Southern
California. All the way
from Sylmar to Carlsbad.

Sylmar

Los Angeles

If you're not a native,
that's astretch from
above Los Angeles
down to the northern
outskirts of San Diego—
about 90 miles of the
most beautiful coastline
you have ever seen.
And each location is a
distinct division of
Hughes IEG, with its
own technology and its
own management team.
J!)
.

You'll work in a small
group of four or five,
with a lot of responsibility—and visibility.

•Torrance
• Irvine
UNewport Beach

II Carlsbad

Hughes IEG has six suburban locations in Southern
California: Sylmar, Torrance, two in Irvine, Newport
Beach, and Carlsbad.
Working with one of the
Hughes IEG divisions is
like working for asmall,
high-technology
company. None of the
divisions has more than
about 2000 employees.
Some have only
about 400.
Our engineers and
scientists work in small
teams of four or five.
And they usually follow
their projects all the

way through—from
concept to design to
manufacturing to
customer utilization.
Obviously, there's a lot
of visibility.
So even though you'll
be working with all the
resources of a big
company, you'll have all
the advantages and
extra opportunities to
be found only in asmall
company.

Our six divisions and
three research centers
encompass an
enormous spectrum of
technologies—exotic
VLSI, custom LSI,
hybrid microcircuitry,
solid state devices, fiber
optics, millimeter-wave
devices, solar cells,
silicon imagers, image
processors, intrusionresistant optical communications systems,
programmable digital
processors, to name
just a few.
So whatever your
specialty, we're likely to
have just the spot
you've been looking for.
Hughes IEG. The
location. The technology
The job for you.
Send your resume
now to John Wilhite,
Industrial Electronics Group, Dept.
E-3B, 3100 W.
Lomita Boulevard,
Torrance, California
90509. We are an
equal opportunity
employer.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS GROUP
HUGHES:
HUGHES
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Your

ANALOG
DESIGN
ENGINEER

NOT MANY COMPANIES
OFFER UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY.
AND MEAN IT.

COULTER
DOES.
We've become a world leader in the
biomedical electronics industry tin-alot
of good reasons. And all of them involve people.
Good people who have dedicated
their talents to a challenging and rewarding profession with a motivation
of opportunity.
Unlimited opportunity to apply your
experience with micro-processors
and mini-computers in a top-down
design-structured programming environment.
Unlimited opportunity to utilize
your degree in Math, Computer Science or Electrical Engineering—and
your process control experience—to
really make an impact on our Instrumentation Software Development
Group.
Unlimited opportunity to excel.
And we'll give you a competitive
salary, generous benefits package, and
unlimited opportunity to enjoy an allaround Florida lifestyle.

Salary Area $35,000
In-depth knowledge of analog
circuit design with facility for
component selection is the key
to this exceptional opportunity.
Separate R & C center provides
informal atmosphere and high
visibility with corporate support
lust a phone call away. Geological/Geophysical experience
a plus with this leader in
downhole technology.
For further information, please
contact Bill McDaniel or Glenn
Bixler at

(713) 943-2860
All Fees Assumed By
Client Companies.

PERSONNEL SERVICES
9906 Gulf Freeway
at the College/Airport Exit
M. David Lowe Office Park
Houston, TX

CONSULTANTS
SEMINAR LEADERS
Electronics Magazine is developing a
major series of technical and
management seminars for the
electronics industries
Emerging Technologies
Microprocessor Applications
Semiconductor Applications
Manufacturing 8, Production
Reliability
Designing With Microprocessors
Telecommunications
Software Engineering
Fiber Optics
Interconnections
Photovoltaics
Electronics & Energy
Speech Synthesis
Display Technology
Test 8. Maintenance
And Other Technical & Management
Subjects.

Send resume in confidence to: Mr.
Pete Chylko, Employment Manager,
Dept. EM, P.O. Box 5-2794, Miami,
Florida 33152.

MICOULTER
ELECTRONICS, INC.
INNOVATING A VITAL TECHNOLOGY.
An Equal Opportunity Employer Mil -
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Ultimate Choice

These are short-term assignments
commanding significant natural ex
posure. Please submit resume to:
J.S. Pecorella
Program Director
SEMINAR DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION
Suite 3112
60 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017
212-687-9211

POSITIONS VACANT

Engineers —discrete,
personal,
reputable national fee paid placement sery Murkett Assoc. Box 527.
Montgomery, AL 36101.

Research Project Engineer Il —
Manen Systems Engineering Lab.
Provide supervisory/technical support to research projects involving
the design, construction, and testing
of microcomputer based oceanographic instrumentation and other
related systems. BSEE or equivalent
experience plus 2 or more years experience in project oriented work/
supervision. Salary range: $14.340
to $22,250: DOE. Forward resume by
May 1, 1980. to D. Richard Bliclberg,
Marine Program, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.
AA/EEO.

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

Electrical-Electronics
Faculty —
Oklahoma State Tech has openings
for two. 12-month, permanent
faculty positions. Both require a
minimum two-year, post-secondary
education and three years of applicable industrial experience. B.S. in
Engineering, Physical Science,
Electrical Power Technology or
Technical Education preferred.
Electrical instructor will teach
electrical power technology involved
in electrical fundamentals, motors
and controls, residential and industrial codes, and electronic controls. Electronics Technology instructor will teach electronic devices and
circuits, electronic communications,
electronic controls, instrumentation
and process control. Competitive
salary, excellent fringe benefits.
Start date June 1, 1980. Applications due April 15. Growing
Electrical-Electronics Technology Department now has 12 full-time
faculty. Direct information to:
Personnel Office, Oklahoma State
Tech, Okmulgee, OK 74447 (918)
756-6211, ext. 254. Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

Electronics Instructor. Electronics
Technology Instructor for 2 year
Associate Degree program. Masters
degree in electrical engineering
preferred. Minimum of 5 years field
and/or teaching experience required.
Basic electronics plus communications, digital systems, microprocessors and instrumentation.
Tenure track. Position begins August
15, 1980. Send letters of applications to: Vice President of Academic
Services. Lincoln Land Community
College, Springfield, IL 62708. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
—

GREATER TEXAS POSITIONS
Engineering and related management openngs throughout the Southwest. Top clients
paying an fees and relocation expenses.
Send resume in confidence to: Alan Myler.
KEY SEARCH
P.O. Bo. 38271
Pallas, TX 75238

How To Earn Money As AConsultant
Special systems recently adopted by
major consultancies. $25.00. Business Psychology Intl 890/44 National Press Bldg., Washington, D.C.
20045.
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Electronic Engineers

General Electric-Television
The right company for the 80's

The right location anytime

•TV technological and business
innovators for over 50 years.
•Producers of high-quality, highperformance consumer products.
•Leader in electronics.
•Steadily expanding division of the
General Electric Company.
•Excellent opportunities for growth

•Near ocean and mountain resorts.
•Mild climate, year round.
•Full range of cultural attractions
(theatres, museums, art, music).
•Excellent educational facilities
at all levels.
•No traffic headaches.
•Reasonable taxes and cost of living.

On the job, off the job, you'll find all the advantages you want at GE Television.
We're moving aggressively into the 80's. Building our future on apast that includes
afirst home television receiver (1928) ... the first in-line color tube system ... the
first color portable... Emmy Award winning VIR ... and the first self-contained
Widescreen 1000 color.
Get more details on the career you can have with us. Immediate openings are for
BSEE's with experience in one of the following areas:
• Signal Processing • Chroma • Video •Microprocessors
• High Frequency • Servo Systems • IF • Video Disc aTuners
• Deflection and other appropriate technologies.
Apply by sending your resume and salary history to Robert N. Shapiro, Ref. 78,
General Electric, Television Business Department, P.O. Box 64875,
Virginia Beach, VA 23464. An equal opportunity employer m/f.

We bring good things to life.

GENERAL
Electronics/March 27, 1980
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Have questions about
Allen -Bradley's
opportunity for
Engineers?
We have answers...
Just call toll free

1-800-321-6980
(In Ohio Call 1-800-362-6120)

Talk to Tom O'Brien

about your skills and
background. Our continuing growth creates openings
for many engineering disciplines including...

Software Engineers

Capitalize on your Comp.
Sci. or related degree and apply your software experience -assembly languages, PASCAL, FORTRAN. Utilize our VAX11/780, DEC11/34 or
TEKTRONIX Development Systems to support
your designs.

Hardware/Firmware Design Engineers Design NC and PC systems emproying

advanced digital techniques. Degree and 2 •
years experience desired. Your involvement
would include design verification using
VAX11/780, DEC11/34 or TEKTRONIX
Development Systems.

Application Engineers

Define customer control system
requirements, prepare proposals and assist new product
planning

Product/Marketing
Engineers Research and

identify product
opportunities based on industry requirements utilizing
your degree and 2 •years of electronics or industrial
experience.
We are adynamic part of an international corporation
employing over 17,000 people. Our products apply "leading
edge" computer and microprocessor technology that increases productivity for all types of industry.
Our careers are challenging and rewarding...
Let's Talk About It -Call Today!
or if you prefer, send your resume to

ALLEN-BRADLEY

747 Alpha Drive, Highland Heights, Ohio 44143

An Equal Opportunty Employar M/F
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RCA
A Tradition
On The Move!
As the New Products Advanced
Development Center for the RCA
Consumer Electronics Division, we
are expanding our efforts to meet
RCA's growing needs in the software
and microcomputer systems areas.
We have immediate openings that will
challenge your talents and imagination in hardware, software and system
design. Our location affords a
rural/suburban surrounding, with
exceptional cultural and recreational
opportunities at areasonable
cost-of-living.

We offer astimulating work environment for professional achievers with
the following background:
Education A degree (preferably B.S. or M.S.) in
Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or
other relevant areas.
Experience Openings are available for avariety of
levels of experience, from recent
graduates to senior engineers. Your
experience/interest should qualify
you to solve challenging system
design problems in some of the
following areas:
Digital Systems
for Consumer Applications
Microprocessor Software:
Systems and Applications
Software Tool Development
Signal Processing:
Digital and Analog
If your background matches our
needs, RCA will provide all relocation
expenses, plus offer you ahighly
competitive compensation and
benefit plan.
Send us your resume; we will reply
promptly. If this communication is too
slow, or you want to talk "technical",
call collect -Ken Schroeder, Manager,
Digital Systems Technology (317)
267-6536. All written correspondence
should be directed to:
P.N. McQuade
Employment Manager
RCA Consumer Electronics
600 N. Sherman Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46201
Equal Opportunity Employer

Our New Products
Laboratory means
New Opportunfties
for SMitare and
Microcomputer
Systems Engineers
Electronics/March 27

1980
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Optimize microelectronic
interconnections
at all levels!
With this information-packed resource covering all the
techniques, materials, and procedures you need most..

Microelectronics Interconnection
and Packaging
edited by Jerry Lyman, Packaging and Production Editor of
Electronics Magazine
318 pages, $12.95
Stop searching through dozens of resources for the answers to
your most pressing microelectronic design questions. Start
discovering the most efficient and effective methods—directly
applicable to your own projects—when you turn to this
authoritative reference. Articles drawn from recent issues of
Electronics highlight everything you need to know about...
•all forms of IC lithography •plasma etching (dry processing)
• breadboards • anew and potentially important substrate,
porcelainized steel •polymer thick films •the cause and cure
of "hook" in pc substrates •pc substrate types •effects of
nuclear radiation on various IC logic families •chip and film
carriers • in-circuit testing (digital and analog) •automatic
testing of backplanes and pc boards •and more.
Take alook at just this sampling of
on-the-job problems you'll solve quickly.
• You have to choose alow-cost, high -density assembly
method for consumer circuits. Don't make adecision until
you've checked the sections on the modified thick-film
approach on porcelainized steel and polymer thick films on
standard plastic pc substrates.
• Should you buy an e-beam lithography system for 2m
geometries on production IC chips? You won't when you've
read about asystem that works just as well at one-fourth the
price!
• You need to wire electronic equipment for along-life space
mission. Read the section on stitch-wired nickel conductors
before you act!

Contents
1. Lithography and Processing
for Integrated Circuits.
Techniques and equipment for putting down
micron-sized circuit details on silicon wafers.
2. Thick- and Thin-Film Hybrids.
Manufacturing techniques, materials and
substrates. Plus how to form hybrid passive
components.
3. Printed Circuit Board Technology.
Rigid and flexible printed circuits, including
materials, plating methods, and breadboards.
4. Automatic Wiring Technology.
Competitors of the multilayer pc.
5. IC Packages and Connectors.
All methods of packaging IC chips from the DIP to the
bare chip, including extensive attention to the new
beam tape and chip carriers.
6. Environmental Factors Affecting
Interconnections and Packages.
Coping with the effects of thermal, vibration, and
radiation conditions.
7. Computer Aided Design.
For pc boards and IC masks.
8. Automatic Testing of
Interconnections and Packages.
Computer checks for the high-density boards.

Order today, and don't forget the other valuable books listed in the coupon below.
Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
No. of Copies

Title

w
ell"

mIn

Price

ID American Express
El Visa

Microprocessors

$ 8.95

Applying Microprocessors

$ 9.95

Large Scale Integration

$ 9.95

Basics of Data Communications

$12.95

Circuits for Electronics Engineers

$15.95

Design Techniques for
Electronics Engineers

$15.95

Name

Memory Design: Microcomputers
to Mainframes

$12.95

Company

Personal Computing:
Hardware and Software Basics

$11.95

Microelectronics Interconnection and
Packaging

Acct. No.

CI Diners Club
D Master Charge'
Date Exp.

'On Master Charge only, first numbers above name
Title

Street

$12.95

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book.
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If after my 10-day free-trial examination Iam not fully satisfied Iunderstand
that my payment will be refunded.
ID Payment enclosed
D Bill firm ID Bill me
Charge to my credit card:

City

State

Zip

Signature
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DATA ACQUISITION: THRU- PUT AT 377 kHz
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True 12-bit performance is achieved . . .
with the combination of our 4855 (250 as)
high-speed sample-hold and our 4133 (2.5
/as) high-speed 12-bit analog to digital converter.
The result of this is a 12-bit data
acquisition system yielding aguaranteed thatput rate of 377 kHz to 12-bits of accuracy.
With these and our other data conversion
products, any combination of thru-put/resolution trade offs can be attained to help
solve your design problems.
For more information and special OEM
pricing, contact Ted Serafin, Product Marketing Manager, at (617) 329-1600 ext. 354.

Data Converters, V/F/V Converters, Linears, Nonlinears, Power Supplies
Allied Drive at Route 128, Dedham, MA 02026
Tel: (617) 329-1600 TWX: (710) 348-6726 Telex: 92-4439

Circle 249 on reader service card

One tool does ¡t all.

Airbrasivel

Why buy 12 high-tolerance production tools when one
inexpensive Airbrasive unit will do? This "Wonder Tool"/abrades/
cleans/cuts/deburrs/deflashes/drills/etches/laps/peens/
shapes/strips and/trims to critical tolerances using acool,
shockless stream of micro-abrasive particles. It's perfect for
boosting production in many electronic component manufacturing operations: cleaning potted leads; removing brazing
spatter and excess solder; labeling custom components; coding
parts: roughening contacts for maximum conductivity; anglecutting silicon wafers; trimming resistors and capacitors:
and more.

Electronics/March 27, 1980

Pay for your first Airbrasive unit in labor
savings alone: Model K—for lab and light production —$1,155.00; Model H—production workhorse
—$2,275.00; Model HME —high capacity, heavy
duty —$3,095.00.
Call 201-752-8300 for demonstration and
brochure. Or write S.S. White Industrial Products,
Pennwalt Corporation, 151 Old New Brunswick
Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854.

S.S.WHITE

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

E PEW/ALT
LOUIPMENT

HEALTH

a CHEMICALS
PRODUCTS

Circle 247 on reader

service card

249

4 times larger than life

A breakthrough in wet tantalum capacitor capability
This unique product eliminates the primary problem
inherent in silver cased wet tantalum capacitors
namely, the interaction between the silver case and the
electrolyte. The Puritan Type AT all tantalum capacitor
offers a far better capacitance stability and lower

E.S.R., and a higher ripple current handling capability
than its silver cased counterpart. Moreover, Puritan has
areverse voltage capability of 3V. d.c. at 85°C.
Capacitance range 2-5 to 1200 mfd; 6to 100 Volt.
Write or 'phone for further data.

Tansitor PuriTati capacitors

Tansitor Electronics, Inc.

West Road, P.O. Box 230, Bennington,
Vermont 05201 Phone: (802) 442-5473
TWX :(710) 360-1782
Tansitor - reliable in so many ways

Circle 251 on reader service card

An invaluable, time-saving library of design facts and figures...
Circuits for Electronics Engineers
From Electronics highly respected -Designer's Casebook," 346 circuits from all over the
world —arranged by 51 of the most useful functions designers use to implement their
systems, including... •Amplifiers •Analog to digital & digital to analog converters •Counters
•Detectors •Discriminators •Display circuits •Function generators •Integrators •Logic
circuits •Memory circuits •Operational amplifier circuits •Power supplies •Protection circuits
•Switching circuits •Temperature control •Timing circuits •Voltage regulating circuits... and
many more. 396 pages, $15.95.

Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
The best of Electronics' popular "Engineer's Notebook," ahost of proven design problem
solutions to assist you at every point in the development of an engineering project—when
you're making measurements... interpreting data... making calculations...choosing
materials... controlling environment... laying out and purchasing components, and
interconnecting them swiftly and accurately. The professional edge you can use to solve
design problems fast, avoid tedious manual calculations, cut bench and development time.
370 pages, $15.95.
Order today! And don't forget the other valuable Electronics Magazine Books on the coupon below.
Electronics Magazine Books

P.O.Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520

Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the book is
returned after ten-day trial examination. Send me:
copies of Microprocessors @ $8.95
copies of Applying Microprocessors @ $9.95
copies of Large Scale Integration @ $9.95

[1] Payment enclosed

n Bill firm

R

DI

D Bill

me

Charge to my credit card:
American Express
Visa

Diners Club

El Master Charge
Date Exp

Acct. No.
On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name

copies of Basics of Data Communications @ $12.95
copies of Circuits lor Electronics Engineers @ $15.95
copies of Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers @ $15.95
copies of Memory Design: Microcomputers to Mainframes
@ $12.95
copies of Personal Computing: Hardware and Software Basics
@ $11.95

L

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more of each book.
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Electronics/March 27, 1980

The
delivers 50W, 1.5-4
This single unit is so incredibly
versatile it can replace several
you may be using now. And you
may never need another. It's an
extremely broadband high
power, solid state, Class A linear
amplifier. It's rated at 50W from
1.5-400 MHz. But it can provide
100 Watts from 1.5-220 MHz. All
you need with the 550L is any
standard signal or sweep generator and you've got the ultimate
in linear power for such applications as RFI/EMI testing, NMR,

.
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RF Transmission, ultrasonics
and more.
And, like all ENI power amplifiers, the 550L features unconditional stability, instantaneous
failsafe provisions, and absolute
protection from overloads
and transients.

The 550L represents the pinn
in RF power versatility. There's'
nothing like it commerciallyavail,
able anywhere! And it may be
the only RF power amplifier you
ever need.
For more information, ademonstration, or afull line catalog,
please contact us at ENI, 3000
Winton Road South, Rochester,
NY 14623. Call 716/473-6900,
or telex 97-8283 ENI ROC.

ENI

The advanced design line of power amplifiers
Circle 901 on reader service card

the
est way to
trim acircuit.
Over the last decade, Models 3006,
99 and 3386 Trimpot" trimming
entiometers have set the standards
cermet trimmers. And, because these
ependable models offer the best
rformance per dollar around, they'll be
standards for a long time to come.
All models are sealed for board processing.
urns exclusive Swage-Bond '"termination
process virtually eliminates pin termination
failure. Cermet elements offer essentially
infinite resolution. Multi-fingered wrap-around
wiper design reduces contact resistance variation
nd open circuit problems. Here are the specs:
3006

3299

3386

Res. Tolerance
Power Rating
Tempco
CRV
Adjustment

10 Ohms to
2Megohms
10%
.75 W @ 70°C
100 ppm/°C
3%
15 turns

Size
Pin Patterns

3/4" rect.
3styles

10 Ohms to
5Megohms
10%
.5 W @ 70°C
100 ppm/°C
3%
25 turns
(top or side
adj.)
3/8" square
5styles

10 Ohms to
2Megohms
10%
.5 W
85°C
100 ppm/°C
1%
Single-turn
(top or side
adj.)
3/8" square
14 styles

Std.

Res. Range

Time-proven trimmers, backed by the Boums reputation for
leadership, performance and quality at cost-effective prices. Call
or write today for your new 94-page TR-1 trimmer catalog. Or, see
the EEM directory, Volume 2, pages 3726, 3736 and 3746.
A Timely Offer Write to Trimmer Application Engineering on your
company letterhead. While supply lasts, we'll send you a free
trimmer design aid kit detailing all specifications and drawings.
TRIMPOT DMSION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue,
Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: 714 781-5320. TWX: 910 332-1252.
European Headquarters: Boums AG, Zugerstrasse 74 6340 Baar, Switzerland.
Phone: 042 33 33 33. Telex: 78722.

URI
For Immediate Application—Circle 120

For Future Application—Circle 220

